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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the first edition of our book "Tissue Culture in Fores

try" in 1982 we have witnessed remarkable advances in cell and 

tissue culture technologies with woody perennials. In addition to 

forest biologists in government, industry, and universities, we 

now have molecular biologists, genetic engineers, and biochemists 

using cell and tissue cultures of woody species routinely. There

fore, the time has come for an update of the earlier edition. In 

our present effort to cover new developments we have expanded to 

three volumes: 

1. General principles and Biotechnology 

2. Specific Principles and Methods: Growth and Development 

3. Case Histories: Gymnosperms, Angiosperms and Palms 

The scientific barriers to progress in tree improvement are not 

so much lack of foreign gene expression in plants but our current 

inabili ty to regenerate plants in true-to-type fashion on a mas

sive and economic scale. To achieve this in the form of an appro

pr iate biotechnology, cell and tissue culture will increasing ly 

require a better understanding of basic principles in chemistry 

and physics that determine structural and functional relationships 

among molecules and macromolecules (proteins, RNA, DNA) within 

cells and tissues. These principles and their relationship with 

the culture medium and its physical environment, principles of 

clonal propagation, and genetic variation and ultrastructure are 

discussed in volume one. 

In volume two it is emphasized that the full realization of 

potentialities of the projected biotechnologies will increasingly 

depend not only on an understanding of molecular-Ievel-aspects of 

the traits being captured and the systems successfully cloned but 

also on the principles of growth and development. For this reason 
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chapters involving technologies that have already proven useful in 

cell and tissue culture are included. 

We of ben still do not know how to scale up clonal procedures 

from the laboratory to the industrial level because of the many 

problems that woody species often still present. Examples of suc

cessful field studies with micropropagated trees can assist in 

achieving industrial level propagation of these and ot~her species. 

Hence in volume three, several of the emerging successful case 

histories for gymnosperms, angiosperms, and palms are described. 

Where possible, authors from different countries have outlined 

their protocols and formulae for success with a wide range of 

species. 

Gi ven the above, our new edition should be viewed as comple

mentary to the first one. In fact, considerable useful information 

can still be found in the 1982 edition. 

The distribution of chapters in all three volumes reflects the 

rapid current progress in forest biology. We recognize that the 

information will need to be updated and improved regularly as some 

of the technologies become obsolete. Trees have not yet attained 

the reputation of being model experimental systems, especially for 

genetic st:udies, but this may change in the near future. 

At the present there is a great deal of intellectual ferment in 

tree biology. This derives from our increased ability to probe and 

better understand the steps in micropropagation and to deal with 

some of the biological complexity, especially of mature trees. 

Continued progress will move us closer to the real understanding 

of the basic mechanisms of life processes in forest trees. Such 

understanding would be of great assistance in tree improvement 

programs. Models developed from this work may someday transcend in 

complexity those currently being developed for annual crops. 

Another development in the intervening years has bE!en the gran

ting of patents in forest biology. This represents thE! aspirations 

of those who see the potential dollar value of commercial ventures 

with forest trees. No doubt considerable integration of discipli

nes and effort will be needed before such commercial ventures can 

be achieved. Questions of strategy and management ivolved in the 

commercial exploitation of trees is not diSCUSSE!d in its fullest 
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context though several chapters indicate what is currently devel

oping in this area. 

In many instances, the research described in the many chapters 

is the outcome of team research with plant physiology as a central 

theme. The trend is now becoming more sharply focused on genetics 

and tree improvement. Linked to this we see an increased apprecia

tion for the need of more basic research. 

Cell and tissue culture is now practised in all continents. We 

have included chapters dealing with a wide variety of species from 

select geographic areas that provide valuable germplasm and that 

present unique problems. While it is yet too early to generalize, 

we have attempted to provide broad coverage recognizing that the 

situation will continue to change rapidly. We feel that drawing 

together the present progress in cell and tissue culture of forest 

trees has considerable merit and that this field has very special 

characteristics of its own. 



2. GENERAL MEDIA AND VESSELS SUITABLE FOR WOODY PLAN1~ CULTURE 

B.H. MCCOWN AND J.C. SELLMER 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 

The factors to be considered when microculturing a plant 

tissue gE,nerally can be grouped into five broad categories: 1) 

tissue (genotype, source, and history), 2) media (minerals, 

hormones and other organics, supporting agents), 3) environment 

(light, temperature, gases, vessels), 4) timing (subculture 

period, dosage), and 5) interactions between the above factors. 

Each investigator has a bias as to the relative importance of 

each of these, however no factor can be considered separately 

from the others. This makes the last factor, interactions, one of 

the most important but because of the difficulties in conducting 

and interpreting multifactor experiments, interactions are also 

the least studied and most poorly understood. Thus a chapter with 

a goal of addressing one factor is necessarily limited in scope. 

This chapter addresses various aspects of choosing a medium 

formulation suitable for forest tree microculture. The emphasis 

will be on the mineral nutrient factor, however some interesting 

interactions will also be discussed. 

We will focus on shoot cultures instead of cell, organ, or 

protoplast culture because shoot cultures are probably at present 

the most ~renerally applicable tissue culture technique for forest 

trees. Shoot cultures can be generated and maintained for most 

forest species using comparatively simple manipulations. Shoot 

cultures are the basis of most micropropagation systems presently 

in commercial application. Finally, the information gained by 

studying the reaction of shoot cultures to microculture factors 

can often be applied to the culture of other tissue systems. For 
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example, we standardly use the hormonal and media sensitivity 

data gained from shoot cultures of a particular genotype to 

design the experimental parameters for cell and protoplast 

research (12). 

2. BASIC MINERAL SALT FORMULATIONS AND SOME KEY DIFFERENCES 

A plethora of formulations of media for the culture of woody 

plants including forest trees has appeared in the literature. 

Whether all the differences in the formulations have biological 

significance is not known. We have searched the literature and 

chosen eleven media that either are commonly used for woody 

species or represent important deviations from the "standard" 

formulations. These media are listed in Table 1. The total ionic 

amounts of each mineral are listed and the media are ordered from 

those with the highest total ionic strength (Litvay's conifer 

medium) to those with the lowest strength (White's medium). 

Many plants will grow on a wide range if not all of these 

formulations; others appear to be rather specific. Most species/ 

genotypes will show considerable quality-of-growth differences 

when grown on different formulations. What is the physiological 

basis for such differences? The answer to such a question will 

include genotype-specific and rather isolated responses. However 

a number of generally applicable answers have become evident and 

include inhibition by high ionic strength, the effect of total 

nitrogen level, calcium deficiency, and chloride sensitivity. 

2.1. Total ionic strength. 

In the early attempts to culture shoots from woody species, 

it soon became apparent that the standard media formulations 

commonly used for herbaceous plants (eg. Murashige and Skoog, MS) 

did not support good growth of many woody plants. One over-riding 

cause for this is the total ionic strength (total salt 

concentration) of the medium. A typical set of responses can be 

seen in Table 2 where the shoot growth of 5 woody species on 3 

medium formulations is detailed. The responses to the media were 

highly species-specific and varied from little difference in 

growth between media for Rosa to a life-or-death reaction for 

Kalmia. Although these 3 formulations differ in a number of 
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aspects, a major difference is the relatively high mineral salt 

concentration of MS as compared to either GresshofjDoy (GD) or 

Woody Plant Medium (WPM). Since the shoot growth of the most 

responsive plants (Kalmia, azalea) was quite similar between GD 

and WPM but differed markedly between either GD or WPM and MS, 

and since GD and WPM are both low salt media as compared to MS 

(Table 1), the principal reason for these medium responses has 

been attributed to the total ionic strength of the formulation. 

Table 2. The growth of shoot cultures of 5 genotypes of woody 
plants on 3 media differing in their ionic composition. Only 
shoots greater than 1 cm in length were counted after 
subculturing a single initial cultured shoot through two, 4 to 6 
week periods on the test medium. Media contained hormones 
appropriate for the tissue being cultured. Figures in a row with 
a common letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level 
of probability. 

PLANT MURASHIGE GRESSHOF WOODY PLANT 

GENOTYPE & SKOOG (MS) & DOY (GD) MEDIUM (WPM) 

Shoots Weight Shoots Weight Shoots Weight 

Per Per Per Per Per Per 

culture Shoot Culture Shoot Culture Shoot 

(mg) (mg) (mg) 

Rosa x 

Hybrida 

'Kordes 

perfecta' 6.6a 8.3n 7.9a 6.5mn 8.4a 5.6m 

Betula 

I2 latYl2hylla var. 

szechuanica 22a 2.4m 48b 1. 5m 64b 1.2m 

Rhododendron 

schl irmenbachi i 

(azalea) Oa 21b 1. 3m 30b 2.0n 

Rhododendron x 

'PJM' (evergreen 

rhododendron) 19a O.9m 35b 1.0m 46b 1.0m 

Kalmia latifolia Oa 22b 2.2m 21b 2.3m 



The nutrients contributing in a major way to the ionic 

strength of a medium are the macroelements, in particular the 

nitrogen and potassium sources. Thus any major reduction of the 

ionic strength of a medium must necessarily involve 

in the levels of these nutrients. 

reductions 

Further work with many other species, in both industry and 

government/academic laboratories, has indicated that it is 

probably prudent to first isolate and establish a woody species 

new-to-culture on a low salt formulation and then determine 

whether a higher nutrient content provides optimal growth. The 

reasoningr behind this recommendation is that unl ike t:he high salt 

media, t.he low salt media seldom are so inhibitory as to be 

lethal although they may not be optimal. Thus reasonable growth 

of a new isolate can at least be initiated and other factors 

(such as contamination) can be addressed first. 

2.2. Total nitrogen levels. 

In a number of cases, low salt formulations definitely do not 

support adequate growth of shoots; in fact, the growth may be 

significa.ntly reduced when compared to growth on Cl high salt 

formulation. An example of such a case is shown in ~'able 3 which 

is representative of the response of a number of poplar genotypes 

to low and high salt media. This genotype has grown poorly on WPM 

even though it could be maintained indefinitely on WPM. When 

shoots from cultures grown on WPM were subcultured onto modified 

MS, an immediate improvement in total biomass production and 

shoot quality (larger leaves, more succulent growth) was 

apparent. This response raised the question as to what factor in 

MS was so stimulatory for some clones of poplar. Since a major 

difference between MS and WPM is the level of macroelements 

(Table 1) and since the growth on MS was marked by increases in 

leaf size and succulence (as demonstrated by the fresh weight/dry 

weight ratios, Table 3), we suspected that nitrogen levels may be 

involved. When WPM was supplemented with NH4N03 to the level of 

that found in MS, growth of this poplar clone markedly improved 

and approached that observed with MS (Table 3). A similar 

response has been reported for walnut (4). Thus it appears that 
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reductions of the macronutrient levels in attempts to reduce 

total salt levels can lead to deficiencies in supply of these 

nutrients for some plants. The specificity of this response is 

most intriguing because some poplars actually grow better on WPM 

(discussed later in this chapter). 

Table 3. The relative growth of shoot cultures of Populus nigra 
cv. betulifolia x ~ trichocarpa (NC-5331) grown on 2 standard 
nutrient salt formulations and on a supplemented formulation. The 
data are the mean of 5 replicates. WPM + NH4N03 was WPM 
supplemented with NH4N03 to the level found in MS. MS was 
modified by eliminating all cobalt and iodine sources. 

MEDIUM FRESH WEIGHT DRY WEIGHT FRESH WEIGHT/ 

(g) (g) DRY WEIGHT RATIO 

MS (Murashige & 

Skoog w/o Co, I) 2.9 0.17 16 

WPM (Woody Plant 

Medium) 0.9 0.07 13 

WPM + NH4N03 2.3 0.14 16 

2.3. Calcium deficiency in shoot culture: shoot-tip necrosis. 

We have observed a problem in actively-growing shoot cultures 

of many plant species that we have termed "shoot-tip necrosis" 

(15). The most obvious symptom is an initial discoloration of the 

shoot-tip of young shoots that usually occurs 1 to 3 weeks after 

subculture. The discoloration usually progresses to an actual 

death of the shoot-tip (necrosis). In some cases, the shoot-tip 

continues to grow slowly or even outgrow the problem, leaving 

behind a region on the stem with distorted or poorly developed 

leaves. After shoot-tip death, the shoot usually branches. In 

severe cases, these branches will show necrosis and branch again, 

thus producing a "witches broom". 

We have observed shoot-tip necrosis in cultures of Ulmus, 

Betula, Populus, Malus, Amelanchier, and Seguoia. There appear to 

be differences in sensitivity between genotypes within a species 



(15). H01Never, even in the most sensitive genotypes, only very 

actively-growing shoot cultures show a severe problem. 

Shoot-tip necrosis is most likely the result of calcium 

deficiency in the actively-growing shoot meristems is mediated by 

a complex of interactions. Presumably, the high humidity of the 

culture vessel environment depresses transpiration from the 

leaves which results in a slowing of the water/nutrient flow from 

the medium to the tissues. Because calcium is not remobilized in 

plant tissues, an actively-growing shoot-tip needs a constant 

supply in the transpiration stream to support cell growth and 

thus, a slowing of transpiration while maintaining active growth 

can result in a severe calcium deficiency in the shoot-tip. The 

condition is analogous to the problem of tip-burn in cabbage and 

lettuce heads (15). 

Shoot-tip necrosis is probably the severest manifestation of 

calcium deficiency. other manifestations are not as readily 

recognized. For example, there is some evidence that the calcium 

deficiency problem can carry through into the rooting and 

subsequent early growth of microcuttings (see Chapter by Gaspar 

and Coumans) . 

Shoot-tip necrosis can be prevented by 1) slowing the rate of 

growth of the shoot cultures (by decreased growth temperature), 

2) modifying the culture environment and 3) increasing the level 

of calcium in the medium. The first alternative is very effective 

but not usually desirable. The second alternative involves 

utilizing vessels that promote air exchange (discussed later in 

this chapter). The third alternative is complex since calcium is 

not highly soluble and its salts carry high molar amounts of 

anions into the medium. We have found that the medium calcium 

levels can probably not be increased much above 30 mM and that 

half this level is usually adequate for the growth of most 

plants. 

2.4. Chloride sensitivity. 

In the calcium experiments above, we used CaC12 as one of the 

supplementary sources of calcium. With many plants, increases in 

this salt solved the shoot-tip necrosis problem but also created 

a general yellowing of the leaves, weak stems, and sometimes 
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collapse and death of the tissue. since only calcium and chloride 

were changed in the medium, these symptoms were attributed to 

chloride toxicity. 

Many woody species are known to be sensitive to salt (NaCl) 

such as that used for deicing (16). For this reason, WPM was 

designed to minimize chloride levels by using sulfate salts where 

possible. The differences in growth between GO and WPM shown in 

table 2 may in part be attributable to differences in chloride in 

these 2 media. We see no reason not to be prudent and minimize 

chloride levels in culture media as long as nutrient solubility 

can be maintained. 

3. VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS 

The physical container used for culture has effects on growth 

of plants that are often unrecognized and are certainly not 

understood. The topic is complex because of the interaction of 

many factors as different characteristics of the vessel are 

changed. 

As a demonstration of the potential effects of vessel type on 

plant culture growth, P.C. Bilkey (2) conducted an experiment in 

our laboratory using Saintpaulia as the test organism. Although 

Saintpaulia is not a tree species, it is an easily manipulated 

test organism and the results were demonstrative of responses 

that we have observed, but not documented, with some woody 

species. Saintpaulia shoot explants were grown in two vessels 

that differed only in the internal volume (media, explant number 

and size, closure, vessel opening size, and environment outside 

the vessel were identical). Growth in both vessels was of high 

quality, however the growth characteristics were markedly 

different (Table 4). 

Some vessel characteristics, such as closure type, are known 

to have a strong influence on culture growth, for example on the 

occurrence of vitreous growth (see below and other chapters). 

However, it is not clear why vessel volume would have such a 

strong effect. Many of the responses to vessel characteristics 

are probably highly tissue and genotype-specific. It is important 

to recognize such influences because subtle changes in vessels 
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may lead to lack of reproducibility of results between 

laboratories and between experiments. 

Table 4. Growth response of Saintpaulia ionantha 'Mars' in 2 
container types possessing an identical quality and quantity of 
medium, opening size, and external environment. Figures in a row 
with a common letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 
level of probability. 

Growth parameter 30 ml vessel 125 ml vessel 

Total biomass (g fr.wgt.) 

Plantlet size (mgjplantlet) 

% increase in new plantlets 

4. SOME INTERACTIONS OF INTEREST 

2.4a 

230b 

16% 

1.la 

80a 

89% 

Other chapters in these books will detail specific effects of 

medium components. A few topics will be briefly discussed here 

because they demonstrate the importance of considering the inter

action between factors in the culture system. 

4.1. Mineral formulation X growth regulator effect. 

The effect of growth regulators can be strongly modified by 

the medium on which the cultures are grown. 

an interaction are shown in Fig. 1 

Two examples of such 

where the rate of 

multiplication of shoots of two Populus clones grown on 2 mineral 

salt formulations is shown. with the Populus tremula clone, the 

inhibitory effects of a modified MS medium were strong enough to 

mask any response to increasing cytokinin levels. with the clone 

NC-5331, however, the greatest response to cytokinin was with the 

MS medium. such interactions indicate that the most appropriate 

mineral salt formulation should be determined before any detailed 

hormone studies are conducted. In addition, changes in the basic 

nutrient culture regime might lead to nonreproducibility of 

results. 
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FIGURE 1. The effect of 2 mineral salt formulations on the rate 
of shoot mUltiplication of 2 Populus clones (top, Populus hybrid 
clone NC-5331; bottom, Populus tremula 'erecta') over a range of 
N6-benzyladenine concentrations (BA). MS medium did not contain 
any cobalt or iodine. 
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4.2. vitreous growth and media/vessel selection. 

The problem of vitreous tissue is an important one and is the 

focus of a chapter in this series. The problem is complex. We 

have observed the occurrence and amount of vitreous growth change 

with 1) genotype, 2) cytokinin level, 3) medium nitrogen level, 

4) vessel type, and 5) solidifying agent. The last three factors 

warrant some discussion in this chapter. 

With Poplar, some genotypes of which have a strong tendency 

for vitreous growth, high nitrogen levels supplied in either MS 

or N-supplemented WPM promote vitreous growth. This can be 

attributed to an increase in succulence of the leaves as seen in 

the fresh weight/dry weight ratio of tissues grown on high 

nitrogen media (Table 3). Thus although increased nitrogen may 

promote increased growth, vitreous tissue may also be a 

consequence. 

Vessel type can have an overwhelming effect on vitreous 

growth as well as on the shoot-tip necrosis problem discussed 

earlier. Both problems are decreased in environments where the 

humidity around the tissue is reduced and/or gas exchange is 

facilitated. Thus vessels covered with a tight-fitting closure 

such as parafilm will promote these problems in genotypes that 

are sensitive (15). Closures that permit more air exchange, such 

as "B-Caps", reduce the amount of vit.reous growth and shoot-tip 

necrosis but also lead to an increase in medium dessication, thus 

shortening the shelf life of the subculture. 

In our cultures, agar or close derivatives are inhibitory to 

shoot growth. Substituting agar with liquid or ge1rite-solidified 

media strongly promotes growth of shoot cultures, sometimes 

spectacularly. However, along with the increased growth is also 

an increased succulence and an increased tendency for vitreous 

growth. In some cases, a compromise can be found by using a 

combination of agar and gel rite (see Chapter by D.D. McCown and 

B.H. McCown). 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

The culture environment is a complex, interacting system. 

Media and vessel type are only two in a vast array of factors to 

be considered. General conclusions are difficult to reach with 

our present level of understanding, however the following 

recommendations for the culture of tree species seem prudent: 

1. Use a low salt medium as the base formulation. 

2. Evaluate supplementing the nitrogen and/or calcium levels 

of the base formulation. 

3. Use vessels that permit adequate air exchange. Vessel type 

should not be changed without adequate 

determine the effects of such a change 

determined previously. 

4. Be aware that genotype differences are large. 

testing to 

on responses 

This chapter emphasized shoot growth as the model system. How 

the observations mentioned here apply to systems using other 

tissues (such as callus) is not clear. However, a medium that 

will support the active growth of shoot cultures will most likely 

not be inhibitory to general cell growth, although it may not be 

optimal. Thus shoot culture data can provide a reference for 

initiating cultures of other tissue systems. 

We believe that the development of a generally applicable 

culture medium for shoot culture growth is possible. Its general 

use would make research results more comparable. If such a medium 

ever emerges is yet another intriguing question. 
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3. MICRONUTRIENTS 

R.D. TEASDALE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Those elements which are required by plants in small amounts 

for normal growth are known variously as micronutrients, micro

elements or trace elements. Some of these, such as Fe and Ni, 

may be present in great abundance, so that the latter two terms 

are less appropriate and now used less frequently by workers in 

17 

the field. The number of known micronutrients has increased over 

the years, paralleling improvements in procedures to remove ex

tremely small amounts of contaminants. An example of a recent 

addition is provided by Ni(27,29), further new additions are likely 

with increasing research effort. Interest in the micronutrients 

is not confined to their deficiencies; toxic excesses of micro

elements such as Cu and Zn are of environmental significance(33). 

The growing tendency to allocate reject lands to forestry(109) 

justifies substantial research effort on the physiological, bio

chemical and genetic effects of these elements on forest tree 

species. It is one aim of this chapter to provide some guidance 

on the use of tissue culture systems for studies of defined micro

nutrient stress. 

Much of the interest in tissue culture with forest tree species 

is concerned with the development of mass clonal propagation meth

ods. It is the avoidance of stress that is of primary importance 

here. Nutrient stress effects produce various defects and it is 

not unlikely that many of the growth aberrations incurred in con

ifer tissue culture are due to these stresses. Moreover, a border

line stress situation will best reveal the extent of genotypic 

resistance in a sample population. An inappropriate medium may 

therefore cause aberrant growth or lead to selection for stress 

resistance characteristics which are irrelevant to the intended 

use of the propagated material. 
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Chemical speciation and metabolic interaction effects can dram

atically affect the availabilities of some micronutrients, in 

perhaps surprising ways to the unwary investigator. It is advisable 

that workers using tissue culture should fully appreciate both 

the significant effects that can be produced by various micro

nutrient stresses, and the conditions that may produce these 

stresses. 

It is the intention of this chapter to address both the solut

ion behaviour of micronutrients in tissue culture media, and the 

respective functions and requirements for them. With regard to 

this latter point, much of the available information has been 

obtained from studies with non-woody plants, so that extrapolation 

to forest species is frequently required. Space permits only an 

outline rather than a comprehensive review. It is noted at the 

outset that the development of this field is not yet sufficient 

to allow prescription of micronutrient compositions that can be 

guaranteed suitable for all tree tissue culture applications. 

Nevertheless, much understanding has been achieved which should 

assist the improvement of tissue culture in forestry. 

2. CHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF MICRONUTRIENTS 

2.1. Chemical speciation and media interactions 

A variety of redox, precipitation and complexation reactions 

may occur in tissue culture media. The metal ions are of prime 

interest among the micronutrients, particularly Fe. At the pH 

values «6) normally encountered no metal hydroxides will form, 

this will not be the case under more alkaline conditions, where 

ferric hydroxide formation is especially noticeable. Iron is gener

ally introduced stoichiometrically with EDTA. A frequent practice 

is to mix a ferrous salt (FeS04.7HzO) with NazEDTA, sometimes 

specifically including an aeration step so that oxidation to Fe 

(III) is promoted. Alternatively, as is the practise in this labor

atory, the ferric salt NaFeEDTA is added as a single component. 

The standard redox potential of the Fe(III)/Fe(II) pair (0.771 v) 

is less than that of Oz/HzO (1.229 v). Under conditions of oxygen 

saturation, Fe(II) will be quantitatively oxidised to Fe(III) 

during autoclaving, so that both forms of Fe introduction are 



equivalent. It is readily calculated from the Nernst equation 

that [Fe 3+] will exceed [Fe 2+] by a factor of 62 at pH 5.8. The 

presence of EDTA in media further lowers Fe(II) species since 

lY 

the binding affinities for EDTA are 10 26 M- l and 1018 M- l respect

ively(91). Before examining this effect in detail, it is necessary 

to take account of the formation of iron phospate precipitates 

which occur with many media formulations, with consequences for 

the transition metals other than Fe. 

A precipitate is present in MS medium(19) for which a quantit

ative analysis has been reported. Over half the iron is in fact 

precipitated by phosphate. The concentration of soluble phosphate 

is sufficiently high to be relatively unaffected by this precipit

ation. It is apparent that free Fe 3 + is thereby buffered to a 

constant low value by the iron-phosphate solubility product, with 

the balance of iron in the soluble complexes Fe(III)EDTA, Fe2 + 

and Fe(II)EDTA. Since the total EDTA stoichiometrically equals 

total Fe, this substantial removal of iron as the phosphate leads 

to EDTA being available to chelate, in sequence, Cu 2 +, then Zn2+ 

CoH , Mn2+ and Ca2+ , according to the decreasing order of binding 

affinities(91). The large differences between these respective 

values leads, upon EDTA addition, to separate titration of each 

metal ion down the series until there is essentially no EDTA re

maining. With limited EDTA some particular metal will be partially 

titrated and lower affinity metals will remain unchelated. The 

ratio of free and chelated forms of this partially titrated metal 

ion will establish an equilibrium which will buffer the free EDTA 

to a particular concentration. Thus, in the case of MS medium, 

44~M Fe will precipitate as the phosphate(19) so that FeEDTA will 

be 56 ~M. The 44 ~M of "liberated" EDTA exceeds the total of 

Cu(O.l ~M), Zn(23 ~m) and Co(O.l ~M), so that Mn will be partly 

titrated. The resulting [Mn2 + ] 1 [MnEDTA] ratio of 79/21 determines 

free EDTA as 1.25 x 10- 9 M. The respective concentrations of free 

and chelated forms of each of the other metal ions are then readily 

calculated. Estimates of these are presented in Table I for two 

quite different media, the MS medium(77) and the LM medium(65). 

The Zn in LM is high (150 ~M) so that this metal is incompletely 

titrated, making this an example of a system that is "Zn-buffered". 
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The majority of standard media, including SH (96) and GD (39), 

fall into the Mn-buffered class. In addition to LM medium that 

of Erikson (26) together with the P6 medium used in this labor

atory (105), are examples of Zn-buffered media. The MCM medium 

of Bornman (5) is an uncommon example of a Ca-buffered system. 
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With reference to Table I it is seen that the concentrations 

of the non-chelated species Fe 3 +, Fe 2+, Cu 2+ and C02+ are exceed

ingly low, particularly in MS medium. In the Zn-buffered LM medium 

free EDTA is very much lower than in MS. The ratio of free to 

chelated form of Cu is accordingly much higher (10' fold) in LM 

than in MS. The [Fe 3 +j in LM medium is similarly determined by 

the iron-phosphate solubility product, with the higher phosphate 

content the equilibrium level is approximately half that found 

in MS medium. Furthermore, a lower level of free EDTA is obtained 

with the elevated Zn, so that the concentration of chelated iron 

in LM medium is very much lower than in MS medium. Accordingly, 

almost all Fe is precipitated (as the phosphate) in Zn-buffered 

media. 

It should be borne in mind that the species concentrations 

presented in Table I correspond only to the composition of the 

respective media as initially constructed. During culture growth 

ions will be consumed, medium pH will generally decrease (20) 

and other chelating compounds may be secreted into solution. The 

major factor is likely to be medium acidification which will mark

edly reduce the iron-phosphate precipitation, with consequences 

for the EDTA-metal equilibria. However, the balance between various 

effects will vary with the culture system and cannot be readily 

predicted. 

Other chemical interactions involving metal ions include 

formation of halide complexes, but the extent of these is generally 

insignificant compared with the EDTA chelation phenomena in stan

dard media. If supplements such as various amino acids or other 

metabolic intermediates are added to culture media the metal chel

ating effects of these will need to be considered. A readable 

account of metal-ligand equilibria is provided by Phipps (83). 

The non-metallic micronutrients, particularly KI and Na 2 Mo0 4 , 

are £enerally not prone to significant chemical interactions which 



complicate their behaviour. Boric acid differs from other species 

in that it exists in solution as the uncharged H3 B0 3 species. It 

is recognized to interact with cis-diols including many sugars. 

The dominant sugar in tissue culture media is sucrose, which does 

not react appreciably with boric acid (64). The use of other sugars 

in high concentration should be undertaken with caution - the use 

of mannitol and sorbitol as osmotica for protoplast culture is a 

potentially hazardous practice in this connection, but this has 

received little detailed attention. 

The various chemical forms of each element will generally 

differ in biological relevance. Some changes in initial medium comp

osition can be seen to produce quite dramatic changes to the spec

iation of certain elements, which can be surprising to the unwary 

investigator. 

2.2. Avoidance and removal of trace nutrients 

With some 40 gil of solutes in typical tissue culture media, 

omission of some essential nutrients may be of no consequence as 

contaminatory sources alone may be sufficient for normal growth. 

For deficiency studies the tolerable limits of contamination will 

depend upon the particular study to be undertaken - marginal defic

iency may be acceptable for some qualitative assessment and selec

tion studies, whereas depletion of nutrients to below 20% of the 

uptake Km value is generally advisable for quantitative uptake stud

ies. 

Nutrients may be pre-purified of specific contaminants by 

such procedures as multiple recrystallizations, precipitation of 

contaminants as insoluble salts, adsorption of their organic comp

lexes onto charcoal or extraction into organic solvents. The reader 

is referred to descriptions by Hewitt and Smith (49) for details 

of these methods. Commercial suppliers provide ultra-pure grades 

of nutrient salts which are far purer than Analytical Reagent gradeE 

These are expensive but satisfactory for many deficiency studies. 

Some contaminants may also be removed from complete media. 

Copper may be extracted with some selectivity by shaking the media 

with a solution of zinc dibenzyl dithiocarbamate in carbon tetra

chloride (22). All transition metals can be similarly extracted 

with ammonium pyrollidone dithiocarbamate, those metals that are 

required can be added using high purity preparations. 



An attractive alternative to liquid extraction methods is 

the percolation of media through chromatographic columns containing 

metal-chelating groups bonded to an inert support. Nickel and Zn 

can be very effectively removed using a column of 8-hydroxyquin

oline bonded to controlled-pore glass (28). Depletion of Ni in this 

way permitted demonstration of an essential role for Ni in higher 

plants (29). Here again, selectivity for a particular metal is not 

total so that, in addition to interference effects, other transi

tion metals are co-removed and those required must be added later. 

Recent studies in this laboratory have shown that copper can 

be removed by polarographic electrodeposition. The procedure quite 

selectively removes copper to below the practical limits of detec

tion (1 nM), and can be performed on sterile medium. In principle, 

the technique can be extended to include other metals, but studies 

in this direction are still in progress at the time of writing. 

Control of chemical speciation provides a way to lower the 

proportion of nutrient which is plant available. For this to be 

effective the different solution forms of an element must differ 

significantly in biological activity. Many EDTA-metal complexes 

are not taken up by plants so that contaminants may be sequestered 

dramatically, provided that the multiple equilibria phenomena dis

cussed in section 2.l.are given full consideration. 

When elaborate measures have been taken to reduce contaminat-

ion in the culture medium, it would be incongruous to then unneces-

sarily introduce unwanted nutrients with the sample tissue under 

study. Hewitt and Smith (49) point out that, for example, seed cont

ents of molybdenum may be sufficient to prevent deficiency symptoms 

occurring for an entire generation, and effects may persist for ov

er two generations. Reduction of carryover effects can obviously be 

achieved by lowering the mass of sample tissue: the experience with 

pine cell suspensions in this laboratory is that inoculum densities 

down to 0.04 mg/ml (d.wt) are viable, but lower densities are unre

liable in this regard. With organized tissues greater quantities 

are normal. Finely divided cell suspension cultures have ,large sur

face to volume ratios and short diffusional pathways, which assist 

removal of extracellular nutrients adsorbed or occluded in the cell 

walls. Significant quantities of Cu 2 + and Zn 2 + may be carried over 



in this way (37, 112). These may be removed by competitive displace

ment with other metals, such as the desorption of wall bound Cu 2 + 

with Pb 2 + (44), or washing with 10 roM EDTA (103,113). Prolonged 

growth in nutrient deficient medium may be required to deplete 

intracellular nutrient reserves. 

Combined use of various tissue decontamination procedures to

gether with media where there is control of chemical speciation, 

provide the major means of access to deficiency stress. The upper 

bound of the deficiency domatn may be extended by removal of other 

growth limiting factors. Competitive inhibitors of the uptake pro

cess provide an additional means by which to increase access to 

deficiency, but caution may be necessary when the inhibitor itself 

has a separate nutritional role, or where it will distort solution 

equilibria leading to other nutritional effects. An understanding 

of the basic solution chemistry of the medium is essential for 

research into microelement nutrition. So also is an appreciation 

of the biological roles of the micronutrients, which is the subject 

of the next section. 

3. BIOLOGICAL ROLES AND REQUIREMENTS 

3.1. Essential cations 

3.1.1. Iron. The Fe content of plant foliage generally falls 

in the range 50 to 300 ~g (49). Mature Douglas-fir embryos con

tain 100 ~g/g of Fe, but in the young seedlings the concentration 

is reported to be 690 ~g/g (65), Knight reports 240 ~g/g for P. ra

diata seedlings at lifting (59). The most obvious deficiency symp

tom is chlorosis of the younger foliage, whereas older leaves and 

needles remain green and meristematic division ceases (49,50). Ir

on plays a key role in a wide variety of redox processes. It is 

found in nitrate reductase, photosystem I, catalase, Ferritin, and 

the respiratory cytochromes. There is a poorly understood Fe requ

irement for porphyrin biosynthesis which is the cause of visible 

leave chlorosis. Hewitt (48) has calculated that in normal leaves 

65% of total foliar Fe can be accounted for in 19 known metallo

proteins, with ferritin in the chloroplasts alone representing 35% 

of the Fe. Corresponding data under deficiency conditions is not 

available. 

It is widely accepted that Fe uptake into plant roots occurs 
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FIGURE I. Growth yields obtained with Pinus radiata cell suspen
sions in response to varying Fe under different EDTA regimes. Cell 
suspension cultures derived from P. radiata embryos (104) and main
tained in P6 medium (105) were suspended in P6 medium lacking FeNa 
EDTA and dispensed as 1 ml volumes into culture trays preloaded 
with small volumes of concentrated stocks of FeNaEDTA, FeCl and 
Na 2 EDTA as appropriate. Dry cell masses were estimated aftei filter
harvesting at 16 days. In A is shown the response to simple FeNa 
EDTA addition. The curves in B show the response to FeCl for the 
three Na EDTA conditions of 0.1 mM(O), 0.25 (~) and 0.50 mM (0). 
The inoculum densities were 0.825 and 0.718 mg/ml (d.wt) for A 
and B respectively. 
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following reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) (11,92,95). Romheld and 

Marschner (92) suggest from their studies with soybean roots that 

Fe(III) chelates are partially dissociated upon binding to spec

ific plasmalemma sites, which facilitates reduction to Fe(II), 

whereupon chelate splitting is completed and Fe(II) is absorbed. 

Various synthetic chelates of very different affinity for Fe(III) 

were found equally beneficial for Fe uptake. In contrast to reports 

for many other plants, studies with rice indicate that, at pH 5.3, 

uptake from a Fe 2 + solution exceeds that from a Fe 3 + solution; 

at lower pH the two forms were equivalent. The presence of amounts 

of EDTA stoichiometric with Fe markedly reduced Fe uptake under 

all conditions (4). The mechanism of iron uptake from the xylem 

need not be the same as that at the soil-root interface. The Fe 

requirements of in vitro cultured cells and tissues may well refl

ect those of xylem supplied tissues. The effects of various Fe and 

EDTA levels on growth of pine cells have been monitored with Pinus 

radiata cell suspension cultures in P6 medium. This medium has the 

macronutrient composition {NH~ 14 mM, N0 3 41 mM; K 20 mM; PO~ 2.5 

mM; Ca 2 mM; Mg 2 mM; SO~ 2 mM} and micronutrients as shown in Tab

le I (105). The growth response (dry cell yield at 16 days) versus 

[FeNaEDTA] is shown in Figure IA. An optimum yield is found where 

[FeNaEDTA] is approximately 20 ~M. Below this point simple Fe defic

iency is believed to limit growth. At higher FeNaEDTA the formation 

of insoluble iron phosphate will maintain [Fe 3 +] essentially con

stant, free EDTA and the Fe-EDTA chelate will increase, but in 

constant ratio to one another in accordance with the Fe-EDTA equil

ibrium constant. The declining growth is therefore ascribed to 

increasing EDTA; this presumably is by chelation of an essential 

metal of higher EDTA affinity than Zn 2 +, which is suggestive of 

Cu·2t or Ni 2 +. In a related set of experiments, shown in Figure 

IB, FeC1 3 was added with [EDTA] held fixed at 0.1, 0.25 or 0.5 mM. 

The deleterious effect of excess EDTA is quite evident. Indeed, 

setting the EDTA content at a third or less of the total Fe is 

beneficial. Moreover, full growth was obtained (data not shown) in 

the total absence of EDTA, supporting the view that Fe 3 + or Fe 2 + 

is the biologically active species. 

The extent of iron-phosphate prec~pitation is markedly pH 
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dependent (19). It is therefore expected that the concentrations 

of both Fe 3 + and Fe 2 + will increase commensurate with acidifica-

tion of the medium during the time course of growth. However, 

cell suspensions of both Pinus taeda in LM medium (106), and 

of P. radiata in P6 medium (105) are found to grow perfectly 

exponentially from time of inoculation, indicating that the 

medium as initially constructed (see Table I) is not growth 

limiting with regard to Fe. 

3.1.2. Copper. The lower critical concentration of Cu in 

young pine foliage is 3 to 4 )1g/g (109), although with luxury 

supply contents do not increase very much above this threshold. 

Characteristic symptoms are formation of twisted pliable branches 

and bushy growth as a result of diminished lignification with 

foliage often blue-green (99,50). Reproductive tissues are severe

ly affected in agricultural and horticultural species (38,67). 

It has similarly been found in this laboratory that mo~phologic

ally intact embryos from marginally deficient P. radiata are 

non-viable. Embryo Cu concentrations are generally high (10 

to 20 jJg/g) and show great sensitivity to supply, with a ten

fold difference between Cu adequate and deficiency plants (51). 

Plant roots also may have high Cu contents, but this no doubt 

reflects Cu adsorbed to cell walls without biological significance, 

a phenomenon which seriously complicates Cu uptake studies (37,44). 

Copper serves biochemically in many redox roles, in this 

respect sharing similarities with Fe. At least 14 cupro-proteins 

have been identified in plants (114), including cytochrome oxidase. 

Two copper proteins, plastocyanin and superoxide dismutase, 

alone account for 60 to 90% of foliar Cu - plastocyanin is very 

sensitive to Cu supply and its use as an indicator of Cu status 

has been sugyested (48). 

The final oxidative step in lignification is believed to be 

the Fe containing peroxidase rather than the Cu containing laccase 

(40). No other Cu-containing enzymes are known to be involved in 

lignin biosynthesis (40,42) so that the underlying cause of dimin

ished lignification under Cu deficiency remains unclear. 

Copper deficiency is difficult to obtain in the laboratory 

environment; the concentrations in soil (71) and solution culture 

for deficiency are in the range 10-14 to 10-8 M (23,36,38,66). 



Studies of uptake are further complicated by the high adsorption 

to cell walls and limits to the specific activity of available 

isotopes (37,44). Some early reports for which desorption was likely 

to be inadequate may therefore give erroneously high Km values 

corresponding to wall binding. 

Copper uptake into sugar cane is reported to be through an 

uptake mechanism shared with Zn, with no involvement of Mn (6,7). 

Species differences seem to occur, however, with studies of Hordeum 

roots indicating that Mn and Cu share a common uptake process (45). 

Through use of growth analysis procedures with a cell suspension 

culture of Pinus taeda (103), it was found that cellular copper 

uptake is mediated by a high-affinity intracellular binding protein 

Kdiss ~ 1.4 nM), which also binds Mn competitively (K I ~ 0.15 mM). 

Under the experimental conditions of this study the possibility 

that Fe and Zn also bind was not ruled out. It is reported that 

the EDTA Chelate of Cu is not plant available (16); accordingly, 

when the Km value is expressed in terms of Free Cu 2 + (Table I) 

it reduced to Km ~ 25 pM. It is speculated that this endogenous 

protein may be of the metallothionein type (2,31,90) with important 

implications for genetic improvement of uptake. 

By combined manipulation of EDTA equilibria and competitive 

inhibition effects, marginal deficiency may be obtained in rapidly 

growing cultures without elaborate Cu removal procedures. Copper 

contamination of media is typically 10 to 20 ng/g (0.3 ~M) which 

provides adequate supply to vegetatively growing pine cell~_ Rell

a~ce on cG~laminatory sources is nevertheless hazardous. a~d addi

tion of 0.1 to 1 ~m is advised with this application of media. The 

high Cu content of embryos suggests reappraisal of this position 

may be necessary for some applications where organized tissue growth 

is involved - this will be considered further in section 4.1. 

At the other end of the spectrum, onset of copper toxicity is rapid

ly incurred when concentrations approximate the total EDTA in the 

system, indicating that only low levels of Free Cu 2 + are tolerated. 

3.1.3. Zinc. Typical foliar zinc levels are in the range 

15 to 70 ~g/g (49), although conifers generally have levels of 

50-80 ug/g (59). 
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Deficiency in pines occurs with foliar levels below 20 ~g/g, and 

leads to dieback of young shoots, reduction in length of terminal 

needles, rosetting and yellowing (50). These symptoms parallel 

those in agricultural species where internodes are shortened and 

leaf size restricted, sometimes accompanied by necrosis (49). 

Zinc is found in a wide variety of different proteins, few of 

which have redox roles. These include RNA polymerase, aspartate 

transcarbamylase, carbonic anhydrase (48), the Cu-Zn superoxide 

dismutases (35), and a number of dehydrogenases. The reader is 

referred to reviews by Clarkson and Hanson (14) and Vallee (Ill) 

for further information. Uptake of Zn is inhibited by Cu 2+ and 

Fe 3 + (12) but enhanced by SOt- (8). Bowen (7) has shown that Zn 

content is positively correlated with Ca, Mg, Sand B content, 

but negatively correlated with the Cu level of sugar cane leaf. 

Mann and Takkar (68) have shown mutual antagonism between Zn, 

Mn and Fe for uptake from foliar sprays. 

In tissue culture deficiency of Zn is more readily obtained 

than Cu deficiency. Contaminatory sources of Zn are generally 

insufficient, especially when EDTA complexation of Zn is apprec

iable. In contrast to Cu, excess of Zn is not particularly toxic 

for pine cell growth, with concentration of at least 500 ~M toler

ated without effect. The considerations of section 2.1.should 

be borne in mind when changing the Zn content of media: addition 

of Zn to a Mn-buffered medium (MS type) will eventually switch 

it to a Zn-buffered system with corresponding dramatic changes 

in micronutrient speciation. 

3.1.4. Manganese. The foliar levels of Mn range from 30 

to 500 ~g/g (14), with a value of 307 ~g/g reported by Knight for 

Pinus radiata foliage. Seed concentrations of Mn are considerably 

lower, typically 10 ~g/g (94,49), very little of which is in the 

embryo itself (65), so that there is substantial increase during 

development. The deficiency range in pines is reported as only 

5 to 10 ~g/g (50), which suggests that much of the foliar Mn is 

non-essential. There are many similarities between Mn2+ and Mg2+ 

as discussed by Clarkson and Hanson (14), with Mn2+ able to sub

stitute for Mg2+ in many enzyme reactions in vitro, sometimes 

activating the enzyme more effectively than Mg2+. It is argued by 
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Clarkson and Hanson (14) that the 50 to 100 fold higher levels 

in vivo will determine Mg2+ as the biologically important ion. 

In many reports, particularly for conifers, Mg is only 2 to 3 

fold that of Mn (59),with Mn in fact exceeding Mg in one report 

(15). Consequently for many enzymes Mn 2+ may replace Mg2+ in 

vivo in these cases. 

Under Mn deficiency conditions Pinus radiata is stunted, 

foliage is sparse and light green with yellow-tipped needles 

(50). In other species leaves are also chlorotic and in some cases 

various embryonic tissues become necrotic (49). Manganese has 

an essential role in the photosynthetic water splitting reac-

tion of photosystem II located in the thylakoid membrane of chlor

oplasts (17,101). Hewitt (48) calculates that this photosynthe

tic Mn typically accounts for 28% of total leaf Mn. One of the 

four known isozymes of plant superoxide dismutases also contains 

tightly bound Mn (35,97), with Cu and Zn also having roles in 

the various isozymes (35). It has been suggested that these en

zymes protect cells by degrading toxic superoxide free radicals 

(0,-), which are formed as a by-product of electron transport 

processes (43). 

An uptake study with Hordeum roots found that Cu and Mn 

share a common uptake mechanism (45). The competitive inhibition 

by Mn2+ of Cu 2 + uptake into pine cells (103) is consistent with 

this model, but Mn uptake was not explicitly studied with this 

system. Note is again made of the mutual antagonism between Mn 

and Zn for uptake into leaves of sweet orange (68). In cont

rast, Bowen found no correlation between Mn and Zn, nor between 

Mn and Cu, for concentrations in sugar cane (7). Rather, there 

was a negative correlation of Mn content with Band Ca, and posi

tive correlation with Mg and S. 

When pine cells are grown in tissue culture media which are 

Zn-buffered, for which there is no EDTA chelation of Mn, marked 

deficiency is not obtained when Mn is omitted; modest growth 

benefit is progressively obtained with addition of Mn up to 100 

WM. Higher levels of Mn are relatively innocuous, as was the 

case with Zn, with only moderate toxicity apparent at a concen

tration of 1 mM - this is advantageous for manipulation of EDTA 
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equilibria to control Cu and Zn deficiency stresses. 

3.1.5. Cobalt. The requirement for Co by symbiotic bacteria 

which fix nitrogen for host plants is well known, but an essential 

role in the metabolism of higher plants themselves is uncertain 

(48). Discussion of a role for Co was in fact completely omitted 

from the recent authoritative review of plant nutrition by Clarkson 

and Hanson (14). Moreover, Co is only occasionally included in 

sets of plant elemental analyses data; typical foliar levels are 

in the range 0.2 to 29 ~g/g (49). Hewitt (48) has noted a small 

number of exceptional reports which support an essential role 

for Co. 

Where Co is essential, its biochemical role is via cobamide 

(vitamin B12) requiring enzymes involved in intramolecular group 

transfers, notably methylmalonyl CoA - succinyl CoA mutase (79). 

This enzyme plays a key role in provision of succinyl CoA for 

biosynthesis of the heme in leghemoglobin, thereby accounting 

for the Co requirements by symbionts of N fixing plants. 

A Co requirement is not evident for suspension culture of 

pine cells. Toxicity is incurred at low concentrations of free 

C02+, but not by the EDTA chelate - a behaviour similar to Cu 2+. 

Despite the lack of evidence for a clear requirement for Co, stan

dard practice in most laboratories is to include a small quantity 

(0.1 ~M) in tissue culture media. 

3.1.6. Nickel. Reports of an essential role for Ni have 

been appearing for some time, as reviewed by Hutchinson (56) and 

Welch (115). The report by Dixon et al. (21) that urease is a 

Ni metalloenzyme led to acceptance of a functional role for Ni 

in plants growing on urea, but not for growth on ammonia or nitrate 

(84,85). More recently, with improved procedures for removal of 

trace Ni, Eskew et al. (29) have found leaflet tip necrosis in 

both soybeans and cowpeas deprived of Ni and fed N0 3 and NH,. 

This necrosis arose from urea accumulation in the leaf tips indica

ting that urea is produced during normal N metabolism. These re

ports take on added significance when the key role of arginine 

in the nitrogen metabolism of conifers is recognised. It is the 

primary storage form of nitrogen in conifers with non-protein 

arginine increasing in response to inorganic nitrogen (3); a 



number of important regulatory compounds are known to be derived 

from arginine, including polyamines (see Bagni and Biondi this 

volume). However, the importance of ammonia and reduced nitrogen 

in tissue culture is discussed in the chapter by Durzan in next 

volume, to which the reader is referred. 

Deficiency of Ni is not evident with pine cell suspensions. 

This is perhaps not surprising as excess urea, if produced, may 

simply diffuse from the cells into the medium. Studies with organi

zed tissues remain in progress. It is unlikely that Ni deficiency 

will be encountered in tissue culture systems unless particular 

steps have been taken to remove contaminants. Nevertheless, addi

tion of Ni to media seems advisable, with 0.1 ~M estimated as 

appropriate based on the critical requirements for normal growth. 

(29) . 

3.1.7. Sodium. The foliage of normal plants contain 200 

to 300 ~g/g of Na (49). A lower figure of 68 ~g/g is found in 

Pinus radiata (59). An essential role for Na is recognized only 

for plants with the Hatch-Slack (46) C4 type of photosynthetic 

CO 2 fixation (9,98) which does not include any gymnosperms. The 

biochemical basis for this Na requirement is not clear, but defic

iency apparently leads to accumulation of pyruvate and alanine 

with depletion of phosphoenol pyruvate (48). 

Sodium may substitute for K in roles such as stomatal open

ing (87). There are also reports of growth benefit from added 

Na when K is not limiting (69). It may be significant that seeds 

contain much lower Na than does foliage, particularly for the 

beach colonizer Cakile maritima, indicating higher sensitivity 

of the developing embryo than for foliar tissues (52). In this 

laboratory no benefit has been obtained by addition of Na to pine 

cell suspensions, but toxicity is incurred when Na exceeds 5 mM. 

Addition of small amounts of Na (lOO to 500 ~M) is a reasonable 

precautionary measure without risk of toxicity. 

3.2. Essential anions 

3.2.1. Boron. Foliar B in Pinus radiata is 23±4 ~g/g (59), 

which is within the normal range (15 to 100 ~g/g) for other plants 

(49). The deficiency range is 4 to 12 ~g/g and leads to death 



of the shoot apicffi - often with orang~red colouration, deform

ation and forking of the main stem, and black or dark-brown pith 

(50,60,116). These effects correspond with those found in non

woody species - which have been well reviewed elsewhere (14,41,49). 

Boron is unusual in that it is taken up as the unionized 

H3 B0 3 molecule (81) and distributed passively (1). Bowen (7) has 

shown that, for sugar cane, foliar B content is positively corre

lated with Ca, Sand Cu, and negatively correlated with Mg content. 

Many other macronutrients may also have roles in B uptake, as 

reviewed by Gupta (41), but there is need for further investigation 

in this area. 

Although considerable research has been devoted to study of 

B, its primary role remains unclear; no B containing macromolecules 

have yet been identified. Boron deprivation effects mitosis and DNA 

synthesis, but these are considered to be secondary consequences 

(75). Many effects of B deficiency correspond with those of Auxin 

excess, prompting sugestion of a role in control of auxin metabolism 

(86). There is, however, growing acceptance that the primary role 

of B is in the functioning of the cell membrane (75,100). Lewis 

(64) has put forward an interesting hypothesis in which an essen

tial role for B was a prerequisite for evolution of vascular plants, 

with effects on lignin biosynthesis and xylem differentiation. 

This development was argued to be dependent upon selection of 

sucrose as a mobile carbohydrate in plants due to its weak complex

ation with B. 

With regard to tissue culture, it is of interest that Pinus 

taeda cells growing in LM medium required B to be in the range 

500 to 1500 ~M, with the MS level (100 ~M) causing rapid browning 

and cell death. With P. radiata cells in P6 medium, however, the 

B deficiency threshold was found to be less than 20 ~M (unpublished 

results). It is considered unlikely that this represents a species 

difference, but rather a nutrient interactive effect. It is con

ceivable that the very low Ca (MS/20) and high Mg (5xMS) which 

characterize LM medium may induce a high B requirement - this 

speculation is untested but consistent with correlations between 

foliar contents of these elements reported by Bowen (7). A simple 

model could therefore involve binding of both Band Ca to activate 
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a biomolecule, with Mg displacing Ca competitively. 

The propensity of B to bind to cis-diols has already been 

noted in section 2.1. It seems that the use of sucrose in tissue 

culture media is not problematic; however, the widespread use 

of sugars such as mannitol and sorbitol in very high concentra

tions as osmotica for protoplast culture is not without concern. 

Many of these sugars certainly do bind B so that induction of 

B deficiency is quite feasible, particularly where interactive 

effects by other nutrient components of the media also tend towards 

B deficiency. Caution is therefore advised in choice of osmotica, 

and further research into B requirements in tissue culture systems 

is called for. 

3.2.2. Molybdenum. Foliar Mo is exceedingly low in plants 

with a range of 0.5 to 5 ~g/g although values above 1 ~g/g are 

exceptional (14,49); for Pinus radiata Raupach (89) reports con

centrations of 0.03 to 0.05 ~g/g. The plant available form is 

the molybdate anion (MoO~-), making it the only metallic element 

taken up as an anion. Seeds generally contain higher amounts 

which, as previously noted in section 2.2., may provide sufficient 

Mo for a generation or more. 

Three plant enzymes are recognized as Mo containing, namely 

xanthine dehydrogenase (78), sulphite oxidase (57) and nitrate 

reductase (80). Despite the low foliar levels, only a small prop

ortion of this Mo can be accounted for in these enzymes, even 

under severe deficiency conditions (48). Nitrate reductase is 

the most studied of these enzymes and many deficiency symptoms 

can be ascribed to its diminuition. Primary deficiency symptoms, 

as described by Hewitt and Smith (49), arise when Mo deficient 

plants are supplied with nitrate. Nitrate accumulates in the 

leaves with attendant chlorosis and scorching, first in older 

leaves then progressing to younger ones. When nitrate is rigor

ously excluded from Mo deplete medium and non-nitrate nitrogen 

is provided, plant deficiency symptoms are not seen (48). 

The concentration of Mo in most tissue culture media is near 

1 ~M, a level which is quite adequate for pine cell growth (unpub

lished). Toxicity is incurred with concentrations of 50 ~M or 

more but, not surprisingly, deficiency cannot be obtained without 



careful purification procedures. Tungstate is sometimes used 

as a molybdate analogue to block nitrate reductase activity (47), 

but under certain conditions tungstate may in fact be stimulatory, 

as described by Hewitt (48). 

3.2.3. Chlorine. With the exception of halophytic plants, 

the concentrations of Cl in foliage range from 100 to 1000 ~g/g 

(49). Deficiency leads to chlorosis, reduced leaf growth, wilting 

and sometimes necrosis of apical leaflets, and stunted club

shaped roots (14,49,107). 

A key role for Cl in photosynthesis is now well accepted. 

The primary photochemical splitting of H2 0 is believed to take 

place at an organized cluster of Mn and Cl atoms within photo

system II (17,101,107). A secondcrole as a counter ion during 

K+ fluxes is suggested to operate in control of guard cell turgor 

(88). Other functions for Cl no doubt exist to account for some 

of the deficiency symptoms. An effect of Cl deficiency on root 

development has been found with excised P. radiata embryos grown 

in solid medium (Teasdale, unpublished). Provision of sucrose 

in the medium essentially rules out an indirect role of photosyn

thetic sucrose supply for this effect. Hewitt and Smith (49) 

have drawn attention to the reported presence of a chlorinated 

gibberellin in Phaseolus multiflorus, and also to the finding 

that the auxin chloroindolyl-3-acetic acid is formed in Pisum 

sativum where it replaces IAA in immature seeds. Perhaps specific 

chlorinated hormones have roles in control of root development. 

Related studies in this laboratory have shown that Cl provides 

a small but positive effect on the growth rate of a pine cell 

culture. This has tentatively been ascribed to stimulation of 

glycolysis. Chloride deficiency effects are completely avoided 

when a concentration of 0.5 mM is provided. Toxicity may occur 

when levels exceed 7 mM; this toxicity threshold is not static 

but is increased by the presence of high NO;. 

3.2.4. Iodine. A plant role for I is not generally accepted 

(34), but a number of isolated reports indicating essentiallity 

do exist (62,102,110). Where requirements are found they are 

still very small; for example, tomatoes required less than 10 ~M. 
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A number of iodinated compounds have been found in plants, mainly 

iodinated derivatives of tyrosine (32), but no specific role 

has been suggested. 

A very clear requirement for iodide was found for P. taeda 

cellsin LM medium, with a deficiency threshold of 25 ~M (105). 

It was first speculated that this may be connected to the very 

low Cl of LM medium (0.3 mM) but this has not been borne out 

in later studies. No requirement for I was found with P. radiata 

cells in P6 medium, so that an interactive effect between various 

nutrients is suspected, but has not yet been fully explored. 

Toxicity of I does not occur up to at least 500 ~M with cell 

suspension cultures. Addition of I to 50 ~M is specified for 

P6 medium (105). 

3.3. Other microelements. 

The list of elements considered essential for higher plants 

has increased over the years and no doubt will continue to do 

so. Recognition of an element as essential has been dependent 

upon the ability to apply specific deficiency conditions and 

to monitor a stress response - the recent inclusion of Ni with 

the essential elements is an example of improved procedures for 

this (28,29). Pais (82), in presenting a case for Ti having a 

biological role, suggeRts that 19 elements have as yet unrecognized 

biological importance. At present there are a number of elements 

which are known to be essential for organisms other than higher 

plants, including Co and I as has already been discussed. Other 

examples include Cr, a component of glucose tolerance factor 

in mammals (73); Se in glycine reductase of certain bacteria 

(24) and in glutathione peroxidase of mammals (49,53); V and 

Sn in animals and some lower plants (72); and Ga for aspergillus 

(49) . 

A number of elements have been shown to be beneficial to 

plants, as distinct from essential. Thus, small amounts of Al 

have been reported to promote root elongation (70), Ti promotes 

general plant growth, possibly through enhanced photosyntheses 

and auxin-type effects (82). Silicon is recognized as essential 

for diatoms and horsetails (13,54), and is accumulated in many 

grasses with an apparent structural role in cell walls (63). 



A beneficial role of Si in ameliorating Mn and Fe toxicity in 

higher plants has been suggested (14). The growth benefit of 
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Al has similarly been attributed, at least in part, to diminuition 

of Mn and Fe toxicity (33). Under certain conditions of sub

optimal Mo, tungstate may increase nitrate reductase activity, 

despite the widely practised use of tungstate to block nitrate 

reductase activity (47). Hewitt (48) has sought to explain this 

phenomenon in terms of competition between storage and enzymically 

active forms of the enzyme. Biological roles for many other ele

ments have been reported, but no further examples will be discus

sed here. It is intended only to indicate that the discovery 

of new micronutrients, both essential and functional, is not 

a closed chapter in plant science. 

The history of nutritional research with forest tree species 

is considerable, but there has not been the same intensity of 

effort as that generally devoted to agricultural plants. Perhaps 

much of the future understanding in this area will be obtained 

using tissue culture systems which offer considerable advantages 

for many studies. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS IN TISSUE CULTURE 

4.1. Media formulations 

The concentrations of individual micronutrients need to fall 

between their respective deficiency and toxicity thresholds. 

Some of these thresholds may vary significantly in response to 

other changes in medium composition as a result of various chem

ical and metabolic interactive effects. Specification of a thresh

old value, or a sufficiency condition, is therefore only valid 

in the context cf the base medium in which it was determined. 

By the same token, a broad set of different nutrient combinations 

may be specifiedeachof which is apparently nutritionally ade

quate. Selection of a suitable medium formulation in these circum

stances may well be at random; tissue analysis data can perhaps 

be used to guide more satisfactory selection. This approach was 

taken by Litvay et al. (65) who obtained chemical composition 

data for tissues within developing Douglas fir seeds. In light 

of this data a formulation was devised based on MS medium but 
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with some elemental concentrations dramatically altered to cor

respond to the perceived needs and environment of the developing 

embryo. 

Two points can be made relevant to this strategy. First, 

tissues vary in their composition so that particular media may 

be appropriate to culture specific tissues. Secondly, the struc

tural carbon and energy requirements are generally both met by 

provision of sucrose in tissue culture media. For rapidly growing 

pine cell-suspension cultures supplied with sucrose at 30 mg/ml 

growth will plateau when the dry cell mass is about 15 mg/ml. 

Approximately half of the sucrose is presumed consumed in respir

ation and the other half forms cellular components, including 

cell walls and starch reserves. These figures may require adjust

ment for cultures of different growth rates, but provide a reason

able basis to relate tissue analysis data to media compositions. 

Thus, each ml of medium should provide the quantities of minerals 

present in 15 mg of dry tissue. In the case of seed tissues which 

contain additional energy reserves, this basis of calculation 

is adjusted to correspond to 30 mg of sucrose. Oil reserves are 

corrected according to the respective energy yields of 9 kcal/g 

for fats and 4 kcal/g for carbohydrates. 

For purposes of illustration, calculations of mineral require

ments have been made with four different sets of chemical composi

tion data, namely Douglas fir embryos (65), Pinus radiata foliage 

(58) and almond seeds (94) - the latter choice due in largE meas

ure to this data set being exceptionally comprehensive. The media 

compositions calculated to correspond to each of these analyses 

are tabulated in Table II, together with the formulations of 

several media used in tissue culture of forest species. 

As has already been noted in section 3.1., Cu is higher in 

juvenile tissues than in mature foliage, whereas for Mn the re

verse is true. With regard to the compositions of standard media, 

the first point that can be made is that, in general terms at 

least, they meet the calculated tissue requirements very well. 

It is evident, however, that none of these media contain suffic

ient Cu. The SH and GD media are both judged low in Zn with GD 

possibly low in B for some applications. From these data it seems 
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Table II. Comparison of the micronutrient compositions of some 
tissue culture media with culture growth requirements 
calculated for selected sets of tissue analysis data 

Calculated micronutrient I Tissue Culture 
requirements a (]..1M) media formulationsb (]..lM) 

Douglas P .radiata P.radiata Almond 
MS SH GD LM fir seedlings mature Seeds 

embryo foliage 

Fe 27 64 - 15 100 55 100 100 

Mn 27 58 84 6 100 60 50 100 

Zn <12 12 14 12 30 3.5 10 150 

Cu <12 1.1 1 4 0.1 0.8 1 2 

Co - - - - 0.1 0.4 1 0.5 

Na 65 287 46 100 200 110 900 200 

B 68 21 31 50 100 80 50 500 

Cl - - - 84 6000 2800 2000 300 

Mo - - - 0.02 1 0.4 1 5 

I - - - - 5 6 4 25 

a. See text for sources of data and basis of 
calculation 

b. Media formulations are those of 

MS Murashige and Skoog (77) 
SH Schenk and Hildbrandt (96) 
GD Greshoff and DOY (39) 
LM Litvay et al. (65) 
P6 Teasdale-et al. (105) 

p6 

50 

100 

100 

1 

1 

50 

500 

2000 

1 

50 

that, with supplementation of Cu to 5 ~M, the MS micronutrients 

should be satisfactory for (;ulture of a wide range of tissues. 

The LM micronutrients similarly are sufficient, but the B content 

appears disproportionately high, for which any reduction may 

require corresponding change in Ca and Mg as discussed in section 

3.2.1. 

Deficiencies of particular elements in terms of these calcula

tions will not be strictly relevant to all tissue culture applica

tions. In many situations complete sucrose conversion will not 
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be sought with corresponding lower requirements of all other cle

ments. Note has already been made of the difficulty in obtaining 

copper deficiency with cell suspension cultures of Pinus taeda 

and P. radiata: this is understandable as these cells are not 

dependent upon photosynthesis, which requires plastocyanin, nor 

on lignin biosynthesis, which is also known to be copper depend

ent. Similar considerations apply to Mn. Nevertheless, the data 

of Table II provides useful guidance for media formulation, but 

consideration of chemical speciation and various interactive 

effects is still required. 

A single micronutrient prescription to suit all species and 

macroelement combinations is improbable. The MS combination modi

fied to contain 5 WM Cu provides a reasonable starting point. 

Examination of the EDTA-Zn-Mn balance is advised with comparison 

of the Zn-buffered and Mn-buffered alternatives - these represent 

the most dramatic speciation changes likely to be encountered 

with the micronutrient metals. 

4.2. Some considerations for physiological studies 

4.2.1. Stress application. Deficiencies and toxicities 

of many micronutrients are of considerable environmental signifi

cance. A wide range of metabolic and genetic studies may benefit 

from use of tissue culture systems, for which the application 

of defined stress is clearly essential. The chemical and metabolic 

interactions discussed in sections 2.1. and 3. must be carefully 

considered if stres~es other than those intended are not to be 

applied inadvertently. Lowering Zn in a LM type medium will read

ily switch it to a Mn-buffered system so that Cu and Ni may, 

through chelation, become growth limiting. Alternatively, addition 

of Co or Zn to Mn-buffered medium will raise Mn and indeed all 

other micronutrient metals. 

The onset of toxicity with metals such as Cu or Co occurs 

over a narrow concentration range which coincides with titration 

of the EDTA present. Concentrations of the free metals may readily 

change by 1000 fold or more in this region with only small in

crease in the total metal. Different genotypes with quite distinct 

differences in resistance may therefore appear only marginally 

different. Inadequate attention to constancy of EDTA content 
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across different batches of media used for such comparative assess

ments is potentially hazardous. 

Metabolic interactions should also be borne in mind in stress 

studies. It is reported that Al (33) and also Zn toxicities (93) 

may be ascribed to Fe deficiency. The true nature of the stress 

applied will have important consequences for metabolic effects, 

comparative assessments, and the strategies through which genetic 

resistance may be sought. 

4.2.2. Growth analysis methods. Under certain conditions 

growth analysis procedures can be employed as an alternative 

or additional method to that of elemental analysis or isotope 

incorporation for studies of nutrient uptake. Growth analysis 

has been applied in certain studies with microorganisms (55,74), 

plants (10,25,108) and even in human nutrition (76), but the 

potential for study of plant micronutrient uptake has been neglec

ted until recently. These procedures require that growth can 

be mathematically described as a function of the specific limiting 

nutrient. Pine cell suspension cultures in exponential growth ph

ase will generally continue to grow exponentially upon transfer 

to fresh medium. When growth is limited by supply of a specific 

nutrient, other metabolic processes may readjust to this limita

tion, so that growth is lower but still exponential; alternatively, 

metabolic disturbances under deficiency will lead to secondary 

effects, such as accumulation of metabolites to toxic levels, 

which will produce more complex growth patterns that are not 

readily amenable to mathematical analyses. 

Application of this approach is illustrated by a study of 

Cu uptake into Pinus taeda cells (103). The presentation here 

will be confined to a descriptive outline; readers interested 

in the detailed mathematical development are referred to the 

original publication. Copper deficiency has been found to produce 

simple exponential growth whereby the specific growth rates (ob

tained as the gradients of log growth versus time plots) corres

ponding to different copper concentrations can be related to 

uptake. This permits interpretation in terms of a Michaelis

Menten type model to provide the characteristic affinity constant 

(Km) for Cu uptake and the relevant inhibition constant for compc-
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When Cu sufficient cells are washed and transferred to Cu 

deficiency conditions, the time course of subsequent growth is 

a reflection of the intracellular pool of available Cu developed 

during adequate supply conditions. In an analogous way, the time 

course of growth following transfer to Cu toxicity is indicative 

of the membrane resistance to copper influx. The sum of a set 

of studies of this type indicated that there is no significant 

endogenous pool of Cu, nor any membrane resistance to copper 

influx and efflux. It was thereby deduced that Cu uptake is media

ted through binding to a high-affinity intracellular binding 

protein. This example indicates that tissue culture systems of 

well-defined nutritional status are well-suited to this type 

of quantitative growth study which can provide interesting and 

useful information. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Micronutrients have perhaps often been regarded as of second

ary importance which need simply be present without very much 

concern for the critical requirements of individual elements. 

It has been shown that inappropriate levels can lead to very 

serious effects on development and growth. The common practice 

of treating all the micronutrients as a group may, in light of 

the complications discussed here, be seen as potentially hazardous. 

Chemical speciation phenomena combined with nutrient interactive 

effects on uptake complicate the specification of an appropriate 

microelement combination. This is exacerbated by the varying 

requirements of developmentally different tissues. Standard media 

developed for growth of angiospermous callus is therefore poten

tially stressful and may well account for many of the difficulties 

encountered in tissue culture of conifers and perhaps other woody 

species. It is likely that, in at least some media, the con

centration of some component will border on a deficiency or toxi

city threshold. With such marginal media resistant genotypes 

are likely to be inadvertently and generally inappropriately 

selected. Such stresses may induce genetic changes, such as through 

gene-amplification processes (18), and may thereby be causative 
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of somaclonal variation (61). Wfrh forest species of slow matura

tion, loss of genetic integrity due to a stressful tissue culture 

procedure may not be evident for some time, but may well have 

immensely serious consequences. For clonal propagation through 

tissue culture, the use of media which is stress-free for the 

species and tissue involved is not merely beneficial, but should 

be considered essential. Optimization of the micronutrients will 

therefore require full consideration of the factors presented 

here. 
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4 . PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS AND MORPHOOENESIS IN CELL AND TISSUE CULTURE OF 

FOREST TREES 

SUB HASH C. MINOCHA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plant grow th regulators include naturally occurring plant hormones 

such as indoleacetic acid (IAA), gibberellins, zeatin, abscisic acid (ABA) 

and ethylene, etc., and also a number of synthetic chemicals that affect or 

control grow th and development in plants. Each type of plant grow th regu

lator has a wide range of physiological effects in different plants. These 

effects are determined by the kind of the grow th regulator, its concentra

tion, the presence or absence of other growth regulators, and by the 

genetic makeup and the physiological status of the target tissue. The same 

physiological response in different tissues even of the same plant may 

require different growth regulator(s) or different combinations of growth 

regulators. Synergism and quantitative interaction of two or more growth 

regulators are of common occurrence. Finally, a growth regulator that 

elicits a positive response in a given tissue at a given concentration may 

inhibit the same physiological response when used at higher concentrations. 

Several important factors make it difficul t to present a concise and 

critical review of the role of plant growth regulators in cell and tissue 

cul ture of woody plants. First of all, there are hundreds of publications 

in which one or more plant growth regUlators have been used to induce 

callus formation, regeneration of roots and shoots, and for micropropaga

tion from organized meristems in a variety of plant tissues. In most 

cases, growth regulators have been used over a wide range of concentrations 

and in numerous combinations, but no quantitative data on their effects are 

presented. Second, plant tissues are generally incubated in media con

taining grow th regulators for periods lasting several weeks to several 

months before a morphogenetic response may be seen. During this period the 

constitution of the medium can change significantly. Hence, the inter

pretation of results of such experiments is almost impossible in terms of 

cause and effect relationships between specific growth regulators and the 

morphogenetic response. Third, the physiological status of the original 

explant or the callus tissue is neither defined nor is it uniform in 



different experiments, thus reducing the repeatability of the experimental 

results. Fourth, rarely are data presented on the uptake and/or metabo

lism of the growth regulator(s) in the plant material under study for 

growth and developement. Finally, at present we do not understand the 

biochemical basis of action of any commonly used grow th regulator even in 

the model experimental systems. 

I have chosen to discuss in this chapter the role of plant grow th 

regulators in cell cultures more from the mechanistic point of view rather 

than from a manipulative point of view, although the latter is probably 

more important to achieve results in the short term. No attempt is made 

here to present a list of plant tissues in which various grow th regulators 

have been used to obtain cell and tissue cultures and to induce morpho

genesis. A brief summary of general concl usions draw n from the published 

literature is provided, with some emphasis on current thinking on the 

possible mode(s) of action of plant growth regulators specifically in 

relation to morphogenesis in cell cultures. For the sake of simplicity, the 

term morphogenesis, in this chapter, is restricted to the regeneration of 

organized structures such as roots, shoots, or somatic embryos from callus 

or explant cultures. In the end, a few experimental approaches are sugges

ted which should help us obtain in-depth information on the role of growth 

regulators in woody plant tissue cultures. Details on tissues in which 

grow th regulators affect cell diviSion and morphogenesis, or a list of 

growth regulators that have morphogenetic effects in a given tissue can be 

found in a number of books and review articles on this topiC 

(12,36,78,84,89,90,93,102). Specific cases where plant growth regulators 

have been used in the cell and tissue culture of forest trees can be found 

in reference numbers 2,13,17,28,67,86, and 111. 

2. PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS IN CELL AND TISSUE CULTURE 

2.1. Historical perspective 

It was over a hundred years ago that Sachs (80), based upon his 

studies on callus formation and wound healing, suggested that plants 

contain organ-forming sUbstances. The failure of Haberlandt's (43,44) 

attempts to obtain cell divisions in isolated cells placed on nutrient 

media was attributed to the lack of certain "substances that control cell 

division". During the following several years a number of plant tissues, 
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especially of cambial origin, were shown to grow and proliferate on nut

rient media without any growth regulator (see 41). However, tissue culture 

did not begin in earnest until the 1930's when serious attempts were made 

by several workers to obtain continuously growing cultures from a variety 

of explants, including tree species such as ~ Dseudoplatanus, Sambucus 

~, and ~ capraea (37,38). Heal thy callus was obtained in most 

cases but its growth activity ceased after about 6 months, indicating the 

deficiency of some nutrient in the medium. Following the discovery of 

auxin by Went (104) and its chemical identification by Kogl Hli. (52), 

several workers simultaneously demonstrated the usefulness of this hormone 

in cell cultures (39,70,106). Continuously growing cultures of carrot, 

chicory, Jerusalem artichoke, and ~ among others were obtained in 

several laboratories using indoleacetic acid (lAA) in the growth medium. 

Variations in the sensitivity of different tissues to IAA and other synthe

tic auxins were soon discovered (40). In many tissues a loss of sensitivity 

to auxin after several subcultures (habituation) was attributed to the 

increased synthesis of auxin by cells in culture (29,31,54,58,110). 

Comparisons of results from various laboratories clearly show that most 

normal tissues require auxin for growth while tumor and habituated tissues 

can grow without them (16,54,60,61,75,109). 

Another milestone in establishing the importance of growth regulators 

in plant cell cultures came in 1955 with the discovery of cytokinins as 

regulators of cell division (62,63). This was soon followed by a discovery 

with far-reaching implications, namely that the relative concentrations of 

an auxin and a cytokinin controlled the morphogenetic response of tobacco 

tissue in culture (85). Although this observation was confirmed in 

several tissues it soon became apparent, however, that morphogenesis in 

cell cultures was controlled by plant growth regulators in a variety of 

ways (11,53,90,92). By the early 1970's, a diffuse pattern seemed to 

emerge regarding the role of auxins and cytokinins in the control of 

organogenesis and embryogenesis in callus cultures. Whereas many plants 

such as tobacco, (and several mem bers of the family Solanaceae), 

Convolvulus, Scurrula, and Lactuca, etc., responded to cytokinin by forming 

shoots (either in the presence of high or low levels of an auxin), several 

members of the family Gramineae and other plant tissues that produced 

somatic embryos in cell cultures ( e.g. carrot, ~, Ranunculus, ~, 



etc.) responded quite differently. The demonstration of morphogenesis in 

carrot cultures by the removal of auxin (46,77). and the complete failure 

of morphogenesis in a number of other tissues under a variety of auxin

cytokinin regimes clearly demonstrated the limited usefulness of auxin

cytokinin treatments. 

2.2. Current status 

Al though few generalizations can be made regarding the effects of 

different growth regulators on woody plant tissues grown in culture, the 

following conclusions summarize most of the reported observations: 

1. Auxins are usually required for the induction of callus from a 

variety of tissue explants except cambial tissues that can proliferate 

without an exogenous supply of auxin. 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 

( 2,4-D) is the most effective and commonly used auxin. A broad range of 

concentrations (10-8 to 10 -3 M) of auxins are tolerated by most tissues. 

In general 2,4-D, NAA, IBA, and IAA all have similar effects, however, some 

tissues do show specific qualitative differences. In some plants relative

ly high concentrations of auxins induce the regeneration of roots. Auxins 

are often used in combination with other growth regulators. Some of the 

specific uses of auxins in woody plant tissue cultures are listed in Zaerr 

and Mapes (111). 

2. Cytokinins are routinely used in combination with auxins for the 

initiation as well as for maintenance of callus cultures. In cases of 

micropropagation from embryos, shoot apices, and axillary buds, cytokinins 

often induce and promote mul tiple shoot formation. In this regard they are 

effective both in angiosperms and gymnosperms. Adventitious buds can often 

be produced from internodal segments, leaves, and cotyledons by cytokinins 

(9,19,20,64,107). In combination with auxins, when used at appropriate 

concentra tions, cytokinins can induce shoot regeneration from call us in a 

number of woody angiosperms. Benzyladenine and kinetin are the most 

commonly used cytokinins, whereas in some cases zeatin has been show n to be 

more effective. 

3. Rooting of adventitious shoots from shoot tip cultures and cotyle

don cultures, and the regenerated shoots from callus in some angiosperms, 

can be promoted by low concentrations of auxins (5,65,66,67). Synthetic 

auxins IBA and NAA are generally more effective than IAA and 2,4-D in this 

regard. In several cases, removal of auxin from the medium leads to root 
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formation and better growth of roots on adventitious shoots. 

4. With few exceptions (23,88,91), gibberellins in most cases do not 

have clear morphogenetic effects in cell cultures (111). However, the use 

of gi bberellins in the early induction of flowering in many gymnosperms 

(23,72,73,74) and a possible reversal of the adult phase of some plants to 

juvenile phase (34) suggests that gibberellins potentially can make a 

contribution in the establishment of morphogenetically competent callus 

cultures in woody plants (23,88,91). 

5. Abscisic aCid, which is usually considered a grow th inhibitor in 

plants (1,59,101,103), is known to stimulate callus formation and embryo

genesis in a number of plant species including woody plants 

(3,4,6,7,8,49,51). Combinations of GA and ABA sometimes show either antag

onistic or synergistic effects. Similarly, ABA effects can be modified by 

the presence of auxins or cytokinins in the medium. 

6. Ethylene is the least studied of the growth regulators for its 

effect on cell cultures and morphogenesis in woody plants. Ethylene is 

generally produced in measurable quantities in cell cultures and is consi

dered to be an inhibitor of cell division and morphogenesis (108) and a 

promoter of cell senescence (Romani, nex t volume). 

7. Some of the other substances known to affect morphogenesis in cell 

cuI tures are tri-iodobenzoic acid (64,69), various analogues of auxins and 

cytokinins, certain amino aCids, various phenolic acids, and activated 

charcoal (see 94). In no case has a specific and unique effect of these 

substances been demonstrated. 

3. MODE OF ACTION OF GROWTH REGULATORS 

Exposure to different grow th substances probably initiates a 

programmed sequence of events within the cell that ultimately results in a 

highly regulated pattern of cell divisions leading to the formation of 

root or shoot primordia. Sometimes, partially organized meristematic 

clumps ("meristemoids") that become blocked at a later stage of grow th and 

development are formed. To overcome this blockage the meristemoids may 

have to be removed from the original medium and transferred to a new 



medium containing either a different combination of gr'owth regulators or no 

growth regulators. 

Even if the morphogenetic effects of a growth substance in cell 

culture are well established (e.g. for 2,4-D in the case of carrot cell 

cultures), it is impossible at present to advance suitable explanations 

about the mechanism of its action in morphogenesis. A major problem in 

this regard is that in most cases it is difficult to make a distinction 

between the role of a grow th regulator in the induction of morphogenesis 

vis-a-vis its requirement for the growth and maintenance of cells in cul

ture. Any explanation of the role of growth regulators in morophogenesis 

must incorporate most, if not all, of the following characteristics. 

1. The effects of grow th regulators are not specific in most cases. 

Even different growth regulators belonging to the same class (e.g. 

different auxins) may elicit different morphogenetic responses in a given 

tissue. 

2. Some morphogenetic responses are caused by a combination of two or 

more growth regulators at certain concentrations or in certain ratios, 

whereas other concentrations of the same grow th regulators either have no 

effect or have a qualitatively different effect (e.g. auxin: cytokinin 

ratios in tobacco). 

3. There is a lag period of several days to several weeks between the 

treatment with growth regulators and the morphogenetic response in cell 

cultures of most plants. 

4. In some cases, a sequential treatment with more than one growth 

regulator is more effective in inducing morphogenesi s than simul taneous 

treatment with the same growth regulators. 

5. Most growth regulators are rapidly metabolized into physiologi

cally inactive compounds. 

6. Most growth regulators do not cause qualitative differences in 

transcription and translation processes in isolated systems, although 

information in this area is quite sparce at present. 

7. The sensitivity of cells from the same plant or the cells growing 

in culture varies Significantly from time to time for the same growth regu

lator(s) • 

Among the suggested mechanisms of action for the regulation of morpho

genesis by growth regulators are: 
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1. Through absolute or relative concentrations of two or more growth 

regulators inside the cell. 

2. Through metabolism of the growth regulator. 

3. Through action at the membrane level by interacting with specific 

receptors. 

4. Through indirect effects on uptake of nutrients. 

3.1. Concentrations of growth regulators, inside the cell 

The idea of the control of morphogenesis through the relative endo

genous levels of an auxin and a cytokinin (85) generated a great deal of 

interest and led to the testing of numerous combinations of these two 

growth regulators in tissue cultures of a wide variety of plants to find 

parallel examples. This idea has influenced the tissue cul turists to the 

extent that it is usually the first set of treatments given to cell cul

tures of any new plant species. If a cell culture does not respond in the 

classic pattern observed by Skoog and Miller (85), the explanation given 

is that endogenous levels of one of these two substances are either subop

timal or supraoptimal (94, 99). For example, when only a cytokinin was 

needed in the medium to induce shoot formation in callus, it was suggested 

that the cells must contain optimal levels of endogenous auxin to achieve 

the proper balance of auxin and cytokinin (83). Unfortunately, the 

assumptions upon which this concept was based have never been experiment

ally substantiated. The question as to how the exogenous concentrations 

of growth regulators affect the endogenous levels of these substances at 

the critical time of the induction of a morphogenetic response has not been 

answered. In fact, it seems as if the concept of auxin and cytokinin 

action through their accumulation in the cell in specific ratios may have 

diverted our attention from alternate possibilities ( see discussion in 

27,95,96). 

Similarly, the demonstration of somatic embryogenesis in carrot cell 

cultures by complete removal of auxin from the medium led to the theory 

that high levels of auxins were suppressive to morphogenesis. This was 

once again supported by similar observations in a variety of tissues, but 

nei ther the relati onship of exogenous auxin supply to endogenous auxin 

levels, nor the auxin biosynthetic capaCity of these cells upon transfer to 

auxin-free medium was demonstrated in any of these tissues. Thus the role 

of endogenous auxin in the control of somatic embryogenesis is still not 



clear. Recent observations in oUr' laboratory indicate that embryogenesis 

in carrot suspension cultures can proceed even in the presence of 2,4-D 

concentrations which are normally inhibitory to this process if the 

polyamine biosynthesis in the tissue is modulated (65). This raises some 

fundamental questions about the central role of auxin in this system. 

Detailed analyses of the kinetics of uptake of growth regulators, and their 

accumulation and compartmentalization in the cells during long periods of 

culture, are needed to resolve some of these questions. 

3.2. Growth regulator metabolism 

The idea that certain metabolites of a growth regulator produced in 

the cell may be more important for growth and morphogenesis than the growth 

regulator itself was being advanced at almost the same time as the Skoog 

and Miller hypothesis (10,32,71,98). Although a number of metabolites of 

auxins and cytokinins show biological activity, no specific correlations 

between particular metabolite(s) and the morphogenetic response they 

elicit have ever been demonstrated (48,79, and reviews in 22,24,25,56,57). 

On the contrary, it is now generally believed that metabolism of exogenous

ly supplied growth regulators may be more important in storage, transport, 

or removal (detoxification) of the growth regulator in the cell rather than 

its activity (27,55,95,96, and other references above). 

3.3. Interactions with specific receptors 

The formation of new root and shoot primordia from callus cells does 

not necessarily involve the formation of many new cell types with vastly 

different sets of proteins, nor a major change in the rate of cell divi

sions. It is the organized pattern of cell wall formation that disting

uishes a root or a shoot primordium from the unorganized callus mass. 

It is quite logical to postulate that the exogenous regulatory factors 

(e.g., growth regulators) interact with some specific receptor(s) on the 

cell membrane or some other cellular component to trigger a response. 

Thus, in the futUre, attention undoubtedly must be centered on cell mem

brane. Its significance as a highly sensitive component of the cell that 

can discriminate among the different growth regulators, can sense and 

react directly with the growth regulators, and can send appropriate sig

nals to the nucleus and the rest of the cell should be appreciated. Whe

reas, much is known about the various ways in which the genome of the cell 

can potentially respond, little is known about the ways in which the cell 
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membrane senses the growth regulators in the medium and instigates the 

often remarkable response of the cell to the growth regulator. A number 

of mechanisms involving membranes as the primary target for grow th regula

tor activity have been proposed, most of them based upon the presence of 

specific receptors. If any parallels exist between plant and animal sys

tems, the concept of hormone receptors is a useful one to follow. Endo

crinologists and cell biologists have long been studying the receptors for 

a variety of animal hormones and detailed mechanisms for their participa

tion in the cellular response to hormones and drugs have been elucidated 

(see reviews in 15,76,97). Although the binding of various growth 

regUlators to presumptive proteinaceous receptors on a membrane has been 

demonstrated in several plant tissues (21,30,33,82,87,100), it is at 

present unknow n as to how such interactions cause the change in the pattern 

of cell divisions that ul timately resUl t in the formation of an organized 

meristem. The lack of information in this area is so complete that even a 

highly speculative model is difficult to present at this time. 

From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that there are at least 

three components to any growth regulator induced response. These are: the 

growth regulator, its receptor, and the metabolic machinery of the cell 

that somehow responds to the growth regUlator-receptor interaction. The 

mere presence of the growth regulator in the medium, and the presence of 

its receptor on the cell are not sufficient to el iCi t a response to the 

grow th regUlator. To initiate these responses the metabolic machinery of 

the cell has to be ready to interpret the Signals generated by the inter

action of the two. One major complicating factor in such a system might be 

the formation of second messengers to carry the message to the target 

organelle in the cell. A number of second messengers are know n in animal 

systems and some have been suggested for plant systems also. 

When an exogenously supplied growth regulator induces a morphogenetic 

response, the grow th regulator is generally assumed to be a limiting fac

tor, but this may not always be the case. Trewavas, in a series of 

papers (95,96), has argued that it is not the concentration of a particular 

growth regulator that determines a developmental response, but rather the 

cell sensitivity to the growth regulator that plays a regulatory role. 

Cell sensitivity is defined in terms of the number of growth regulator 

receptors present on the membrane. Although the mechanism regulating the 



number and distribution of receptors on the membrane is not clear at pre

sent, a number of unrelated factors such as minerals, osmotic stress, 

temperature, light, sugars, as well as genetic and other intrinsic factors 

that affect particular growth and morphogenetic processes, may contribute 

to this. The treatment with a growth regulator itself may also influence 

the number of receptor sites on the cell in a manner analogous to that 

found in some animal cell systems (15,76). Although this working 

hypothesis is quite attractive, there is very little experimental support 

for it in the plant systems. Even if such a mechanism did exist, the 

interpretation of experimental data on cell cultures that are grown for 

weeks and months in the presence of the grow th regulator may be difficult. 

Furthermore, such a mechanism could only explain the presence or absence of 

a response to the non-limiting concentrations of a growth regulator, or 

the guantitative differences in the response to different concentrations of 

a growth regulator. The qualitatively different responses of a particular 

tissue to different concentrations of the same growth regulator (e.g., root 

and shoot differentiation in tobacco callus in the presence of different 

concentrations of an auxin and a cytokinin) can not be explained by such a 

mechanism. 

An al terna te mechanism by which cell sensi ti vi ty can be changed in 

response to different external factors, including different concentrations 

of the same growth regulator, is through modifications of the affinity 

(binding efficiency) of the receptors for the growth regulator. It can be 

postulated that the receptor is a complex protein which is capable of 

undergoing one or more conformational changes depending upon the ambient 

concentration of the grow th regulator. Different conformational forms of 

such a multiphasic receptor could presumably initiate qualitatively 

different responses in the target tissue. This would then explain as to 

how different concentrations of the same growth regulator could induce 

different responses in the same cell. Furthermore, differential 

sensitivity of cells to different growth regulators of the same class could 

also be explained in terms of the variable affinity of the receptor for 

these SUbstances. Once again, relevant experimental evidence is not 

presently available to support or to discard such a view. 
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3.4. Indirect effects 

Apart from some of the direct effects of growth regulators on cell 

division and morphogenesis possibly through modification of gene activity, 

they may also play a role in an indirect manner by affecting the cellular 

uptake of various organic and inorganic nutrients from the culture medium 

(42, 81). Detailed information on such effects of growth regulators in 

plant cell cultures, especially those maintained on the same medium for 

relatively long periods, is lacking at present. Most published studies on 

cellular uptake have involved only short term effects of growth regulators 

and that al so mostly in tissues w hose response to the grow th regul ator 

under study is not well-defined. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Two comments must be made on the difficulty of interpreting the 

experimental results obtained from plant cell cultures: (1) The chemical 

composition of the medium changes significantly within hours and days of 

the initial transfer of cells to the medium. These changes involve among 

others the pH of the medium, relative amounts of inorganic ions, growth 

regulators themselves, the levels of gases in the medium, and the presence 

of excretory products and cell lysates (18,26,35, 45, also see Minocha, 

this volume). In solid medium, the establishment of gradients of nutrients 

among several layers of the thick callus mass also poses formidable prob

lems in defining the physiological status of the cell whose response is 

being investigated. (ii) A distinction must be made between what is 

required for a particular morphogenetic process and what is actually 

limiting under the experimental conditions. In most studies, such a 

distinction is not made. In carrot tissue for example, the presence of an 

auxin is essential for cell divisions to occur but its removal from the 

medium leads to the formation of somatic embryos. To interpret these 

results in terms of the regulatory role of auxin is not as simple and 

straightforward as has been suggested in the literature. Similarly, the 

demonstration that NH4+ is required for embryogenesis to occur in the 

absence of auxin (47, 105) is a good example of what may be important but 

not regulatory in the process of somatic embryogenesis. Numerous other 



cases are known where a regulatory role has been assigned to certain 

substances where, in fact, such a role may not exist. 

From a practial point of view, it is also important to distinguish 

between the effect of growth regulators during the first few hours (or few 

days) of incubation and the need for their presence during the later 

periods of culture or their inhibitory effects during that period. It has 

been repeatedly shown that a short term treatment with growth regulators is 

more effective in causing morphogenetic responses in tissues than their 

continuous presence in the medium for long periods (14, 50, 68). Detailed 

experimentation in this area is absolutely critical in order to achieve 

maximum benefit from the use of growth regulators in inducing morphogenesis 

in cell and tissue cuI tures of woody pI ants. 

Scientific Contribution Number 13.ll from the New Hampshire Agricul tural 

Experiment Station. 
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5. NITROGEN NUTRITION 

E.G. KIRBY, T. LEUSTEK AND M.S. LEE 

l. INTRODUCTION: NITROGEN NUTRITION OF PLANT CELL CULTURES 

Nitrogen assimilation and the role of nitrogen in plant 

growth and development are key issues in establishing a 

fundamental understanding of differentiation of plant cells. 

Nitrogen is found in a myriad of natural plant components. 

Proteins are composed of amino acids of which nitrogen is an 

integral 

heritable 

part. Nucleic acids, which encode and transcribe a 

nitrogenous 

including 

to forming 

numerous 

blueprint 

bases. 

for growth and development, are composed of 

Plant growth regulating substances, 

auxins 

the 

and cytokinins, contain nitrogen. In addition 

backbone for polypeptides, amino acids perform 

functions. Proline has been implicated as an 

osmoregulatory substance 

implicated in regulation of 

For the growth and 

(14 ) and polyamines have been 

development (89). 

development of plant cells in culture, 

nitrogen is of singular importance. Both the form and the 

amount of nitrogen in the in vitro medium have significant 

effects on the rate of cell growth, cell morphology, and cell 

totipotency (98). Many early studies performed on isolated 

plant tissues characterized their nitrogen requirements (79), 

whereas more recent reports have established the assimilative 

versatility of plant cells grown in vitro. For example, tobacco 

cell cultures have been grown on media containing nitrate alone 

(5, 7,) ammonium alone (5, 6, 32), urea alone (88), and casein 

hydrolysate or cr-aminobutyric acid (32, 41) as sole nitrogen 

sources. The list is just as impressive for carrot and soybean 



(19), and sycamore (24). Such assimilatative versatility is not 

surprising when one considers that nitrogen is the primary 

nutrient limiting growth of whole plants and considerable 

selective pressure is likely exerted on plants to adapt their 

assimilative machinery to take advantage of specific nitrogen 

sources. Supporting this concept is the finding that enzymes 

involved in nitrogen assimilation in plants are substrate 

inducible (92). 

The form and level of nitrogen has a profound effect on 

adventive embryogenesis in vitro. Halperin and Wetherall (39), 

and Reinert's group (78) have both demonstrated that ammonium 

nitrate increased the rate of embryogenesis in carrot cell 

cultures when compared with potassium nitrate. Glutamine in the 

suspension culture medium stimulated embryogenesis of Gossypium 

spp. (74). 

Cells cultured in vitro may respond to forms of nitrogen to 

which cells of the whole plant are exposed in vivo. This 

appears to be particularly true for cultures of long-lived 

forest trees (24). During dormancy, species, including 

vegetative buds of 

levels of proline, 

buds as they begin 

white spruce (Picea glauca) accumulate high 

conifers, 

have been 

division 

suspension 

high 

found 

(26) . 

whereas glutamine accumulates in vegetative 

1 evels 

just 

It 

growth in the spring (20). In other 

is 

of glutamine in vegetative buds in vivo 

prior to the resumption of active cell 

cultures of 

not 

jack 

surprising, 

pine (pinus 

therefore, that cell 

banksiana) (27) and 

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) (48) show dramatic increases 

in growth when organic nitrogen sources, including glutamine and 

arginine, are added as supplements to the growth medium. In 

addition, as a reduced nitrogen source, glutamine appears 

essential for growth of callus and cell cultures of white spruce 

(26, 91, 104) and is essential for cell division of conifer 

protoplasts (15, 16, 47, 49). 

2. PATHWAYS OF NITROGEN ASSIMILATION 

The reactions involved in nitrogen assimilation in higher 

plants have been reviewed (42, 57, 58, 59, 60). The enzymes 
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involved in this pathway are nitrate reductase (NR), nitrite 

reductase (NiR), glutamine synthetase (GS) and glutamate 

synthase (GOGAT). An additional enzyme, glutamate dehydrogenase 

(GDH) must be included in the discussion. GDH is not thought to 

play a major role in nitrate assimilation in higher plants, but 

GDH is involved in ammonium assimilation when high levels of 

ammonium are present. 

2.1. Nitrate reduction 

2.1.1. Nitrate reductase. As shown in Figure 1, the first 

step of nitrate assimilation is the reduction of nitrate to 

nitrite. This reaction is catalyzed by NR and requires either 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) or nicotinamide adenine 

diphosphonucelotide (NADPH) as an electron donor; two electrons 

are transferred [Eq. 1]. 

N03- + NAD(P)H + H+ • 

N02- + NAD(P)+ [Eq.l] 

According to Neyra and Hageman (65), NADH can be produced from 

any NADH generating system in vitro. In photosynthetically 

active tissues it has been reported that photosynthates are 

involved in generating the electron donors needed for nitrate 

reduction (70, 75, 102). 

2.1.2. Nitrite reductase. Nitrite produced by nitrate 

reduction can be further metabolized by either a dissimilatory 

or an assimilatory pathway. In the dissimilatory pathway, which 

can be demonstrated in most facultative bacteria, nitrite is 

reduced to nitrogen gas or nitrogen oxides (72, 97). In the 

assimilatory 

through three 

pathway, the nitrite reduction to ammonium proceeds 

steps involving the transfer of two electrons 

coupled with the production of hyponitrite and hydroxylamine as 

intermediates. For the reaction [Eq. 2] a total of six 

electrons are required. 

N02 + Fd(red) • 
NH4+ + Fd(ox) + H20 [Eq. 2] 
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Reduced ferredoxin plays a role as the physiological 

electron donor in photosynthetic tissues based on: the inability 

of NiR extracted from photosynthetic tissue to accept electrons 

from reduced pyridine nucleotides, but to utilize reduced 

ferredoxin; the compartmentation of NiR and ferredoxin in 

chloroplasts (3); stimulation of nitrite assimilation by light 

(3, 11); and the effect of inhibitors and uncouplers of 

photosynthetic electron transport system on nitrite reduction 

(64). In non-photosynthetic tissues the source of reductants 

for nitrite reduction has not been clearly established. 

2.2. Ammonium assimilation 

2.2.1. Glutamate dehydrogenase. Prior to 1970 the only 

pathway known for ammonium assimilation was via the reductive 

amination of a-ketoglutarate to give glutamate. This reaction 

is catalyzed by GDH [Eq. 3). 

a -ketoglutarate + NH3 + NAD (P)H + H+ .. 

glutamate + NAD(P)+ + H20 [Eq. 3) 

Another major pathway for ammonium assimilation has been 

described (60). In this scheme ammonia is directly assimilated 

into glutamine via GS [Eq. 4). 

glutamate + NH3 + ATP 

glutamine + ADP + Pi [q. 4) 

Initially this reaction was not considered to be important in 

the formation of a-amino nitrogen in higher plants because 

assimilation was into the amide position. Work on bacteria, 

however, has revealed an additional enzyme, pyridine-dependent 

GOGAT, (96) which catalyzes the reductive transfer of the 

amide-amino group of glutamine to a -ketoglutarate, resulting in 

the production of two molecules of glutamate [Eq. 5). 

a-ketoglutarate + NAD(P)H + H+ + glutamine 

2 glutamate + NAD(P)+ [Eq. 5) 
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Subsequently, GOGAT was found ir leaves of higher plants: an 

NAD(P)H dependent enzyme from non-photosynthetic tissue (18) and 

a reduced ferredoxin-dependent 

tissues (50). The significance 

enzyme 

of the 

from photosynthetic 

discovery of GOGAT in 

plant tissues resides in its cyclic nature. Glutamate acts both 

as the acceptor and the product of ammonium assimilation in 

cooperation with GS (Fig. 1). Although GDH is present in leaves 

in ample quantities to implicate it in ammonium assimilation, 

both its location in the mitochondria (95) and its high Km for 

ammonium (45) indicate that it is likely not involved in primary 

assimilation. GS appears to be the enzyme responsible for 

primary ammonium assimilation in higher plants. When 

considering total ammonium assimilation, however, GS, GOGAT and 

GDH must be taken into account. 

3. NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: TISSUE AND CELL CULTURE 

APPLICATIONS 

A summary 

frequently used 

of the nitrogen composition of media most 

for the culture of cells and tissues of forest 

trees is presented in Table 1. As may be surmised from Table 1, 

all media supply nitrogen in the form of nitrate and most media 

supply both ammonium and nitrate. A number of these media also 

supply nitrogen in the form of amino acids and other organic 

nitrogen supplements. 

3.1. Inorganic nitrogen 

Most plant tissue culture media, including those used for 

the culture of cells and tissues of forest trees, incorporate 

both nitrate and ammonium salts as nitrogen sources for growth 

(35, 94). This is in keeping with early findings that 

embryogenesis in carrot cell cultures is severely inhibited by 

growth on media containing nitrate as the sole nitrogen source. 

Addition of even low concentrations of ammonium stimulate both 

growth and embryogenesis (103). This synergistic effect appears 

to be due to the pattern of nitrogen usage in cell cultures. 

Carrot, soybean and Ipomea cell cultures appear to utilize 

ammonium initially after which nitrate is utilized (84, 85, 

100) . 
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Figure 1 

PATHWAYS OF NITRATE ASSIMILATION IN LEAVES 

ADP + P. 
1. 

glutamine 
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ATP 
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(1) nitrate reductase (NR) 
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(5) glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) 

Adapted from Miflin and Lea (59) 
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glutarate 

amino acids 
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TABLE 1. Nitrogen composition of media frequently used for the 
culture of cells and tissues of forest trees 

Mediuma 

BL 

C 

DF 

D 

GD 

K 

LS 

MS 

Nitrogen 
Forms 

asparagine 

NH 4N03 

KN0 3 

glycine 
cysteine 

Nitrogen 
Concentration 

(mg/l) 

1650 

1900 

100 

825 

950 

800 

1010 

0.38 
7.2 

800 

340 

200 

1000 

200 

1140 

1650 

1900 

1650 

1900 

Nitrogen 
Source 

Nitrogen 
Concentration 

(mM) 

N0 3 

NH + 
4 

a. -amino N 
amide N 

a. -amino N 

N0 3 

NH + 
4 

N0 3 

NH + 
4 

39.4 

20.6 

0.76 
0.76 

19.7 

10.3 

20.0 

10.0 

0.65 

13.4 

10.0 

9.9 

3.0 

15.9 

39.4 

20.6 

39.4 

20.6 

Nitrogen 
Total 

(mM) 

60.0 

30.0 

30.65 

23.4 

12.9 

15.9 

60.0 

60.0 

a BL-Brown & Lawrence (10); C-Cheng (13); DF-DeFossard (17); 
D=Durzan (26); GD=Gresshof & DOY (37); K=Knop (44); LS=Linsmaier & 
Skoog (52); MS=Murashige & Skoog (62) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Mediuma 

Reinw 

RisW 

SH 

VE 

Nitrogen 
Forms 

Nitrogen 
Concentration 

(mg/l) 

Ca(N03 )2 

KN0 3 

glycine 
glutamine 
tyrosine 
asparagine 
lysine 
arginine 
histidine 
methionine 
threonine 
valine 
isoleucine 
phenylalanine 
leucine 
tryptophan 
glutamic acid 
aspartic acid 
proline 
cysteine 

glutamine 

glutamine 
alanine 
cysteine 
arginine 
leucine 
phenylalanine 
tyrosine 
glycine 

200 

80 

10.0 
250 
10.0 
20.0 
15.5 
7.8 
2.6 

13 .0 
13.0 
13 .0 
10.1 

5.0 
15.6 
4.0 

14.0 
6.0 
5.0 
1.5 

200 

80 

250 

2500 

300 

1200 

1900 

0.40 
0.05 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
2.0 

Nitrogen 
Source 

Nitrogen 
Concentration 

(mM) 

a -amino N 
amide N 

a -amino N 
amide N 

N0 3 

NH + 
4 

N03 

NH + 
4 

a -amino N 

3.20 

2.97 
1. 95 

3.20 

1. 71 
2.93 

24.7 

2.6 

34.0 

15.0 

0.03 

Nitrogen 
Total 

(mM) 

8.1 

8.2 

27.3 

49.03 

a ReinW-Reinert & White (77); RisW=Risser & White (81); SH=Schenk 
& Hildebrandt (87); VE=Von Arnold & Eriksson (101) 
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While many reports emphasize the importance of providing 

both nitrate and ammonium to plant cells growing in culture on 

inorganic nitrogen, some workers have reported growth on 

ammonium alone. In general, ammonium is considered toxic to 

plant cells and cannot be accumulated in the cytoplasm. At low 

concentrations ammonium uncouples electron 

promotes oxidation 

cytoplasmic 

transport, 

inhibits certain enzymes (38). 

a -keto 

of pyridine nucleotides, and 

However, depending on the 

acids and on the supply of availability of 

photosynthates, including pyruvate, malate and citrate, ammonium 

can be assimilated directly into amino acids (4). 

Interestingly, (5, 33) it has been reported that tobacco cells 

are capable of growing on ammonium alone, provided citrate, 

malate and pyruvate were added to the culture medium. Growth of 

cell suspensions of soybean, wheat and flax (34) and rice (68) 

have been reported on media containing only ammonium, however, 

the addition of TCA cycle acids was found to be an absolute 

necessity for growth to occur. 

The utilization of nitrate as a sole nitrogen source by 

cultured plant cells presents difficulties unlike those for 

ammonium utilization. Cultured plant cells are typically 

hetertrophic. Nitrate reduction is an energetically expensive 

process demanding increased activity of the pentose phosphate 

pathway for the production of reduced coenzymes (92). In 

addition, 

in an 

uptake of nitrate 

increase in the 

ions from the growth medium results 

medium pH (2). Despite these 

difficulties, 

tobacco (85, 

cell 

100) , 

cultures of sweet clover, wheat, bean, 

and Paul's Scarlet Rose (63) have been 

established on nitrate alone. The growth rate of nitrate cell 

cultures, however, is lower than the rate for cultures growing 

on medium containing both nitrate and ammonium. 

In our experience and as can be surmised from Table 1, 

tissue cultures of conifers and other forest tree species 

require a combination of both nitrate and ammonium for good 

growth. Interestingly, a marked stimulation of growth occurs 

when suspension cultures of Douglas-fir are transferred from 

medium containing a combination of nitrate and ammonium to a 
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medium with nitrate supplied as the sole nitrogen source (51). 

This surge in 

subculture and 

capable 

growth reaches a maximum during the first 

declines progressively until the cells are no 

of growth after four subcultures. Satisfactory longer 

growth has 

Douglas-fir 

not 

when 

been 

cells 

obtajned with cell suspensions of 

are cultured on media containing either 

ammonium or nitrate as the sole source of nitrogen. 

3.2. Organic nitrogen 

Organic nitrogen is frequently utilized to stimulate the 

growth of plant cells and tissues in culture. Organic nitrogen 

represents a readily assimilated and energetically inexpensive 

nitrogen source that may be significant in sustaining the growth 

of cells in culture at times when their nitrate and ammonium 

assimilative mechanisms are not fully operative. Cultures of 

forest species 

1. Specific 

assimilated by 

are no exception, as may be surmised from Table 

forms of organic nitrogen which are readily 

plant cells and have growth promoting activities 

include amino acids, urea, polyamines and the ureides. 

3.2.1. Amino acids. Amino acids have been added as 

supplemental sources of nitrogen to the growth medium for the 

culture of plant cells and tissues in numerous studies (5, 33). 

Although most tissue cultures of herbaceous and forest species 

do not require amino acid supplements in order to perform 

adequately in vitro, growth and morphogenesis has been improved 

in certain cases by the addition on amino acids. In some cases, 

however, amino acid additions have been shown to be inhibitory 

to growth and development (54). While the exact nature of this 

inhibition 

(86), the 

is not known, it may involve competitive interactions 

direct inhibition of nitrate reductase (5) or the 

conjugation of free amino acids with plant growth regulators 

(80) • 

The promotion or inhibition of cell growth in culture by 

amino acids may reflect developmental changes in amino acid 

pools experienced by cells in vivo. This is most likely true 

for plants that translocate nitrogen in organic forms, such as 

amino acids and amides (55, 71). Durzan (20, 21, 22) has shown 

that free amino acid pools in conifers fluctuate both diurnally 



and seasonally, 

including bud 

corresponding to specific developmental events 

break, the onset of dormancy and seed 

These studies have also shown that arginine 

central position in these processes. In addition, 

has been shown to play an important role in conifer 

germination. 

commands a 

glutamine 

systems in vivo, and 

dramatically in growing 

its levels 

buds just 

have been shown to increase 

prior to the the period of 

active cell division (26). 

A nice correllation has been noted between the occurrences 

of free amino acids in whole plants, as noted above, and the 

effects of amino acid supplements on the growth of conifer cells 

and tissues in vitro. In conifer tissue cultures, both arginine 

and glutamine have been shown to stimulate growth. Arginine has 

systematically been shown to stimulate the growth of cell 

cultures of jack pine (27) and has been used for the culture of 

cells and 

addition, 

growth of 

(27) and 

tissues of 

glutamine has 

cell cultures 

numerous other forest species. In 

been noted to markedly stimulate the 

of white spruce (91, 104), jack pine 

Douglas-fir (48). Glutamine has also been shown to be 

a requirement 

protoplasts of 

for cell division and callus proliferation from 

Douglas-fir (47, 49) and maritime pine (15, 16). 

In callus cultures of palms, including Phoenix dactylifera and 

Cocos nucife~~, growth has been stimulated by the addition of a 

mixture of amino acids including glutamine, arginine and 

asparagine (30). It is interesting to note that these three 

amino acids comprise approximately 60% of the total amino acid 

nitrogen in coconut milk. 

The effects of various nitrogen sources on growth of cell 

suspension cultures of Douglas-fir and their effects on nitrogen 

assimilation enzymes have been investigated in our laboratory 

(51). Glutamine and glutamic acid, when supplied as sole 

sources of nitrogen to cells that had previously been grown on 

nitrate and ammonia, are capable of inducing significant 

increases in the levels of nitrate reductase, although the 

nitrate supplied in the control medium causes a greater 

induction of nitrate reductase (Fig. 2). The cells, however, 

are only capable of growing on glutamine and not on glutamate 
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FIGURE 2. The effect of glutamate and glutamine on nitrate 
reductase activity in cell suspensions of Douglas-fir. Samples 
of cells (2.0 g fresh weight) grown on 30 mM glutamate and 30 roM 
glutamine, as sole sources of nitrogen, were collected on days 
3, 5, 7, and 12 and homogenized using an ultrasonic cell 
disrupter with an extraction buffer containing 100 mM TRIS, 5 mM 
EDTA, 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, 1% (w/v) 
polyvinylpyrrolidone-40, and 10 mM dithiothreitol at pH 7.5. 
Supernatants were collected after centrifugation for 15 min at 
30,000 X G and were used as crude preparations for determination 
of nitrate reductase (NR) activity. The reaction mixture 
consisted of 10 mM KNO, 1 mM NADH in 100 mM TRIS buffer (pH 
7.5) added to 0.2 ml of tAe crude enzyme proparation and brought 
to a final volume of 2.0 ml with buffer. The reaction was 
terminated after 1 hr at 300 C by the addition of 1 ml of 1% 
(w/v) sulfanilamide in 1.5 N HCl and 0.02% (w/v) 
N-(l-naphthyl)ethylenediamine dihydrochloride. Color was 
developed for 30 min prior to reading at 540 nm. NR activity is 
expressed as micromoles N02 per g fresh weight per min. 

Fig. 3). These results indicate that these two closely related 

amino acids are capable of inducing markedly different responses 

in Douglas-fir cell cultures, based on their ability to supply 

an appropriate form of nitrogen (amide) which can be readily 

assimilated. 
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FIGURE 3. The effects of glutamate and glutamine as sole 
nitrogen sources on the growth of Douglas-fir cells in 
suspension culture. Cells initially grown on a medium 
containing nitrate and ammonium (48) were transferred to media 
containing 30 mM glutamate or 30 mM glutamine, as sole nitrogen 
sources, and to fresh medium containing nitrate and ammonium as 
a control. Triplicate 10 ml aliquots were collected on an 
Amicon filter manifold on days 1, 3, 5, 7 and 12. The collected 
cells were dried at 60 0 C for 12 h and measured for dry 
weight. Values presented are means. 

3.2.2. Urea. Urea is often used as a fertilizer for crop 

plants due to its rapid absorbtion and assimilation (43). In 

conifer plantations, foliar application of urea has been shown 

to increase the rate of wood formation (28) and urea 

applications to excised buds of Douglas-fir promote rapid stem 

elongation 

degredation 

seedlings of 

Assimilation 

(1). Urea represents an end product in the 

of purines (76). When guanine is applied to 

jack pine, it is readily converted to urea (69). 

of urea nitrogen has been shown to proceed via two 

metabolic pathways. The first pathway involves the hydrolysis 

of urea to ammonium and carbon dioxide via the action of 

urease. This pathway has been demonstrated in rice (56), 



duckweed (8), white spruce (23, 25), and in cell cultures of 

soybean (73), tobacco (88) and sycamore (105). A second pathway 

has been described in fungi in which urea is converted to 

allophanate via the action of urea carboxylase; allophanate is 

then hydrolyzed to ammonium ~nd carbon dioxide through the 

action of allophanate hydrolase (82). 

In general, cultures which have been established on media 

containing urea as the sole nitrogen source grow more slowly 

than cells maintained on media containing nitrate and ammonium. 

This has been seen in cell cultures of tobacco, soybean, tomato, 

carrot and sycamore (5, 46, 73, 88, 105). Urea utilization by 

whole plants and by cell cultures seems to depend on the 

induction of urease. In tobacco cell cultures urease activity 

increases after several passages on medium containing urea as 

the sole nitrogen source (46, 88). King (46) reported that 

sycamore cell cultures utilize nitrate preferentially over urea 

when both forms of nitrogen are present in the growth medium. 

Only a few reports have indicated that urea may be of some 

benefit to the culture of tissues of forest species. Urea is an 

important medium factor in growth and chlorophyll formation in 

pine embryos (29, 40) and in the culture of apical meristems and 

shoot tips of Norway spruce, (Picea abies) (83) and paper bark 

birch, (Betula papyifera) (61). The present literature, 

however, suggests that urea, while an important fertilizer for 

forest applications, holds little promise as a factor enhancing 

growth and development of cell and tissue cultures of forest 

species. 

3.2.3. 

allantoic 

Ureides. The ureides, including allantoin and 

acid, 

intermediates of 

are naturally-occurring nitrogen transport 

leguminous plants. Work in our laboratory has 

been directed toward investigating the effects of various 

nitrogen sources on growth of conifer cells and tissues in 

vitro. We have evaluated the effectiveness of the ureides on 

promoting growth 

Douglas-fir (48). 

and development of cell suspensions of 

Our results show that the addition of both 

allantoin and allantoic acid result in higher rates of growth. 

The increases in growth are only slight, however, indicating 
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that the cell cultures may have limited ability to take up the 

ureides and that the ureides likely cannot serve as important 

sources of reduced nitrogen. Further studies of the effects of 

the ureides on growth and development of cell and tissue 

cultures of additional forest species is required before their 

usefulness can be fully evaluated. 

3.2.4. Polyamines. Polyamines have been shown to stimulate 

the growth of whole plants as well as cultured tissues and cells 

(89). Polyamines may, in part, serve as a nitrogen source for 

growing cells. Many of the polyamines, however, are active in 

promoting growth at concentrations 

that their stimulatory effects 

amplification. embryogenic 

below 100 WM, indicating 

are a result of their 

carrot cell suspensions, 

putressine has 

development (9). 

In 

been shown to promote synchronous embryo 

a-Difluoromethyl arginine, a competitive 

inhibitor of arginine decarboxylase, inhibits development of 

adventive embryos in cell cultures by 50% (31). This inhibition 

could be fully overcome by the addition of either putressine, 

spermidine or spermine at 100 WM. A further discussion of the 

role of polyamines on the growth and development of cell and 

tissue cultures of forest species is presented in the 

contribution of Bagni and Biondi in this volume. 

3.3. Complex substances 

Extracts and preparations from different sources are often 

utilized as supplements to plant tissue culture media. Examples 

of complex substances 

extracts, malt extracts 

include protein hydrolysates, yeast 

and plant preparations, including 

coconut milk, tomato juice, corn endosperm and orange juice 

(36) . A few reports describe the effects of the additions of 

complex substances on the growth of cultures of forest species 

( 12, 53, 66, 67, 90, 99) . Minocha (61 ) has reported that the 

addition of casein hydrolysate at 500 mg/l to the medium for the 

culture of shoot tips of paper bark birch caused significant 

increases in growth as measured by the number of leaves produced 

per plant. Unpublished results from our laboratory indicate 

that casein hydrolysate has little effect on the growth of cell 

suspensions of Douglas-fir and, in fact, may be inhibitory. Tn 
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our original report of the culture of protoplasts isolated from 

cotyledons of Douglas-fir, the medium described contained yeast 

extract (47). We have subsequently found that glutamine can 

readily substitute for yeast extract and that glutamine will 

support the proliferation of callus from protoplasts (47). It 

should be mentioned that composition of complex substances can 

often vary with the supplier. In addition, complex substances 

contain ill-defined assortments of components. Their routine 

incorporation into new media is generally avoided in favor of 

fully-defined media. 
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6. METABOLIC AND NON-METABOLIC ROLES OF CARBOHYDRATES 

MICHAEL R. THOMPSON and TREVOR A. THORPE 

1. I NTRODUCT ION 

89 

Cultured plant cells require a source of carbohydrate. The 
pioneering studies of Haberlandt (53) indicated that sucrose 
improved the viability of isolated cells. Such studies stimulated 
later developments in plant tissue cultures (28, 125), thus allowing 
research into the carbohydrate nutrition of callus (29, 30, 39) and 
isolated cells and cell colonies (23, 24). These studies established 
an absolute requirement for an exogenous supply of carbohydrate as a 
carbon and energy source in cultured plant tissues. However, more 
recent studies have shown that photoautotrophic cultures can be 
established (7, 128, 129). The generation of photoautotrophic 
cultures requires cell ~election and manipulation of hormone and 
carbon dioxide levels (7). Consequently the development of 
photoautotrophism may be incompatible with many applications of 
plant tissue culture technology, themselves requiring specific 
hormone levels and balances, and thus we may regard the exogenous 
carbohydrate supply as essential for successful culture. 

The early studies (29, 30, 39) showed that a number of 
carbohydrates could support growth, but over the years it has become 
apparent that sucrose is generally the best carbon and energy source 
(97, 104). It is doubtless no coincidence that sucrose is also the 
major transport and (to some extent) storage saccharide of most 
plants. Nor is it surprising that plants which transport and 
metabolize other saccharides (e.g. some Rosaceae and Oleaceae) can 
grow on these in culture as well as, or better than, on sucrose (18, 
19, 83, 126). Since carbohydrate nutrition and metnbolism in culture 
have beer amply reviewed (26, 58, 97,104) we will not reiterate 
these details here. Instead, we will place our general knowledge of 
carbohydrate relations in perspective ~lith recognized methods of 
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tissue culture, with particular reference to woody plants and 

micropropagation. 
Propagation via tissue culture occurs in several stages (67, 68). 

Firstly, an aseptic culture must be established. This must then pass 
through a stage of multiplication of the propagules, which finally, 
must be acclimatized to field conditions. In woody plants, the 
multiplication stage has been obtained through proliferation of 
adventitious shoots or axillary shoots (shoot tip culture) or 
through embryogenesis, with most successes falling in the first two 
categories (110). In these two cases, key stages in plantlet 
formation are a) induction of shoot buds or activation of axillary 
buds, b) development of the buds into shoots, c) induction of roots 
and finally d) acclimatization of the plantlets (110). Whilst these 
stages may have some features in common they generally display 
different carbohydrate requirements and will therefore be dealt with 
separately, as wi 11 embryogenesis and other differentiation 
phenomena. 

2. SHOOT INITIATION 
2.1. Exogenous carbohydrate requirements 

Sucrose has been the carbohydrate of choice in the vast majority 
of reports on shoot induction in woody species. In most species, 
sucrose is used at a final concentration between 2 to 4% (60 mM tc 
120 mM) (110). It was found that sucrose was the only sugar 
necessary for bud induction in Pinus ~torta, and that it did n01 
affect bud forming capacity of the explants over a concentratior 
range of 25 to 200 mM (121). Work in progress in cur laboratory, 
however, would indicate a somewhat narrower range (60 to 150 m~) tc 
be opt ima 1 for Pi cea rubens and Pi nus res i nosa embryo expl ant! 
(unpublished results). Despite the widespread use of sucrose, thi! 
compound is not always the most effective carbohydrate for sho01 
initiation. Fructose and glucose were found to be the best source5 
for mulberry bud culture (75), though other sugars could alsc 
support growth in a stage specific fashion. Similarly, it has beer 
found that, although fructose, sucrose, glucose and sorbitol 
supported some growth in Malus ro!'ustc, No.5 shoot tip explants, 
only sorbitol supported gro~lth beyond the first subculture (83). 
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jl'9~in, this appeared to be stage specific. Sorbitol was essent;al 

for the initiation of buds 011 shoot tip explants, but 5uc:rose, 

glucose and fructose could all ~upport shoot developmet1t, albeit 

less effectively tha~ sorbitol. There is evidence that other sugar 

alcohols can also support shoot initistion. Shoot formation ir black 

end lih i te spruce epi cotyl f:XP 1 ants cou 1 d occu r on rra nn i tal a s the 

sale carbon source, thcugh in this case less effectively than on 

sucrose (88). In contrast, for Ottawa 3 ?pple rootstock, sucrose, at 

3%, supported bud initiation on shoot tip explants, and was 

essential for shoot multiplication and normal shoot deveiopment 

(16). It is thus apparent that carbohdyrate requirements depend upon 

the stage of culture and may show species differences withi n the 

same genus. The 

tissue growth 

indicates that 

observation that those carbohydrates which support a 

usually suprort its differentiation (31, 104) 

differences in carbohydrate requirements may also 

occur between cultivars (17) and even between different cxplantc 

from the same plant (61). 

Although it is a phenomenon which has not apparently been widely 

studied, cpe isolated report sU9gests that the carbohydr~te source 

may also influence the type of organ differentiated by the primary 

explant (47). Mannitol, sorbitol and inositol supported shoot bud 

formation by potato tuber ti ssue, whereas sllcrose promoted root 

formation. Carbohydrates which stimulated one process were 

inhibitory to the oUler. However, since, in this experiment, root 

and shoot formation also occurred under different hormonal, thermal 

and light regimes, and given the known interrelationship between 

carbohydrates and hormonal requirements, it is difficult to assess 

how critical the carbohydrate supply was in this case. Nonetheless, 

the demonstration that low sucrose (6-15 mM) and high mannitol 

(200-300 mM) were necessary for shoot initiation in the same species 

(89) does support the suggestion that the type of organ initiated 

may indeed depend on the type of carbohydrate used. 

2.2. Endogenous carbohydrate requirements 

Whilst several studies h~ve indicated that carbohydrate status of 

the explant, at the time of selection, is important for the fu~ure 

development of adventitious roots (Section 4.) no such rerorts are 
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ilv('ilC'J:>l(, for shoot initiation. Ho\~ever, or!lanogene~~~ -is known to 

be influenced h." seasonal factors, as well as physiological a~c 

ontogenetic age, and cverall quality of the rarent plant at the time 

of explant se-Iection (68), in general, and especiillly in tobacco 

thin laYf'r sjistems (112). Whilst some of these factors are related 

t (; h 0 rmo n a 1 s tat us 0 f the ex pIa nt, nut r i t ion a 1 fa c tor s, inc 1 u din g 

carbohydrates, also are important. Thus, in Pinus radiilta, 

carbohydrate, and 
cotyledons were 

other reserves, ir 

rapidly depleted. 

ron-shoot-forming cultured 

Shoot-forming cotyledons 

preferentially retained reserves, as starch and other 

macromolecules, in cell layers giving rise later to the meristematic 

(shoot-forming) tissue, at which time such reserves were mobilizf'd 

(76). Similar reserve requirements have been found in herbaceous 

systems as well (103). Evidence to date suggests that the key 

metabolic role of carbohydrates for differentiation in herbaceous 

systems (lOS) also applies in differentiating woedy plant systems 

(74,76). Just h(\~1 much of a role is played by carbohydrates 

initially present in the explant, relative to those provided by the 

medium, is unknown. That such explants as Pinus ~.s!Jata embryos or 

cotyledons are rich in reserves, 

early seedling growth (9) and that 

the shoot-forming tissues (76) 

significant role. 

normally used in germination and 

these are apparently mobilized to 

implies that they may have a 

2.2.1. Metabolic role of carbohydrates. Regardless of the source 

of carbohydrates, it is obvious that once inside the tissue they 

provi de energy and ca rJ:>on skel etons for the shoot-formi ng process 

(104). High succinate dehydrogenase activity in developing 

meristematic tissue of Pinus radiata (76) is consistent with the 

observed rise in respiration during meristemoid development (9). 

Together with the observed decline in starch in meristematic tissue 

(76) these observations indicate that carbohydrate oxidation is a 

necessary occurrence for shoot initiation, presumably in the 

provision of energy, reducing power and carbon skeletons for 

biosynthetic processes (HiS). when shoot-forming cultures of Pinus 

radiata were corrpared with non-shoat-forming control s (74) it was 

found that radioactivity fro~ labelled precursors (glucose, acetate) 

\',laS preferentially incorporated into other IT'etabol ites at higher 
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levels during the phase of meristemoid development. This 
incorporation was higher than that found in other stages of culture 
or in the non-shoot-forming system, implying that increased 
metabolism was intimately associated with the differentiation 
process, and not merely a consequence of the time of culture. The 
converse was found when labelled bicarbonate was fed to the tissues 
(74). In this case, incorporation increased during culture, but was 
much higher in the non-shoot-forming system. The close similarity to 
results obtained from similar experiments with tobacco callus (106) 
suggests common underlying phenomena in both systems. In the tobacco 
system, which has been studied in much more detail, the 
shoot-forming process is Bssociated with incre~sed carbohydrate 
metaboli!.m, via both the glycolytic and pentose phosphate pathways 
(107). This enhanced metabolism produces the extra reducing power 
(NAC[P]H) and energy (adenosine phosphates) which are needed for the 
shoot-forming process (13, 15). Increased pathway activity is 
attained not only by amplification of overall enzyme activities, but 
also by a switch in relative pathway activities (82, 1C2) achieved 
through changes in amounts of enzymes present (102) a s well as 
possible metabolic control of pathway activity (100). Therefore, the 
changes in carbohydrate metabolism play an integral role in 
differentiation (102). The similarities between tobaccCl and Pinus 
radiat~ imply that this i5 true in widely separated differentiating 
systems (woody versus herbaceous, 9y~ncsperm versus angiosperm). 

2.2.2. Non-metabolic role of carbohydrates. CarbohydratE's are 
normally the major constituents of any tissue culture meaium, in 
terms of mass and molarity (Section L.1.). Although such high levels 
promClte optimum growth and differentiation, it is nonetheless 
apparent that they Bre in excess of the chemical requi rements of 
tissues in culture since sucrose and reducing sugars usually 
accumulate within the tissue (101, 109). Consequently, it was 
suggested that carbohydrates also play an osmotic role. both in the 
medium and in the tissuE' (see 103). Direct involvement of ar. 
osmotic effect in the shoot formation process was observed with 
tobacco (12) when it was found that ca. 1/3rd of the carbohydratE' 
(sucrose) COUld be substituted by metabolically inE'rt mannitol. It 
was thus postulatE'r that part of the carbohynrate plc}ed an 
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osmoregulatory role, whilst the remainder was essential as a 

carbon-energy source. A direct examination of water relations of 

shoot-forming versus non-shoot-forming tobacco callus showed that 

the former maintained greater (more negative) water and osmotic 

potentials and (more positive) pressure potentials, and that thE'~e 

differences ~Iere alreaay evident prior to any detectable 

histological changes (14). It would appear that in tobacco callus, 

during shoot initiation, carbohydrate, its degradation products and 

other metabolites, all playa role in maintaining higher I,ater, 

osmotic and pressure potentials during the shoot-forming process 

(105) . 

The significance of such osmotic effects is yet to be determined, 

though it is known that the osmotic potential has a distinct effect 

on membrane properties (13C). Such effects can be far-reaching, 

a 1 t e r i n g the ion i c b a 1 a n c e i nth e c ell a s weI 1 asp r (\ pel' tie s 0 f 

membranous proteins such as ATPase. It is significant in this 

respect that osmotic potential has a distinct effect on isolated 

mitochondria. Increased osmotic pressure caused increased 

mitochondrial activity (105). This suggests that the higher osmotic 

potential maintained in shoot-forming tissue results, in part, in 

increased mitochondrial activity which is required for enhanced 

energy productio~ during shoot initiation (14). Unfortunately, 

detailed studies of this nature have not been done with woody plants 

so we cannot as yet determine whether such an osmoregulatory 

phenomenon is associated with shoot initiation in such plants. fln 

initial study with black and white spruce showed that mannitol alone 

was quite effective in supportirg shoot formation and thus is not a 

suitable osmoticum in this species (88). Similarly, with the £>..:L~_ 

radiata 

species 

alcohol 

system studied in our laboratory we have fOllr:cj that this 

can also grow on mannito!, ard metabolizes this SllCiar 

quite t'eadily (99). Until a suitable osmoticum is found an 

osmoregul~tory role remains hypothetical. 

Besides osmoregUlation, there is now evidence that certain 

complex carbohydrates may be l!!. illJ! regulators of fTiorrhogenesis. 

01igosaccharides derived from cell walls of cultured sycar:ore have 

been shown to affect morphogenesis in tobacco thin layer explants. 

At low concentrations (1-10 mg/l) these co~pnunds induce the 
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formation of vegetative buds, on media which would normal:y produce 

flowers and floral shoots, or roots or flowers on media which 

normal"ly only form callus or vegetative buds (Ill). Such 

oligosaccharins (2) act at very low levels (10- 8 to 10- 9M) and since 

they act in the presence of large molar excesses of glucose, it was 

suggested that they have a very specific morphogenic role (111). 

3. SHOOT ELONGATION 

L i ttl e work has been done on the ca rbohydrate requi rement for 

shoot elongation. This stage in culture may be considered 

preparatory for rooting and acclimation. Therefore, we would expect 

that this stage requires conditioning to low carbohydrate levels in 

the medium in order to stimulate development of the photosynthetic 

machinery of the explant. Certainly, Pinus radiata shoots requiring 

3% sucrose for induction, have been observed to grow better with 2% 

sucrose in the medium (1). We have also observed in ~~2 ~ino~, 

Picea rubens and Larix occidentalis embryos that, whilst at least 3% 

sucrose is required for optimum shoot induction, best shoot growth 

occurs on media with less than 2% sucrose. We surmise that this 

effect is at least partly osmotic, since osmoregulation in the 

excised shoots will be affected strongly by the medium composition. 

This suggestion is based on the fact that osmoregulation in 

expanding organs rel ies mainly on sugars and amino acids, normally 

provided by photosynthesis (62), and that photosynthesis in culture 

is normally suppressed. Growth and osmoregulation are, of course, 

inextricably 1 inked (e.g. see 65). Considering the importance of 

this stage for the obtainment of plantlets, we feel it is an area 

worthy of research, not only with respect to the role(s) of 

exogenous carbohydrates, but also with the view of stimulating an 

endogenous carbohydrate supply, i.e. photosynthesis. Certainly in 

cultured cells, photoautotropism is obtained under strict conditions 

(7), and perhaps increased irradiance and/or CO 2 supply wOLlld go 

some way to promoting independence of the explant from the culture 

regime. 



4. ROOT INITIATION AND DEVELOP~ENT 

The firal culture stage prior to acclimation of plantlets 
requires the induction of a root system. Optimum survival of 
plantlets depends (1n the development of a gC(1d vascular system 
between root and shoot, and a good root to shoot ratio (92). Whilst 
root induction is usually controlled by hormonal treatments there is 
considercble evidence that other factors, including carbohydrate 
supply, are important in determining ultimate success (e.g. 80, 
110). Adventitious roots may arise from unorganized callus in 

culture (90) or from an already organized structure, e.g. stem 
section (80) or whole cutting (114). It is this latter phenomenon in 

which we are interested in this chapter. Although there is a 
moderate amount of information on rootirg of culture-derived shoots 
(43), there is considerably more on rooting of cuttings (36). Since 
the processes involved are likely to be similar in both cases we 
will rely on information from both to illustrate what we consider 
important. 

Control of adventitious root initiation and growth is complex and 
subject to the status of severa 1 i nteracti ng factors (35, 45, 116, 
117, 118). Included in these phenomena are physiological age, and 
hormonal and nutrient status of the explant. Since most studies have 

utilised cuttings from whole plants, these factors have been varied 
by manipulation of the growing conditions of the stock plant, as 

well as the cutting, and by application of exogenous substances to 
the cutting (e.g. 45, 98, 119). Because of the complexity of 
interactions in the whole plant, it is difficult to modify any 
single factor without affecting others (4) and thus contradictory 
reports exist in the literature as to the essentiality of certain 

factors, such as carbohydrates, for the rooting process (37). 
Nevertheless, it has been clear for some time that the carbohdyrate 
status of the cutting is important in determining whether 
adventitious roots will form. Some of the earliest studies 
indicated that the amount of carbohydrate relative to nitrogen is 
important for root differentiation (84,85), although it has been 
found that the rooti ng response depended on absol ute amounts of 
carbohydrate and nitrogen, as well as their relative availability 
(94). Leaves of Hibiscus cuttings were found to provide some 
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factor(s) which, in addition to auxin were essential for root 
induction (115), and later it was determined that the leaf effect 
could largely be replaced by a suitable nitrogen source and sucrose 

(114) . 

Some of the difficulties in determining these overall 
requirements, however, lie in the fact that the overall nutrient 
status of an explant need not necessarily be reflected in localized 
accumulations of various compounds (34). Thus it was observed that 
IBA did not significantly affect 14 C02 assimilation, or 

translocation of labelled assimilates when applied to softwood 
cuttings of plum (lo, 11). Nor was a difference found in the 
distribution of assimilate between controls and IBA-treated tissue 

until the time of basal callus development in the IBA-treated 
tissue. At that time, as much as a 6-fold increase in accumulation 
of labelled assimilate in the rooting bases, as compared with the 
bases of non-rooted controls could be detected. In an analysis of 
carbohydrate and amino acid distribution in NAA-treated and 
untreated control cuttings of Pinus lambertiana, it was also found 
that auxin-trented cuttings showed er.hanced basipetal accumulation 
of carbohydrates (35). Although there was a positive relationship 
between total carbohydrate accumulation in the bases and callus/root 
primordium development, the style of experimentation was such that a 

causal relationship between the two could not be established (35). 
Part of the difficulty in analysing for a carbohydrate 

requirement in rooting lies in having to know the overall 
carbohydrate status of the plant, as well as localized 
distributions. Thus, etiolated cuttings, as might be expected, 
showed an absolute requirement for exogenous carbohydrates, both in 
Populus ~ and Salix tetrasperma (69, 70, 71), the optimum level 

of which depended on the supply and concentration of exogenous 
auxin. These studies made it cle?r that there is an optimum 
carbohydrate requirement, above which root formation becomes 
inhibited. Other studies (25) showed that rooting in aspen and 
wi 11 ow cutti ngs was deper.dent partly on the ill umi na t i on treatment 

given to parent plants, high illumination causing some reduction in 
rooting. In addition, rooting depended highly on the illumination 
given to the cuttings, especially at the cutting base. They 
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interpreted these results to mean that there is a minimum essential 
level of photosynthesis required to provide some of the assimilate 
demand for the rooting process, but that a secondary effect of light 
on the cutting occurs, either through a reduction of necessary 
cofactors for rooting, or through light- stimulated accumulation of 
rooting inhibitors (25). Thus, the use of varying light levels to 
influence the carbohydrate status of cuttings must be viewed with 
some caution. 

Several studies have attempted to correlate rooting with 
endogenous carbohydrate status, manipulated through varying 
illumination schedules given to the parent plant and to the cuttings 
(37, 98, 116, 117, 118, 119). Almost invariably, these studies have 
shown that higher light levels result in higher endogenous 
carbohydrate levels and reduced rooting. Unfortunately these studies 
do not take into account light-inhibition effects (25), nor do they 
account for differences in physiological age of plants which have 
been grown at different light levels. Therefore conclusions that 
endogenous carbohydrates are at super-optimal levels must be treated 
with some caution. Nonetheless, there are some studies which show 
that there is an optimum carbohydrate requirement for rooting which 
can be met by photosynthesis and use of reserves already present in 
the cutting. It has also been shown that sucrose, normally 
inhibitory to rooting in light-grown Sinapis alba cotyledons, would 
promote rooting in dark-grown cotyledons, and in light-grown 
cotyledons cultured in the presence of the photosynthetic inhibitor 
DCMU (56). 

Overall, the studies on rooting and carbohydrates indicate that 
there is a requirement for carbohydrate, and an optimum level of 
carbohdyrate, that some carbohydrates are more effective than others 
(e.g. 70), that there is a requiremE'nt for localized accumulation 
and utilisation of carbohydrate, 2nd, perhaps most important, that 
there is an interaction between carbohydrate supply and hormonal 
status, especially auxin supply, of cuttings. 

How much of this information can be applied to rooting of in 
vitro produced shoots remains to be seen. Theoretically, the 
nutrient status of shoots used in rooting studies should be 
controllable to a fine degree by prior culture conditions, and it 
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should be possible to produce a homo(1pnous supply of shoot5 with 

controlled nutrient status in a defined physical environment (43). 

Studies done with rose shoots in culture (43) have shown that 

adventitious root formation is strongly dependent on carbohydrate 

supply, showing an optimum around 7% sucrose in the medium. The 

carbohydrate supply improved both numbers of roots per explant and 

rate of root growth. The contribution by sucrose was apparently not 

osmotic in nature, since mannitol and methylglucopyranoside could 

not replace any of the sllcrose requirement. As with cuttings taken 

~ vivo (84, 85) carbohydrate-nitrogen interactions were found to 

occur with the best rooting occurring at low (7.5 mM) levels of 

ammonium and potassium nitrates (43). 

Observations on carbohydrate-auxin interactions were not made in 

the above study since exogenous auxin was apparently not required 

for rooting to occur (43). However, a similar study with embryonic 

cuttings of Pinus lambertiana showed that rooting due to provision 

of sucrose, optimum at 8% in the medium, could be improved by the 

addition of 1 ~m IAA to the medium. This stimulation occurred at all 

sucrose concentrations, but at suboptimal sllcrose only increased the 

percentage of cuttings forming roots, rather than the number of 

roots per cutting (32). However, in seedl ing cuttings of Pinus 

radiata it was found that sucrose inhibited rooting at all 

concentrations tested when provided during the complete rooting 

period (91). In this system, root formation was observed to occur in 

three phases, namely, a) a pre-initiation phase during the first 

four days, b) establishment of meristemoids at days 4-6 and c) 

further development of meristemoids and roots from day 6 onward. 

When carbohydrate was provided at 1% during the first phase only it 

promoted rooting Significantly, but was inhibitory at all other 

times. This was true for sucrose, fructose, and to a lesser extent, 

glucose (91). Possible interactions between auxin and carbohydrate 

were not examined in this study. Root formation on excised petioles 

of Beta vulgaris grown ~ vitro was also found to be dependent upon 

carbohydrate supply and auxin provision, optimum root formation 

occurring at 40 or 100 gil sucrose in the presence of 10 mgll IAA 

and 0.01 or 1.0 mg/l kinetin. At lower IAA levels increased sucrose 

levels above 2% had no effect on rooting. Nitrogen level was also 
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important as root formation in the presence of 10 mg/l IAA increased 

with rising N concentration in the range of 5-23 mM (122). 
Thus the limited evidence from rooting ~ vitro would seem to 

support many of the observations of rooting in cuttings, indicating 

that carbohydrate supply is important, and may be expected to show 
interactions with both auxin and nitrogen supply. Caution should be 
exercised, however, in determining carbohydrate requirements, since 
these me.y be stage-specific for rooting (91), and in analysis of 
light effects, since these may be beneficial on the one hand, 
providing necessary photoassimilate for rooting, and harmful on the 
other, causing accumulation of rooting inhibitors or reduction in 
necessary rooting cofactors (25). 

5. EMBRYOGENESIS 
Few reports, although the number is slowly increasing, deal with 

somatic embryogenesis in woody plants (5), so the role of 
carbohydrates in embryogenesis of woody plants is unclear. Assuming 
that there are basic similarities between herbaceous and woody 
species, though, certain points can be made. 

Sucrose is generally the best carbohydrate for the support of 

growth and differentiation, including embryogenesis. In Daucus 
~ota several other mono-, as well as di- and tri-saccharides would 
also support embryogenesis, although fructose was found to be 
inhibitory if autoclaved with the other medium components (120), and 
galactose, raffinose and stachyose only supported growth and 
embryogenes i s a fter a ma rked de 1 ay. These da ta a 1 so i ndi ca ted that 
embryo maturation in sucrose was slower than with other sugars, a 

phenomenon al so observed in other systems where increased sucrose 
levels were found to prevent precocious germination (5). This 
phenomenon was studied quite extensively with asexually derived 
embryos of Theobroma cacao. ~~hen the development of somatic embryos 
was compared with zygotic embryos ~ vivo, it was found that low 
sucrose level s, glucose or fructose all stimulated faster growth 
than that of the zygotic embryo control. Growth was much reduced by 
increasing levels of sucrose «27%), and instead the embryos 
produced storage lipids, anthocyanins and alkaloids characteristic 
of the maturing zygotic embryo. Iso-osmotic quantities of fructose 
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or fructose plus glucose were much less effective in inducing 
maturation, and glucose alone was totally ineffective (51). Thus, it 
was suggested that sucrose, at high concentrations, regulated the 
initiation of embryo maturation. Similar effects of high sucrose 
concentration on the development of fatty acid compositions and 
anthocyanin contents comparable to the zygotic embryos were also 
found earlier (77, 78), indicating that sucrose action was analagous 
to the suppression of precocious germination, allowing the embryos 
to undergo developmental maturation (77). Since glucose and/or 
fructose did not duplicate this effect (51) it is apparent that the 
effect of sucrose is not simply osmotic in nature. Nevertheless, the 
increase in sucrose must in some way mimic the situation in the 
developing fruit since a gradual increase in medium sucrose supports 
'normal' development of excised zygotic embryos as well (52). 

Because embryogenesis.i.!! vitro occurs in two distinct stages 
(proembryogenic cell initiation followed by embryo development) it 

is possible that carbohydrate requirements may differ depending on 
the stage of culture. Aging of habituated 'Shamouti' orange callus 
prior to subculture was found to enhance subsequent embryogenesis in 
fresh medium, and this effect could be duplicated by omission of 
sucrose from the basal medium (49). It was suggested that this 
effect was due to a stimulation of embryo development at the expense 
of proembryogenic cell development, brought about, in part, by 
depletion of carbohydrate reserves. The observation that increased 
sucrose concentration (6% versus 2%) enhanced the initiation of 
pollen embryoids in Solanum tuberosum (93) is supportive of this 
idea, since later development in this system was not dependent upon 
high sucrose levels. These results, however, are in direct contrast 
to the results obtained with TheoEroma (51, 52), indicating a need 
for further research in this area. 

Carbohydrate effects in culture may not always be directly 
involved in the embryogenic process. It was found that galactose and 
galactose-containing saccharides stimulated embryogenesis in 
habituated 'Shamouti' orange callus considerably (50). Sucrose, in 
combination with these sugars, even at 0.5%, suppressed the 
enhancement. Previously non-embryogenic calli lines responded to 
galactose at 7-10%, whilst embryogenic lines responded to levpls, as 
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low as 0.05%, which were unable to support callus growth. They 

suggest that the action of galactose or galactose-containing sugars 

was due to an inhibition of auxin synthesis in the habituated calli, 

a phenomenon also found in other systems (50). 

6. CYTODIFFERENTIATION 

Another suggested role for culture of woody species, apart from 

that of micropropagation, lies in the development of suspension 

culture systems in which tracheary element formation can be induced. 

The early observation that grafting a bud onto callus induced 

xylem formation within the callus (124) led to the examination of 

the effects of sucrose and auxin (IP,A), applied to Syringa callus 

via an excised notch, on vascular differentiation (123). Vascular 

tissues were found to arise in a circular pattern, within the 

callus, around the point of application. Given a constant auxin 

concentration, low sucrose levels (1.5-2.5%) favored xylem formation 

and high sucrose (3-4%) favored phloem production. With intermediate 

levels (2.5-3.5) both xylem and phloem were formed, usually with a 

cambial layer in between. Similar results were obtained using 

Phaseolus (46), and it was also found that the effect was not 

specific to sucrose but could also be obtained with a-glucosyl 

disaccharides, which, the authors suggested, may have special 

xylogenetic properties. Currently though, it seems that any sugar 

which will support active cell proliferatior will also support 

xylogenesis (79). Indeed either glycerol or myo-inositol at 2% in 

the medium supported tracheary element (TE) differentiation in 

lettuce pith explants, in the absence of any other major carbon 

source (87), and such TEs were indistinguishable from ones similarly 

induced on 2% glucose. 

Although the work with Syringa callus (123) implied that sucrose 

concentration plays a role in determining the type (xylem versus 

phloem) of vascular tissue formed, other workers studying 

xylogenesis in Parthenocissus callus found that TE formation was 

directly proportional to sucrose concentrat"ion (upto 8%) in the 

medium (86). Similar results were found with Helianthus tuber tissue 

cultures (63) and in cultured excised Coleus internodes (8). In the 

latter study, sucrose concentration was also found to affect the 
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pattern of secondary wall deposition, low (0.5%) sucrose favoring 
simple annular to scalariform thickening, and higher (1.5-3.5%) 
sucrose favoring more complex scalariform to reticulate thickening. 
These works cast some doubt on the idea that low sucrose favors 
xylem, and high sucrose phloem, formation. Some explanation of this 
discrepancy may be found in a more recent study with Glycine and 
Daucus callus (3). With a constant sucrose concentration (3%) low 
auxin levels were found to induce sieve tube differentiation with no 
TE development visible. IAA above 0.1 mg/l induced increasing 
numbers of sieve elements (SE), and TE. With a constant IAA level (1 
mg/ml) increasing concentrations of sucrose (1-6%) had no specific 
effect on SE differentiation or the ratio of phloem to xylem, but 
instead supported increasing numbers of both SE and TE to 
differentiate. In Syringa callus, varying sucrose concentrations had 
no effect on numbers, or the ratio of SE to TE, but in all three 
species, increasing sucrose increased the degree of callose 
deposition on the sieve plate, making the latter easier to detect. 
This led to the suggestion that failure of early studies to detect 
SE development at low sucrose concentrations was due to the extreme 
difficulty of detecting poorly developed sieve plates in thin 
sections of tissue, and it is only through whole mounts and special 
clearing techniques that this problem can be avoided (3). These 
results, however. offer no indication as to why earlier workers 
found no TE at high sucrose concentrations. 

Thus. it seems that cytodifferentiation requires an exogenous 
carbohydrate source. but this carbohydrate plays a largely 
non-specific role in providing energy for the hormone-induced 
differentiation process. Other roles of carbohydrate in 
cytodifferentiation have not been determined. Although mannitol at 
0.2M was necessary for growth in isolated mesophyll cells of Zinnia 
elegans (27). its osmotic effect on TE differentiation was not 
examined. 

7. NON-DIFFERENTIATING SYSTEMS 
As indicated in section 1, non-differentiating, i.e. callus and 

suspension. cul tures generally grow best on sucrose or gl ucose as 
carbohydrate sources. but can also grow on other carbohydrate 
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sources, usually at a lower efficiency (58, 97). Besides the 
monosaccharides glucose and fructose, others like mannose (6, ]20, 
127) and galactose (6, 33, 59, 61, 120) also support growth, either 
directly (120) or after adaptation (59). Hexitols, such as sorbitol 
and mannitol can support growth in rare cases (18, 19, 126), usually 
in such species where these compounds playa normal role in central 
carbohydrate metabolism and storage, i.e. members of the Rosaceae, 
Oleaceae and Umbelliferae (81). Of the cyclitols, myo-inositol is 
the only compound which has been frequently studied and found either 
to promote growth at low (ca. 0.01%) levels (44, 55, 72, 126), to be 
essential for growth (95) or to be unnecessary (95), depending on 
the species or cultivar in question. 

Besides sucrose, several other disaccharides also support 9rowth. 
These include glucose based disaccharides such as maltose (54, 108, 
120, 127), trehalose (60, 120, 127) and cellobiose (60, 120, 127). 
Some galactose containing oligosaccharides are also utilized (see 
41), usually after selection or adaptation (40). These include 
melibiose (33, 73), lactose (38,40,64, 113, 120), raffinose (33, 
108,120,127) and stachyose (33, 120). Even starch can be utilized 
by some cu 1 tures (21, 73). Evi dence for the secret i on of amyl ases 
(20,57,60,96) and other hydrolytic enzymes (58, 129) into the 
medium, or the presence of such enzymes in the cell wall (33,42, 
48) suggests that enzyme secretion may be the initial phase of 
mobilization of more complex carbohydrates prior to their uptake as 
hexose units. 

Given that plant cells can grow on a wide variety and complexity 
of carbohydrates, that the carbohydrate supply is usually the major 
medium component, and that industries are now looking to large scale 
plant tissue culture for secondary product synthesis (22), it is 
surprising that alternate carbohydrate sources, cheaper than reagent 
grade chemicals, have not been sought. Perhaps the near future will 
see more research in this area. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
It is apparent that a considerable amount of knowledge has 

accumulated concerning the roles of carbohydrate, both exogenous and 
endogenous, in plant tissue culture. Whilst much of this has been 
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gained using herbaceous species, an increasing amount is also being 
derived from the study of woody species. The recent observation of 
morphogenic effects displayed by oligosaccharides extracted from 
sycamore cell walls (2, 111) indicates that there are new avenues 
still to be explored concerning carbohydrates in culture. As well, 
it should be obvious from this review that there are several areas 
in ~icropropagation systems for which carbohydrate requirements have 
yet to be defined and optimized. Whilst the almost universal usage 
of sucrose in culture media is supported by the numerous successes 
obtained with this compound, few, if any, studies have looked for 
promotive effects of other carbohydrates (121). In shoot-forming 
cultures which are metabolically highly active as well as rapidly 
synthesizing new cell wall materials, such studies could well prove 
profitable. Likewise, the well recognized involvement of 
carbohydrates in root formation, a critical stage in obtaining 
plantlets from tissue culture, suggests that rewarding studies can 
be done in this area. Intuitively, it seems that 'weaning' cultured 
plants from a carbohydrate-rich medium to one which promotes 
photosynthesis and carbohydrate independence would produce plantlets 
much better conditioned for transfer to field conditions, yet this 
is a topic which has received virtually no recognition. 

Hopefully, these areas and many others will be addressed in the 
near future. Now that there are well defined systems available for 
propagation of several woody species, e.g. radiata pine (1), 

loblolly pine (66), and longleaf pine (92), to mention only a few, 
such studies can readily be made. 
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7. POLYAMINES 

N. BAGNI and S. BIONDI 

1. INTRODUcrION 

Amines are found throughout the plant kingdom and can be aliphatic, 

aromatic or heterocyclic (32). They fulfill several functions and are 

frequently derived fran amino acids by decarboxylation. In addition, they 

save as percursors of various alkaloids. 

The diamine putrescine, the triamine spennidine and the tetramine spennine 

represent the three major polyamines in higher plants. Putrescine arises fran 

basic amino acids with arginine or ornithine furnishing the main part of the 

carbon skeleton. However, only a minor part of the arginine pool is directed 

tCMardS polyamine synthesis, the major part being used in protein synthesis. 

This has been obsaved in Jerusalem artichoke tuber explants (35). Methionine 

contributes the propylamino groups to putrescine (1,4-diaminobutane) to fonn 

spennidine and to spennidine to fonn spennine (Fig. 1). 

Whereas in animals there is only one biosynthetic pathway for putrescine 

via ornithine decarboxylase (ODe), in higher plants and bacteria there are at 

least two enzymes involved, namely ODC and arginine decarboxylase (ADe). 

Polyamine degradation in plants is carried out by diamine oxidases (DAD) 

and polyamine oxidases (PAD) as illustrated in Fig. 2. DAO activity has been 

reported in legumes and Euphorbia while specific PAD enzymes have been found 

only in grasses. To date, efforts to detect DAO and PAD activities in other 

plant species have failed. This limits our knCMledge of the catabolism of 

polyamines and its relationship with grCMth and developrental processes. 

Recent evidence suggests that the pyrroline fonned fran the oxidation of 

putrescine is further metabolized to succinate via y-aminobutyric acid, while 

1,3-diamino propane, the product of spennidine and spennine oxidation, is 

degraded to s-alanine (Fig. 2) (33). 

Little is knCMn about the further metabolism of polyamines apart fran the 

fact that they appear to function as precursors of alkaloids. 
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FIGURE 1. Biosynthetic pathways of the major plant polyamines. 
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FIGURE 2. OXidative degradation of the major plant polyamines. 

Many conjugates of putrescine, spermidine and spermine with, for example, 

cinnamic acid and its derivatives, or with fatty acids are now kn~vn to occur 

in a wide range of higher plants (34). The function of the amine conjugates is 

still largely unknown. Conjugates of cinnamic acid derivatives with putrescine 

have been isolated fran Nicotiana tabacum. They are synthesized in local 

lesions caused by hypersensitivity to tobacco mosaic virus and have been shown 

to protect the plant against viral infection. They are also synthesized after 

floral induction and accumulate in the reproductive organs. Sane researchers 

speculate that free polyamine content in plant tissues, where amine oxidase 

activity has not been detected, may be regulated via reversible conjugate 

formation rather than oxidative catabolism. 
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Polyamines are organic polycations which bind strongly to phospholipids 

and polynucleotides such as DNA, tRNA, rRNA and which stabilize DNA against 

thermal denaturation (5). Sare of their effects are the same as those of 

inorganic cations such as Mg ++ and Ca ++ (3). However, the Irechanism of action 

of polyamines resjdes in their cherni:::al specificity and thus their effects 

cannot always be substituted by inorganic cations, e.g., the capacity of 

polyamines to organize the tRNA structure and to convert it fram its inactive 

to its active configuration (26). At physiological concentrations, polyamines 

enhance DNA replication, transcription and mRNA translation in vitro (27). In 

fact, polyamine-deficient mutants of ~. coli require e.xogenous polyamines for 

protein synthesis. In addition, polyamines enhance DNA-dependent RNA poly

merase activity (3) and markedly inhibit the activity and the formation of 

RNase (1). 

Their effects in tissue culture as well as in whole plants are closely 

related to cell proliferation (5). Rapidly growing cells have a higher content 

of polyamines than non-proliferating cells. The activity of DOC is dramat

icall y increased in response to numerous growth stimuli. In fact, growth 

stimulation results, in general, in a parallel in=ease in the cellular level 

of polya:m.ines, DNA and RNA. 

The trivial names given to sare polyamines (putrescine, cadaverine) derive 

fram the fact they were first isolated fram decaying matter. Despite this, 

putrescine, spermidine and spermine generally delay senescence and exert many 

effects which are similar to those of cytokinins. Their role in stabilizing 

membranes and inhibiting senescence-induced increases in RNase and protease 

activities as well as chlorophyll loss has been documented (30). 

Much of the I<lork done on polyarnines deals with their exogenous application 

and with endogenous levels. ConsequE'ntly, the activity of biosynthetic 

enzYIres, especially arginine-, omithine- and S-adenosylIrethionine decarbox

ylases (SAMDC) is also a useful parameter. In recent years, the discovery of a 

number of competitive and irreversible inhibitors of these enzYIres has provided 

researchers with the rreans to study the relationship between changes in 

polyamine content and growth response (19, 36). a-Difluorarethylarginine 

(DFMA) (23) and a-difluoramethylomithine (DFID) (25), which are irreversible 

inhibitors of ADC and ODC respectively, have been shown to specifically 

inhibit these enzYIres both in vivo and in cell hamogenates. The ability of 

these compounds to selectively inhibit ADC and CDC is a useful approach to the 

study of the metabolic control of putrescine synthesis during plant growth and 
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developrent. However, unless both inhibitors are supplied together, the 

possjble interconversion between arginine and ornithine nnJSt be taken into 

account. Arginase converts arginine to ornithine (Fig. 1) and is very active 

in plants; ornithine can be metabolized back to arginine through the ornithine 

cycle. Finally, putrescine incorporation into spennidine and spennine can be 

blocked by methylglyoxal-bis (guanylhydrazone) (M:;BG) (25), an inhibitor of 

SAMDC, while spennidine synthase is inhbited by dicyclohexylanmonium sulphate 

(OCHA) (11). 

2 • POLYA1-!INES IN PIlINT GRCWl'H A..'ID DIFFERENTIATION AND INTERACTION WITH 0l'HER 

PHY'IDHORMJNES 

As far as the role of polyamines on plant growth and differentiation is 

concerned, two broad categories can be recognized: 

(i) effects of polyamines on plant developnent and organogenesis in 

tissue and organ cultures; 

(ii) interactions between polyamines and other growth regulators. 

It must be emphasized that, although polyamines have now been classified 

as IDle plant growth substances, in both aspects little infOl:mation is 

available, especially with regards to forest tree species. 

The effect of polyamines on plant growth in vitro was first demonstrated 

in cultured explants from donnant tubers of Jerusalem artichoke. Such explants 

contain very lOW' arrounts of endogenous IM, cytokinins and gibberellins as well 

as polyamines. Cell proliferation can only be induced in the presence of an 

exogenous growth substance. F.xogenous polyamines, at concentrations of 10-100 

uM, were capable of inducing cell proliferation in the absence of other growth 

substances (4). The growth stimulation induced in these explants by polyamines 

as well as the differentiation of cambial zones were very similar to those 

observed in IM-treated explants (29). 

Polyamines, however, are not active in bioassays involving cell elongation 

(Bagni, unpublished results). In fact, exogenous polyamines are not effective 

in praroting intf'xnode elongation in pea seedlings unless cellular polyamines 

are partially depleted follOW'ing treatment with inhibitors of their hiosyn

thesis (31). 

This in no way excludes the fact that f'ndogenous polyamine content or the 

activity of the polyamine biosynthetic enzynEs may vary in response to cell 

elongation. In fact, DFMO and DFMA, along or in combination, inhibit internode 

elongation of tall peas and GA-stimulated dwarf peas (31). An enhancement of 
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ADC but an inhibition of ODC activity has been observed during GA3-induced stem 

elongation in light-grown dwarf pea seedlings (13). This and other studies 

suggest that ooc is the key enzyme involved in cell division (6, 20), while ADC 

activity is preferentially enhanced during cell enlargement, phytochrare

regulated growth, OSJOOtic and acid stress and potassi1.nll deficiency (18). In 

support of this hypothesis, it has been shown that O. 5 nM DFID inhibited cell 

division but caused unusually great cell enlargement in cultured tobacco cells 

resulting in increased fresh weight : dry weight ratios. Since never roore than 

one nucleus was observed in the enlarged cells, the authors concluded that cell 

division as well as mitosis were blocked in DFID-treated cells. Although only 

3% of the ODC activity of controls was found in DFMJ-treated cells, putrescine 

depletion was not achieved due to putrescine synthesis via ADC (8). 

Several papers have been published in which the involvement of polyamines 

with cell division and roorphogenesis has been reported. For example, putres

cine (0.05 and 0.1 roM) and its precursor ornithine (0.025 roM) stimulated cell 

division and colony formation in leaf protoplast cultures of Alnus glutinosa 

and~. incana. Spennidine and spermine had no significant effect or retarded 

cell wall regeneration and cell division (21). 

Nitrogenous cClTp)Unds are arrongst the endogenous factors which stimulated 

rooting of cuttings. Arginine, a putrescine precursor, seems to be particu

larly effective in stimulating root initiation in sare species (22). 

The first report of a stimulatory effect of an exogenously supplied 

polyamine on adventitious root developrent was one which derronstrated that 

spennine enhanced the number of adventitious roots developing on stem cuttings 

of Phaseolus aureus Boxb. (~radiata) in the prese..nce or absence of lEA 

(22). The spermine concentration (50 ~M) which was roost effective in inducing 

the rooting response also enhanced root elongation. Spermidine did not affect 

or inhibited, at high concentrations, root initiation. It is noteworthy that 

the hypocotyl of lBA-treated cuttings contained higher levels of putrescine, 

spermidine and spermine than water controls prior to the develOIJllE'.nt of visible 

root prirrordia. As expected, M:;BG prevented the IRA-induced increase in 

spennine and narkedly inhibited that in spermidine. Consequently the rooting 

response in cuttings treated with IRA and ~ diminished with respect to the 

controls treated with lEA alone. The observations suggest that polyamines are 

sarehow involved in the early events leading to adventitious root formation. 

However, using the same plant material, other authors (17) had previously 

failed to observe a stimulatory effect of exogenous polyamines on rooting. 
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Nonetheless, they did not exclude the posfdbility that polyaminE's could be 

necessary for root induction since several inhibitors of polyamine biosynthesis 

blocked root fOImation and lBA treatment increased endogenous polyamine 

content. 

As regards adventitious shoot formation, SOI1E evidence that polyamines may 

be involved in this process stems fran the work done on cultured chicory root 

explants (28). Since all actively growing tissues contain considerable amounts 

of polyamines and polyamine-deficient mutants of higher plants are not avail

able, the approach taken was not to examine the effects of exogenously supplied 

polyamines but rather to treat the tissue with inhibitors of polyamine 

synthesis in an attempt to reduce or deplete endogenous polyamines. Chicory 

root explants produce aaventitious shoots in the absence of exogenous growth 

regulators. In the presence of 2 or 5 rrM r-K;BG or OCHA, the number of buds 

produced decreased significantly with respect to the controls. Fresh weight 

increments were also considerably reduced in the presence of these inhibitors. 

DFMO (up to I roM) did not exert any inhibitory effects either on fresh weight 

increase or on the number of buds formed. 

Recently, work on polyamines in excised cotyledons of Pinus radiata 

cultured in vitro has begun in our laboratory. In the presence of a cytokinin 

(25 ~ BA), the cotyledons becOI1E swollen as a result of cell divisions which 

ultlinately lead to the formation of meristematic tissue and then to de novo bud 

formation, while on honnone-free medium they elongate considerably without 

producing bud primordia (9). The uptake and effects on cellular polyamine 

content of DCHA (a. 1 and I roM) were examined in both these systems (1 a) . 

The rate of uptake of the drug was rapid in the first 6 h of incubation 

and then dirninished; nevertheless i.ts cellular content, as determined by thin 

layer chranatography, increased with time in culture and was concE'ntration

dependent. Cotyledons cultured on BA-containing medium accumulated more DCr~ 

than on BA-free medium and this often resulted in toxic side-effects. In 

cotyledons treated with the drug, spermidine levels fell to zero after a 5- to 

la-day exposure to the drug. Putrescine increased transiently at 24 h and then 

declined significantly. Spermine levels also declined to 11% of control values 

by day 5 and remained low throughout. Except for a marked decrease in all 

three polyamines during the first 24 hours of culture, all control cotyledons 

maintained higher polyamine levels than DCHA-treated ones. Despite this, 

adventitious shoot formation, induced by BA, was not canpletely blocked by DelIA 

(as observed in cotyledons which did not display toxicity syrrptans). The drug 
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dlso had no significant effect on the elongation growth occurring in absence of 

the hormone. Work is in progress to examine in greater detail the metabolic 

and morphological response of the cotyledons to DCHA. The toxic properties of 

DCHA and lG3G have also been noted by others (15). We believe it is essential 

to difitinguish between a tTIle inhibition of growth and developnent (caused by a 

reduction or depletion of endogenous pol yamines) and mere toxicity. Restor

ation of grOlvth and organogenesis in HGBG- or DCHA-treated cultures by the 

addition of spermidine may consent this distinction to be made. 

The inhibitioll of polyamine biosynthesis blocks differentiation or embryo 

development in invertebrates, amphibians, birds, and mammals (19). Recently, 

embryogenic cultures of wi 1d carrot (Daucus carota) and the inhibitors DEM) and 

DFMA have been used to investigate the role of polyamines in plant embryo 

differentiation (14). DFMA, at concentrations above 0.5 nJI1, significantly 

reduced or blocked embryo induction, but not DFMO except at 5 nJI1, a concen

tration which was regarded as toxic. Putrescine, spermidine and spermine were 

equally effective in restoring embryogenesis in DH1A-treated cultures. In view 

of these observations, the authors concluded that putrescine and spermidine are 

among the essential factors for embryogenesis. DFMA inhibited ADC activity by 

more than 88% and strongly reduced free polyamine content in the cells. DFMO, 

while inhibiting OOC activity, did not dramatically reduce putrescine or 

spermidine. The authors also noted that ADC activity was 10 times higher than 

ODC activity, suggesting that the latter enzyme did not contribute signifi

cantly to putrescine biosynthesis. However, it must be pointed out that the 

authors do not indicate whether or not the pH at which they determined ODC 

acti vi ty (pH 7.1) was optimal under their conditions. Our experience shows 

that the optimal pH to assay ODC activity in carrot cell extracts is above pH 8 

(7) • 

Recently, the effect of MGBG and IX'HA on embryogenesis in wild carrot 

suspension cultures and shoot formation on excised aspen hypocotyls has been 

exarrined (15). Both canpounds significantly reduced embryogenesis and growth 

in ca=ot cultures but higher levels of DCHA were required to produce the same 

degree of inhibition as obtained with MGBG. Spermidine titer decreased in 

MGBG- and DCHA-treated carrot cells suggesting that there is a correlation 

between reduced spermidine levels and inhibition of plant growth and develop

ment. MGBG also reduced callus proliferation and adventitious shoot formation 

on aspen explants but much higher concentrations of this dTIlg were necessary to 

affect these cultures than the wild carrot. Other authors (16) have also 
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reported that embryo formation in carrot cultures is blocked in the presence of 

5 lIM DCHA. Using a mutant cell line that grew at the same rate as wild type 

cells but is selectively impaired in its ability to undergo embryogenesis even 

tmder embryogenic conditions, they also showed that embryogenesis was speci

fically associated with increases in the levels of polyamines. 

In another study, changes in cellular free amino acids and polyamine 

levels have been compared during embryogenesis in wild carrot cultures and in 

vivo development of white pine ovules (R.P. Feirer, personal communication). 

Free amino acids fluctuated greatly during somatic carrot embryogenesis and 

arginine and the amide glutamine constituted a major part of the free amino 

acid pool. As globular pJmbryo formation began, free arginine decreased while 

putrescine levels rose dramatically. Levels of free ornithine were much lower 

than arginine and did not show much variation with time. In pine ovules, the 

free amino acid content rose c1ramatically soon after fertilization. Arginine, 

glutamine and asparagine were the most abundant amino acids and spermine 

increased signjficantly after fertilization. According to the author the high 

levels of free amides suggest that rapid protein turnover or synthesis was 

taking place. This fact, together with the elevated levels of polyamines, 

especially spermidine, which accompanied both sCillatic embryogenesis and in vivo 

embryo development indicate that increased metabolism of amino acids and 

polyamines is a biochemical feature of organized growth both in wild carrot and 

white pine. 

Studies aimed at establishing possible links between polyamines and other 

phytohormones are as yet sparse. Cytokinins increase AOC activity and 

putrescine content in excised cucumber (37) and lettuce (12) cotyledons and in 

etiolated pea seedlings (24). Ethylene production is inhibited by polyamines 

(2); at t.he same time, ethylene inhibits polyamine formation by reducing AOC 

activity (24). This mutuality of control of polyamines and ethylene can he 

explained in terms of their common intermediate, S-adenosylmethionjne. 

Finally, the putrescine and spermidine titer increases markedly in light-grown 

dwarf pea seedlings sprayed with GA3 , as a result of enhanced AOC activity 

(13) • 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The evide.nce which has accumulated to date on the role of polyamines in 

plant developnent suggests that they are involved in cell division but are not 

act.ive in cell elongation tests. Data concerning their effect on morphogenesis 
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are as yet scarce, but there is same indication that they are correlated to 

adventitious shoot and root formation as well as somatic embryogenesis. 

With respect to other known grcwth substances, the endogenous concen

tration of polyamines in actively growing plant tissues is generally higher; 

also, the effects usually manifest themselves at relatively high concentrations 

of exogenous polyamines in the culture medium (10-5 to 10-3 M). Apart fram a 

few exceptions (e.g., dormant tubers of Jerusalem artichoke), polyamines are 

relative abundant in most plant tissues and organs examined to date. In order 

to study their effects on grcwth and differentiation it is therefore advisable 

not to supply them exogenously, unless it is previously detennined that they 

are present in sub-optimal concentrations. Instead, the approach ought to be 

that of reducing or depleting their endogenous level using inhibitors of their 

biosynthesis. 

In view of the ease with which polyamines can be measured, via thin layer 

chranatography or HPIC, studies are often accompanied by detenninations of 

endogenous polyamine titer. Finally, it is often worthwhile to assay the 

acti vi ty of their biosynthetic enzymes, although the methods described in the 

literature often do not take into account several points which, in our view, 

deserve careful examination (e. g., pH and molarity of the assay buffer, the 

conversion of arginine to ornithine via arginase, the need to use only 1_[14C1 _ 
.. d U [14 1 .. h . AOC .. ) arglTI~ne an not - C -arg~nlTIe w.en assaylTIg act~v~ty, etc .. 
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8. PH OF THE MEDIUt1 AND THE GROWTH AND METABOLI SM OF CELLS IN 
CULTURE 

SUB HASH C MINOCHA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The regulation of intracellular pH is a fundamental physio

logical process of great significance to the growth and meta

bolism of plant cells (51,64). Since intracellular pH has wide 

ranging consequences for the transport of nutrients and hormones, 

and for enzymatic reactions in the cells, it is not surprising 

that cells devote a lot of energy to the regulation of cyto

plasmic pH. The metabolic production and consumption of large 

quantities of H+ and OH- within the cytoplasm constantly 

challenge the homeostatic mechanism of pH regulation in the 

cells. The cytoplasmic pH is usually maintained around 6.5 -

7.5, although local differences in the pH of cell organelles are 

qui te common. 

Most animal cells in culture are grown at or close to a 

neutral pH (26). This pH of the medium, which is isogenic with 

the cytoplasmic pH, has to be maintained within a narrow range 

for optimum growth of cells. pH control is achieved through 

either the incorporation of buffers in the medium or rapid re

placement of the medium. In contrast, most plant cell culture 

media are poorly buffered, and traditionally are adjusted to a pH 

around 5.5 ± 0.3. Furthermore, most plant cell cultures are 

maintained in the same medium for several days to several months. 

The operating pH during most of the growth period of plant cell 

cultures is often different from the initial pH. The potential 

physiological and morphogenetic consequences of this shift in pH 

are not known at present. The main purpose of this chapter is to 

review the literature on pH relationships of plant cells, the 

regulation of pH inside plant cells, and the effects of external 

pH on the growth of plant cells in culture. In the end a few 

questions are raised regarding the importance of adjusting and 

maintaining a constant pH of the growth medium used in plant cell 

cultures. 
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An apology is made in two areas: first, this chapter is not 

intended to be an exhaustive review of the physiological mech

anisms of pH regulation in plant cells or the role of cytoplasmic 

pH in cell growth and metabolism. Secondly, due to the lack of 

published studies on woody plants and forest trees almost all of 

the work cited in this chapter is based upon lower plants and 

non-woody plants. Nevertheless, some of the ideas are applicable 

to future work with woody plants, and therefore, should seriously 

be considered when designing experiments with these species. 

Since both a pH gradient and a membrane potential difference 

across the plasmalemma play an essential role in energizing the 

co-transport processes in plant cells, there is reason to believe 

that the pH of the external medium should have significant ef

fects on the growth and metabolism of plant cells in vit£Q. 

2. MEASUREMENT OF CELLULAR PH 

There are three commonly used methods for measurement of the 

intracellular pH of living cells. The first method involves the 

distribution of a radio-actively labeled weak acid between the 

external solution of a known pH and the intracellular space. The 

most commonly used weak acid for pH measurements is 5, 5-di

methyloxazolidine-2, 4-dione (DMO)(4,35,73). However, benzoic 

acid and dinitrophenol have also been used in some stUdies 

(23,28). Details of the technique have been described in Walker 

and Smith (74). This technique has also been used to accurately 

measure the pH of cell organelles such as chloroplasts, mito

chondria, and vacuoles (27,45). 

The second method for measurement of cytoplasmic pH in 

intact tissues is based upon the pH-dependent chemical shift in 

the 3lp NMR spectrum (5,43). This method has recently been used 

to accurately measure the pH of cytoplasm and other cell organ

elles in several plant tissues (1,38,52a,54,55,56,57). 

The third method involving a direct measurement of cytoplas

mic or vacuolar pH uses microelectrodes. Two types of micro

electrodes have been used, namely, glass electrodes and plastic

insulated antimony electrodes. Antimony microelectrodes generally 

give a lower pH reading than glass microelectrodes (67). 
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3. EFFECT OF EXTERNAL PH ON CYTOPLASMIC PH 

It is known from several studies with a variety of plant 

cells that the cytoplasmic pH is tightly regulated and is 

generally maintained within a narrow range of 6.5 - 7.5 even 

under a wide range of pH in the bathing solution 

(16,17 ,23,33,35,52,54,55,65,69). Vacuolar pH, on the other hand, 

is generally much lower (5.0-6.5, even as low as 2.0-4.0 in Chara 

Q£aunii). Chloroplast pH value ranges between 6.5-8.0 and is 

affected by the rate of photosynthesis (10). 

In a number of green algae (Chlorella, Chara, Nitella), the 

blue-green alga Anacystis, and a hornwort Phaeoceros, it has been 

shown that the cytoplasmic pH is relatively insensitive to 

changes in external pH within the range of 5.0-8.0 

(10,18,23,28,66,67). Smith (62) and Gehl and Colman (23), 

however, argue that changes in the cytoplasmic pH are much more 

pronounced than presently believed, especially when cells are 

challenged by an external pH below 4.5 and above 8.0. It is also 

believed that cytoplasmic pH is regulated much more tightly than 

vacuolar pH (69). Other physical and chemical factors that are 

known to affect cytoplasmic pH include light, temperature, and 

metabolic poisons (65). 

Various mechanisms for the regulation of intracellular pH in 

plant cells have been discussed in detail by Smith and Raven 

(65). Metabolic control of pH by regulation of the number of 

carboxyl groups through enzymatic reactions has been proposed by 

Davies (8,9). On the other hand, Raven and Smith (51,52) and 

Smith (62) argue that cytoplasmic pH may be regulated mainly by 

a biophysical rather than a biochemical pH-stat. They suggest 

that H+ transport across the plasmalemma plays a major role in 

the regulation of cytoplasmic pH. Smith (62) further suggests 

that the fine control of cytoplasmic pH begins to breakdown when 

the cells are challenged with external pH below 4.5. A signifi

cant net influx of H+ seems to occur at such a low external pH 

thus causing a downward shift in the cytoplasmic pH. Similar re

sults had been reported earlier for Nitella Qlavata (53), for 
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Euglena (34), and more recently for Chlorella saccharophila (23) 
and mung bean root-tip cells (69). 

4. CHANGES IN PH OF THE GROWTH MEDIUM DURING CELL CULTURE 
The plant cell culture media generally comprise a mixture of 

various inorganic and organic substances in an aqueous solution. 
Most of these media are poorly buffered. Routinely, the pH of the 
medium is adjusted to 5.2-5.8 before it is autoclaved. Changes 
in the chemical composition of the medium occasionally take place 

even when it is left standing at room temperature (6,7,40,72). 
These chemical changes are further enhanced by autoclaving. It 

has been repeatedly shown that within a few days after the trans

fer of tissue explants to suspension cultures, there is a 

significant shift in the pH of the medium (13,15,22,25,31,36, 
39,61,68,70) . 

In a detailed analysis of the changes in pH of Murashige and 
Skoog (46) medium during the growth of Potent ilIa IobQinRiana 
cell cultures, we observed that within 2 days, the pH shifted 
from 5.6 to 5.0. This downward shift continued for up to 5 days, 
thereafter, the pH stabilized around 4.5-4.7 (Minocha, 

unpublished). In other experiments in which the initial pH of 
the medium was in the range of 3.5 to 8.0, the final pH of the 

medium at the end of 21 days of growth was 4.7-5.1, regardless of 
the initial pH even in the presence of low concentrations (5 mM) 
of different buffers. Similar results have been obtained in our 
laboratory with carrot cell suspension cultures. In a study of 
the effect of initial pH of the Murashige and Skoog medium on the 

growth of Haplopappus cell cultures, Eriksson (15) demonstrated 
that the pH of the medium stabilized around 5.6 ! 0.1 regardless 
of the starting pH (adjusted between 4.2-6.9, after autoclaving). 
Takayama et al. (68) found that the pH of Murashige and Skoog 
medium moved to a constant value of 5.8 after 6 days of incuba
tion of Agrostemma githago cells when the initial pH was adjusted 
between 3.0-9.0. 

In a recent study with DioRcore~ gel.toidea, Butenko et al. 
(6) reported specific and significant changes in pH of medium 

during the course of cell growth. When the initial pH of 
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Murashige and Skoog medium was adjusted to 5.8 or 6.15, the pH 
changed to 4.6-4.7 within 10 h of inoculation with cells. At an 
ini tial pH of 4.3 and 3.5, the pH shifted upwards to 4.6-4.7. 
This value was reached within 24 and 48 h, respectively, for 
initial pH's of 4.3 and 3.5. During the next 2-3 days, further 
acidification resulted in a final pH of 4.0-4.2. A gradual rise 
in pH to around 4.7-5.0 followed within the next 15 to 17 days of 
culture. Around day 19, a sharp rise in pH to 6.0 to 6.3 was 
again observed in most cases. At the more extreme starting pH'S 
of 2.5, 3.0, and 8.0, cells died and the medium pH did not change 
significantly during the 10-20 days of incubation. 

Hahlbrock and Kuhlen (25) demonstrated that changes in pH of 
the medium are tissue specific. Whereas growth of parsley cells 
in 85 medium (21) had little effect on pH of the medium, soybean 
cells significantly affected the pH, which changed from a 
starting pH of 4.5-7.5 to final values of 8.0-8.2 within 9 days. 
Wheat cells when grown in 85 medium caused a rise in the pH from 
5.9-4.8 to 7.0 within 30 h of incubation (2) while carrot cells 
caused a lowering of pH in the same medium (Minocha, 
unpublished). The source of nitrogen in the medium and its 
utilization by the cells seem to play an important role in deter
mining the shift in pH of the medium. When carrot cells are grown 
in a medium with low NO], the medium becomes more acidic (pH down 

to 3.8) whereas at high NO) levels, the pH of the medium in
creases to neutrality (70). Thus it seems that shifts in pH of 
the medium during growth of cells in culture are determined by a 
complex interaction of the constituents of the medium, the uptake 
and utilization of some of these constituents, and the type of 
plant cells. 

5. EFFECTS OF PH ON GROWTH AND METABOLISM 
Our present knowledge of the effects of external pH on the 

metabolism and growth of plant cells in vitro is quite limited. 
Several attempts have been made to study the effect of pH of the 
medium on the growth of plant cells in vitro 
(12,2l,22,36,37,7l,75), however, because of the often large 
shifts in external pH (see above), it was generally not possible 
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to determine meaningful correlations between the external pH and 

the behavior of cells. The pH of the bathing medium can affect 
the growth and metabolism of plant cells in several ways, some of 
which are briefly discussed here. 

5.1. Nutrient precipitation 
The most visible and direct effect of pH on the major con

stituents of commonly used growth media for plant cell cultures 
is the precipitation of certain cations at higher pH values thus 
reducing the availability of these ions to cells. Dalton et al., 
(7) and Vyskot and Bezdek (72) demonstrated that standard 
Murashige and skoog medium contains free non-complexed Fe+2 which 
at a pH above 5.0 rapidly oxidizes to Fe+ 3 , and precipitates 

with phosphate to form insoluble ferric phosphate. Precipitation 
of ferric phosphate increases with the increasing pH of the 
medium above 5.0. High temperatures during autoclaving also 
increase this precipitation. In media where iron was stabilized 
with a double molar concentration of EDTA, or by reducing the 

relative concentration of FeSo4' there was no measurable precipi
tation within a pH range of 4.8 - 6.0, even after heat treatment. 

5.2. Nutrient uptake 
The pH of the medium has dramatic effects on the uptake of 

nutrients by plant cells (44,63,77). Rose and Martin (58) showed 
that in suspension cultures of Ipomoea, the utilization rate of 
N03- increased with decreasing pH of the medium and the utiliza
tion of NH4 increased with increasing pH. Reduced growth at pH 
7.1 was attributed to the inability of these cells to utilize 
N03-' whereas at low pH (4.8) NH4 was released into the medium 
(36). Similarly, it has been shown that control of pH of the 
medium allows many plant cells to grow well on NH4 as the sole 
source of nitrogen, whereas unregulated pH will not (11,37). 
Durzan (12) followed the changes in various nitrogenous compounds 
in the medium and in the cells in suspension cultures of white 
spruce grown at various starting pH's between 2.0 and 8.0. The 
change in the free amino acid content of cells was the highest at 
external pH of 6.0. Lowest levels of free amino acids were found 
in cells grown at the initial pH of 2.0-3.0. Higher pH (8.0) 
also caused a significant lowering of the amino acid content of 
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cells. A similar trend was observed for free amide nitrogen 
(mainly glutamine) and the protein nitrogen content. A small 
percentage of cultures grown at an initial pH of 6.0 produced 
organized sphaeroblasts. Changes in pH of the media during the 
growth of cells were not followed in this study. 

At low external pH, there is a high pH gradient between 
cells intracellular pH (6.5 - 7.5), and the medium which facili

tates the intracellular accumulation of C02 (16,17 23). As the pH 
of the medium approaches neutrality, the gradient decreases. At 
a pH around 8.0 and above, the gradient is actually reversed and 

a net efflux of C02 from the cells can occur. 
5.3. Plant hormone uptake 

A pH gradient accross the plasmalemma is responsible in 
most cases for the influx of plant hormones especially the auxins 
into the cells. Rubery and his colleagues (59,60) have demon
strated that at media pH lower than 6, the bulk of IAA enters the 
cell as undissociated molecules by diffusion. Due to a higher 
cytoplasmic pH, the lAA molecules once inside the cells, become 
dissociated. Because of the impermeability of plasmalemma to 
auxin anions, they are trapped in the cell. Similar results have 
been obtained by several other workers on the uptake of 2,4-0, 
lAA, NAA, and abscisic acid by plant tissues (14,30,41,42,48,50). 
Since auxins are involved in a variety of growth and differentia
tion processes in plant cells, it is expected that the pH of the 
growth medium will have dramatic effects on the growth and 
differentiation of cells in culture through its effects on uptake 
and accumulation of plant growth regulators. In many cases the 
operating pH of the medium is well below 5.0, a pH at which rapid 
influx of auxins will be favored. It is, therefore, conceivable 
that cells may accumulate supraoptimal levels of auxins under 
normal cell culture conditions which may inhibit certain morpho
genetic processes. 

5.4. Optimal pH 
Generally, cell growth in culture is not significantly 

affected within a broad range (4.0-7.0) of initial pH of the 

medium. Different pH optima for the growth of some tissues have, 
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however, been reported. Here again, because of the significant 

shifts in pH that occur within hours after the transfer of cells 
into the medium, it is hard to draw meaningful conclusions about 
the optimal initial pH of the medium, unless pH is constantly 
monitored or readjusted. In most cases, no attempts are made to 
readjust the pH of the medium during the period of study. 
Matsumoto et al. (39) found that an initial pH of 7.5 (6.8 after 
autoclaving) was optimal for the growth of Nicotiana glutinosa, 
N. tabacum var. xanthi ova, and populus hybrid (P. maximowiczii x 
~ nigra). Callus growth of carrot was greatly promoted at pH 
7.0 in a medium containing 0.5 mM Tris buffer (32). On the other 
hand, a pH of 5.4 was found to be optimal both for growth and 
embryogenesis in carrot cultures by Wethrell and Dougall (75). It 
should be pointed out that in the studies of Wetherell and 
Dougall, pH of the medium was monitored closely and readjusted 
every 8 h during the incubation period. Studies in our laboratory 
have shown that the growth of carrot cell cultures was unaffected 
within the starting pH range of 4.0 to 7.5 (Minocha, 
unpublished) • 

The optimum pH for the growth of Camptotheca ~inata cell 
cultures has been shown to be 4.3 (61). A broad range of optimum 
pH (3.5 - 7.0) has been observed for Dioscorea deltoidea (6), 
Rotentilla robbin§.iana (Minocha, unpublished), Haplopappus 
gracilis (15), and Ipomoea purpurea, (36,37) cell cultures. 

Buffers are not commonly used in plant cell culture media. 
In a few studies where attempts have been made to increase the 
buffering capacity of the medium, the results on their effects 
are inconclusive. Klein and Manos (32) used dilute Tris buffer 
(0.5 mM) and observed a stimulation of growth in carrot cells. 
In other experiments, however, Tris buffer was found to be highly 
toxic (15). Eriksson buffered his medium with higher concentra
tions of potassium phosphate (up to 40 mM) without any signifi
cant effects on the growth of Haplopappus cells. Similarly 
Vyskot and Bezdek (72) found that increasing the buffering 
capacity of Murashige and Skoog medium with citrate-phosphate 
buffer had no negative effects on the growth of tobacco cells. 
In our studies on the use of several buffers to adjust the ini-
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tial pH of Murashige and Skoog medium in the range of 3.5 - 7.5, 

it was found that succinate, MES and Bis-Tris buffers (5 mM each) 

had no significant effects on the growth of RQ1~n1ill~ 
robQinsi~ cell suspension cultures. Bicine at pH 7.5 and 8.0 
inhibited the growth of cells. Even when 5 mM buffer concentra
tions were used, the final pH of the medium at the end of 21 days 
of culture was found to be between 4.7 and 5.1, irrespective of 
the initial pH (3.5 to 8.0). 

5.5. Effects on Morphogenesis 
Very few specific effects of the pH of medium on morpho

genesis in plant cell cultures have been reported. As mentioned 
earlier, a pH of 5.4 was found to be optimal for embryogenesis in 

carrot cell cultures (75). Durzan (12) observed that large 
numbers of sphaeroblasts (organized meristematic cell clumps with 
a central core of well-developed vascular elements surrounded by 
a cambial like layer of cells) were produced in white spruce 
suspension cuI tures only at a pH of 6.0 and not in other initial 
pH'S of the medium. Some of the other specific effects of pH on 
morphogenesis in plants include the differentiation of gametangia 
in the moss Bartramidula bartramioides (49) and the differentia

tion of stalk and spore cell formation in Qi£1YQ§1~ligm 
discoideum (24,29). In the case of Bartramidula, the percentage 
of fertile gametophytes per culture increased with pH up to 7.0. 
In Dictyostelium, a reduction in extracellular pH caused a shift 
in the pattern of cell differentiation towards stalk formation. 
It was also suggested that the differentiation of stalk and spore 
cells is controlled by intracellular pH in a way that favors 
spore formation at high pH and stalk cell formation at low pH. 

6. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS FOR CHANGES IN PH OF THE MEDIUM 

While a number of possible mechanisms have been suggested 
for the maintenance of intracellular pH in plant cells, little is 

known about the mechanisms by which cells participate in causing 
changes in the pH of the medium. Some of the possible mechanisms 
for changes in the pH of cell culture media include: (1) Absorp
tion of C02 by the medium, (2) differential utilization of NH4 + 

and N03-' (3) excretion of organic acids and amino acids by the 
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cells, and (4) H+ secretion or exchange by the cells. 

Since most plant cell culture media are poorly buffered, 
significant changes in pH of the medium can occur with time due 
to the absorption of atmospheric or respiratory C02 by the 
medium, especially when the initial pH of the medium is low. The 
influx of C02 (as H2C03) into the cells, due to the pH gradient 
between cytoplasm (pH around 7) and the medium, and its subse
quent comsumption in photosynthesis will tend to lower the pH of 
the medium. The final pH of the medium will be determined by the 
balance between C02 dissolution in the medium, influx and con
sumption of C02 in the cells and the rates of respiratory CO2 
production. 

An important cause of change in the pH of the medium during 
cell growth may be the differential uptake of nitrate or ammonium 
ions by cells from the medium. In media containing NH4+ as the 
sole source of nitrogen, a significant rapid decrease in pH of 
the medium was observed in association with the growth of cells 
(2,11,20,75). On the other hand, increases in pH of the medium 
occured when nitrate was used as a sole nitrogen source (3). An 
increase or a decrease in the pH of the medium also follows the 
preferential uptake of N03- or NH4+' respectively, from a medium 
containing both these ions (58,70,75). Novaky et a1. (47) repor
ted that the uptake of nitrate in Lemna involves a H+ - N03- co
transport step. Fuggi et al. (19) concluded from their work on a 
blue-green alga, that for each equivalent of ammonium incorp
orated into organic matter, there are 0.8 - 1.0 proton equiva
lents released into the external medium. Likewise, for each 
equivalent of nitrate assimilated, there is an accompanying 
removal of 1.0 - 1.2 H+ equivalents from the external medium. 
Such a mechanism may explain both the lowering of the pH of the 
medium when the starting pH is high and the increase in pH when 
the starting pH is low. It has even been suggested that changes 
in the pH of the external solution especially under acidic condi
tions, may be used as a method of monitoring nitrate and ammonium 
utilization by plant cells (19). 
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Changes in the pH of the medium could also be brought about 

by a direct ion-exchange involving H+ or OH- with some other 

cations or anions (62). Most plant cells possess active H+ pumps 

in the plasmalemma that respond to the cytoplasmic pH or to the 
gradients of pH across the membrane (52,62,65,74). The extent to 
which these pumps are involved in H+ efflux and the rates of H+ 
pumping outwards into solutions of low pH is only a matter of 
speculation at present. 

Finally a factor that may play an important role in main
taining a constant external pH after few days of cell growth in 

the medium (e.g., 6,13, 75; Minocha, unpublished) is the accummu-
1ation of organic acids, amino acids, and other compounds re

leased from the cells. Some of these products may be actively 
secreted whereas others might be released as a consequence of 

cell death. A number of organiC substances including organic 
acids are known to accumulate in cell culture media especially in 
long term cultures. The nature of these compounds and their role 
in changing the pH or buffering of the medium during the growth 

of cells is not presently known. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the published data on changes in the pH of the 

culture media during the growth of plant cells in vitro and other 
related literature on the pH effects on growth and metabolism of 
plant cells, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. Plant cells maintain the cytoplasmic pH within a tightly 
regulated circumneutral range, even when exposed to a 
wide range of external pH. 

2. The pH of the growth medium may have significant effects 
on growth and differentiation of cells in some cases, 
whereas in others, growth rates are not affected over a 
wide range of initial pH of the medium except at extreme 
values (0.5 or >8.0). 

3. Cells in culture can significantly alter the pH of the 
external medium through differential uptake of nutrients 
and/or through H+ fluxes. This may partly account for 
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the lack of visible effects of the initial pH of the 

culture medium on growth of cells. 
4. The final pH of the medium after several days of growth 

of cells in culture may be tissue specific. 

In light of the evidence that pH of the external solution 

has a vital effect on nutrient uptake, membrane electrical poten
tial, and enzyme activities, and the fact that the pH of the 

medium varies widely during the growth of plant cells in culture, 

the following questions can be raised. 
1) pH of plant cell cuI ture media, most of which are poorly 

buffered, is traditionally adjusted to 5.5 ± 0.3. If it turns 

out that most plant cells are capable of modulating the pH of the 

growth medium within a short time of transfer to the medium, then 

what is the significance of adjusting the initial pH to 5.5? 
2) What, if any, are the deleterious effects of the low pH 

(4.8 or so) that prevails during most of the growth period, on 
the growth and differentiation potential of various tissues? Is 

it not possible that the optimum pH for growth of callus cells 
may be quite different from the optimum for organogenesis or 

embryogenesis? Studies using buffered growth media or continuous 
monitoring and regulation of pH of the growth medium are needed 

to answer some of these questions. 

Scientific contribution number 1373 from the New Hampshire Agri

cultural Experiment Station. 
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9 . TEMPERATURE 

V CHALUPA 

1. INTRODUCI'ION 

Temperature effects all physiological processes and is an important vari

able influencing the developnent of explants. 'Ihe effects of temperature on the 

plant are largely mediated by their effects on chemical reactions (68). 

The growth of forest trees occurs in a relatively large temperature range. 

Although forest trees tolerate considerably different temperatures, for each 

species an optilll9l temperature exists, which prarotes optilll9l growth. The 

determination of optilll9l temperature is often difficult. Growth responses llI9y 

differ with the time of year, with the age of the tree and with the part of the 

tree. Genetic variability within a species is a major problem when working with 

forest trees and may make the results difficult to interpret for some of the 

more variable species (13, 43). 

The growt:b of some forest tree species is not optimal at a constant day arid 

night temperature. Optimal growth oc=s under conditions with variable day

night temperature (47, 48). Growth of some tree species is controlled mainly by 

day temperature, the growth of other species is significantly effected by night 

temperature (43). The growth of forest trees is also influenced by the inter

action of shoot and root growth in relation to soil and air temperatures (27). 

Forest. tree explants cultured in vitro facilitate the evaluation of inter

actions between genetics and environment. The influence o£ temperature on 

growth of various plant organs can be studied in vitro without the disturbing 

correlation effects of other organs. Unfortunately, few studies have dealt with 

the effect of temperature on the growth of forest tree explants and on differ

entiation of organs. 

2 • INCUBATION TEMPERATURE 

Incubation temperature for tissue cultures of forest trees range between 20 

to 28°C (Table 1). Cultures are most frequently maintained under a constant 
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'l'able l. Incubation temperature of tissue culture of some forest tree species 

Type of Incubation 
Species culture temperature (Oe) References 

~\lnus glutinosa organ 22-constant 41, 54 
organ 25/20-day/night 21, 22 
organ 26/22-day/night 64 

"~p;ndula organ 25/20-day/night 21, 22 
B10ta or1entalis organ 25-constant 61, 62 
"Castanea sativa organ ~5/18-day/night 65 
Moros ind-rca-- organ 25-constant 52 
PliCienix dactXlifera organ 27-constant 63 
Picea abies callus 25-constant 26 ---- suspension 25-constant 26 

organ 25/20-day/night 19, 22 
organ 20-constant 3, 4, 5, 44 

Picea glauca callus 22.5-constant 38 
suspension 22.5-constant 38 
organ 20-constant 15, 16, 25 

Picea sitchensis organ 25-constant 67 
organ 21-constant 46 

Pinus banksiana callus 25-constant 28, 39 
suspension 25-constant 36 

Pinus contorta organ 25-constant 67 
organ 20-constant 6 
organ 25/20-day/night 2 

~ eelustris organ 25-constant 59 
Prnus p1naster organ 25-constant 34 
Pinus radiata callus 22-constant 66 

organ 28/24-day/night 1 
organ 24/20-day/night 1 

Pinus sylvestris organ 20-constant 12 
organ 25/20-day/night 22 

Prunus avitml organ 25/19-day/night 55 
Pseudotsu~a menziesii callus 25/15-day/night 70 

organ 25-constant 18, 29, 30 
Quercus robur organ 25/20-day/night 21, 22, 24 
Salix au;a- organ 25/20-day/night 21, 22, 23 ---- organ 22-constant 54 
Santaltml albtml callus 26-constant 49 
Thuja plicata organ 25-constant 32 
Ulmus americana suspension 20-constant 37 
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temperature near 25°C. Some species are grown under alternating day-night 

temperature. In these cases, higher day temperature has been alternated with 

lower (by 5 to 10°C) night temperature. A day-night fluctuation ~y be desira

ble for some species. Many forest tree species grow faster under varying 

temperature. Alternating day-night temperature may influence not only growth 

and organogenesis but may effect cultures also indirectly, i.e., it effects the 

more rapid air exchange in culture flasks. In closed culture flasks air ex

change is slow and biologically active levels of ethylene may accumulate in the 

flask IS atIrosphere (42). 

The optimum temperature regime for forest tree tissue cultures varies with 

species (22). Temperatures for species native in tropical or in subarctic 

regions are not considerably different. Species growing in wann regions 

(Phoenix dactylifera, Morus indica) were maintained under temperatures of 25 to 

27°C, whereas species growing in subarctic regions (Picea abies, Picea glauca, 

Pinus sylvestris, Betula pendula) were incubated at a temperature only some 

degrees lower (20 to 25°C). Furthermore temperature optima for various types of 

cultures (organ, callus, and cell suspension cultures) were not significantly 

different (Table 1). 

3. EFFECl'S OF TEMPEPATURE ON TISSUE CULTURE GRCWl'H 

Isolated roots of Pinus .!3ylvestris grew well at relatively low temperatures 

of 12 to 18°C (57). cptimum growth of tumor callus cultures of Picea glauca 

occurred at 20°C (69). Growth could not be maintained in either light or 

darkness at lOoC nor in light at 15°C. At 20°C the average increment was 

highest. Chalupa and Durzan (26) found that the optimum terrperature for growth 

of callus culture of Picea abies was near 25°C. Dry weight of callus cultures 

was highest at 25°C; at 20°C and 30°C dry weight was lower. Growth of callus 

cultures of Pinus banksiana was also significantly influenced by temperature 

(Table 2). The highest fresh and dry weight of callus cultures was obtained 

under continuous light at 25°C. Although less growth occurred at 20°C, the 

callus remained green and viable for 1 to 3 weeks longer than callus fonned at 

25°C. A temperature of 30°C was not suitable for callus culture and reduced 

fresh and dry weights. The dry weights of callus in darkness decreased as 

temperatures were increased. 
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Table 2. Effects of temperature on weights (mg) of callus of Pinus banksiana 
after 40 days in culture (means of 25 observations) (28) 

~:'emperature Fresh wt Dry wt Fresh wt Dry wt 

839 51.8 734 40.5 

1053 56.7 793 32.1 

797 40.3 106 6.7 

aAll responses are highly significant at the 1% level~ 

4 • EFFECI'S OF TEMPERATURE ON ORGANOGENFBIS 

Organ formation is a complex process and suitable temperature conditions 

are required for induction and development of organs. Organs are often induced 

on explants cultured under constant. rather than alternating temperature. Cells 

suspensions of PicE"..a glauca developed differently according to the selected 

conditions (38). Under alternating conditions (23.5°C/day - 12°C/night) the 

levels of free sugars, tannins and aldehydes increasE'd greatly and the sus

pension contained predcminately vacuolated cells. By contrast, clumps of cells 

grown under continuous light and constant temperature (22.5°C) enlarged into 

spherical masses. Vascularization of cell clumps was obtained only under 

constant conditions. Organogenesis on hypocotyl segrrents of Picea glauca was 

also inproved under constant temperature (14, 15). The hypocotyl segments were 

cultured either under constant light and temperature at 20°C or under varying 

conditions (20°C/light - 7°C/dark). Induction of scale-like organs on explants 

occurred better and faster under constant than lmder varying conditions. 

Induction of adventitious buds on embryos of Picea abies was significantly 

influenced by temperature (4). Below 15°C the embryos remained alive but no 

developnent occurred. At temperatures higher than 30°C the embryos died. The 

highest percentnges of embryos forming adventitious bud primordia were obtained 

between 20 am 25°C. Induction of adven':itious shcots on embryos of Picea abies 
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was praroted more under constant temperature (20°C) than under alternating 

temperature (20/15°C). When the alternating temperature was used more embryos 

turned brawn and fewer adventitious shoots were formed than under constant 

temperature (3). Induction of adventitious buds on isolated needles of Picea 

abies also greatly depended on temperature conditions (5). Preculturing of 

plants for 1 to 2 months at different temperatures (4 to 30°C) had no effect on 

the induction and development of bud prirrordia. Isolated needles were capable 

of fonning bud prirrordia between 15°C and 30°C. The rrost effective temperature 

was 20°C. The percentage of needles forming bud prirrordia increased if needles 

were incubated at 10 to 16°C for 4 to 14 days after isolation, before they were 

cultured at 20°C. If the cold treatment lasted more than two weeks, the capa

city for bud primordia induction decreased. 

Induction of organs often requires a higher incubation temperature than 

elongation of induced organs. Aitken et al. (1) maintained cultures of Pinus 

radiata at 28°C (day) and 24°C (night) for initiation of adventitious buds on 

explants and at 24°C (day) and 20°C (night) for the elongation phases. David et 

a1. (35) used a constant temperature of 26°C for the induction of axillary buds 

on explants of ~inus pinaster and a lower night temperature (71°C) for elonga

tion of shoots. Rancillac (53) found that the induction and development of 

adventitious buds on embryos and axillary buds on seedling shoot tips of Pinus 

pinaster was praroted rrore at 25°C than at 20°C. 

Root induction is greatly dependent on temperature. Higher rooting per

centage may be achieved only under favorable temperature conditions. Cheng and 

Voqui (31) found that many plantlets of Douglas fir were regenerated by rooting 

of excised shoots at 19°C. Relatively few p1antlets were produced at 24°C. The 

plantlets at 24°C were abnormal and exhibited a discontinuity in their anatany 

due to the proliferation of callus at the transition zone between stem and 

roots. Plantlets produced at 19°C had a normal appearance. 

Temperature near 20°C seems to be suitable for root induction of conifers 

(3, 16, 19, 22). It was found (53) that 20°C stimulated the fonnation of roots 

on excised shoots of Pinus pinaster rrore than 25°C. Bekkaoui et a1. (7) inves

tigated the influence of temperature on the fonnation of roots on shoots of 

Sequoia sempervirens. The rooting was carried out at 5, 12, 17 , 22°C and 

32/'noC. Highest rooting percentage (92%) was obtained at 22°C, a lower per

centage (50%) at 17°C, and a small percentaqe (20%) at 32/27°C. At 5°C and 12°C 

no roots were formed. 

Rooting of harrlwood species is oft.en carried out at. 20 to 25°C (17, 21, 

22). Riffaud and Cornu (55) rooted shoots of Prunus aviurn either under alter-
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nating temperature (25/19°C) or under constant temperature 19°C. v;'hen IBA was 

used as auxin, a high rooting percentage (100%) was achieved at constant 19°C. 

If NAA vlaS used, a higher rooting percentage was obtained at 25/19°C. Cornu and 

Chaix (33) found that rooting percentages of Prunus avitnn clones were higher at 

21°C than at 24°C. 

For the rooting of microshoots in a conventional pottinq mixture, rela

tively high temperatures are sCID2tirres beneficial. Nicroshoots of Alnus 

glutinosa and Salix alba excised from cultures incubated at 22°C were rooted in 

a wann, humid environrrent at 24°C (41, 54). Microshoots of Betula platyphylla 

and Kalmia latifolia were rooted in a high humidity chamber at 30 to 35°C (50, 

51) . 

5 • EFFECI'S OF I.JJil 'I'EW'ERATURE 

Cold treatrrent is sometirres used to encourage tissues and plants to resurre 

active growth. Bonga (9) found that pine callus cultures occasionally cease 

growth and go donnant if continuously e~sed to optimal constant temperature. 

Cultures cold-stored for 6 weeks resumed growth after return to nonnal temper

ature. Cornu and Chaix (33) reported that 6 months storage of Prunus avitnn 

shoot cultures at 4°C doubled the proliferation rate of shoot cultures when 

returned to normal temperature. 

Trees regenerated from shoot tip cultures occasionally cease height growth 

and form a terminal bud. To overcome the resting state, trees need to be kept 

for 1 or 2 rronths at 0-5°C. Febvre (40) found that shoots of Salix babylonica 

cultured in vitro responded to cold treatrrent (3 weeks at 5°C) depending on 

biological state of shoots. The cold treatment either stopped grcJvrt.h of iso

lated shoot tips or stimulated growth when donnant shoots were eA~sed to cold 

treatrrent. Isolated needles of Picea abies required low temperature treatrrent 

to obtain high percentages of needles forming bud prirrordia at normal incubation 

temperature (5). Jansson and Bornman (45) found that some embryonic shoots of 

Picea abies increased in length with progressive periods of cold treatrrent. 'l'he 

ability to induce adventitious buds decreased with increasing exposure to cold 

treatment. Bonga (8) used cold pretreatment of cones to induce callus formation 

from rregagarretophytes of Pinus nigra and Pinus resinosa. Cones after collection 

were stored for 1 to 3 weeks at 2 to 4°C. Cold treatment was also required for 

callus formation of rregagametophytes of Picea abies (56). Cold treatment of 

cones for at least 12 days improved callus induction. 

Low temperature conservation of in vitro cultured shoots is an effective 

method for a long-terrred storage of trees. Shoot cultures of Pinus radiata were 
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cold-st.ored for 8 ltlGnths at 2°C. After transfer to normal temperature active 

grCMth was resl.lll1ed (58). In ~itro cultured shoots of deciduous tree species 

were cold stored at 2°C in dC1rknes5 during winter (60). Shoot cultures were 

succes~fully stored for 6 rronths "'ith minimum losses. 

6 • CONCLUSION 

Results of studies suggest that temperature has an important effect on 

organogenesis and rate of multiplioation. Cold pretreatment is sometimes 

required or is beneficial for growth and development of explants. Researchers 

dealing with recalcitrant tree species should pay rrore attention to temperature. 

In future, the interactions between temperatlrre and other important chemical or 

physical parameters should be studied in more detail. 
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10. VI'rRIF ICATIOtJ: MORPHOLOGICAL, PHYS WLOGICAL, l\ND ECOLOGICAL 

l\SPECTS 

Th GASPAR, C KEVERS, P DEBERGIl, L ~mENE, N PAQUES and Ph 130XUS 

1. INTRODUC'rION 

1.1. General definition 

Vitrification (synonyms: glassiness, translucency, vitrescence, 

hyperhydric malformations) is a physiological disorder frequently 

affecting herbaceous and woody plants during their in vitro vege

tative propagation. The descriptions of t11ese conditions given by 

various authors ace very similar although often vitrification is 

not properly recognized (see 3.1. and 4 below). In general stems 

of vitrified plantlets are broad, thick and translucent; leaves 

are thick, wrinkled and/or curled, frequently very elongated, and 

easily breakable. Some researchers hdve ascribed the malformations 

to chlorophyll deficiency and general cell hyperhydricity (23, 

45) • 

In many cases, vitrified leaves do not have palissade tissue, 

but only spongy lan,ely vacuolated mesophyll (9, 27,41) with 

large intercellular spaces (41, 43). The succulent mature leaf 

shows a thin non continuous cuticle and fewer stomata (often plug

ged with an unknown material) than the mature leaf of normal 

plants. There are no pro-cambium strands descending basipetally 

from the leaf primordia. Vascular bundles are few and lack the 

typical arrangement of a normal shoot (27, 47). Sterns of vitrified 

plants are characterized by hypertrophy of cortical and pith 

parenchyma (41, 42). The vessels and tracheids in vitreous plants 

are not properly lignified. 

The poor growth of vitrified shoots is accompanied by low rates 

of multiplication, rooting and survival on transfer to soil; they 

wilt quickly and are very susceptible to infections. such cultures 

may rapidly lose all capacity for propagation. The random 
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occurrence of vitrification makes long term planning for indus

trial production difficult which explains why most tissue cultur

ists are trying to develop practical means of avoiding vitrifica

tion (14, 32). 

Vitrification is not restricted to organs or whole plants; 

watery callus types without xylem elements can also be considered 

as vitreous (6). 

The process of vitrification is sometimes reversible: new 

leaves formed in vitrified plants after transfer to a non-vitrify

ing medium or to the greenhouse often have an anatomy approaching 

that of normal plants (43). 

1.2. Apparent causes and remedies 

Table 1 shows the most important remedies for vitrification. 

These remedies may indicate which physical and chemical signals, 

e.g. growth regulators, ions, water potential and relative humid

ity, temperature, gas, initiate vitrification. t-lost of the repor

ted cases of vitrification have occurred on the mineral medium of 

Murashige and Skoog (MS) (31), which has a particularly high ammo

nium nitrate content. There is also some evidence that cytokinins 

in association with a low agar concentration, i.e., a high matrix 

potential, cause vitrification (8). However, many data suggest 

that the control of water potential is not the only way in which 

agar concentration affects vitrification (2, 8, 26, 41). All sug

gested causes refer to in vitro conditions exclusively. As was 

stated by Debergh et al. (9), the source and the physiological 

condi tion of the mother plant at the time of explantation and 

inoculation do not interfere with vitrification. 

2. PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EVENTS LEADING TO VITRIFICATION 

2.1. Biochemical deviations 

2.1.1. Water content. Although vitrification generally is reco,=,

nized to be related to tissue hyperhydricity, few data are avail

able on the relative water content of such tissues (43). A compar

ative analysis of dry weight percentage in normal and vitreous 

plants of at least seven species (24) shows a 0 to 43% lower dry 

weight and a correspondingly higher wet weight in vitreous 

samples. 
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2.1.2. Cell wall components. Histological studies (6, 27, 41, 42) 

have shown a lignification deficiency in vitreous plants. Carna-

tion tissue cultures cease lignification soon after their passage 

into a liquid "vitrifying" medium (25). 'The cellulose level fOl

lows about the same pattern. A habituated callus line, which exhi

bits all symptoms of vitrification, contains less lignin and less 

cellulose than a normal callus (6). 

2.1.3. Enzymes related to lignification; phenols. Phenylalanine 

ammonia-lyase (PAL) and acidic peroxidases are involved in the 

process of lignification (15, 16). Both enzymes have a lower 

activity in vitreous than in normal plants (24, 25, 29, 36). The 

lower lignin level of vitrified tissues parallels a much lower 

activity of peroxidases, in the soluble and cell wall fractions, 

towards syringaldazine (25), i.e., of peroxidases specifically 

involved in the lignification processes (17). 

The biosynthesis of lignin and cellulose are closely associa

ted since deficiency of both substances may result from the de

creased C/N ratio produced by an excess of N (see Table 1). MS is 

rich in ammonium ions, which a1"e assimilated faster than others 

such as N03. It is possible that this rapid uptake of ammonium 

ions increases the consumption of glycosides sufficiently to 

divert them from the metabolic pathways leading to the synthesis 

of lignin. The increased N in the plant is attributed to a conver

sion of sugar to amino acids (22). The higher activity of gluta

mate dehydrogenase in vitreous than in normal plants (29) indica

tes a higher incorporation of ammonia into organic compounds in 

the former. 

Phenolic product ion is also directly associated with the C/N 

ratio (39). The observed decrease in phenols in vitreous plants 

(20, 24, 41) parallels a decrease in the C/N ratio. This explains 

why the addition of phloridzIn and phloroglucinol to the culture 

media can help plants undergoing vitrification to return to normal 

plants (20). Soluble phenols were more abundant in vitreous than 

in normal Prunus plants (34). However, since the hydroxycinnamate 

CoA ligase activity was lower in these vitreous plants, the data 

indicate a reduced utilization of hydroxycinnamic phenols either 
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for lignification or for the synthesis of flavonoids, especially 

of phloridzin. 

2.1.4. Chlorophylls and photosynthesis. The vitreous plants have, 

as expected from external appearance, less chlorophyll than normal 

plants (20, 34, 47). However, the ratio chlorophyll a / chloro

phyll b remains the same. Preliminary experiments by Leshem (27) 

have shown that photosynthesis occurs in vitrified shoots but at 

about half of the rate of normal plantlets. 

2.1.5. Growth regulators. There are no reports on t11e metabolism 

of auxins, cytokinins, gibberellins and abscisic acid in vitreous 

tissues. 

However, observations on the effects of different de<]rees of 

agar rigidity on the uptake of radiolabelled cytokinins (2,8) show 

a significant inverse correlation between labelled cytokinin accu

mulation and the degree of gel stifness. A significantly greater 

number of adventitious buds per explant are induced at low to 

medium levels of rigidity. However, this advantage is almost com

pletely nullified at the lower rigidity levels because of the high 

incidence of vitrification at these levels. 

Comparative electrophoretic zymograms of peroxidase from normal 

and vitreous tissues of at least ten plant species show a general 

increase in activity of basic isoenzymes. In some cases, additio

nal basic peroxidases appear (24). These changes in activity begin 

very early under vitrification inducing conditions(25). There is 

direct and indirect evidence (ref. in 15, 16) that these basic 

peroxidases play the role of an IAA-oxidase system and that their 

activity reflects the auxin level. This vitrification could be 

ini tiated by a decreasing auxin level. This would affect xylem 

formation (and lignification), which is under auxin control. 

Ethylene production, the l-aminocyclopropane-l-carboxylic acid 

(ACC) content and the capacity to convert ACC to ethylene were 

measured in vitreous, and normal tissues of carnation (26). Flask 

atmospheres of the liquid, i. e., vitreous cultures accumulated 

ethylene at a high rate during the first four days, and a somewhat 

lower rate later. Ethylene emission by vitreous tissues was always 

higher than that of normal tissues on solid medium when subcul

tured daily on fresh medium. Explants and microsomal preparations 
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from vitrifying carnations converten ACC to ethylene at 2. higher 

rate [rom the first day in liquid medium. The ACC level markedly 

increased in vitrifying tissues during tl,e first two days of 

liquid culture. Cobalt chloride. \~ich is known as a potent inhi

bitor of the conversion of ACC to ethylene. had no effect on 

vitrification of carnation when added to the liquid mediuM. How

ever. it prevented the process when supplied at 10-6 I'l to the 

solid nediun three days before passing to liquid conditions. The 

difference in ACC - C2H4 conversions by intact tissues and micro

somal fractions indicate that Co prevented an increase in ethylene 

production mainly through redistribution of peroxidasE's in the 

cell rather than through direct inhibition of the ACC-oxidase 

system (14). 

2.2. Hypothetical sequence of reactions leading to vitrification 

Vitrification certainly is a many-faceted phenomenon. The pro

nounced increase in cell size in vitrified tissues over that in 

normal tissues is best explained by the enhanced diffusion of 

water into cells. THe availability of water is clearly a key fac-

tor. and appears to be controlled by two main parameters. First-

ly. a decreasing agar concentration increases the availability of 

water. which probably facilitates the absorption of molecules like 

cytokinins. Secondly. the well-established effect of ammonium rich 

culture media like r1S may be due to the ease of absorption of the 

ammonium ion. thus bringing about a fall in the C/N ratio and 

consequently a decline in the synthesis of cellulose and lignin. 

This decline might be responsible for the glassy turgescence of 

the tissues via reduced wall pressure. However. the exact nature 

of the phenomenon remains to be determined since part of the 

watery aspect of some vitreous tissues could also be attributed to 

water located in the large lacunae of these tissues. 

The working hypothesis presented in Fig. 1 is based on the 

literature and our own results. There are many reports indicating 

an increased ethylene production in response to non-wounding phys

ical and chemical stresses (46). Vitrification may be considered 

as a morphological response to non-vlOunding stress conditions. 

e.g. waterlogging and an excess of some mineral ions or cytokinins 

(see Table 1). Such stresses are known to mediate rapid bursts in 
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Table 1. ~pparent causes and remedies of vitrification for diffe
rent plants cultured in vitro. 

Plants 

~ caryophy II us 

~sp. 

~sp.,~sp. 

~sp. 

Salix baby Ion Ica 

Cynara scolymus, 
Forsyth I a I ntermed I a 

Oreopanax nymphae I fo II urn 
Gerbera Jamesonll 

~ caryophy II us 

Vltls vlnlfera -------
~sp. 

~ babylonlca 
Prunus avlum ------
~ caryophy II us 

Dianthus caryophy I I us 

Castanea sat I va --------

Apparent causes 

liquid medium 

chlorine Ions 

unspec I fled 

unspec I fled 
unspecl fled 

too much aux I nand/or 
cytokinin 

too much NH4 + Ions 
(MS medium) 

matr I x water potent I a I 

cytok I n Ins 

matr I x water potent I a I 
closure of the tubes 

liquid medium 

unspec I fled 

medium water status 
relative humidity 

free water 

liquid medium 
stress-I nduced ethy I ene 

too much NH4 + Ions 
(MS medium) 

high relative humidity 

Remedies 

use a solid stationary 
medium 

Authors 

7,19,40 

rep I ace MS macronutr I ents by 37 

a formulation containing no 
ch lorlne Ions 

cold treatment and BA omittance 3 

add alimentary pectin 12,48 

co I d treatment 

lower auxin and/or cytokinin 

concentration 
lower NH4+ concentration 

(Knop's med I urn) 

raise agar concentration 

I ncrease agar concentration 

a Ilow a better gas exchange 
higher temperature I n the 
first days after excision 

solid medium 

add PZ and/or PG 

lower NH/ concentration 

subcu I ture on 1.5% agar med I urn 

after 5-6 days on I I qu I d 
medium 

ral se agar concentration 

coba I t pretreatment 

dl lute MS medium or replace MS 
by Heller's formulation (21) 

8,9 

18,27,28 

30 

20 

29,38 

47 

2,43 

14,24,26 

41 
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ACC, Ace-oxidase (4, 5, 46) and ethylene together with an inhibi

tion of elongation and lateral expansion (13). The gas would 

subsequently, by feedback inhibition, reduce its own synthesis by 

repressing the formation of ACC-synthase and stimulation of the 

conversion of ACC to l-(malonylamino) cyclopropane-I-carboxylic 

acid (MACC) (35). The decreased acti vi ties of acidic peroxidases 

and of PAL (see above) would be a consequence of decreased ethy

lene production and would explain the reduced cell wall rigidifi

cation and lignification in vitreous plants. 

The early burst in ACC level would result from the stress

mediated rapid increase in basic peroxidases functioning as IAA

oxidases. The resulting reduction in IAA content would enhance the 

ACC-synthase system (46) and hence the ACC level. Membrane-bound 

basic peroxidases and/or the soluble ones (15) would in parallel 

function as ACC-oxidases, which again would result in enhanced 

ethylene release. IAA-oxidase as well as ACC-oxidase are very 

sensitive to changes in ions such as ca2+, Mn2+. Therefore, it is 

not surprising that the concentration of agar, which could have a 

significant effect on the availabiilty of these ions (8), would 

have a significant effect on the initiation of vitrification. 

Although the deficiency in phenols in vitreous plants is probably 

caused by the decreased activity of PAL, it is also possible that 

the level of some phenolics is more directly mediated by the 

stress that causes vitrification. This would explain the rapid 

demasking of basic peroxidases, as apparently occurs in response 

to different mechanical and chemical stimuli (ref. in 24). Vitri

fication would thus be initiated rapidly in the soluble part of 

the cytoplasm and the membranes without intervention of nucleic 

acids. The subsequent increase in activity of ACC-synthase, acidic 

peroxidases and PAL probably is the result of de novo protein 

synthesis (15) in response to the stresses induced in culture. 

3. ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF VITRIFICATION 

3.1. Limitations of the terminology 

The symptoms of vitrification are not identical in all plants. 

In most cases the term vitrification refers only to phenomena 

described by Debergh et al. (9) for Cynara scolymus, i.e., tissues 
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which are apparently saturated with water, and become translucent 

and finally necrotic. However, we have the impression that besides 

the easily identified vitrification symptoms, the problems encoun

tered with the transfer from tissue culture to soil are often 

manifestations of vitrification as well. Indeed, failure to trans

fer plants to soil may often be due more to malfunctioning of the 

leaf than to poor rootability. Reasons for this malfunctioning of 

the leaf are absence of epicuticular wax, stoma tal abnormalities 

and reduced development of palisade tissue (10, 11). 

3.2. The role of agar quality and concentration 

To overcome vitrification in globe artichoke we performed a 

series of experiments. Sucess was achieved only when we raised the 

concentration of Difco Bacto agar from 6 to 11 g/l (9). This 

method has subsequently been tried in several laboratories and has 

worked well for several plants (27, 28, 43, 47). Several culture 

parameters and reactions are influenced by the agar concentration 

(8, 9): 1) the matrix potential of the medium is lowered; 2) the 

propagation ratio decreases; 3) less kinetin is available; 4) the 

concentration of ca2+, K+, Na+ and Mg2+ increases; 5) the solidity 

of the gels is changed. 

These parameters are not only influenced by the agar concen

tration but also by type of agar used (8). Therefore, as a general 

rule, both the concentration and the type of agar used, should be 

reported when publishing results. 

3.3. The role of relative humidity in the culture atmosphere 

\,e studied the effect of the relative humidity in the container 

on vitrification, by using different saturated salt solutions. ziv 

et al. (47) used desiccants for that purpose. These experiments 

showed that the relative humidity in the culture vessel affects 

leaf development and that vitrification can probably be prevented 

by decreased water availability in the culture atmosphere. Wardle 

et al. (44) covered the medium with a layer of autoclaved lanolin 

to facilitate the transfer of tissue culture material to the 

greenhouse. 

Plants in the early stages of vitrification and plants suffer

ing upon transfer to the greenhouse both have a defective deposi

tion of wax, stomatal abnormalities, reduced palisade tissue 
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development, large intercelular spaces and a non-continuous cuti

cle. The fact that these problems can be overcome by increasing 

the vapor pressure gradient between the leaf and the atmosphere 

supports our hypothesis that both phenomena are due to the same 

causative agent, i.e., the high relative humidity in the culture 

atmosphere. Several means are available to create an atmosphere 

which is less saturated in water vapor, e.g. size and type of 

container, the type of culture vessel closure and label, the type 

and the concentration of agar, and the climate parameters of the 

culture room (11). 

4. MORPHOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL ASPECTS OF VITRIFICATION IN APPLE 

ROOTSTOCK M.26 

We use aple rootstock M.26 as a model system to study vitrifi

cation of woody plants. This species is industrially propagated by 

techniques developed initially for cherry-trees (12). These tech

niques sometimes produce plantlets that have both non vitreous, 

flat, well developped leaves, and vitrified leaves. The vitrified 

leaves are longitudinally curled so that only the lower epidermis 

is visible. The color of these leaves is either a shiny dark green 

("vitrified humid" aspect) or a dull green ("vitrified dry" as

pect). Sometimes, they show a mosaic of dark green and dull green 

spots. The color pattern of abnormal leaves is probably related to 

the water distribution on the epidermis surface. We can modify the 

color of the leaves in about 2 min by placing the plants in a 

dryer atmosphere. Well developped leaves in contact with the 

nutrient medium are sometimes thicker and clearer green than 

"normal" leaves; they mayor may not be curled; they are always 

breakable. This kind of leaves is not related to the "dry" or 

"humid" vitrified leaves. 

Vitrification seems to be a random phenomenon. Indeed, it is 

possible to observe, in the 

and normal ones . ~loreover, 

same culture jar, vitrified clusters 

axillary buds from one plant can 

develop vitrified and normal shoots at the same time. We deter

mined some of the culture conditions which reproducibly produce 

either vitrified or normal plants (33). For these experiments we 

used "normal" plants grown under the following conditions: 
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1) on a solid medium (agar Bacto Difco 6 g/l), with only 1/3 of 

the stem embedded into the gel (8 1/2 I); 

2) in a liquid medium with 1/3 of the stem dipped in the nutrient 

solution (L 1/2 I); 

3) totally immersed in a liquid medium (L I). 

To carry out this experiment we defined plants as "vitrified" 

if they developed at least three vitrified leaves near their apex; 

such plants generally died shortly after transfer to the prolife

ration medium. 

On the solid medium (8 1/2 I), the vitrification rate was 

usually between 0 and 30%; it always reached 100% in liquid condi

tions (L 1/2 I and L I). In liquid medium, vitrification appears 

as soon as the sixth day after transfer. In L 1/2 I conditions, 

the leaves were curled and "vitrified humid"; in L I conditions, 

the leaves looked like those in contact with the solid medium as 

described earlier in this section. 

Only the leaves newly formed on an inductive medium were vitri

fied. These leaves had a folded lower epidermis with extruding 

stomates. There was no correlation between the stomate number (per 

mm2 of leaf) and vitrification. The ratio of the stomate number in 

vitrified leaves over that of normal leaves was 1.45 on the L 1/2 

I medium, and 0.29 on the L I medium. The lacunae of vitrified 

leaves were two to seven times larger than those on non vitrified 

leaves. The volume of vitrified leaves was up to two times larger 

than that of non vitrified leaves. Cell volume, and cell number 

were also larger in vitrified leaves. The cell number was always 

about 1.5 times larger in vitreous than in normal tissue. The 

increase in cell volume was different for different tissues. In 

vitreous parenchyma tissue cell volume was up to five times that 

of cells in normal parenchyma tissue. In addition, vitrified 

plants had a stalk diameter greater than that of non vitrified 

ones. 

The metabolism of vitrified plants was higher than that of 

normal plants. After 20 days in culture abnormal plants synthesi

zed 1.5 to 2.9 times more dry matter and increased the pH of the 

liquid medium two times more than normal plants. A significant pH 

increase was recorded before vitrification became visible. Thus 
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this parameter is useful to detect early vitrification. The reason 

for the pH increase is still unknown. The pH could have risen 

because nitrate assimilation was stimulated after transfer to the 

liquid medium. This hypothesis is presently being investigated. 

The fresh/dry weight ratio of plants cultivated on solid medium or 

partially or completely submerged in liquid medium was similar. 

The chlorophyll (a + b) content of vitrified plants after one 

month in culture was equal or lower than that of normal plants. 

The sometimes lower chlorophyll content of immersed plants is not 

related to a depigmentation but to an excessive growth of the 

tissues. Cytokinin availability seems to be a determinant factor 

in the induction of vitrification. Normal plants of M.26 transfer

red from a solid proliferation medium to a liquid medium with 

benzylaminopurine (BAP) all became vitrified. Without BAP in the 

liquid medium some plants remained normal, some became vitrified 

and some recovered, i.e., first they develop "humid" vitrified 

leaves, then "dry" vitrified ones, and finally "normal" leaves. 

These recovered shoots remained normal even when subcultured more 

than five times in a BAP free liquid medium. Therefore, it is 

possible to return to normal growth, as long as vitrification is 

not too advanced. It seems that the appearance of "dry" vitrified 

leaves is a symptom of plant recovery. With regard to vitrifica

tion in apple M.26 cultures, induction is dependent more on the 

constituents of the nutrient medium than on the atmosphere compo

nents of the culture jar. One finds both vitrified and normal 

plants in similar atmospheres. 

BAP seems to be an essential factor for M.26 vitrification 

induction. A role of cytokinins in vitrification has been 

mentioned by Bornman and Vogelmann (2) and Debergh (8, 9). Their 

resul ts indicated a relationship between agar concentration in

crease, cytokinin uptake, and vitrification (2, 8). Bornman and 

Vogelmann (2) obtained vitrified plants of Picea abies when these 

plants were submitted to pulse treatments of an abnormally high 

BAP concentration (44 11 M), even when followed by a transfer to a 

solid medium with a high agar concentration (Tayio agar 7.9 gil). 

It must be pointed out that cytokinins cannot be the only inductor 

factor. Indeed, many woody plants vitrify on solid media without 
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any cytokinin: e.g. Letouze and Daguin (29) induced vitrification 

in Salix babylonica plantlets by increasing NH4+ in the medium. As 

our recent investigations with apple M.26 have shown, BAP acts in 

concert with other nutrients when inducing vitrification. An in

crease of temperature and relative humidity in the culture jar 

stimulates vitrification, but does not induce it. 
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11. TESTING AND DEPLOYMENT OF GENETICALLY ENGINEERED TREES 

W.J. LIBBY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When the research discussed in other chapters of this volume 

has been accomplished, it is then time for the new treelC?ts 

thereby produced to venture into the forest. 'rhe two topics of 

this chapter address ways in which such genetically modified trees 

can be appropriately and responsibly added to the forest resource 

basC?o Simmonds' (51) recC?nt overview of the problems and oppor

tunities associated with new varieties of agronomic plants 

includes those of forest trees, and puts them in the broader per

spective of genetic engineering of all useful plants. 

1.1. What is meant by "genetically engineered", "testing" and 

"deployment"? 

By "genetically engineered" is meant genetically changed to 

better suit human purposes. This includes classical selection and 

breeding, as well as more modern methods that allow biotechnolo

gists to consciously alter specific components of a forest tree's 

genome. Both "testing" and "deployment" are well established con

cepts in the theory and practice of forest genetics and tree 

improvement (59). Testing allows one to establish the relative 

rankings of repeatable genetic entries, and to acquire knowledge 

of their performance under a reasonable variety of conditions. 

Deployment strategies, with respect to operational use of these 

entries, define the proportions of which entries will be planted 

in what configurations at each site or in each region. This 

chapter will draw on established as well as on developing theory 

and practice, and focus these on the particular problems and 

opportunities that occur as genetically modified and/or cloned 

trees become available. 
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In their- intr-oduction to the first edition, Bonga and Durzan 

(6) noted several eeasons why tissue culture of toeest trees has 

lagged behind that of many agricultural ceops. Among these is 

that the g<?netic variation of toeest tree species is typically 

greatee than that of most agricultueal crops, a situation well 

known to forest geneticists and recently verified by isozyme ana

lyses (17). Thus testing to separate the better from the poorer 

trees is particularly worthwhile in forest practice. 

1. 2. Some preliminary questions 

For plants being produced by modern biotechnOlogy, answers to 

a few questions will help define the scope and nature of the tests 

to be 

tively 

undertaken. For example, will the program produce r-ela-

few expensive individuals, many expensive individuals, or 

many inexpensive individuals? 

other? How 

How different are they expected to 

be from each different are these genetically 

engineer-ed propagules from the seeds now coming from seed

or-char-ds, or from other source-identified or pedigreed mateeial 

reliably serving the intended client area? Are some of the likely 

diffeeences due to the kind of propagule (Le. plantlets, 

embr-yoids, rooted cuttings, seedlings) being produced? 

Other questions apply to teees produced either- by modern or 

more classical tr-ee-improvement (25). For example, are candidate 

genotypes diffeeent from (better than) some appropriate comparison 

genotypes? Do some 

specific combination, 

genotypes or mixtures 

candidate parents 

better offspring 

have, 

than 

on average or in 

others? Are some 

than other-s? And, are 

at genotypes more productive per unit area 

some genotypes more likely than others to 

fail under unusual or stress conditions? Several componen ts of 

test design are affected by the type of question that generates 

the test (7). 

Deployment questions generally become more tractable as the 

results of testing become available. Recognizing that political, 

philosophical and biological factors all affect deployment deci

sions, the following questions seem important. To which regions 

shall a particular genetic entry (clone, family, provenance) be 

deployed? To which kinds of sites within a region shall it be 

deployed? How much genetic diversity shall be deployed to a given 
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region? And, in what configuration of neighbor mixtures shall 

these entries be deployed to sites within a region? 

2. TESTING 

This topic will be addressed first in general terms, then 

with specific focus on some features of testing clones, and 

finally with special attention to trees produced by the more radi

cal techniques of molecular biology. 

2.1. General considerations 

In evaluating a clone, family, or population-sample, one is 

normally interested in many traits, some of which are quantitative 

(growth, specific gravity) and some of which are qualitative 

(form, survival). These different traits will probably have dif-

ferent patterns of variability, making an ideal test for one trait 

less than ideal for another. Often, some of the most interesting 

traits are not even planned for in advance, but suggest themselves 

during the test (response to an unusual drought, for example). A 

good test design will organize the entries so as to eliminate or 

minimize biases, so as to allow fair comparisons of the entries, 

and so as to be statistically and operationally efficient. This 

can usually be done without focusing on a particular trait as a 

basis for the design. 

When choosing a test design, one usually considers the trade

offs between statistical efficiency and various operational effi-

ciencies and constraints. To achieve statistical efficiency, one 

may design an experiment so that the statistical variation of 

estimated means is reduced to some desired level. Thus, if real 

differences between means exist, they can be ranked or quantified 

at the desired degree of accuracy. The statistical variation of 

interest generally consists of several components, some of which 

influence or can be influenced by test design. The components 

that influence statistical variables include the genetic constitu

tions of the entries being tested, the environment(s) of the test, 

and how individuals from the test entries are deployed within the 

test. Elements of test design that can be varied, given different 

goals and conditions, include the size of the test, the number of 

entries being tested, and the number of test individuals per 

entry. 
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2.1.1. Genetic variation within entrx units. The tradeoffs 

to be considered in relation to various possible levels of genetic 

variation within units include elements of statistical efficiency, 

test fairness, operational efficiency, and the kinds of questions 

being asked. The relative levels of genetic variation within and 

between test entries are substantially within the control of the 

test designer, through choice of mating scheme. 

for 

As an example, suppose one 

purposes of ranking family 

is interested in progeny testing 

means. Genetic variation within 

families is caused by Mendelian segregation from the mother, by 

Mendelian segregation from the father or fathers, by the number 

and relative frequencies of different fathers contributing to the 

family, by the amounts and kinds of genetic differentiation 

between the mother and father(s), and by the degree(s) of related

ness among the mother and father(s). One option is to use open

pollinated progeny, either from the mothers in natural stands, in 

plantations, or in seed-orchards (9). Another is to use a 

"polycross", which is produced by using the same mix of pollens on 

each mother, with additional costs in both time and effort. Com

pared to open-pollinated progeny, a polycross reduces the incon

sistencies in numbers, diversity and relatedness among fathers, 

thus maximizing the "fairness" of this element of the test, but 

probably does little to reduce the amount of paternal-origin 

genetic variation. 

More complicated mating schemes, such as factorial, diallel, 

and hierarchical designs, are sometimes employed (56, 59). These 

not only require more effort, but for purposes of ranking parents 

they typically are not as "fair" as the polycross. These more 

complicated schemes are generally employed with the intent of 

answering additional questions, such as estimating amounts of 

non-additive genetic variance and identifying unusual "specific-

combining" full-sib families. (There is by no means general 

agreement on whether several such questions are better answered by 

several tests, each designed to answer compatible questions, or by 

a single test that compromises between the conflicting require

ments of the questions it addresses.) 

Another option is to use single-pair matings, thus testing a 
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ser:ies of full-sib famil ies that do not have half-sib r:elation

ships among them. 'l'his option i.mproves on the polycross wi th 

r:espect to within-family variation, and it approximately halves 

the effort needed to pr:oduce the requisi te number of cr:osses. 

Single-pair: matings are good for multiple-gener:ation breeding, but 

ace not well sui ted for progeny tests or: gene tic-ar:chi tectur:e 

exper:iments (30). Finally, one could use inbt:ed .families (3) or: 

clone individual trees (34), thus even fur:ther r:educing within

entry genetic variation with additional changes in appropriate 

infer:ence. 

The variation among entry means is lar:gely determined by the 

covariances within entt:ies. In a well-designed experiment, all 

such covariances are genetic. Thus, if 

and 

such that 

such that 

~ total genetic variation in the tested population 

c ~ the pr:oportion of var:iation covar:ying within 

entr:ies 

the genetic var:iation among entry means, 

~2 the within-entr:y genetic var:iation 
g 

~(l-c) (1 ) 

Some approximate values of c ace 1/4 for: hal f-sib and polycr:oss 

(with many males) families, 1/3 for: open-pollinated families (53), 

1/2 for non-inbr:ed full-sib families" 2/3 for: fiest-generation 

self families (3), and 1.0 for: clones. 

As a gener:al principle, developed fur:thee in 2.1.2., the less 

genetic variation within a genetic entey, the fewee individuals 

per entry that need be tested to achieve some desired level of 

accuracy in estimating entry 

ting contr:ol of within-entry 

offset by the more efficient 

means. Thus costs incur:red in get-

genetic var:iation may be more than 

test design that is possible due to 

smaller within-entry genetic variation. 

2.1. 2. Environmental variation within and between test 

sites. It is useful to consider within-site and between-site 

environmental variation as two different components affecting the 

perfoemance of test entr:ies. An impor:tant element of test 
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planning is to decide the magnitude of the between-site variation 

to be included when choosing different test sites. This also 

affects the nature of genotype-by-environment interactions in the 

t.:st. The effects of each of these components on test efficiency 

can be influenced by test design. Accuracies in estimating means 

respond to the number of independent observations affecting each 

componen t. 'rhus, if 

and 

~ variation caused by within-site environmental 

differences, 

~~ variation caused by between-site environmental 

differences, 

~~E variation caused by the interaction between the 

genotype(s) of the tested entry and the 

environments of the different sites, 

cr2 within-entry genetic variation, if any (equation 
g 

~y 

1) , 

the standard deviation of estimates of the entry 

mean 

such that ~ ( 2) 

where 

and 

y 

k the number of test sites, 

n = the number of members of the tested entry deployed 

to each site (equal numbers to each), 

M the number of members of the tested entry in the 

test 

such that M = nk ( 3) 

Then, given the not unreasonable assumption that the effects of 

within-site differences are similar at different test sites, there 

is a clear solution to minimizing ~f (i.e., maximizing accuracy of 

estimation of the mean). This is to set n = 1 and ~ = ~, such 

that only one individual per tested entry is deployed to each test 

site, and tests are established at M different test sites (36). 

There are several reasons why one may choose to test at fewer 

sites, with more than one individual per tested entry per site (9, 

36). (a) If n I, no data are available from a test site for an 

entry if its single deployed tree dies or is disqualified. 
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Although compute~ procedures are becoming available to handle such 

missing data, interpretation is less clear than if data we~e 

available for each ent~y at each site. (b) One may wish to esti

mate the ~elative magnitudes of the va~ious variance components 

listed above. To do so for all of them, one must have n of 2 fo~ 

at least some entries at some sites. To achieve statistical power 

(Le., to make it likely that a contributing variance component, 

if present, will be identified accurately and with statistical 

significance) for lower-order components such as ~E' it may be 

approp~iate to have!!. for some entries much large ethan 2. (c) 

The knowledge gained by broadly estimating the effect of ~ may 

not be sufficiently valuable to justify the costs of organizing, 

maintaining and traveling to the maximum numbe~ of different test 

sites (~). (With some exceptions, added sites increase costs, 

even though the total numbe~ of test plants deployed is constant.) 

(d) The numbe~ of possible test sites available may constrain k. 

(e) If ~E is substantial, one may wish to obtain accurate sub

means fo~each entry on contrasting different sites. (This may 

also be done by grouping data from similar sites. I f one can not 

group such data with confidence, neither can one use accurate data 

from particular test sites as a basis for deployment of tested 

mate~ial to other sites.) (f) Finally, one may know (or believe) 

that the ~E component is relatively small. In .this case, testing 

can be economical 1 y and con ven ien tl y done on one or a few si tes 

(36) . 

Of the above two variance components affected only by ~, ~ 
is of interest in site-characterization and yield studies (15)-; 

but it is 2 
~E that is of crucial importance in determining 

appropriate deployment for genetic entries (35, 36, 37, 52). 'rhis 

genotype-by-envi~onment interaction can occur at various levels of 

genetic a~chitectu~e (p~ovenance, family, clone), and for va~ious 

environmental components (climate, soil, spacing, fertilization, 

pathogens, 

the major 

etc.). Its 

dete~minant 

genetic tests. 

estimation or characte~ization should be 

of test-site numbe~s and conditions in 

An inspection of equations 2 and 3, above, will indicate that 

accu~acy of estimation of an entry' s pe~formance increases as M 
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increases. However, due to the square-root nature of the rela-

tionship, diminishing gains in accuracy occur as M gets larger. 

Spacing between test trees will affect~. If different 

spacings are used at different sites, such differences may be 

expected to contribute to ~ and to ~E. A. critical factor in 

determining initial spacing-is to decide ilt what size one wishes 

inter-tree competition to begin. Plans for thinning, and for its 

timing, also contribute to this decision (12), and two or three 

thinnings can be effectively programmed in the design (33). If 

there is a commonly used operational spacing in client planta

tions, that spa.cing should probably be used at most test sites 

(7) . 

Data on abnorma.l trees also usually contribute 

even though the abnormalities are sometimes genetic. 

to a-2 terms, -e 
Manyexperi-

enced forest geneticists advise omitting such trees from tests if 

they are noted before planting, or purging the data from them if 

they are detected after planting. While some of these abnormal 

trees may be interesting (and can perhaps be preserved), the com

mon effect of an abnormal tree is for its data to seriously shift 

the mean of its entry, and thus purging such data is generally 

good practice. (However, one should always guard against purging 

data that are valid but inconsistent with preconceived notions.) 

Misidentification of test trees is not uncommon, due to errors in 

label ing, mapping, etc. Biochemical techniques, such as isozyme 

and terpene analyses or DNA sequencing, can serve as bases for 

purging suspect data or tor reassigning them to the correct 

entries. 

2.1. 3. The number of entries in a test. If one wishes to 

maximize gain, rather than just to rank accurately a set number of 

means, additional tradeoffs should be considered. Partly because 

of the diminishing-returns nature of the accuracy relationship, a 

case can be made for looking at more genetic entries and ~stimat

ing each less well, rather than for looking at fewer entries but 

estimating each better. 

The formula for genetic change, or gain, under selection 

takes the general form (28): 

G = ia-_h 2 
x 

( 4) 
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and 

such that 
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G gain, 

i the selection differential, defined as the difference 

between the mean of the selected subpopulation and 

the mean of the popUlation selected from, expressed 

0'-x 

cr_ 2 
x 

h 2 

in standardized units (i.e., in ~'s), 

the standard deviation of the means of the entries 

with respect to the characteristic or index being 

selected, 

c~ + ~ 
the entry-group heritability, a measure of the 

accuracy with which the genetic values of the 

entries are identified, 

(5 ) 

such that h 2 c~/(c~ + ~), or c~/~ (6 ) 

The total size of many tests is limited, either by space or 

by funds, such that the total number (~) of trees planted, meas-

ured and analyzed is constrained. With M members per entry 

(clone, family, provenance, etc.) deployed to the test, the number 

of entries (~) that can be tested is therefore: 

N/M = U (7) 

The tradeoffs are as follows: 

The accuracy element of equation 4, entry heritability (h 2 ), 

is larger with larger ~, as explored in equations 2, 3 and 6, and 

in sections 2.1.2. and 2.1.3., above. 

The variability that is being selected from (measured by ~x, 

the square root of equation 5) is smaller as the !!. and k com

ponents of M are larger (equations 2 and 3). 

Given some fixed number of entry units to be selected, the 

selection differential (I, equation 4) is directly (i.e., posi

tively) related to the number of entry units that are tested (~, 

equation 7) in a diminishing-returns fashion (28). 

Thus (see equation 4), as M is increased at the expense of ~, 

one component of gain (h 2 ) increases, but the other two <I, ~x) 
decrease. A common effect of this is to decrease gain by estimat

ing fewer entries better, or to increase gain by including more 

entries but evaluating each less accurately. This relationship 

will be explored further in section 3, below. 
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2.1. 4. The location, preparation and care of test sites. 

These topics are of crucial importance to the success and validity 

of test programs. The chapter on testing in Zobel and Talbert's 

book (59) is based on many years' experience, and it benefits from 

a number of past mistakes recognized and corrected. In it, they 

appropriately identify the many factors involved as being a combi

nation of informed art and science, and they provide sensible 

guidelines for establishing tests, and for scheduling data collec-

tion. Among the most important guidelines are attention to 

access, attention to within-site environmental variation, and pro-

taction of the valuable test trees from confounding damage. There 

has, in the past several decades, been a shi ft from the view that 

tests should be done in "operational field conditions" to a recog

nition that too many such tests have had confounding damage or are 

outright losses. In fact, field practice has sometimes adopted 

the better conditions that are now generally provided for test 

plants, once such tests demonstrate the better plantation perfor

mance thus achieved (9). 

3. CLONAL TESTING 

Besides the substantial efficiencies of clonal testing, noted 

at the end of 2.1.1. above, there are many economic and management 

reasons for employing clones in forestry (34). furthermore, both 

classical and modern genetic engineering are making deployment of 

clones biologically more possible and appropriate. Thus this 

chapter will give particular attention to clonal testing (see also 

32) • 

3.1. Sensitivity to broad-sense heritability 

The heritabilities discussed below are based on individual-

tree performances, not on family Ot- clonal averages. In a series 

of simulation and real-data analyses, Russell (47) analyzed test-

ing for the purpose of selecting and deploying clones. He found 

that, for unpedigreed clones (i. e., genetic relationships among 

the clones were not known), clonal testing is generally useful for 

the purpose of optimizing genetic gain at heritabilities below 

about 0.5 to 0.7, with h 2 of about 0.6 being the break-point for 

many situations appropriate to clonal forestry. Within the range 

of heritabilities where clonal testing is useful, two ramets per 
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clone is best at heritabilities just below the break-point, while 

higher numbers of ramets per clone provide the maximum expected 

gains at lower heritabilities. 

3.2. Sensitivity to proportion and number of clones selected 

Russell (47) also explored a range of proportions of candi

cate clones selected (called by Lerner (28) "selection in ten

Eityn). The general solution was predictable; namely, the 

sreatest gain is always theoretically achieved when only the sin

gle very best clone in the test is selected for deployment. How

ever, this is generally not an acceptable solution, based on 

either biological or policy considerations (see 6.1., below). 

The typical situation is for either external regulations or 

program guidelines to set some minimum number of clones to be 

deployed. Selecting this minimum number will always theoretically 

result in larger gains than selecting some larger number. 

I Because of the importance of this relationship, substantial 

thought should be devoted to setting minimum numbers of clones or 

other genetic entries in a selection program.) 

Once the minimum number to be selected is determined, if (as 

is commonly the case) one has been allocated funds and/or space 

::hat put an upper limit on the number of total test plants (~), 

then the relationships of these variables to 

clones selected becomes interesting. If a 

llinimum number of selected clones is allowed, 

the peoportion of 

relatively small 

then, in terms of 

[lossible gain, it is generally useful to look at each of fewer 

candidate clones more times (increasing ~ at the cost of fewer ~, 

equation 7). But if a relatively larger minimum number of selected 

clones is required, then gain is maximized by looking at each of 

more candidate clones (larger ~) fewer times (smaller ~). This 

has the effect of reducing the selection differential (I) to 

achieve greater accuracy when fewer selected clones are allowed, 

or of increasing the selection differential at some cost in accu

racy when larger numbers may be allowed. These relationships may 

be explored in greater detail in Tables 6,7 and 8 of Russell's 

thesis (47). 

3.3. Optimum numbers of test ramets per clone 

The good and perhaps surprising news concerns optimum numbers 
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of ramets per clone. In the case of a 

relatively low number of selected clones 

low heritability 

(for example, h 2 

and a 

100 clones selected from 10,000 test plants), Russell's (47) 

optimum number of ramets per clone is only 9; for higher herita

bilities and higher numbers of selected clones (~ of 0.2 to 0.5, 

200 clones selected from 10,000 test plants) the optimum numbers 

of ramets per clone are 4, 3, and 2. These numbers compare favor-

ably to the 20-30 or more seedlings per family often used for pro

geny tests (10). However, please note that progeny-test numbers 

such as 20-30+ may be inefficiently high. Cotterill and James 

(11) have recently recommended numbers in the range 10-20 uncloned 

seedlings per polycross or full-sub family, or even fewer for some 

purposes. 

Shaw and Hood (49) have explored the usefulness of clonally 

replicating seedlings in progeny trials for next-generation selec-

tion. In this case, the selected clones are to be used in 

breeding-orchards or in seed-orchards, and it is their sexually 

recombined progeny that are to be deployed. Shaw and Hood found 

clonal replication of the test plants to be useful in multistage 

selection, where a fi xed number of candidates is selected from 

each of a fixed proportion of the families in the test. They also 

found optimum numbers of test ramets per clone to be sensitive to 

the proportions of families and the proportions of clones within 

families selected, and to heritability, as in 3.1. and 3.2. above. 

The ratio of additive to dominance variance within total genetic 

variance is important in selection followed by sexual recombina

tion, and their optimum numbers of test ramets vary in direct pro-

portion to this ratio. Their optimum numbers of ramets per clone 

are generally lower than those found by Russell (47), an effect 

largely due to their use of information from relatives. For com

bined index selection with no coancestry control, clonal selection 

of the next generation's parents is not generally useful, the 

optimum number of ramets per clone being one for all cases tested 

(29, 49). 

In the situations described above, basing the selection of 

clones on only one or a few ramets per clone provides the greatest 

genetic gain for the traits evaluated. This optimum selection 
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scheme does not, however, provide othec useful and necess<J.cy 

information, such as clone-by-environment intecactions, unit-acea 

productivity, relative sucvival, and susceptibility to various 

physical and biotic thceats. Such information is provided by an 

additional round of testing called "performance testing", which is 

based on many ramets from each clone of the initially selected set 

of clones. Such a scheme is now used in Ontacio's r'ast Growing 

Hardwoods Pcogram (B.A. Barkley, Brockville, Ontacio, Canada, Aug. 

1985). Further selection and deployment refinements cesult fcom 

such pecformance testing. 

3.4. Large contiguous plots vs. non-contiguous or single-tree 

plots 

Contiguous plots (the plants are physically adjacent) may be 

useful for within-family selection (each plot becomes an indepen

dent selection expeciment within the largec experiment). Further

more, large contiguous plots seem necessary for quantifying the 

entries' unit-area productivities. For both of these purposes, 

edge effects ace impoctant (7). Between-entry intecactions affect 

not only each plot's bocdec rows, but also intecioc rows of con

tiguous plots in a damped-wave manner. If the experimenter does 

not use data from the two bocdec rows of a plot because of such 

edge effects (9), very small contiguous plots (25 or fewer trees 

per plot) can not be used for within-family selection oc to evalu

ate unit-area productivities of different clones. Given that data 

are not used from the two bocder rows, the smallest contiguous 

plot contributing data from half of its trees is a 192-tree plot 

of 16 x 12 row-column dimension, and many practitioners use 

tenth-hectare or larger contiguous plots foe pecformance testing 

and similar purposes. 

Contiguous plots usually intcoduce enviconmental covaciances 

(E. thus contains both genetic and environmental covariances -

equation 1). For this reason, contiguous plot designs have lowec 

efficiencies than ace obtainable by deploying the same ~ plants on 

the same site(s) in a non-contiguous layout. Since non-contiguous 

plots theoretically always provide more efficient estimates of 

entry means than do contiguous plots (12,33), and since large 

contiguous plots are very expensive and generally require a time 
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delay to produce sufficient plants for them, a reasonable testing 

steategy is to fiest test a laege numbee of clones using non-

contiguous (oe single-teee) plots (33, 50). 

ap[)eopeiate latee time, a much smallee set of 

Then, at some 

highly-peomising 

clones can be tested for such things as unit-aeea productivity in 

monoclonal stands by using laege contiguous plots. 

As computer procedures for statistically handling missing 

data become generally available, single-tree plots theoretically 

will provide greater efficiencies than will non-contiguous plots 

foe estimates of entry means (27) and of vaeiance components (40). 

Single-tree plots are more efficient than non-contiguous plots 

because block sizes can be made smaller, and thus less local site 

variation will conteibute to within-block variation. Wright (58) 

has eecently proposed a "moving average" method that also appeaes 

to achieve small-block efficiencies. It is particularly effective 

wheee site heterogeneity does not, 

correspond to block boundaeies. 

or can not be made to, 

One may argue that, for within-family selection, one elim

inates envieonmental heteeogeneity (both biotic and physical) by 

selecting in contiguous family plots (7). However, if the 

selected clones oe theie offspring ace to be deployed to planta

tions wheee diffeeent enteies are geown in intimate mixtuee, and 

if competitive inteeactions among adjacent genotypes are suspected 

oe known to occur, then it is moee' appeopeiate to select in an 

environment containing mixtuees of the kinds of individuals that 

will be mixed in the plantation (33). In this case, the argument 

foe selection within contiguous family plots is blunted, and the 

steategy of doing initial experiments in a non-contiguous or 

single-teee layout becomes more general. 

3.5. Typical vs. atypical sites 

If provenance-level or stand-level variation is suspected or 

known to be important, the following strategy seems appropriate 

(32) . Test fiest in conditions similar to those feom which the 

clones were selected, or in those in which the entry populations 

are already known to do well. Aftee an initial round of such 

tests, the moee promising 

variety of si tes. This 

clones can then be tested on a greater 

strategy will identify the following 
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important patterns of clonal performance. It will identify out

standing clones whose good performance is limited to sites 

appropriate for their origin population, but whose performance may 

not be acceptable on a broader set of sites (one class of interac

tive clones). It will also identify outstanding clones that are 

broadly adapted, performing well on sites both appropriate and 

inappropriate for random trees from their origin populations. 

And, with sufficiently broad testing, it will identify limits to 

deployment for those broadly adapted clones as well. It will not 

identify clones whose performance in the initial round of tests is 

below an acceptable level, but which would have done wonderfully 

on some site or sites not appropriate for most trees from their 

origin populations. To find this latter group, it is necessary to 

test all candidate clones on all sites of interest, a procedure 

that is generally cumbersome and prohibitively expensive. 

If biotechnology produces new plants whose origins can no 

longer be logically identified, then these need an alternative 

test strategy. If their creation was already expensive and they 

are produced in small numbers, then the logical strategy is to 

(clonally) test these hopeful monsters over the full range of 

sites of reasonable interest in the first round of field testing. 

(There may be some prel iminary testing necessary to learn how to 

husband such radically new plants.) If large numbers of relatively 

inexpensive new plants without logically identified origins are 

produced, then each will probably be first tested on only a few 

sites, and the initial round of testing may have a hit-or-miss 

element for interactive clones. 

3.6. Possibility of testing for competitive compatibility 

Compared to genetically different plants, genetically identi

cal plants are more likely to make similar demands for water, 

light, nutrients, etc, and to make them at similar times (see 33). 

One of the attractions of clonal forestry is the possibility of 

deploying specific sequences of known different clones so that 

neighboring trees make complementary demands on the si te, thus 

perhaps increasing unit-area productivity (18, 34). 

The above relationship is sensible, but quanti Eying the com

petitive interactions of even a small number of clones requires 
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very large, complex and long-term experiments (12). E'or example, 

an attempt to quantify such interactions among seven clones of 

Picea abies was calculated to require 600 ramets of each clone 

(32). While more efficient experiments than this can be designed 

if finding complementary neighbor sequences is the only goal, it 

is likely that many more than seven clones would be entered in 

such an experiment. Thus, the overall conclusion remains that such 

experiments will be large; furthermore, realistic competitive 

interactions will take many years to evaluate in such experiments. 

Such tests, if done at all, will probably be done late in a 

selection program, after a short list of highly desirable clones 

is available. These clones probably will have been extensively 

tested in random mixtures on one or more sets of sites, and prob

ably will have been tested in large monoclonal contiguous plots as 

well, before this competitive compatibility refinement is 

attempted (see 6.3. below). 

4. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR GENETICALLY ENGINEERED TREES 

A recent group of articles, letters and reports in Science 

has explored the questions of whether genetically engineered 

organisms need special attention or unusually stringent testing 

prior to deployment (8, 10, 24, 54, 55). They document that this 

concern exists in the scientific community as well as in the gen

eral body politic. They also indicate that it should be possible 

to reasonably anticipate risks and the levels of testing appropri

ate for responsible deployment, whether the genetic engineering is 

performed by classical or modern techniques. 

There seem to be at least three features of trees produced by 

radical biotechnology that warrant special attention, as con

trasted to the situation in classical tree breeding. These are the 

likely novelty of some of the trees produced, the likely herita

bilities of some ot the genetically engineered traits, and the 

stability of somaclonal variation. A fourth feature, propagule 

comparability, is already of importance in clonal forestry (46). 

An additional dichotomy will depend on whether the novel can

didate is to be clonally propagated, keeping its genotype intact, 

or whether it is to serve as a bridge to introduce a new allele or 

a new genomic bit into an existing commercial population. If the 
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latter, then testing would be in the nature of the progeny tests 

described in 2.1.1; if the former, the considerations discussed in 

3. will generally apply. 

4.1. The relationship of genetic novelty and test stringency 

Unlike most animals, which can seek out favorable environ

ments, and unlike annual plants, which can avoid predictable 

se vere en v i ron men ts by a year 1 y seed phase, trees ex is t and grow 

in one place for decades and even centuries. During these long 

periods, successful trees must be able to endure the adverse phy

sical and biotic components of their environment, including 

unusual events that may occur cyclically or episodically only a 

few times per century. 

It a tree is genetically engineered by either biotechnology 

or conventional breeding, and if it can be ceasonably identified 

as a member of some population that has existed with and success

fully endured the usual and unusual events that have occurred in 

its region of origin, then it is probably about as suitable for 

that region as any other member of its population. However, if 

the products of biotechnological engineering are something really 

new and different, such as may be produced with recombinant DNA 

technology (48), or as may be recovered from somatic-cell fusion 

of different taxa (8), then such engineered trees may not have 

genetic adaptation to a given region's usual and unusual events in 

their evolutionary baggage. For this reason, testing of such 

genetically novel creations should be particularly stringent. 

The above is very bad news, if accepted, for those who hold 

out radical biotechnology as a shortcut to major genetic advances 

in forestry. Really novel trees should be tested in a variety of 

conditions for very long periods of time before they are widely 

deployed to large-scale or high-value uses. Given this require

ment, the effects of compound interest on the (frequently) high 

initial investments in such radical biotechnology can make the 

total costs before benefits are recovered very high. 

4.1.1. Two stories. An early (but perhaps premature) propo

sal for genetic engineering of plants was to build nitrogen-fixing 

capacity into plants that do not now have that capacity. The 

addition of genetically engineered soil bacteria or fungi to the 
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plants' envi~onment as a way of inc~easing available nit~ogen is a 

strategy mo~e immediately in ~each (8). An instructive expe~iment 

was conducted at the University of Michigan's Saginaw Fo~est dur

ing the pe~iod 1915 to the p~esent. It inco~porates the elements 

of the idea without really doing genetic engineering, as follows. 

In three blocks of black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), 

planted in 1906, an intimate mixtu~e of Norway sp~uce (Picea 

abies) was interplanted in 1915 and 1917. Othe~ No~way sp~uce had 

been planted nea~by in 1911 in pu~e stands. After about 35 yea~s, 

in 1950, the sp~uce trees in the mixtu~e we~e clea~ly la~ge~ than 

those in the somewhat olde~ adjacent pu~e stands, being 35% talle~ 

and having 85% g~eater diamete~, on <lve~age. The interp~etation 

of this diffe~ence implicated an interaction with the inte~planted 

legume. The spruce may have been gaining a spacing advantage f~om 

the black locust, although that was not obvious. The locust t~ees 

we~e then of simila~ heights and diamete~s as the interplanted 

spruce trees. Perhaps the evergreen crowns of the spruce trees 

gained some advantage during the locusts' deciduous periods. The 

lesson that was clearly evident in the fall of 1953, however, was 

that the spruce trees in this mixed stand were much larger than 

those in the pure stands. A reasonable interpretation was that 

much of this difference was due to the nitrogen being fixed and 

made available to the spruce by the neighboring locusts. 

During the winte~ of 1953-54, these stands expe~ienced a sud

den drop in temperature, with a low of -15 0 c recorded. This was 

an unusual episode for this part of Michigan. The spruce in the 

pure stands (of unknown provenance) carne through this episode of 

unusual cold without obvious damage. The spruce boles in the 

mixed stands (also of unknown provenance) were nearly 100% frost

c~acked, with longitudinal cracks of a meter or more in length 

repeatedly occu~ring in most of them. These cracks provided 

entrance courts for fungi and ruined the boles for various sawn 

p~oducts. 'I'he spruce trees in the mixed stands we~e considered a 

writeoff, and were subsequently left unmanaged. It was postulated 

that highe~ nitrogen levels obtained by the mixed-stand spruce 

trees changed the p~operties of their tracheid wallsl such that 
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they were susceptible 

not occurred, if their 

to feost-cracking. Even if the frost had 

tracheids were indeed weaker, their wood 

would be less desirable for some of the traditional uses of spruce 

wood. These trees still exist in 1985. They are now Iaeger but 

still worth little, with pitch and sap oozing from existing and 

perhaps new cracks in their boles. 

The second story occurred in Australia. A semi-evergreen 

poplar clone has been known since before 1900. It is likely that 

it first appeared as a sport on a branch of Lombardy poplar 

(Populus nigra italica) in Chile (44). It was later imported to 

Austealia for the following two reasons. First, the Mediterranean 

climate of parts of Austealia allows tree growth during most or 

all of the year. Thus, it was reasonabl y as sumed t ha t growth was 

being lost when the leaves of the deciduous poplaes were shed, and 

that the semi-evergeeen poplar could probably produce greater 

growth, or biomass, per unit area. Second, one use of poplar is 

to stabilize wet soils. The cl imate is such that 

greatest rainfall and thus of greatest slippage 

the period ot 

is during the 

winter. It was eeasoned that a poplar that held its leaves well 

into the winter would transpire more water than a deciduous one 

during the wet season, when it is most important to remove mois

ture from these soils to help in their stabilization. 

The technique of 'mentor pollen' had recently become avail

able. In this technique, wide hybrids between otherwise incompa

tible species can be made by using genetically killed but physio

logically active pollen of the female parent's species in mixture 

with fully functional pollen of the male parent. Using a modifi

cation of this technique (57), hybrids were made using pollen from 

the semi-evergreen clone. 

tion. 

Many of these had extended leaf eeten-

One feature of the epidemiology of Melampsora leaf rust is 

that it builds up in the ceowns of poplar trees (plantations) dur-

ing the growing season. The leaves of deciduous poplars shed in 

the late summer or fall, carrying the Melampsora infections to the 

ground with them. The next spring, the new leaves emerge from the 

buds free of Melampsora, and new infections occur when spores feom 

partly decomposed leaves on the ground make their way (with 
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difficulty) into the tree crowns. The susceptible trees Lhus nor

mally have a period of low-rust or rust-free growth in the spring 

and early summer, before the Melampsora epidemic again builds in 

the crowns. 

In the semi-evergreen poplars, however, the leaves do not 

shed in the fall. Thus, active Melampsora infections are main

tained in the crowns through most of the winter, and build to high 

levels. These provide more and fresher inoculum, which rapidly 

spreads to new leaves in the spring. 

The semi-evergreen poplars indeed proved to have high produc

tivity; however, the heavy Melampsora infections that often 

developed reduced wood increment, caused branch dieback, and even 

killed smaller trees. Additionally, spores from the semi

evergreen poplar leaves rapidly infected nearby deciduous poplars 

in the spring, thus reducing their growth as well. 

4.2. The heritability of genetically engineered characteristics 

Modern forest biotechnology includes the selection of desired 

variant traits in cell culture (1), followed by induction of 

whole-plant growth from the selected cells. Genetic engineering 

also includes the transfer of known genes (or of known segments of 

DNA) from one organism into another (21, 48). Most such selected 

traits and transferred genes will have properties that are highly 

heritable. (This is likely to be true of at least those traits 

and genes used to pioneer the early phases of this technology.) 

Such genetic engineering ideally will be done using cells of 

trees from (preferably pedigreed) select families that already 

have substantial test records. At the least, it will usually be 

done using cells of trees from known-origin popUlations that have 

been widely and successfully used in plantations (see 5.1.). 

The testing necessary to determine whether such a genetically 

manipulated tree indeed has the changed trait should be relatively 

simple, given that the trait heritabilities are high (see 3.1.). 

Whether and how much subsequent performance tesLing is appropriate 

is a matter for carefully considered judgement, with respect to 

the effects of the novel genetically engineered trait in trees 

from an otherwise adapted population. The two stories in 4.1.1., 

above, may prove to be highly unusual. 



4.3. The stability of somaclonal variation 

Somaclonal variation occurs in cell or tissue culture, usu

ally where the originating cells or tissues all come from the same 

plant. The cause of each particular somaclonal variant is typi-

cally not known, and some of the causes of such variations are not 

even understood (1). 

Somaclonal variants appear without. passing through meiosis. 

If the novel plant is meant to bridge new variation into an exist

ing population, then relatively small progeny tests will determine 

whether the variant is sexually transmissible. 

If the somaclonal variant is sexually transmitted, or if the 

novel plant is to be clonally propagated, then two additional con-

siderat.ions should be evaluated. First is the stability of the 

novel trait within the line or clone. For trees, the tests 

evaluating the stability of selected tl:aits of somaclonal origin 

may need to span many decades before the trait's stability can be 

confidently certified. Second, if the culture of origin was pro

ducing a high frequency of somaclonal variation, one must suspect 

and should test the possibility that cryptic or uncharacterized 

genetic changes have occurred in other parts of the selected 

t.ree's genome. This second possibilit.y poses a difficult task, as 

one doesn't know quite what one is looking foe. Only experience 

will t.ell how often and after what peeiods of time pleasant oe 

unpleasant surprises of somaclonal origin may be revealed in 

clones or lines selected from such experiments. Meanwhile, the 

tests evaluating the stability of the selected traits can be used 

to monitor the appearance of additional and previously unchaeac

terized somaclonal variation. 

4.4. Propagule comparability 

If trees of plantlet or embryoid origin are to be used either 

in research or in production forestry, then it will be 

to understand in what ways and to what degree, if any, 

pagules of different kinds differ from each other. 

important 

the pro-

That propagules of seed origin (seedlings) and of cutting 

origin (stecklings) sometimes differ from each othee in impoetant 

respects is well established (45, 46). At least some of these 

differences are associated with the maturation state of the 
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propagule (5). Many such differences remain statistically signi

ficant after at least seven growing seasons (4), and a recent Aus

tralian study of seedling and steckling radiata pine documents 

substantial economic difference at harvest, after 35 years (C. 

Raymond and M. Slee, Canberra, Nov. 1985). Early results becoming 

available with species such as loblolly pine, radiata pine, and 

coast redwood indicate that plantlings of tissue-culture and/or 

organ-culture origins differ from both seedlings and stecklings. 

A good test design is a set of 2-tree, 3-tree, or 4-tree 

plots. Ideally each plot would be clonal, composed of a seedling 

ortet, and one each ramet of cutting and/or plantlet and/or 

embryoid origin. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons would 

be made within plots and summed between plots for generality and 

statistical power. If genetic identity can not be achieved within 

plots, then at least near relatives should be employed, using sibs 

or offspring of the clonal propagules. 

5. GENERAL DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES 

Plantation forestry has gone through several phases re the 

deployment of propagules to plantations. In forest plantations 

established where or when long-distance transport is not available 

or big centralized nurseries don't 

have been used more for logistical 

exist, local-origin propagules 

than for biological reasons. 

However, in many programs it was considered appropriate merely to 

correctly <lcquire the assigned species. The economics of seed 

price and of competitive pricing among nut"set"ies was often the 

determinant of propagule ot"igins when ot"dering stock fot" planta-

tions. Politics was also sometimes a factor; fot" example, a "buy 

Empire" policy at one time led New Zealand to require its fores

tet"s to import seeds from (slow-growing) Canadian populations, 

rathet" than importing seeds ft"om (the much more pt"oductive) Cali

fot"nia populations for their ponderosa pine plantations. 

Data-based information on the importance of the evolutionat"y 

ot"ig in of trees to their perfot"mance in plantations entered the 

forestt"y literature very early. Indeed, Matthew's (39) insightful 

papet" on that topic was contemporary with Darwin's Origin of 

Species. 

approach 

In the twelve decades since these publications, a common 

to serious plantation forestt"y has been to (sooner or 
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later) conduct a series of increasingly fine-grained tests to 

determine which populations (provenances) of the tree species 

being planted perform acceptably or unacceptably in the planta-

tions of a region or of a political unit. Until sufficient data 

are in hand, it is common to restrict origins to "local sources" 

(if such can be identified), on the reasonable principle that they 

have grown and survived in local environments for many genera

tions. 

5.1. Provenances 

Provenance tests allow answers to the following questions. 

Are trees from local origins more productive in a region's planta

tions? If so, from how big an area and from what physiographic 

conditions can populations be considered local? If not, which 

non-local populations are more productive (and, is the difference 

between the local and non-local trees' performances sufficient to 

accept some greater risk of failure by the non-locals)? 

As answers to the above questions accumulate, it is clear 

that these answers are by no means general for all forest tree 

species, or even within some species (G. Rehfeldt, WFGA meeting, 

U. Montana, August 1985). Some important species appear to be 

remarkably fine-grained in their adaptation. For these, using 

propagules in plantations located moderately short distances from 

the population of origin, or in plantations only a few hundred 

meters different in elevation, results in substantial performance 

differences. 

biologically 

Other species, including some with a great deal of 

and economically significant within-population 

genetic variation, 

ferentiation over 

seem to have little or no population-level dif-

major parts of their native ranges. A few 

species have little or only trivial genetic variation both within 

and between populations. 

While trees from local populations generally perform well 

above average in provenance tests, they commonly are not among the 

very best, at least in the relatively short time-spans of the 

extant tests (42). Those population-samples that are among the 

very best at one provenance-test site are frequently among the 

very best at many such test sites, and sometimes these sites are 

surprisingly varied. The possibility that such broadly adapted 
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populations may exist in some (perhaps many) forest tree species 

is gaining recognition and acceptance, and some theory is develop

ing to predict which populations might be thus broadly adapted 

(38) (C. Matyas, seminar, U.Cal. Berkeley, May 1985). 

Meanwhile, two guidelines seem appropriate for choosing trees 

on which biotechnological genetic engineering will be performed. 

For species with few or no provenance tests, or whose provenance 

tests are recently established, it seems prudent to choose conser

vatively. One would thus manipulate trees fcom many local popula

tions, and deploy those genetically engineered trees mostly or 

exclusively to the local regions from which they came. For that 

smaller number of species with many mature and well-executed 

provenance tests, trees from the broadly-adapted best-performing 

populations are probably the best candidates for further biotech

nological manipulation. Breeding programs often exist for such 

well-studied species, and trees from pedigreed families with one 

or more generations' performance records are particularly attrac

tive. 

A common observation in provenance tests is that occasional 

individual trees from population-samples of below-average perfor-

mance are among the very best trees in the test. These are some-

times chosen for further testing and inclusion in long-term breed

ing programs (32). However, they are probably not good candidates 

for being gene recipients, nor should they or their immediilte 

offspring be widely deployed to the region of the test. They may 

be good gene donors, at such time as we know enough to move 

desired genes from one tree to another. 

5.2. Unusual sites 

Among the problems of classical tree-improvement (and among 

the substantial advantages of clonal forestry) are the difficulty 

of deploying (and the ability to deploy) pcopagules that are par

ticularly suited to unusual sites to plantations on or including 

such sites (34). Genetic engineering may address and solve some 

of the problems that a species has on such sites. As in 5.1., the 

candidates for such manipulation are logically tt'ees from and/or 

successfully tested on such sites. 
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6. CLONAL DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES 

These strategies are an extension of general deployment stra

tegies. They take advantage of the specifici ties and higher 

repeatabilities available with clones. 

6.1. Numbers of clones per locale 

As clonal forestry attracts increasing interest dnd begins to 

gain acceptance (60), the safety of clonal plantations is becoming 

a major concern. There are impressive horror stories documenting, 

for example, the epidemic buildup of previously minor pathogens in 

large monoclonal plantations (16). One approach that helps avoid 

such disasters is to regulate or prescribe the minimum numbers and 

maximum relationships of clones that may be deployed to a planta

tion or region (19, 41). The problem has been attacked theoreti

cally (26, 31), with an even more ambitious goal of making clonal 

plantations on average less likely to sustain epidemic outbreaks 

of pests and pathogens than alternative seedling plantations. 

While there is some experimental work with agroecosystems investi

gating the epidemiology of diseases in various configurations of 

mixed plantings (reviewed in 31), few such experiments have been 

conducted with forest trees (14). Heybroek (20) convincingly 

argued that, in large-crowned, long-lived organisms such as trees, 

the rules may be different from those that govern the race between 

pathogen epidemic and host harvest in short-lived close-packed 

crops such as wheat and barley. 

Meanwh i Ie, the theore tical approac h (31) has yielded three 

general guidelines: (a) mixtures of large numbers of clones are 

about as safe as similar mixtures of genetically divers= see

dlings: (b) mixtures of very small numbers of clones are not safe, 

and mixtures of 2-4 clones are often worse than monoclonal deploy

ment: and (c), mixtures of 7-30 clones are about as safe as simi

lar mixtures of larger numbers of clones. In some circumstances, 

such 7-30-clone mixtures may be safer than mixtures of larger 

numbers of clones, and using the smaller numbers provides substan

tial added advantages. If few clones are used, perhaps only one 

clone per family should be deployed to a given region, such that 

all deployed clones in that region are unrelated. 

However, as Goodman (13) has pointed out in his incisive 
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re~iew of stability modeling, the theoretical solutions are highly 

dependent on their assumptions. He concluded, with respect to the 

modeling approach: "ecologists might best think of this litera

ture as an interesting branch of recreational mathematics, which, 

by coincidence, has appropriated some language which also appears 

in biology". Solutions to this problem of numbers of clones (or 

families) to deploy to forest plantations are clearly preliminary 

in nature, and the above guidelines are tentative at best. This 

is a field in need of substantially more attention. Additional 

research in it should be given high priority, in anti.cipation of 

the imminent availability of high-value clones from both biotech

nological and classical genetic engineering of forest trees. 

Meanwhile, it seems likely that biotechnology programs will 

not be allowed to produce only one or a few spectacular new geno

types for widespread deployment. Rather, regulations are likely 

to insist that many genetically diverse individuals be included 

before genetically engineered populations will be allowed to 

replace those populations now being used in production forests or 

for other high-value uses. 

Even programmed mixtures are not without failures. For exam

ple, Griggs (14) recently completed a study of single-family and 

mixed-family plantings of longleaf pine, with respect to the 

development of epidemics of brown spot needle blight. Intimate 

mixtures including both a susceptible and a resistant family had 

much more severe epidemics than did single-family plantings of the 

resistant family; and the mixtures often had worse epidemics than 

did single-family plantings of the susceptible family. The 

interaction here seems to depend on a tolerance of the disease by 

the "resistant" trees, probably delivering higher inoculum loads 

to the intermixed "susceptible" trees, and thus causing a more 

rapid epidemic. 

6.2. General-purpose vs. interactive clones 

As data from various clonal tests become available, the fol

lowing interaction situation is commonly observed (23, 59). The 

overall test may record a large and highly significant clone-by

site interaction component. However, when performances of the 

clones are individually analyzed, it is found that the relative 
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~anks of many of the clones stay approximately constant over many 

::Jf the sites. Other clones exhibit large changes in rank from 

site to site. (This is probably equally true of seedlings, but 

cannot be detected because of each seedling being deployed to only 

a single site.) This leads to two contrasting selection and 

deployment strategies. 

The first is to select for high-performance clones that have 

relatively stable ranks over many of the test sites, and to then 

deploy these general-purpose clones to the client area defined by 

those sites. This is the easier of the two strategies. 

The second is to select among interactive clones, deploying 

these clones only to those sites similar to the test sites where 

their performance was outstanding. The best performance on each 

site is often by a few of these interactive clones, with somewhat 

poorer performance by the best of the general-purpose clones. 

Thus, the second strategy potentially provides better overall per

formance, given that sites and clones are accurately diagnosed 

(34) • It also provides greater overall genetic diversity within 

the region. Errors could lead to uneven performance, however, and 

in the worst case to plantation failures due to incorrect deploy

ment. 

6.3. Wimps vs. moms 

Once the appropriate number of clones for a region is 

decided, one still needs to decide how they will be configured in 

a given small part of a plantation. The two contending configura

tions are: widespread intimately mixed plantations (WIMPs): and 

mosaics of monoclonal stands (MOMS). 

Given that one is deploying large numbers of clones to a 

region, and testing of these clones is in an ea~ly stage, then a 

WIMP configuration Seems appropriate. 

As one gets better data on the individual clones, it becomes 

possible to match each more closely to site. Because of the many 

management advantages of the MOMS configuration (59), this will 

often be the configuration of choice at this more advanced state 

of test information. Size of the individual monoclonal stands is 

still an issue, with 2-20 hectares per monoclonal stand within the 

mosaic plantation or region being the range of sizes commonly 
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mentioned (34, 59). 

Finally, when a great deal is known about sets of clones, 

including data on their biotic intereactions, on their silvicul

and on their (probably contrasting) antici-tural requirements, 

pated end products, then specifically sequenced WIMPs will prob-

ably again become the configuration of choice. Rather than deploy

ing specific sequences of neighbors for the purpose of increasing 

unit-area productivity (see 3.6.), one might instead sequence for 

thinning. For example, one might al ternate early-thinned clones 

used for pulp or biomass with later-thinned clones used for poles 

and final-harvest clones used for sawtimber. 

7. SPECIAL STRATEGIES FOR GENETICALLY ENGINEERED TREES 

Two conflicting goals will need resolution. One is the goal 

of investors and resource managers to deploy promising new trees 

quickly, and in sufficient numbers, in order to produce d positive 

return on investment and to contribute to a better, more produc

tive or more efficiently managed resource. The second is to guard 

against widespread deployment that is premature, leading to unac

ceptable losses if the clones per-form badly, in either normal or 

unusual circumstances. 

7.1. Minority mixes 

One resolution of these conflicting goals is to restrict 

deployment of insufficiently tested new material to some agreed

upon percentage of total planting. Given other anticipated losses 

to the normal planting stock, the percentage mixture of new 

material would be pegged at a level so that combined losses would 

still result in an acceptable plantation (31). This strategy 

seems to be the best available, but it is not fail-safe (see, for 

example, (14) and the second story in 4.1.1.). 
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12. POTENTIAL GENETIC GAIN THROUGH TISSUE CULTURE 

R. TIMMIS, M. M. ABO EL-NIL and R. W. STONECYPHER 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Tissue culture, and its probable future developments, 

have the potential to greatly accelerate the genetic 
improvement of forest yield. Initially, improvement will 
result from the micropropagation of superior genotypes. 
Later, however, tissue culture may provide the essential 
route back to whole plants from germplasm, selected or 
further improved by new biotechnologies. 

In either case, tissue culture technology will fulfill 
its potential for accelerated genetic improvement on a 
sustained basis only if integrated with conventional tree 
breeding and selection programs. In this chapter, we show 
how levels of genetic improvement expected from conventional 
programs would be changed through such integration. 
Specifically, we describe tissue culture benefits (and 
risks) through separate effects on the terms in genetic gain 
equations, including trait heritability, 
intensity, juvenile-mature genetic correlations 
generation interval. 

2. TREE IMPROVEMENT TODAY 
2.1. Typical programs 

selection 
and the 

Applied tree breeding programs were initiated in the 
United States, mostly in the early fifties. Most of these 
programs were established using the basic breeding method of 
recurrent selection. Simply defined, recurrent selection is 
a breeding method in which rese1ection is made generation 
after generation with interbreeding of selects to provide 
for genetic recombination. This system was developed as a 
means for increasing the frequency of desirable genes within 
a population in a way that would achieve maximum gain in the 
short term, while maintaining sufficient variability for 



continued selection and gain into the future. 
To achieve these conflicting goals, selected 

individuals are propagated vegetatively into both seed 
production and breeding orchards (Fig. 1). Seed orchards 
are designed and managed specifically for the production of 
seed. Once established, the selected individuals are 
crossed by means of naturally occurring wind pollination 
within the orchard. This results in the selection of trees 
whose progeny tend to perform better regardless of pollen 
source (which would result, for example, if the parent is 
homozygous for a dominant gene benefiting growth). Such 
individuals are said to have good general combining ability. 

Selects 
From 
Forests 

Generation Interval 

... 16 Yr . 

Full Seed Production .. 20 Yr. ------I~~ 

FIGURE 1 - Steps in a typical tree improvement program, much 
simplified. Roguing is the process whereby information from 
the progeny test is used to eliminate poor parents from the 
seed production orchard which, five years later in the 
example shown, will be capable of supplying the annual 
reforestation land base in full. Tissue culture would draw 
material for this purpose directly from the breeding orchard 
(for juvenile-tissue culture) or progeny test (for mature), 
as shown more specifically in Figure 3. 
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In the breeding orchards, controlled crosses are made 
according to specified mating designs, and the progeny 
planted in carefully designed tests in representative 
environments. The tests serve two basic functions - 1) They 
provide performance information on the parents in the 

production orchards which is used to eliminate ("rogue") 
undesirable genotypes, and 2) they serve as the source of 
parents for the production and breeding populations for the 
next cycle (Fig. 1). 

Roguing achieves high selection intensities for maximum 
short-term gain from the seed production orchard. However, 
selection intensity in the breeding population is reduced, 
and periodic infusions of new material are necessary to 
maintain sufficient genetic diversity for the future. 

For species such as Douglas-fir, covering a large and 
climatically diverse area, typical programs of the type 
described are set up independently within relatively uniform 
breeding "zones." This minimizes the risk associated with 
moving material to locations for which it is genetically 
poorly adapted. 
2.2. Genetic gain and constraints 

The genetic expected gain per generation from recurrent 
selection for general combining ability in a polygenic trait 
such as yield can be calculated (9). Estimates of narrow
sense heritability, the phenotypic standard deviation for a 
given trait, and the proportion of the population saved to 
produce the next generation are first required. Narrow
sense heritability expresses the proportion of total 
phenotypic variance Vp (e.g., of yield) that is due to the 
average effects of genes; i.e., it is Va/Vp. 

In equation form, if we define phenotypic variance as: 

(1) 

where Va is the variance due to the average effect of genes; 

Vd is the variance due to interaction between alleles; Vi is 



the variance due to interaction among genes at different 

loci; Ve is the environmental variance, and V ge is the 
variance due to genotype by environmental interaction, then 
genetic gain expected (6G) from individual-tree selection in 
the typical program can be expressed as: 

6G = Va Ii Vp 

Vp 
(2) 

The product Ii Vp is commonly called the selection 
differential. It is the difference between the mean of the 
selected group and the population mean, x- i in Figure 2. 

In forest tree crops the major trait of interest is 
stem volume per unit area at harvest age -- usually greater 
than 25 years in temperate climates. To avoid such a long 
testing period, selections are made much earlier in the life 
of the tree. By lowering the testing age, there is a 
corresponding loss of precision in the selection process, 
depending on the magnitude of the juvenile-mature 
correlation. Even so, a period of 6-10 years is currently 
required for testing. Furthermore, the time required to 
grow progeny to sexual maturity and obtain seed from 
controlled crosses among them will add an additional 
4-7 years to the generation interval. 

If we assume for now that the heritability and the 
selection intensity remain the same for the juvenile trait 

as for the mature trait, then for forests: 

6G (3) 

where rxy is tne genetic correlation between juvenile (x) 
and mature tyJ traits. 
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FIGURE 2 - Change in the distribution of population values 
for a polygenic trait, such as stem volume at harvest, 
during successive cycles of conventional tree breeding, and 
the effect of cloning. llG is the genetic gain in one 
generation. It is related to the selection differential x
t by Equations 1 and 2 (see text). While conventional 
breeding allows llG to increase from one generation to the 
next, tissue culture allows better exploitation of the 
genetic variation within a given generation. This is 
because outstanding IndIviduals can be reproduced, tested 
and mass-propagated (the mean tree volume of the clonal 
forest thus created will still be lower than the selection 
mean of these individuals because of environmental effects 
Ve and Vge , Equation 6). 



And, if we define G as the average rate of genetic gain 
~ year, obtainable by conventional breeding, 

G 
I (4 ) 

where tb is the time in years required for obtaining flower 
development and completing controlled crosses, and tx is the 
required progeny testing period. 

Equations 1 and 4 summarize the severe constraints 
under which genetic improvement of forests proceeds compared 
with that of annual crops. The variation across typical 
forest sites makes Ve , hence Vp large. The large size of 
trees means that only a small number can be fitted into a 
given (relatively uniform) area for breeding or testing, 
wi th the consequence that selection among progeny is of 
limited intensity. Morever, the long rotation of forest 
crops means that this selection is done on juvenile traits 
less efficiently, and that the generation interval, 
comprising breeding and testing periods, is very long. 

On the other hand, the natural populations with which 
the tree breeder deals provide a rich store of genetic 
variability for selection. Furthermore, physiological 
considerations suggest that coniferous forests are 
potentially more productive than annual temperate-zone 
crops (7). This high potential productivity and genetic 
diversity, combined with the current difficulty of 
exploiting them, makes development of tissue and cell 
culture techniques particularly appealing. 

3. APPLICATION OF TISSUE CULTURE 
3.1. Present advantages and limitations of vegetative 

propagation 
Cloning provides a means for exploiting total genetic 

variance rather than just the additive portion indicated in 
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Equation 4. Thus, gain per year from cloning is estimated 

by: 

G 
Va + Vd + Vi Ii Vpc 

Vpc 

1 
(5) 

where Va' Vd and Vi are as defined in Equation 1 and their 

sum is the total genetic variance, Vg • The first term in 

Equation 5, Vg + Vc/Vpc' is known as broad-sense 

heritability. Vpc ' the total phenotypic variance in clonal 
forests, is defined by: 

(6) 

since an individual can be replicated a total of N times over 

n different environments. Other terms are as defined in 

Equations 2 and 3. Vc is an added variance component due to 

so-called "c-effects" which may arise from the cloning 

process itself, e.g., branch-like growth (plagiotropism), 

and mature morphology. 

From Equations 5 and 6 it can be seen that vegetative 

propagation not only allows capture of the non-additive 

portion of genetic variance (Vd + Vi) but also allows a 

reduction in the effect on heri tabili ty of environmental 

variance components Ve and Vge' Effects of the latter two 
can be reduced (with additional cost) by replication of 

individuals within and among testing sites. 

The magni tudes of the phenotyp ic var iance components 

are important for estimating genetic gains and making 

decisions about the level of investments in clonal 

forests (11). Few data are yet available, however. 

Preliminary data from a Douglas-fir rooted cutting study 

(Stonecypher; unpublished) indicate that non-additive 

variance was approximately equal to additive for four-year 

total height. 

A well-known limitation of vegetative propagation is 

the difficulty of propagating from mature tissue. This is 



important because Equation 5 assumes that selections from a 
5-10 year old genetic test can be copied and that the 
resulting plantlings will grow well enough to form a tree 
crop. Recent developments indicate that this maturation 
problem can be overcome by specific procedures before and 
during in vitro culture (1,6). 

A second disadvantage of vegetative propagation is the 
current uncertainty about the long-term growth behavior of 
clonal material (the magnitude of Vc ), Slow and 
plagiotropic growth of rooted cuttings from conifer branches 
has been well documented (although its effect on 
establishment costs and crop yield at harvest has not). 
Somewhat surprisingly, this same phenomenon is also observed 
in plantings from tissue-cultured cotyledons (12). Apple 
and other trees propagated through tissue culture tend to 
set fruit early, indicating an accelerated maturation. In 
contrast, clones of loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L) propagated 
in vitro from six-year-old trees by Abo El-Nil's 
procedure (1) have failed to become fully COld-hardy under 
normally inductive conditions in our first field tests. 
Slowness to become dormant and cold - hardy is a 
characteristic of more juvenile plants. In our view, these 
c-effects will be largely controllable by modifications to 
cultural practices in vitro or in vivo, combined perhaps 
with the elimination of susceptible genotypes. 

The third disadvantage of vegetative propagation is its 
higher cost. Most of this arises from a labor requirement 
well in excess of that required to produce seedlings. 
Tissue culture costs in particular, appear high when 
extrapolated from current state-of-the-art in a research 
laboratory. For example, a cost between 3 and 5 times that 
of seedling production has been estimated for Pinus radiata 
(D. R. Smith, personal communication). At the same time, 
nowever, tissue culture systems offer unique opportunities 
for process engineering which we have yet to exploit. The 

current high cost of plantlings reflects in large part the 
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necessarily biological rather than commercial emphasis of 
tissue culture research to date. 
3.2. Timing of genetic gain and practical aspects 

How the foregoing theoretical gains from current tissue 
culture technology would translate into practice over time 
depends on several factors. Two scenarios are illustrated 
in Figure 3. Here it is assumed that a typical breeding 
program has been in place long enough for the progeny of 
initial selections to have been field-tested and to show a 
stable family ranking. In this example, the first seed 
production orchard has been rogued and is about half-way to 
full production. Thus, it will still be many years before 
planting stock requirements are met fully from its seed, to 
give the expected gain of Equation 3. 

The first scenario assumes that only juvenile tissue 
can be propagated. It therefore does not meet the 
requirements of Equation 5 but it is rewarding, nonetheless. 
Full-sib seed from the best four five or families in the 
existing breeding orchard is multiplied clonally so as to 
fill all the reforestation needs for the breeding zone. The 
seed would be withdrawn from freezer storage (or the crosses 
remade in the orchard), and multiplied in culture for two or 
three years to establish a mother stock base sufficient to 
provide a constant annual output thereafter. The following 
year, the planting stock requirement would be met in full by 
plantlings that would show substantial gain compared with 
the average orchard seed. In this case, the gain above 
conventional methods results from 1) capturing part of the 
dominance variance Vd via specific crossing of parents in 
the breeding or production population, 2) increasing the 
selection intensity at the family level by selecting a 
smaller number than could be achieved through safely roguing 
an orchard, and 3) achieving scale-up to annual planting
stock requirements in only three or four years. In 
practice, the success of this application of tissue culture 
would be affected by c-effects, and therefore, simultaneous 
supplemental testing of the clonally propagated families 
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FIGURE 3 - Sequence of events (A) and genetic gain profiles 
TB) on the same time axis for the application of current 
tissue culture technology to conventional tree improvement. 
Application begins at time zero in this example with the use 
of seed from crosses made in a still-existing first
generation breeding orchard. The corresponding gain profile 
begins abruptly in the third year as plantlings reach the 
forest after a two-year lab buildup plus one year in the 
nursery. This "juvenile" profile ignores c-effects, which 
in practice would require that a clonal testing step be 
added. 

Alternatively, elite material from the progeny test can 
be rejuvenated, then multiplied as above, for additional 
gain beginning at year 7. This gain increases further as 
the clonal test matures. 

The gains would not actually be realized until the 
forest was harvested several decades after planting. The 
equations are explained in the text. 
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would be necessary. The effect on the gain profile in the 
first breeding cycle is illustrated in relation to 
conventional technology and mature-tissue culture in 

Figure 3. 
The second scenario in Figure 3 is the application of 

mature-tissue culture to propagate selected individuals from 
the progeny test. If these were also from the top four or 
five families, then some additional gain (above the select 
family level) would be expected after a four-year period for 
rejuvenation, build-up of stock by culture, and nursery 
outgrowth. However, the full (Equation 5) benefit would not 

be obtained until the subset of individuals having genetic 
superiority, as 
advantage, could 

opposed to some random environmental 
be identified through replication and 

observation in a clonal test. This mature-tissue scenario 
also supposes that the rejuvenated cultures of such 
genotypes would be cold-stored (see Aitken-Christie, this 
volume) while the clonal test was in progress. Then there 
would be a several-year period during which genetic gain 
would be increased as good genotypes were identified with 
increasing certainty. Subsequently, only the best genotypes 
would be removed from storage, and mass-propagated. 

Other factors affecting the timing and magnitude of 
genetic gain and eventual economic payoff have been reviewed 
before (11). These include the extent to which a 
conventional breeding program has advanced when tissue 
culture technology becomes available, improvements in 
conventional breeding techniques (such as mass controlled 
pollination to capture Vd), effects of genetic variation in 
"cuI turabili ty" on numbers of families and clones 
obtainable, and strategic decisions about the number of 
clones to use and the quality of sites assigned to them. In 

general, the' potential gains from current tissue culture 
technology are substantial, but cannot be exploited without 
an initial time lag of 4-10 years (Fig. 3). Also, the 
average gain per year would still be limited by the 
10-20 year generation interval (tx + t b ). 



4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Future developments of tissue and cell cuture are 

considered here in two categories. First, developments in 
micropropagation will enable us to maximize broad-sense 
heritability. Second, advances over a longer period will 
present new opportunities for accelerating the pace of 
genetic gain. 

The technical areas in which advances can be expected -
protoplast and cell culture, somatic embryogenesis, mature 
tissue rejuventation, etc. - are well reviewed elsewhere in 
this volume. Our intent here is to show where they may lead 
with respect to genetic improvement. 

4.1. Maximizing broad-sense heritability 
From what has already been said, it is apparent that 

maximum broad-sense heritabilities will be obtainable when 
rejuvenation techniques are perfected. High fidelity copies 
(zero c-effects) will eliminate Vc from Equation 6. 
Furthermore, extension of techniques to older tissue than we 
have so far achieved for loblolly pine will allow the vast 
population of older plantation trees to be considered for 
outstanding selections. This would, in effect, increase the 
selection intensity enormously. 

Heritability is also dependent on the degree of 
replication of individuals in genetic tests. It will 
therefore be increased for a given dollar investment if 

tissue culture costs are reduced. Costs are likely to fall 
substantially in the near future as the number of media 
changes and handling steps are reduced, and techniques are 
developed that minimize handling and loss during the lab-to
field transition. To the extent that multiplication rates 
are increased, the initial time lag for culture build-up 
(Fig. 3) will be reduced, and improved genotypes will enter 
a plantation sooner. 

Eventually, both cost and maturation limitations may be 
removed simultaneously by the development of high-yielding 
somatic embryogensis techniques from mature tissues. For 
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this, however, a much greater research effort will be 
needed. 
4.2. In vitro selection 

The last part of Equation 5 is the product of three 
terms: selection differential, juvenile-mature correlation 
and reciprocal generation interval. Herein lie major 
opportunities for accelerating genetic improvement through 
genetic selection in vitro. 

As its name implies, in vitro selection is a procedure 
whereby genetic improvement of a desired crop trait is 
achieved through selection pressure in culture. Except 
where the trait being sought is an aspect of responsiveness 
to culture itself, this will necessitate indirect selection: 
selection based on a trait, x, in culture with which the 
desired crop trait, y, is presumed to be correlated. It is 
therefore a case of very early selection, i.e. a much 
earlier selection than in conventional programs. Its 
efficiency, E, relative to that of direct selection is given 
by: 

E (7) 

where h is the square root of broad-sense heritability, 
i.e., ((Vg + Vc )/Vpc )1/2, i the selection intensity, r xy the 
genetic correlation between traits x (juvenile) and y 
(mature), and t the age at which selection is made (for tree 
crops, the time required for breeding, t b , must be added to 
the last term, which then becomes (ty + tb)/(tx + t b )). 

Equation 7 illustrates three potential advantages of 
in vitro selection over conventional indirect selection in 

Progeny tests: 1) h /h will be higher in vitro than in x y ----
field tests because we are observing clonal replicates in a 
highly uniform environment: small differences among 
genotypes should be easily seen; 2) some in ~ systems, 
particularly cell cultures, could permit vastly increased 
selection intensities ix; and 3) the selection time, t x ' is 
reduced to less than one year. The principal disadvantage 



of in vitro selection is that in such an early selection, 
trait x may be poorly or even negatively correlated with the 
desired harvest-age trait. Obviously, it would be 

imperative to estimate rxy before proceeding, or at least to 
establish that the correlation is positive, statistically 

significant, and of sufficient magnitude that when hx ' ix 
and tx are taken into account, E » 1. 

The technology required to proceed with in vitro 
selection varies greatly with the trait, the species and the 

j.!,! vitro system in question. Most documented cases of 
successful in vitro selection for crop performance 

characteristics concern resistance to disease or various 
kinds of environmental stress. An example for tree crops is 
the selection of quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.) 
i.ndividuals resistant to hypoxylon canker (2). The fungal 
toxin that is thought to cause the canker prevents shoots of 
susceptible individuals from multiplying in an organogenesis 

system. Thus, only resistant shoots are recovered, in a 
shorter time and smaller area than would be needed for 
seedling trials. This requires only minor modifications of 
existing tissue culture systems that are already used for 
clonal mass propagation. We can envisage comparable schemes 
for screening forest tree genotypes for resistance to 
herbicides or other toxic components of their environments, 

and to other environmental stresses. Work on loblolly pine 
callus, for example, 

tolerance screening 
polyethylene glycol 

is in progress to develop a drought 
protocol using the osmoticum 

in the culture medium (10). Such 

techniques could be used in conventional tree breeding 

progams as a means of screening for these responses, thereby 
reducing the numbers which must be evaluated in longer-term 
field tests. 

A greater challenge is to develop in vitro selection 
criteria that are correlated with eventual yield and quality 

of forest products in relatively favorable environments 
(which is where future clonal plantations are likely to be 
sited). Developing such criteria is more difficult because 
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the traits of interest, such as growth rate and wood 
specific gravity, are the end result of many interacting 
processes at the cellular and subcellular level (3), many of 
which are themselves under polygenic control. But it is not 

impossible. 

which most 

We must first identify processes or properties 

limit economic yield under the intended 
plantation conditions, and second, learn how to recognize 
these and select for them in juvenile cultures. Research 

has been proposed or is already in progress along these 
lines in trees through such studies as 1) correlation of 
tree crown architecture for light interception with 
responses of plantlings to disbudding (8), 2) screening 

autotrophic cultures under high oxygen concentrations for 
individuals low in photorespiration (13), and 3) selection 

for growth rate at low temperature (4). In cases such as 1), 
whole shoots may be required, whereas in 2) a specific 

tissue, leaf mesophyll, is needed, and in 3) nonspecific 
cell or callus cultures might be sufficient. By matching 
the appropriate culture system and selection protocol with 
increased understanding of yield and quality components so 

as to maximize hx' ix and r xy in Equation 7, very large 
genetic gains could be achieved. 

Tissue culture technology will aid this strategy in 
several other ways. Rejuvenation through organogenesis or 
somatic embryogenesis should permit "instant" comparisons of 

juvenile and mature traits, and therefore quicker estimates 

of rxy' Techniques that encourage somaclonal variation may 
greatly increase the genetic variance V g available at no 
extra cost. And the ability to produce and use clonal 
material will increase the efficiency of experimentation on 
yield components. 

S. CONCLUSIONS 

Each term in the genetic gain equation for forest 
improvement can be changed in a favorable way through 
current or projected tissue culture technology. Gain can be 
increased with current technology by 1) addition of 



dominance Vd and 
variance through 
2) reduction of 

epistatic Vi 
the cloning of 

the effect of 

components of genetic 
elite individuals, and 
environmental variance 

.;omponents Ve and V ge through clonal testing. For some 
trai ts, total genet ic var iance (Va + V d + Vi) within a 
population sample might in the future be increased, by 
culture-induced (somaclonal) mutations, beyond what could be 
found economically through further sampling of the 
population. For selections made in uniform in vitro 
environments, the effect of Ve would be further lowered. 
The amount of material produced could be scaled up, which 
would allow more intense selection. 

In the future, in vitro selection on carefully chosen 
juvenile traits x among populations of multiplying shoots, 
callus, or cells will be possible at very high intensities. 
Where growth or product quality is the crop trait y to be 
improved, rejuvenation techniques and the use of clonal 
material will aid in identifying those indirect traits that 
are best correlated with the crop trait (rxy » 0). 

The time for making a controlled cross tb and 
conducting progeny tests tx will probably not change much as 
a result of tissue culture. Long-term field tests will 
continue to be necessary to evaluate the stability and 
performance of early selections under fluctuating and 
extreme conditions, so that maladapted clones could be 
identified and discontinued. But if programs were to 
include some in vitro selection of somaclonal variants, then 
the frequency of field testing and orchard breeding per 
selection cycle could be reduced. Several rounds of 
selection, remultiplication, induced variation, and 
reselection could be pursued without intervening field tests 
or sexual recombination, thus in effect reducing tx + tb 
severalfold. The same will be true if techniques of cell 
fusion and protoplast culture develop far enough to allow 
designed genetic recombinations in vitro. 

There is a wide range of opportunities, summarized 
above, for tissue and cell culture to accelerate forest tree 
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improvement. Some mix of these techniques will allow us to 
more quickly exploit the genetic variation of our forests, 
and approach theoretical productivity limits (5) and market 
requirements, on a smaller land base. 
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13 . JUVENILITY AND MATURITY 

WP HACKETT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the development of all woody plants from seed there is a 

so-called juvenile phase lasting up to 30 - 40 years in certain 

forest trees, during which flowering does not occur and cannot be 

induced by the normal flower-initiating treatments or conditions. 

In time, however, the ability to flower is achieved and maintained 

under natural conditions; at this stage, the tree is considered to 

have attained the adult or sexually mature condition. The length 

of the juvenile period can be influenced by environmental as well 

as genetic factors (31). This transition from the juvenile to 

the mature phase has been referred to as phase change by Brink 

(11), ontogenetic aging by Fortanier and Jonkers (19), or meristem 

aging (cyclophysis) by seeliger (67) and Oleson (51). Associated 

with this transition are progressive changes in morphological and 

developmental attributes including leaf cuticular characteristics 

(21); bark characteristics, (52); leaf shape and thickness, 

phyllotaxis, plastochron, thorniness, and shoot orientation (16, 

64); branch number and branching pattern (39); tracheid width (52) 

and length (61); shoot growth vigor (25, 28, 72) and other 

physiological characteristics such as seasonal leaf retention and 

stem pigmentation (64); ability to form adventitious roots and 

buds (9, 12, 64); partitioning of photosynthates into main stem or 

branches (8); disease resistance (W. J. Libby, personal 

communication); and cold resistance (36). changes in such 

characteristics during development vary from species to species. 

Most characteristics change gradually during the period preceding 

the mature phase, and usually no distinct concurrent change in any 

one characteristic is apparent at the time the ability to flower 

is attained. 

Phase change is of considerable theoretical importance 

relative to morphogenetic control, differentiation, and determina-
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tion in plant development. It has practical significance for the 

following reasons: 

1) The length of the juvenile period is inversely related 

to the breeding efficiency of woody perennials and to 

the selection of improved cultivars (32, 33, 41, 69). 

2) The ease of cuttage and in vitro propagation for all 

types of woody perennials is strongly affected by 

ontogenetic age (9, 31, 34). 

3) The quantity and quality of productivity of a forest 

tree species is related to its degree of maturity (34). 

This chapter will describe the characteristics of juvenility 

and maturation in order to establish a more precise understanding 

of these concepts, particularly in relation to rejuvenation which 

is discussed in chapter by Franclet in this Volume. Several 

reviews of juvenility and phase change in plants are available (2, 

3, 11, 18, 31, 62, 79) . 

• : . DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENTAL BASIS OF PHASE CHANGE 

Attainment and maintenance of the ability or potential to 

flower is the only consistent criterion available to assess the 

termination of the juvenile period. Other characteristics known 

to change with development and/or age are not consistent from 

species to species, and none has been demonstrated to be causally 

related to sexual maturity. Once the plant attains this ability 

to flower, flowering will continue to occur so long as all other 

requisite environmental conditions are met. If they are not, 

flowering will be delayed even though the plant is now capable of 

flowering. Thus, flowering can indicate that the plant has 

reached the phase of sexual maturity, but may not indicate when 

the transition occurred. Conversely, lack of flowering may not 

mean that the plant is still in the sexually immature, juvenile 

phase (27). However, for individual species, a specific 

character such as thorniness (75) or anthocyanin formation (59) 

may be correlated with ability to flower and thus be useful as an 

indicator of the termination of the juvenile period. For example, 

using thorniness as an indicator, Visser (75) found a direct 

relationship between degree of juvenility and length of the 
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juvenile period in apples. However, in most cases, the regular 

production of flowers is the only practical way to identify the 

end of the juvenile period. In a species such as Ribes nigrum L. 

that is sensitive to short photoperiods for flower initiation, it 

is possible to show that there is a transitional phase of 

development during which flowering potential is increasing. Ro

binson and Wareing (57) showed that if seedlings of black currant 

were exposed to short days (SD) at different ages, there was a 

m~n~mum age, and size, and number of nodes at which seedlings 

could be induced to flower, but the intensity of flowering 

increased through a certain age, size span, indicating a trans

itional phase. 

In assessing the ability to flower, it is important to use 

procedures that are known to induce flower initiation but do not 

promote the maturation process. In only a few woody species can 

day length or other environmental factors be used to induce flower 

initiation and thus to assess flowering potential. In others such 

as apple, stem ringing can be used because it induces flower 

initiation but apparently does not influence maturation. How

ever, a significant problem arises when the same factor(s) pro

motes attainment of the sexually mature condition and the flower 

induction and initiation process. 

The length of the juvenile period in woody plants is quite 

variable. In Rosa species, flowering can occur in seedlings 20 to 

30 days old, but in certain forest and landscape tree species the 

juvenile period can last 30 to 40 years (15). The length of the 

juvenile period is often related to the ultimate size of the 

plant. In general shrubs have a shorter juvenile period than 

trees. Although a juvenile phase occurs in herbaceous annual and 

perennial species, it is generally shorter in duration and the 

morphological and physiological changes associated with the phase 

transition are generally less distinct, than in other species. 

Once the sexually mature phase is attained, it is relatively 

stable. Reversion to the juvenile condition does not generally 

occur as a result of asexual propagation such as cuttage or 

graftage involving a single bud and a small piece of stem. 
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However, flowering may be delayed to varying degrees by these 

techniques, depending on the species (17, 28, 63). Reversion to 

the juvenile condition does occur naturally during sexual and 

apomictic reproduction and can be induced by adventitious bud and 

embryo formation and by various nutritional, hormonal, or 

environmental treatments (31, Chapter by Franclet this volume). 

~n some plants (e.g., Hedera helix L. and H. canariensis L.), the 

:juvenile phase can also be maintained in a stable morphological 

condition by cuttage propagation. This stability in 

characteristics associated with the juvenile-to-mature phase 

change contrasts with the changes that occur in other traits, such 

as reduced growth rate and type of branching, which also occur as 

the plant grows older. The reduced growth rate of older plants 

can often be reversed if an aged shoot is grafted onto a young 

seedling rootstock or if a cutting of an aged shoot is rooted. In 

some cases flowering may be delayed by such propagation, but not 

to the same extent as by sexual reproduction. 

To distinguish between these types of phenomena, wareing (77) 

has used the term maturation for the transition from the juvenile 

to the mature phase, and the term aging to indicate the loss of 

vigor associated with increased complexity of the plant. 

Fortanier and Jonkers (19) have referred to this loss of vigor as 

physiological aging in contrast to ontogenetic aging, or 

maturation. Zimmerman (78) has pointed out that on the basis of 

these definitions, maturation occurs only in the development of 

seedling plants, while plants propagated vegetatively from 

sexually mature trees undergo the process of aging only. This does 

not, however, mean that seedlings do not undergo aging as well as 

maturation. It may be that some of the changes that occur during 

aging are related to, or an extension of, the processes involved 

in maturation (10). It may be that aging, as well as maturation, 

must take place before flowering can occur in some plants. 

Maturation, not aging, will be the main topic of consideration in 

this chapter. 
The stability of the mature condition has a bearing on the 

definition of the juvenile phase. Once a plant attains the 
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reproductively matnrecondition, flowering will continue as long 

as the requisite flower-inducing treatment is imposed or exists in 

nature. The age or size at which anyone species or genotype 

attains this stable condition can vary with environmental factors 

(31) • However, examples are known where certain environmental 

conditions (35) or growth substance treatments (54, 55) will cause 

transient precocious flowering in seedling plants. In these 

examples, plants soon revert to a nonflowering condition and 

either do not flower again for several years as in citrus (35) or 

flower again only if treated with the appropriate growth sUbstance 

as in conifers (54, 55). In addition, more recent findings 

indicate that somatic embryos derived from callus from roots of 

mature Pan ax ginseng plants (13) and from callus of sexual embryos 

of date palm (B. Tisserat, 1983 personal communication) flower in 

the embryoid stage, whereas sexual embryos do not flower for 

several years. Similarly, pinus taeda plantlets derived from 

adventitious buds formed on cotyledons show some mature vegetative 

characteristics but not precocious flowering (46). Whether 

plants which developed from these adventive embryos or buds retain 

their ability to flower or other mature characteristics is not 

reported. Such examples point out the importance of defining 

reproductive maturation in terms of a continuing ability to flower 

when exposed to a normal (natural or imposed) flower-inducing 

treatment. Plants that flower transiently as the result of a 

treatment, but that do not maintain the ability to flower under 

natural or imposed environmental conditions would 

considered reproductively mature. 

not be 

Where it has been possible to analyze changes in attributes 

associated with phase change, it can be demonstrated that the 

upper and peripheral parts of a plant are the first to obtain 

mature characteristics (e.g., flowering ability), while the basal 

and interior parts (including new growth) retain juvenile 

characteristics. For example, in seedling birch (Betula verrucosa 

Ehrh.) trees induced to flower very early under conditions of 

maximal growth (continuous light, high temperatures, high 

nutrition) in conjunction with stem girdling, the first formed 
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branches (nodes) near the base do not flower, whereas those 100 cm 

up the stem flower quite profusely (4, 40). Zimmerman (78) also 

demonstrated with Malus hupehensis (Pamp.) Redh. that transition 

to the mature phase is closely correlated with node number. 

Similarly, the potential for adventitious root and bud 

initiation, which is a juvenile characteristic, seems to be 

related to ontogeny, but in an inverse fashion. In eucalyptus 

seedlings, it has been demonstrated that the cotyledonary node has 

a very high rooting potential, but by the fourth node in 

Eucalyptus ficifolia F. Muell. (44) and the fifteenth node in ~. 

grandis (53), rooting capacity is nearly zero. It has also been 

observed that cuttings taken from shoots formed in the basal 

region have a higher capacity to form adventitious roots than 

those taken from shoots in the upper part of the plant (1, 60). 

with regard to adventitious bud formation, Burger (12) has 

demonstrated in citrus seedlings that there is a strong negative 

gradient in bud-forming capacity from internode to internode along 

the epicotyl as the distance between an internode and cotyledon is 

increased. In Carya illinoinensis (Wangh.) Koch, where 

anthocyanin formation is a phase change related character, pigment 

formation extends about the same distance, from ground level, in 

the different branches of the same tree (59). Also, the trunk and 

basal portion of main branches of a citrus or Gleditsia 

triacanthos L. tree retains the ability to form thorns, whereas 

the upper and peripheral region of the tree is nearly thornless 

(14, 69). Similar observations with regard to leaf retention in 

Fagus sylvatica L. have been made (63, 64). These findings 

suggest that juvenile characteristics such as rooting and bud 

forming potential may be preserved at the base of plants in 

ontogenetically young tissue (meristems), while maturation occurs 

in the periphery of the plant in ontogenetically older but 

chronologically young tissues. 

3. STABILITY OF JUVENILE AND MATURE MERISTEMS 

The mature phase, once attained, is relatively stable and 

rejuvenation to the juvenile condition does not normally occur as 

a result of asexual propagation by cuttage or graftage. Rejuve-
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nation does, of course, occur during sexual and apomictic (22) 

reproduction and can sometimes be induced by other means (GA3, 

high temperature, low light, serial in vitro culture, serial 

grafting, see also Chapter by Franclet on rejuvenation). Several 

explanations regarding the basis of this stability, which is 

transmitted through many cell divisions, can be hypothesized: 

The structure and properties of the apical meristem are 

controlled or stabilized by influences from differentiated 

tissue located in more or less remote parts of the plant. 

The stable, characteristic properties of the apical 

meristem are determined by the structure and organization of 

the shoot apex as a whole in terms of biophysical stability 

of the structure (organization) or diffusion-reaction 

schemes. 

There are intrinsic differences in the meristematic 

cells of juvenile and mature apices and their stable 

properties and organization arise from these intrinsic 

differences in the cells. 

These three possible explanations can be termed the 

correlative, the structural and organizational, and the cellular. 

Evidence bearing on each type of explanation will be discussed in 

separate sections, starting with the third, for which the most 

data are available. Aspects of molecular stability for cells in 

culture are discussed in a Chapter by Durzan in next Volume. 

3.1. Cellular 

The cellular explanation for the stability of the mature 

phase suggests that maturation involves a determination of cells, 

i.e., a process involving stable phenotypic change that persists 

in the absence of the initiating stimulus. Determination also 

involves a change in competence (the capacity of cells to react to 

developmental signals). Although the determined state is stable, 

the determination processes are not necessarily irreversible. 

Therefore, stabi 1 i ty does not imply permanence. These 

characteristics of determination certainly fit the observations 

for phase change at the whole plant level. Do they also fit the 
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observations for unorganized cells or a single cell derived from 

juvenile and mature tissue? 

The findings of Stoutemyer and Britt (71) that callus 

cultures derived from stem tissues of juvenile and mature Hedera 

have characteristically different and relatively stable growth 

rates over long periods of time indicate that there may be 

intrinsic differences in the unorganized cells derived from the 

two forms. Similar findings have been reported for Castanea 

vulaaris (Lam.), Robinia pseudo-acacia L., and Aesculus hippocas

tanum L. (73, 74). However, it should be borne in mind that at 

least in Hedera, these cultures were established from rather 

complex stem cross-sections, and therefore the observed 

differences could be from a number of complicating factors such as 

influences from preexisting differentiated tissues and medium 

selection of cell types with different growth rates. Polito and 

Alliata (56) have recently shown that calli derived from shoot 

apical meristems of juvenile and mature Hedera helix also have 

characteristically different growth rates. It would, of course, 

be better to clone single cells derived from meristematic tissues 

of the shoot apices from juvenile and mature plants and determine 

if callus so derived has characteristic and stable growth rates. 

There are a few other examples (45, 76) of unorganized plant 

cells that retain rather stable but reversible characteristics 

through many subcultures. This suggests that differentiation 

(determination) is a replicative cellular state (i.e., a condition 

determined by intracellular control circuits that are not broken 

by cell division). The best example is tobacco pith explants, 

which normally require cytokinin for growth in culture but can be 

habituated for cytokinin by growing them at an elevated 

temperature (350 C) or on cytokinin containing medium (45). The 

habituated phenotype is stable for many cell generations when 

returned to the lower temperature even when cultures are of single 

cell origin. The habituation process is reversible in that pith 

derived from adventitiously regenerated plants of habituated as 

well as non habituated cell origin always express the non 

habituated phenotype. Habituation is also reversible in vitro in 
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that habituated cell clones grown at 160 C and on low cytokinin 

become non habituated (cytokinin requiring) after seven 

subcultures. 

Whether the differential, stable growth rates of callus 

derived from juvenile and mature Hedera stems reflect the 

phenotypic differences of intact mature and juvenile English ivy 

plants has been studied by my colleagues and myself. We have been 

successful in regenerating plantlets from callus derived from 

stems of the two growth phases. Although the mode of adventive 

plantlet formation is different for callus of the two phases 

(embryo for mature callus, bud formation for juvenile callus), the 

resultant plantlets from callus of both phases have juvenile 

morphological characteristics (6). The simplest interpretation 

of these observations is that the characteristic, stable 

differences in growth rate of callus from juvenile and mature 

stems do not reflect stable phenotypic characteristics of intact 

juvenile and mature Hedera plants; therefore, stable morphological 

differences are not likely to be the result of intrinsic 

differences in the cells of the meristems. 

However, a number of observations spanning a long period of 

time (5, 7, 22, 24, 38, 47, 65) indicate that adventitious bud and 

embryo formation is a rejuvenating process. These observations 

span a number of species, organized and callus tissue, and natural 

and induced adventive processes. The most striking example is 

natural nucellar embryony in citrus, which always results in 

complete rejuvenation (22). Brink (11) contends that the nucellus 

of citrus is juvenile tissue based on the juvenile character of 

nucellar seedlings. However, Brink's conclusion may be 

unwarranted based on the juvenile character of plants derived 

adventitiously from mature tissues. Schwabe (65) cites the 

example of adventitious bud formation in apple roots in which 

rejuvenation occurs as measured by increased propensity to form 

adventitious roots, but time to flower is much less in plants 

derived from adventitious shoots than in those from seedlings. In 

grape, Barlass and Skene (7) found that plantlets derived via 

adventitious buds from mature leaf primordia fragments had 
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characteristics identical to seedlings. So perhaps a truly mature 

meristem cannot be formed de novo. To my knowledge, this 

statement holds true except for three cases. One case (37) 

involves adventitious bud formation on callus derived from very 

early flowering birch seedlings in which the only other clear 

evidence of the mature condition was the low propensity to form 

adventitious roots. In this case, plants derived adventitiously 

~etained their ability to flower early, but there were some slight 

indications of rejuvenation such as the vegetative character of 

the terminal bud and a few of the uppermost lateral buds. 

Therefore, it can perhaps be postulated that some juvenile 

characteristics were induced even in these plants during callus 

growth and adventitious bud formation. In another case, Scorza 

and Janick (66) found that callus derived from the upper parts of 

Passiflora suberosa L. vines produced shoots that flowered 

for several weeks but then lost the ability to flower. In a third 

c:ase, embryo ids derived from callus from roots of mature Panax 

ginseng plants flowered in the embryoid stage while still in 

c:ulture (13). Whether plants that developed from these 

embryo ids retained their ability to flower is not reported. These 

observations leave in doubt questions regarding the possibility 

that intrinsic cellular differences form the basis of stable 

juvenile and mature characteristics and whether a mature meristem 

can be formed adventitiously (de novo). 

3.2. Structural and Organizational 

What evidence is available to support the idea that the 

stable phenotypic characteristics of juvenile and mature apices 

are determined by the structure and organization of the shoot 

apex? In woody plants that display distinct juvenile and mature 

characteristics, evidence to support this idea comes from grafting 

experiments in which mature citrus apices comprised of the apical 

dome and only three leaf primordia were grafted onto juvenile 

seedling stocks (50). The plants that resulted from these shoot 

apex grafts showed no rejuvenation and were completely adult in 

character. My co-workers and I have aseptically cultured on 
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defined medium mature Hedera apices consisting initially of a dome 

and two leaf primordia. After 8 weeks in culture, they had as 

many as 12 un expanded leaf primordia and had maintained the 

phyllotactic characteristics of mature Hedera plants. No root 

initiation had occurred. Other observations of excised mature 

shoot apices cultured in vitro verify the results with Hedera 

helix (30). However, serial subculture of apices derived from 

axillary bud primordia on primary cultures of excised mature shoot 

apices eventually produces juvenile characteristics (20, 29, 41, 

48). These observations also could be interpreted as evidence 

for intrinsic cellular characteristics forming the basis of 

stability. The likelihood of this interpretation is diminished, 

however, by the observations that de novo, adventitiously derived 

meristems from mature tissue almost invariably yield plants with 

juvenile characteristics. This combination of observations 

certainly suggests that there are restraints and controls imposed 

on cells by the organization and structure of the meristem and 

young primordia. The best available evidence from model, and the 

results of surgical and growth regulator experiments (42, 70) 

indicate that phyllotaxis is a cyclic process controlled by 

features near the meristem surface and near the prospective 

primordial site and not by long-range influences such as subjacent 

differentiating vascular tissue. Whether the cyclic conditions 

and responses are related to a morphogenic compound acting in a 

diffusion-reaction manner, or are related to space, contact, or 

pressure, is not clear. However, Green (26) takes a biophysical 

perspective and presents evidence that cellulose microfibrillar 

alignment in the outer epidermal cell walls may vary in the 

plane of the apex and is pertinent to organ construction and may 

also be operative in determining the critical cyclic nature of 

phyllotaxis. Such microfibril alignment is a function of 

microtubule orientation and is discussed in the chapter by 

Pesacreta in this Volume. 

3.3. Correlative. 
The third possible explanation for stability of plant growth 

phases has to do with influences from preexisting, differentiated 
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tissues in part of the plant more or less remote from the 

meristem. Some evidence for this possibility comes from grafting 

experiments wi th Hedera helix in which Doorenbos (17) found that 

rejuvenation of mature shoots grafted to juvenile ones was 

promoted by the presence of juvenile leaves on stocks and 

inhibited by adult leaves on the scions. other studies involving 

~uvenile rootstock induced rejuvenation of mature scions tend to 

support this possibility also (43, 49). 

From less direct evidence, it has also been suggested that 

reduced levels of gibberellins possibly coming from the roots (23) 

are involved in the transition from the juvenile to the mature 

condition (i.e., the instability of the juvenile condition). 

However, based on the findings of Maksymowych and Erikson (42) on 

the stability of gibberellin-induced phyllotactic 

?Canthium, this third possible explanation for the 

changes in 

stabili ty of 

qrowth phases seems unlikely. In this work, changes in apex size 

.,nd shape as well as phyllotaxis induced by GA3 remained stable 

well after this growth regulator would be expected to be gone and, 

presumably, the normal hormonal supply to the shoot apices had 

resumed. The stabil i ty of these altered apices seems to argue 

against the idea that phyllotaxis (and perhaps other phase change 

related morphological characteristics) depends on growth

regulating substances coming from substantially older tissue. 
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14. REJUVENATION 

A FRANCLET, M BOULAY, 
HARTOUZE'l', and 11 WALKER 

1.INTHODUCTION 

F BEKKAOUI, Y FOURET, B VERSCIIOORE-

Wi th the exception of some Salicaceae and Taxodiaceae the 

majority of forest tree species have, until about 1975 been propa

gated by seed. However, recent large scale cloning of spruces (33) 

and eucalyptus (37) has confirmed the validity of theoretical 

studies that have indicated the value of clonal propagation (59). 

Considering the genetic heterozygosity of most of the forest 

tree species, cloning is the only method that permits immediate 

and total capturing of genetic gains. Such genetic gains may, for 

example, have been obtained in provenance tests that have lasted 

long enough to allow selection of superior trees. This is espe

cially important for long term plantations in zones \vi th irregu

larly occurring climatic extremes. 

The ability to extend the techniques, so successfully used for 

eucalyptus, to other species is largely restricted by the effects 

of age of the ortet (16). These age effects are demonstrated, for 

example, in the reduction in the ability of cuttings to root with 

increasing age. The age effects may even still manifest themselves 

after the new clonal propagules have been established. Consequent

ly, the propagules conserve, for longer or shorter duration, a 

growth behavior that is distinctly different from that of seed

lings of comparable size. This effect varies with species, geno

type, and especially the age of the plant that provided the cut

tings. It further varies with the position within the crown of the 

ortet from which 1:.he cutting was taken, as well as with the time 

of year when the cutting was procured. Often the growth abnormali

ties caused by the age of the parent, will, to varying degrees, 

disappear in subsequent generations of clonal propagation. This 
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often results in an intraclonal variability that is sufficient to 

annul the potential advantages of cloning. 

Would it be possible to reduce and eventually eliminate the 

unfavorable effects of age, i.e., to rejuvenate clones from old 

or very old trees? This question will have to be answered in 

morphological and physiological studies of maturation phenomena 

and situations where rejuvenation occurs spontaneously or can be 

experimentally induced (3, 25, 32). 

Earlier investigators distinguished between mostly irreversible 

modifications, defined by the term "maturation", and reversible 

ones, defined by the term "aging", the latter being caused by 

structural complications associated with increasing size of the 

tree in time (17). Today these distinctions seem less useful 

because the characteristics associated with the adult state, for 

example flowering, can sometimes be reversed partially by modern 

cultural practises (30). Juvenility is regained totally, and 

simultaneously for all characteristics during zygote formation in 

t.he sexual process, and during somatic or apomictic nucellar 

Elmbryo formation. This type of rejuvenation we will call "total 

rejuvenation" . 

In clonal propagation the propagules generally retain some 

differentiated tissues of the ortet. In that case, rejuvenation, 

if it occurs, is generally progressive and occurs for the differ

ent characteristics at different rates. These gradual modifica

tions, which we will call "progressive" or "partial" (sometimes 

"total") rejuvenation, will be the subject of our discussion. 

2. PROGRESSIVE REJUVENATION BY HORTICULTURAL TREATMENTS 

The mechanisms involved are complex and probably similar to 

those regulating cellular differentiation. They still are amongst 

the least understood factors in biology. 

Trees, because of their longevity and their reiterative and 

8tratified structure, (17), are excellent material for studies of 

maturation and rejuvenation, especially because both can occur 

simultaneously for differen-t characteristics in the Si'l.me specimen. 

Rejuvenation occurs in all parts of the tree throughout its life

time, but mostly in specific zones, e.g., at the base of the 
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trunk (58) and near the floral or meristematic structures (8, 48). 

Nursery operators have extensively made use of these manifesta

tions of natural rejuvenation under the more or less controled 

environmental conditions at their disposal. 

Ontogenetic rejuvenation is rare in woody plants. The most 

often cited example is somatic embryogenesis in the nucellus of 

Citrus (27). This type of embryogenesis has been used primarily 

to improve asepsis of the material rather than to study maturation 

and rejuvenation. For many years this material has been the only 

material available that was reasonably amenable to simultaneous 

experimental studies of different ontogenetic phases wi thin one 

genotype. To have all phases available wi thin one genotype is a 

distinct advantage because in most maturation rejuvenation exper

iments the lack of a juvenile control of the same genotype has 

been a problem. In many cases seeds are the only juvenile material 

available at anyone time, but for forest trees these are gener

ally genetically highly heterogenous. Progress in somatic embryo

genesis may eventually overcome this problem (34, 45). 

Nucellar embryogenesis is often considered as a handicap by 

horticulturists because, due to the juvenility of the propagules, 

it retards the setting of fruit in these propagules. Therefore, 

they prefer to graft scions from mature trees on juvenile root

stock, because such grafted scions will preserve ("memorize") 

their floral physiological state after grafting, while regaining 

juvenile, vegetative vigor. It is remarkable that, at least in 

specimens of some species, this memory persists even if a minia-

turized scion, i.e., 

stock in vitro (47). 

if a meristem is grafted 

Precocious flowering is 

on a seedling root

a disadvantage for 

forest trees, because it reduces vegetative vigor and wood produc

tion. Total ontogenetic rejuvenation, provided it does not change 

the genotype, is, therefore, preferred for clonal propagation of 

selected mature trees. 

Several investigators have attempted to reproduce in forest 

trees the same rejuvenation events that have been induced by hor

ticul turists in fruit trees (22). One effective technique that is 

often used by horticulturists, is grafting of scions from mature 

individuals on juvenile rootstock followed by removal of all 
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mature leaves from the scions. The role of adult lea.ves in the 

induction or maintenance of a mature behavior of the meristem was 

first determined by Doorenbos (15) in 1953. Since then a chemical 

rooting inhibitor has been found in the muture leaves of Eucalyp

:,:I1S grandis which has been associated with the loss of the rooting 

':'l.pacity of stem cuttings (49). 

With a one thousand-year-old Tassili cypress the miniaturiza

tion of grafts has resulted in the reappeClrance of acicular juve

nile-type leaves on shoots elongating from scions. At the time of 

grafting these scions carried only squamiform mature type leaves 

(21). The appearance of acicular leaves coincided with an improved 

capacity of shoot cuttings to root. As a concequence these trees 

can now be cloned on an industrial scale (40). A similar grafting 

procedure has resulted in the reappearance of acicular leaves in 

,!:huya plicata v. atrovirens (41) and Sequoiadendron giganteum 

(43). This reappearance has served as a marker of the progress of 

rejuvenation in these species. 

Generally the return of juvenile functions in the scion is 

short lived. However, it has been observed in Hevea (46), Eucalyp

tus (22), and later in Douglas fir (12), that it is possible to 

accentuate and prolong these juvenile functions by repeating the 

grafting procedure several times. This could mean that if a reju

venating factor is produced in the juvenile rootstock, the repres

sion of the causes of maturation, at the level of initials or new 

organs, takes time. It may require dilution of specific factors, 

or the build-up of new kinds of cells. With spruces investigations 

are in progress to determine if it is feasible to amplify juveni

lity to a level allowing industrial cloning by repeating those 

treatments that induced some rejuvenation in the first application 

(60). 

Root proximity, e.g., in stump sprouts, is similarly an impor

-:.ant factor in the initiation of juvenile clones. Stump sprouts 

have been used to clone mature Eucalyptus (20), and old plane 

trees, although for the latter the coppice shoots have to be cut 

':lack annually for several years before good propagules are pro

duced (24). For species that do not produce stump sprouts, like 

the pines, a degree of juvenility is achieved by repeated pruning 
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of the parent trees. The low hedges thus formed are well supplied 

with fertilizer, water, and bottom heat to assure rapid vegetative 

growth. Scions from these hedges provide relatively juvenile cut

tings for rooting (35). If the treatment is not sufficiently 

intensive one may maintain a certain level of juvenility over 

several years but fail to achieve a higher level of juvenility. 

Environmental factors, therefore, are important when we manipulate 

the various d~velopmental phases of the tree. Other experimental 

factors that could be used to affect the developmental state of 

the tJ:"ee are those that affect the trophic and hormonal conditions 

in the vicinity of the terminal and axillary meristems. The role 

of growth regulators has been confirmed by experiments in which 

plants were sprayed with gibberellins (e.g., ivy (57)), or benzyl

arninopurine (BAP) (e. g., at the base of the trunk of Eucalyptus 

ficifolia (38)). Spraying with BAP had a rejuvenating effect in 

several species (6). These techniques are presently also used to 

activate organs of old trees prior to their culture in vitro (55, 

56) • 

In conclusion, horticultural manipulations can often change the 

physiology of scions of old trees in such a manner that they 

become suitable for industrial clonal propagation. However, even 

though useful for industrial propagation, the propagules still do 

not behave in a juvenile fashion similar to that of the seedling 

controls. Furthermore, there often still is a lot of intraclonal 

variation. However, horticultural rejuvenation manipulations are 

useful as pretreatments for further rejuvenation in vitro. 

3. IN VITRO CULTURE AS A REJUVENATION TECHNIQUE ----
Historically, the first continuous plant callus cultures were 

obtained from cambial zone explants of old trees (28). However, it 

has mostly been later work with shoot tip or meristem cultures 

that have lead to practical results (44). Initially, most work was 

carried out with meristems of herbacious rather than woody plants 

because the former are generally more responsive. The problem is 

that propagules obtained from tissues or organs of mature trees 

often retain many of the functional programs present in the ortet 

at the time of explant excision. Often this "memory" persists 
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initially in vitro, but diminishes progressively in strength in 

later subcultures (4). 

The first forest trees that were clonally propagated in vitro 

were juvenile aspen (65), while the first adult trees that were 

propagated by shoot tip culture were Prunus cultivars (7). The 

first mass production in vitro of old forest trees was carried out 

~ith stem segments of stump or trunk sprouts of sequoia (1, 4). 

Of the forest species the cherries are commercially propagated 

on the largest scale. Sections of suckers obtained from cherry 

trees old enough to allow selection for wood quality were further 

rejuvenated by repetitive subculture in vitro. In subsequent 

experiments rejuvenated clones were obtained by in vitro culture 

of shoot meristems excised from the crowns of these trees (13). A 

parallel route was followed with Eucalyptus and Pinus, after it 

was first shown that juvenile Eucalyptus is easy to clone in vitro 

(9). Thirty year old frost resistant trees of Eucalyptus gunnii 

(5), and mature trees of Eucalyptus citriodora (31) and Pinus 

pinaster (26) were propagated in vitro. The degree of rejuvenation 

obtained in vitro with each of these increased with the number of 

subcultures. Since then clonal propagules of other forest species 

have been obtained in vitro from explants taken from old trees and 

are now growing on their own roots in the field (10, 42). However, 

many old trees of several species still cannot be clonally propa

qated on an industrial scale with the above procedures, probably 

hecause of lack of optimization of culture conditions and because 

of an insufficient number of subculture cycles. 

The possibility of progressively improving the degree of reju

venation in clones by repetitive subculturing was first studied 

wi th Salix babylonica (18). 'l'he effects of two di fferent subcul

ture regimes were determined and quantitative changes in nucleo

tides in the tissues during the subcultures were assessed. A suc

cession of long subculture periods caused dormancy of the clones, 

' .... hile short subculture periods resulted in their invigoration. 

Very short subcultures, as well as extended ones on cytokinin rich 

nedia, resulted in necrosis. For most species, this type of 

experiments has not yet yielded statistically reliable results. 

These experiments, besides being important for rejuvenation, also 
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theoretically offer the possibility of producing clones with 

interesting, persistent epigenetic characteristics (32). 

4. IN VI'l.'RO REJUVENA'rION OF SEQUOIA: A POSSIBLE MODEL FOR OTHER 

SPECIES 

In vitro regeneration of sequoia has been studied in detail at 

AFOCEL and some universities. Sequoias are widely used in the 

world's forestry operations, not only because they grow to excep

tional height, but also because of their rapid production of high 

quality wood (14). They were introduced into France over a century 

ago, and have since prospered there in parks and gardens. These 

small populations, of by now old trees, have survived the occa

sional climatic extrernes on their sites, and, therefore, should be 

well suited for imm8diate reforestation of similar sites. Concur

rent with the use of t:he genetic stock presently available for 

planting, improved genetic material should be prepared by geneti

cists for later use. 

Traditional rooting of cuttings of mature sequoias is not prac

tical because the propagules have low growth rates and are plagio

tropic. Therefore, cloning in vitro was attempted. In the first 

attempts it was found that cloning of seedlings was feasible, but 

that cloning of mature trees was fraught with difficulties. The 

first difficulty was the procurement of healthy, active explants 

(23). A partial solution for this problem was to use explants 

taken from young stump sprouts or from scions from mature trees 

grafted on juvenile rootstock. Repetitive subculture further 

improved the cultures (4). These procedures have lead to propaga

tion of over 200 adult clones selected from various regions in 

France and California. 

Since rooting of shoots in vitro turned out to be difficult, 

they were rooted and acclimatized 

in non-sterile rooting soils in 

like traditional stem cuttings 

misting chambers (54). After 

planting of the rooted cuttings in a nursery, they were hedged by 

regular pruning. These hedges then provided cuttings for commer

cial nurseries. Rejuvenated, rapidly growing orthotropic clones 

have been made available by this method since 1978 for industrial 

use. 
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In an early experiment with a 90-year-old tree (11) it Vias 

established that the position of the explant in the crown, and the 

time of year of excision of the explant, influenced the degree of 

endogenous contamination of the explant and its responsiveness in 

,titro. Explants from suckers or stump sprouts were only free of 

contaminants if collected from Harch till November. Explants from 

Ute top of the crown were free of contaminants but reactive only 

if collected in July. Orthotropy and vigor of the shoots in vitro 

inproved with the number of subcultures. The shoots continued to 

improve after rooting in a misting chamber and planting in the 

fleld. 

Next it was attempted to improve rooting of shoots that had 

elongated in vitro, following Boulay's procedures (2). Explants 

from grafted clones of a 50- and a 500-year-old tree were cultured 

under different temperature and photoperiod regimes on nutrient 

media with different mineral and hormonal compositions. We opti

mized conditions for good rooting of shoots obtained from explants 

of both age classes. The clone of the 500-year-old tree Vias more 

s"::rict in its requirements than the clone of the 50-year-old tree. 

Furthermore, the quality of the roots initiated on shoots in sub

cultures of the older tree were of lesser quality. These propa

gules were difficult to acclimatize, they grew slowly and failed 

to become orthotropic. Explants of clones from old trees are 

difficult to start in vitro. This problem was investigated with 

€Kplants of an 80-year-old tree (62). The following variables were 

studied: 1) Explants from different parts of the tree, i.e., from 

suckers, and from branches low and high in the crown. 2) Type and 

dimension of the explant, i.e., shoot tip or apical meristem. 3) 

Grafting on seedling rootstock in the greenhouse or in the field 

prior to excision of the explant. 4) The time of year of excision 

from the ortet and grafts. 

The following responses were recorded: 1) Activation dnd con

tamination rates at the end of the first culture. 2) Growth and 

rooting rates after a specific number of switches between differ

ent subculture media. 3) The ratio of potassium to calcium, and 
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soluble peroxidases to protein in the tissues after subculture on 

various media. 

The results of these experiments were the following: 1) It is 

possible to culture meristems of old sequoia trees and to regene

rate plants from these cultures. 2) Stem section explants varied 

in activity and in contamination depending on their position on 

the ortet and on the time of year of their excision. 3) The activ

ity and contamination rates of meristem explants were, contrary to 

results obtained with stem explants, not noticeably affected by 

the position of the explant on the tree or its grafts, or by the 

time of year of excision. The infection rate was near zero and the 

activation rate generally better than 50%. Only when the meristem 

explants were taken in the winter from positions near the top of 

the crown of the tree or the graft, was the activation rate low, 

i. e., as low as 30%. 4) The favorable influence of grafting and 

subculture on the growth rate and rooting in vitro corresponded 

wi th the appearance of the two biochemical markers that were men

tioned earlier. These mClrkers became more evident shortly after 

the induction of morphogenetic events, i.e., well before comple

tion of these events. 5) Miniaturization of explants, contrary to 

what has been reported for dahlia (64), did not immediately 

improve 

pically 

the clones to the point where they regenerated orthotro

growing plants. Miniaturization of explants was less 

effective in that respect than repetitive subculture, and, there

fore, repetitive subculture effects are worth further study. 

In another experiment explants were taken from the clones of 

the 50- and 500-year-old trees, i. e., from the same clones that 

were used earlier to study rooting in vitro (19). In addition a 

juvenile clone, from a 6-month-old seedling, served as the "juve

nile control" for the experiment. Three different subculture sche

dules (no subculture, and subculture every 7 and 21 days) on BAP 

containing media were tried over a 10 month period. At regular 

intervals samples were removed and assessed for elongation rates, 

the plastochrome, rooting rates and delay in activation in excised 

meristems. '1'he results of this experiment are summarized as fol

lows: 1) The principal re juvenation factor was the duration of 

exposure of the explant to BAP in the medium. 2) Shorter 
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subculture periods increased the rejuvenation in cultures of the 

clone of the 50-year-old tree, and even more so in those of the 

clone of the SOO-year-old tree. 3) In the "juvenile control", 

prolonged exposure to BAP rapidly became detrimental to organo

genesis, in particular rooting, and caused vitrification. 4) 

Plants regenerated in vitro from either the "juvenile control" or 

the clone from the 50-year-old tree, soon became vigorous and 

orthotropic. The clone of the SOO-year-old tree, however, required 

not only repeated subcultures, but also extra BAP for proper reju

venation. 5) Plants regenerated from the clone of the SOO-year-old 

tree were always plagiotropic. 

In the next experiment the effects of miniaturization and dele

tion of BAP were studied. In this experiment the "juvenile con

trOl", one year after its initiation in vitro, and the clone of 

the SOO-year-old tree \lere used. A large number of meristems were 

cultured following the procedures described by Halker (63). After 

elongation of these meristems into shoots the meristems were ex

cised and cultured again. This cycle was repeated several times. 

Ec.ch time the meristems were excised and recultured, the decapi

tated shoots were saved and cultured seperately in vitro to deter

mine the morphogenetic capacity after the different steps of meri

stem culture. A statistical comparison of the effects of four 

successive cycles of meristem excision and subculture was carried 

aLt. Rejuvenation during each of these meristem excision and cul

tLre cycles was assessed by determining the multiplication, shoot 

e1ongation, and rooting rates of the saved, decapitated shoots. 

The size of some meristematic domes, regenerating on the decapita

ted shoots, was measured. Furthermore, the capacity of young nee

dles, excised from a few of the elongating domes, to form adventi

tious buds was determined. This regeneration capacity proved to be 

a good morphogenetic marker to indicate the degree of rejuvenation 

in a statistically reliable manner. For example, the average 

number of adventitious buds produced on samples of ten needles 

fr·om the "juvenile control" was 24 with little variation between 

the serial meristem transfers. On the other hand, for subcultures 

derived from explants excised from the clone of the 500-year-old 

tree in 1978 (23) the average was 0.4 after the first cycle of 
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meristem excision and culture. With cultures derived from explants 

recently excised from that clone the average was zero after the 

first cycle, 1.5 after the second, 3.3 after the third, and 5.4 

after the fourth cycle. It appears, therefore, that repetitive 

excision and culture of meristems stimulates rejuvenation, even 

without the action of exogenously applied cytokinin. 

The plants produced in these experiments showed, after acclima

tization, some persistent problems, possibly associated with the 

structure or physiology of the root system. One lingering problem 

was the persistence or reestablishment of plagiotropism in the 

roots and in the shoots. It should be determined if there is a 

correlation between the degree of plagiotropism, and the number of 

cycles of meristem excision and subculture. In addition the gene

tic stability of the plants regenerated from the epiphyllous or 

adventitious shoots should be determined. Therefore, a lot of 

experimentation still remains to be done before we can expect to 

develop a system for the commercial clonal propagation of very old 

sequoias. For younger trees, but of an age old enough to be of 

interest to sylviculturists and geneticists, such commercial sys

tems are now available. 

5. DISCUSSION 

We have been able to rejuvenate ivy, eucalyptus, Prunus, plane, 

cypress, grape, pine, and especially sequoia. Because of the wide 

taxonomic differences between these species we think that a simi

lar rejuvenation may be possible in all plant species. The mechan

isms involved in such rejuvenation are probably the same as those 

that control the widely known and often used principle of "dedif

ferentiation" in cultures of isolated cells (61). 

The sequoia model system gives us the possibility, thanks to 

the partial removal of correlative controls by excision of the 

meristems, to commence studies of the mechanisms of rejuvenation 

in forest trees. Similar studies are already in progress at the 

tissue (36) and cellular (29) level with herbacious plants. 

With our sequoia model we have established that modification of 

the culture conditions can have two consequences, i.e., an imme

diate modification of behavior in vitro, and a more gradual one 
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occurring over several subcultures. The first is observed when the 

culture environment is changed. The second is epigenetic in nature 

and represents an aspect that often does not receive the attention 

it deserves. The examples of rejuvenation that ''IIe have described 

show that some epigenetic characteristics are persistently trans

mitted in clonal propagation. presumably by mitosis. Some of 

1~hese characteristics are probably sufficiently persistent to 

allow their selection in tree improvement programs (32). 

Studies of memory in plants is not new. At the level of meri

stem function Plantefol (53) and Buvat (8) have invoked such a 

memorization to explain the functioning of the "unneau initial" 

and the formation of foliar helices. Some memory functions are 

closely associated with particular anatomical structures. This 

could possibly allow the elimination of seasonal rythms in cul

tures of old sequoia trees simply by reducing the lengt.h of the 

.~xcised shoot tip from 15 t.o 0.5 mm. Excision of such a small 

lneristem allows removal of memorized functions imprinted. for 

.~xample. by season and the position of the explant on the tree 

(62) • 

Orthotropy and plagiotropy in rooted cuttings from a plagiotro

pic stolon of Stachys silvatica have been associated with the node 

number of the node contained in the cutting. or the length of the 

cutting if apical cuttings are used (51). Similarly. mature leaves 

impose a mature mode of behavior on the meristems. even if these 

leaves are a considerable distance away from the rneristems. By 

grafting scions without mature leaves on juvenile rootstocks. as 

''lias done with ivy (15) and Eucalyptus grandis (50). these long 

distance effects on the meristem were eliminated. It is likely 

that some of the common growth hormones are involved in these 

maturation and rejuvenation processes. Abscissic acid has been 

implicated in Stachys silvatica (52) and ivy (32). gibberellic 

acid in ivy (32). and factors from the roots and "G-inhibitor" in 

Eucalyptus grandis (49). However. the long distance effects of 

hormones cannot explain all observations. For example. how does 

one explain that repetitive cycles of meristem excision and cul

ture on a hormone free medium can progressively improve the orga

nogenic capacity of clones of a very old sequoia (63). while a 
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single cycle fails to do so? Whether we are dealing with selection 

of a few c~lls, or physiological changes affecting the whole 

explant is still an unresolved question. Rejuvenation could bear 

some resemblance to such well known epigenetic phenomena as "aner

gie" (29) and "habituation" (39). 

6. CONCLUSION 

An important aspect of our research with sequoia was the 

demonstration of a "memory" in the cultures. This memory becomes a 

determining factor as soon as the cultures are established. The 

strength of this memory can be some\"hat reduced by pretreating 

the parent plant before excision and culture of the explants (24). 

A stepwise further rejuvenation is possible because the improve

ment in the level of rejuvenation achieved in each culture cycle 

is passed on to the next one. This concept was first postulated by 

Febvre (18); our work with sequoia has expanded it. Choice and 

dimension of the explant, culture atmosphere, photoperiod, medium 

composition, sequential use of different media, frequency and 

duration of the subcultures, and probably several other, as yet 

undetermined factors play a role. These factors will all have to 

be studied in more detail before we can expect to obtain a juve

nile state that is sufficiently stable to be of use in industrial 

propagation programs. 

Our observations have demonstrated that clonal propagation of 

mature trees is often unexpectedly complex. It is essential that 

one develops the ability to evaluate the physiological condition 

of the material at each stage in the propagation system. We will 

have to find morphological and chemical markers that can tell us 

whether or not the material has reached a juvenility level that 

will allow to start the industrial propagation part of the cycle. 

Because of the complexity of the mechanisms of maturation and 

rejuvenation the traditional horticultural techniques are not well 

suited to determine the nature of these mechanisms. In vitro cul-

ture is much better suited to carry out research in this field. 

Another advantage of in vitro culture is that it can be used for 

future experiments involving molecular biology and genetic 

engineering. 
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15. CLONAL PROPAGATION OF MATURE TREES: PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE 
SOLUTIONS 

JM BONGA 

1. WHY CLONAL PROPAGATION OF MATURE TREES 

Even though some tree species can be micropropagated from tis

sues collected from mature trees (see volume 3), many others can 

presently be propagated only from tissues of juvenile specimens, 

i.e., embryos or young seedlings. However, cloning of mature trees 

is generally preferred over cloning of embryos or seedlings be

cause often it is not possible to determine if these embryos or 

seedlings have the genetic potential to develop the desired quali

ties later in their life cycle. Some species show reasonable juve

nile-mature correlations for a few characteristics (79) and for 

t.hese, selections can, under certain circumstances, be made at an 

early age. However, for many species, most foresters prefer to 

select sexually mature trees of about half the rotation age (82). 

Preferential cloning of mature trees is also desired when esta

blishing plantations of dioecius species. For example, in some 

dioecius species only the female trees have economic value. Since 

the gender of these trees is not known before maturity, they are 

cloned preferentially from sexually mature trees. Examples of such 

preferential cloning are Carica candamarcensis (44), Phoenix dac

tilifera (65), and Sirnrnondsia chinensis (66). 

Some fruit and other trees can be propagated only from mature 

material. This is the case when trees have been cloned, from gene

ration to generation, in the mature form (generally by grafting of 

mature scions on juvenile rootstock). The original juvenile form 

of these trees was often lost centuries ago. Some clones that for 

centuries have been known only in the mature form are again avail

able in juvenile form after rejuvenation in vitro (56). 
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2. JUVENILITY, MATURITY, AND REJUVENATION 

2.1. Location of juvenile tissue in mature trees 

Because ease of in vitro cloning in many tree species is a 

function of the degree of juvenility of the explanted tissues, we 

have two options before excising the explant: 1) select the most 

juvenile tissues within the tree, 2) rejuvenate parts of the donor 

tree by special treatments and excise explants from these parts. 

It has long been known that cuttings from lower branches of 

conifers, especially in positions near the trunk, are more juve

nile than branches in other parts of the tree. For example Roulund 

(67) found that rooting of cuttings of Picea abies increased on 

average 2.5% per whorl from the highest to the lowest whorl. Simi

larly, in hardwoods such positional effects are sometimes noted 

(e. g., Eucalyptus (27». Positional effects also influence pro

pagation in vitro of some conifers (see Evers, volume 2), but no 

topophytic effect was observed in cultures of Picea abies trees of 

various ages (4) and of 20-year-old Picea pungens (54). 

In large-scale clonal propagation programs of conifers the 

number of juvenile branches is sometimes increased by repeated 

pruning (hedging), which activates bud development close to the 

lower part of the trunk. In general, however, the material made 

available by repeated pruning is not sufficiently juvenile for 

proper micropropagation. 

In several hardwoods and a few gymnosperms, orthotropic shoots 

that originate from the base of the trunk, or shoots that develop 

from sphaeroblasts are more juvenile than branches from other 

parts of the tree. These shoots arise from arrested as well as 

from adventitious buds (10, 29). They often carry juvenile type 

foliage and their cuttings are often easier to root than those of 

other branches of the tree. Examples of angiosperm trees micro

propagated from stump sprouts are Quercus robur and Tilia cordata 

(22) and Hevea (50). However, it was not reported how easy or 

difficult it is to propagate these species from shoots other than 

stump sprouts, and therefore, it is not known if using stump 

sprouts offers real advantages. Only a few gymnosperms (23, 30) 

have stump, burl, or epicormic sprouts. Of these gymnosperms, 

Sequoia is easier to micropropagate from sprouts originating from 
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burls on the roots or:- low on the trunk than from branches in the 

upper part of the crown. Furthermore, once established in vitro, 

the latter initially grow slower and soon become plagiotr:-opic 

(6) • 

2.2. Pretreatments 

In many species, especially conifers, juvenile sprouts are not 

r aturally available for micropropagation. With some trees this 

problem has been partially overcome by special rejuvenating treat

ments, before or during micropropagation. These pretreatments 

i.nclude N6-benzylaminopurine (BAP) spraying (19), serial grafting 

on juvenile rootstock or serial rooting of cuttings (5, 21, 33, 

55, 73), and serial subculture in vitro (Franclet, this volume, 

and 18, 32, 60). However, such pretreatments are labor:-ious and do 

not always lead to successful in vitro propagation. In short, for 

many species a higher degree of juvenility still remains to be 

Jbtained before true-to-type, large-scale in vitro propagation of 

selected mature trees will become possible. 

2.3. Physiological and genetic factors 

Unfortunately, little is known about the physiological and 

genetic mechanisms that control the differences between the juve

nile and mature physiological state of cells, tissues or the 

plant. Juvenility is not necessarily related to vigor, because 

shoot tips on branches of mature trees generally produce much more 

annual growth than the apex of an embryo or of juvenile seedlings. 

However, there are several morphological and other indicators of 

persistent differences in physiology between terminal meristems of 

juvenile and those of mature plants (13, 31, 34, 36). 

These differences are probably most clearly expressed in scions 

grafted on juvenile root stock and rooted cuttings. Even though, 

as was indicated earlier, repeated grafting or rooting of cuttings 

sometimes results in a degree of rejuvenation, in many other 

cases, particularly in fruit and ornamental trees, mature charac

teristics have been maintained for centuries. In cases where a 

degree of juvenility was reestablished by grafting, this presum

ably was caused by changes in correlative controls. The most prom

inent change in control probably involves increased availability 

of hormones and other chemical factors produced by the roots. By 
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grafting, or rooting of cuttings, the shoot meristems are placed 

closer to the roots, (21, 51) and thus to the source of these 

hormones and other factors (47, 59). However, for many species the 

rejuvenation thus induced is insufficient to assure true-to-type 

clonal propagation. In these cases the behavior of the shoot meri

stems is firmly fixed (52, 62) and not easily changed by factors 

produced in the roots or elsewhere. In most of these cases com

plete rejuvenation has, so far, been observed only in the sexual 

process. In this process, flowers or cones are induced in vegeta

tive shoot meristems, which often for years have formed nothing 

but vegetative shoots with a mature type of morphology and physi

ology. These flowers or cones will go through meiosis and fertili

zation, and will form completely juvenile embryos. This suggests 

that in principle, complete rejuvenation of shoot meristems of 

mature trees ought to be possible experimentally. 

To obtain experimental rejuvenation of meristems of difficult 

to clone trees, it is necessary to determine first the nature of 

the strong fixation of maturity in the meristems. Removal of part 

of the correlative controls by removing scions from the tree for 

grafting, or by removing a shoot tip explant from the tree for in 

vitro culture, does not always remove maturity from the meristems, 

i.e., the maturity in the meristems is not, or only partially 

imposed by correlative controls from the rest of the tree. To 

explain this fixation we have to look for mechanisms in which 

1) information is changed in a specific fashion during maturation, 

2) the changed information is transmitted in more or less unchang

ed form over several or many generations of cell divisions, and 3) 

is changed eventually to its original form in the sexual process. 

Very little is known about this process and only rather specula

tive explanations can be offered: 

1) Assuming that in intact trees, the correlative controls 

induce some of the maturity in the meristems, the following possi

bility should be considered. Some of the growth controlling agents 

produced elsewhere in the tree and translocated to the meristem as 

part of the correlative control mechanism, may persist in the 

meristems after removal of the meristem from the tree for in vitro 

culture. Even though cell division in the meristem would dilute 
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these chemicals they may not reach levels low enough to lose their 

effectiveness for a long time, especially if the metabolic break

down rates of these chemicals are low. Raff et al. (64) found that 

specific parental organ antigens were still preserved in the cells 

of stem, leaf, pistil and anther callus of Prunus avium after four 

subcultures. 

2) The mature meristem is programmed to produce specific com

pounds that maintain the mature type of behavior of the meristem. 

W:.th some of our in vitro methods the production of these com

pounds may be switched off, but because of their stability some 

may remain active through several cell divisions. If such chemi

cals exist in the shoot meristems of mature trees, chemicals simi

lar to the stored maternal RNA and ribonucleoproteins that remain 

active in embryo development, independent of the genetic nuclear 

controls of the embryo (28, 46), could be candidates. 

3) A still little understood "non-nucleic acid based inheri

tance" that is controlled in part by membranes or other complex 

structures rather than by nuclear genes, has been described (8, 

25). Once such membrane structures are formed, it is difficult to 

change their composition, even if passed through several cell 

divisions. Differences may exist between membranes of cells of 

juvenile and mature meristems. A memorization and delayed expres

sion of stimuli that possibly were associated with membrane prop

erties have been demonstrated in plants (24), and membrane differ

ences have been associated with differences in embryogenic capaci-

1:y of protoplasts (3). 

4) Some of the persistence in mature behavior of the meristems 

could be based on organelle structure and cytoplasmic DNA or RNA 

(c.f. Kovoor, this volume, and 13): if so, then meiosis could be 

the mechanism removing some of the persistent factors (36, 63). 

5) Determined behavior of cells and meristems has been explain

ed on the basis of specific chemical systems being bistable, i.e., 

they can exist in alternative, stable, steady-states, each of 

these states being associated with a particular phenotype (52). 

6) Phenotypic determination has been associated with an operon 

system (36, 76). 
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7) Nuclear changes have been suggested as the basis of perma

nence of cell behavior through several division cycles. These 

include DNA methylation (37) (methylation patterns that remained 

stable for at least 100 cell generations have been observed (74», 

transposition and inversion of sections of DNA (72), and amplifi

cation of part of the genome (57, 69). 

If any of the above factors, singly or in combination, are 

involved in maintenance of maturity in meristems is not known with 

certainty.Neither is it known how these, if involved, are changed 

in the rejuvenating process occurring during sexual reproduction. 

To establish this by further experimentation is important, because 

once the mechanism of maturation and its reversal are better 

understood, the reversal from the mature to the juvenile physiolo

gical condition by experimental means could become easier. How

ever, this may take many years and consequently, for some time we 

will remain dependent on presently available technology. 

3. TECHNIQUES PRESENTLY APPLICABLE 

For species for which fully effective rejuvenation methods are 

not yet available, the following rules are advocated for in vitro 

propagation. 

1) Collect the most juvenile somatic tissues available from the 

tree. 

2) Use as small an explant as possible to disrupt as much as 

possible the correlative controls that exist between different 

parts of the tree, and presumably from cell to cell (20). 

3) Avoid tissues that have a history of a strongly fixed pat

tern of development. 

4) Cultural conditions should be adjusted to the different 

types of explants. 

These points are discussed in detail below. 

3.1. Collection of juvenile tissues 

Most in vitro propagation work is carried out with shoot tips. 

As was pointed out earlier, the position within the tree often has 

a distinct effect, with the most juvenile shoot tips arising from 

arrested buds on the lower trunk, or from ddventi tious buds in 

sphaeroblasts .In addition to collecting the shoot tips from the 
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most juvenile position within the tree, the timing of collection 

is also often a critical factor.\Jith conifers we have found that 

shoots excised from vegetative buds have two periods during their 

ontogeny when they have a higher morphogenetic capacity then at 

ether times, i.e., adventitious organs are inuuced easier in mate

rial collected at these than at other collection dates. These two 

periods are a 3-4 week period in the spring, coinciding with the 

initiation of lateral buds, and in late sUl1UTIer while needle pri

mordia are being formed (12, 15). Similarly, buds of Picea sit

~!hensis produced adventitious buds in maximum numbers if collected 

at the time of lateral bud initiation (71). There also are indica

tions that sexual structures are temporarily morphogenetically 

competent at a specific stage in their early development. This was 

found in Pinus banksiana, where the very young male shoots, at the 

time of microstrobili initiation, had the capacity of forming 

[>rimitive adventitious vegetative shoots (Fig. 3) (14), and in 

Larix decidua where the somatic tissues of female cones collected 

3.t the time of meiosis have the capacity to form well developed 

adventitious vegetative shoots (16). Similarly, il1UTIature female 

flowers of Phoenix dactylifera have produced vegetative shoots. 

These subsequently rooted and formed viable plants (26). 

The temporary high degree of morphogenetic plasticity that has 

been observed in the young primordia of the cultures described 

above is not entirely unexpected. Experiments have been carried 

out with many different species to establish at what stage in 

development primordia become determined in their development (36, 

68). In some cases the developmental fate was determined immedi

ately after the inception of the primordia, in others, determina

tion occurred somewhat later. Therefore, it appears that morpho

genetic plasticity is common in young primordia of many plants, 

and that this plasticity can be made use of in micropropagation. 

3.2. Explant size 

By reducing the size of the explant to the smallest size that 

will survive and grow in culture, the correlative controls, impos

ed by other tissues and neighboring cells, are reduced to a mini

mum (20). In the conifer examples cited in the previous section, 

fairly large tissue masses were used as explant because such a 
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large mass was required for survival. Possibly the wo~nd reaction 

is more severe in smaller explants. If these damagtng effects 

could be avoided by special treatments during excision, smaller 

explants probably could be used. 

The single cell or protoplast would be the smallest possible 

explant, and thus would be most free of correlative controls. It 

is of interest to note that in natural embryogenesis, at various 

stages of the early development, the sexual and embryonic cells 

are often physically isolated from surrounding tissues by a cal

lose barrier. It has also been noticed that at various stages of 

development of the plant, some cells are isolated from their 

neighbors by partial or complete blockage or disruption of plasmo

desmata (20, 35). One function of cell isolation by callose forma

tion and/or plasmodesmata disruption could be to prevent correla

tive signals from neighboring cells from reaching the cell, thus 

allowing expression of hitherto suppressed parts of the genome. 

Similarly, organogenesis or embryogenesis in vitro may often de

pend on isolation. Steward (75) was the first to state that cells 

in culture may have to be freed from organic connections with 

neighboring cells before their full totipotency can be exhibited. 

In a least one case of somatic embryogenesis it has been noted 

that cells destined to form embryos become surrounded by heavy 

walls free of plasmodesmata (20). Furthermore, it has been observ

ed that disruption of cell to cell interaction by plasmolysis will 

sometimes result in improved somatic embryogenesis (80). It has 

also been suggested that protoplasts, which lack plasmodesmatal 

connections with their neighbors and thus are isolated, may have a 

high morphogenetic capacity (45). Gunning and Robards, in their 

review of the function of plasmodesmata (35), state (p. 299) that 

"Complete isolation, whether of natural occurrence, or artificial

ly imposed, brings about a process of de-differentiation, if not a 

tendency for the cell to behave as if it were a zygote or a 

spore." They further comment that the symplast (which involves 

several rather than single cells) somehow maintains the differen

tiated state, that narrow channels, i.e., plasmodesmata "can 

transport signals that hold embryonic, or de-differentiation, 

tendencies in check," while wider channels pass stimuli that 
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synchronize nuclear divisions. They also point out the signifi

cance of these features in relation to explant size in vitro. 

To establish cultures of conifers or angiospermous trees, gen

€·rally the total embryonic shoot is excised from the bud and used 

c.s explant. However, lately reports of the use of smaller ex

plants, i. e., the apex with a few primordia, have appeared. For 

several tree species such explant miniaturization has resulted in 

i.mproved micropropagation (Pseudotsuga menziesii (9), Juglans 

Tegia x nigra (53), Sequoia sempervirens (Franclet, this volume, 

and 78». 

3.3. Avoidance of determined tissues as explant source 

Some meristems in trees have a strictly fixed pattern of behav

ior. The most notable example of this is the cambium. This meri

stem starts operating in the young seedling, and, in the main 

~runk in many trees, keeps producing xylem and phloem for hundreds 

of years. Even though the xylem and phloem in an old tree may be 

:somewhat di fferent from that in a seedling (in fibre length, and 

possibly some other characteristics), cambial activity in most 

trees changes little in time. Therefore, one would suspect that in 

the cambium, even though it may contain the total genome for 

embryogenesis, most of the genome is strongly blocked. To activate 

this genome may, for most tree species, require extraordinary 

stimuli, which, at present, are still unknown, and which, there

fore, cannot yet be supplied experimentally. However, the above 

concept of a highly determined cambium is not universally valid. 

In some tree species the cambium or its derivatives, at least in 

branches not more than a few years old, has the capacity to form 

adventitious roots (48) or shoots (1, 38, 42). One should keep in 

mind that the cambium is not a primary, but a secondary rneristem, 

which may be one reason for its lesser morphogenetic capability 

(40, 41). In conclusion, it is probably a reasonable assumption 

that for most species, cambial explants from the older parts of 

the tree do not provide a good source of tissue to obtain organo

genesis. 

Another organ that in most species is rather fixed in its be

havior is the root system, although it in contrast to the cambium 

will form primordia, i.e., when laterals are initiated. Only in a 
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few species do the roots have the ability to regenerate shoots 

naturally. Similarly, only in a few species have plantlets been 

regenerated from root explants in vitro (Santalum (7), coconut 

(43». Of course this is not necessarily an indication that the 

rigidity in the development plan of the roots in most species is 

difficult to breach. Root explants have not been used frequently 

enough to warrant a clear conclusion regarding their orgdnogenetic 

potential. 

More plasticity is expressed in shoot development. In shoots, 

shifts in development occur regularly, e.g., when leaf or lateral 

bud primordia are initiated, or when the shoot shifts from a vege

tative to a sexual type of growth. As was pointed out earlier, 

there are indications that during each of these shifts, the deter

mination residing in the meristem is temporarily at least partly 

removed, and a degree of organogenetic competence is temporarily 

restored. 

The needle primordia and the lateral bud primordia are, at 

their inception, small mounts of non-differentiated meristematic 

cells. In some conifers, i.e., Picea abies (4, 17) and Larix deci

dua (Bonga, unpublished) needle primordia have been observed to 

turn directly into adventitious buds. Such increased organogenetic 

capacity is not confined to the primordia but extends into other 

tissues of the explant as well. For example when lateral buds are 

being initiated in Abies balsamea, the expanding needles of the 

shoots that carry these lateral bud primordia gain the capacity to 

form poorly developing adventitious shoots. These shoots arise 

mainly from the base of the expanding needles (Fig. 1), and some

times from other locations in the explant. It appears therefore, 

that during lateral bud initiation many tissues of the shoot 

explant are morphogenetically activated and not just the lateral 

bud primordia. 

Shifts in development also occur when epidermal cells start to 

form stomates or glands. Again this could result in a temporary 

improved organogenetic competence of the tissues involved. In 

conifer cotyledon cultures, the developmental stage of the sto

mates has a direct influence on adventitious shoot formation with 
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shoots often being formed by the subsidiary cells of immature 

stomatal complexes (2, 17). 

3.4. Adjustment of cultural conditions 

For many tree species the optimal nutritional and physical 

conditions for plant let production have been determined for 

(lxplants obtained from embryos or young seedlings. However, micro

p:::opagation from explants of "recalcitrant" mature trees, if at 

ii Ll possible, may require a cultural regime that is considerably 

different from that required for propagation from embryo explants. 

Even if the explants from the mature trees were obtained from 

m~terial collected from the best position and at the best time to 

provide cells as juvenile as possible, these cells are often not 

as organogenetically competent as those from embryos (15). Where 

the level of juvenility of cells in the explant of the mature tree 

approaches that of the embryo, some additional environmental sti

muli, not normally supplied to embryo explants, may make these 

explants behave like embryo explants. In other words, the explants 

from the mature trees may require an environmental regime that is 

different from that used for embryo explants before they will 

produce normal true-to-type propagules. 

Where micropropagation of mature trees has been achieved, this 

success has usually been the result not of one, but of a succes

sion of experiments. In this succession, the first experiments 

nay have yielded only a few abnormal shoots or plant lets . Later 

experiments, in which nutritional and physical conditions would 

progressively approach more optimal conditions, would yield better 

shoots and plantlets. However, in cultures of highly "recalci

trant" species, shoots, even highly abnormal ones, may never have 

appeared, and therefore, a visual marker of progress is not avail

able. Here we may have to depend on other markers to design better 

cul ture conditions for eventual organogenesis. For example, the 

appearance of shoot specific mRNA (77) or proteins (81) could 

possibly be used as a marker to indicate progress. 

4. VARIATION IN RELATION TO 'raE JUVENILE-MATURE GRADIENT 

In the foregoing discussion an attempt was made to relate in 

vitro behavior of explants as much as possible to juvenility and 
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maturity, and the transition stages between these two, in various 

parts of the tree. In Diagram 1 these hypothetical relationships 

<-ire presented in diagrammatic form. It is impossible to express 

the complexities inherent in juvenility and maturity properly in 

simple diagrams, especially because the juvenile to mature transi

tion expresses itself in so many different, and still poorly 

understood ways. One severe limitation is that we cannot express 

the juvenile-mature transition in measurable quanti tati ve units. 

However, in spite of these problems, it is still useful to consid

er regeneration as a function of the degree of juvenility when 

designing future propagation experiments. 

The horizontal axis in Diagram I shows the development of the 

tree from the zygote to the mature tree; the vertical axis shows 

levels of juvenilityl of cells and tissues. In this diagram, the 

zygote is assigned the highest level of juvenility, because in it 

the total genome for normal diploid development is accessible. All 

that is needed are the proper signals at the right moments to 

unlock the genome for normal embryogenesis and subsequent develop

ment. 

As the embryo develops, some cells (arrow 1 in Diagram 1) will 

rapidly loose their juvenility and will soon be irreversibly com

mitted to a particular type of development. Other cells in the 

embryo (arrow 2) will mature more slowly, and it is these that 

will form adventitious embryos (arrow 3) or shoots (arrow 4) if 

the embryos are cultured in vitro. Presumably these cells have 

already lost some of their juvenility, but their juvenility level 

is still high enough to allow true-to-type regeneration with the 

aid of a few simple stimulators applied in vitro. 

After the embryo germinates and the seedling and young tree 

develop, some of the still partly juvenile cells are, in many 

species, set aside in arrested (quiescent) meristems or buds (ar

row 5). These can serve later, often even well after the tree has 

lstrictly speaking, the embryo probably should not be called "ju
venile" because the embryonic state is different from the juve
nile (seedling) state in that the former is heterotrophic and the 
latter photoautotrophic. The term "juvenile" was used for the 
embryonic state to keep the argument simple. 
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FIGURES 

FIGURES 1-8 and Diagram 1. Expression of different levels of 
juvenility in conifer tissues in vitro. 

F ['3URES 1-3. Low juvenility level (c. f. Diagram 1). 

F[3URE 1. Needle from a shoot culture of mature Abies balsamea 
(12). The shoot explant was excised from material collected in the 
spring at the time of lateral bud induction. Groups of adventi
tious needles have formed at the base of the needle. Proper apical 
meristems did not develop. x 10. 
FIGURE 2. Adventitious embryo from an Abies balsamea culture simi
lar to that of Fig. 1 (11). Note absence of vascular system. 
x 150. 
FIGURE 3. Callus of a male shoot of Pinus banksiana collected when 
the strobili were still primordial. The callus has produced elon
gated needles, but there is no evidence of a proper apical meri
stem (14). x 12. 

FIGURE 4. Intermediate juvenility level (c.f. Diagram 1). A rooted 
adventi tious shoot obtained from subcultured callus from a shoot 
explant bf mature Larix decidua (15). The explant was obtained 
from material collected in late summer, i.e., at the time of 
nE,edle primordia initiation. These shoots had proper apical and 
lClteral·meristems, but stem elongation was inhibited and the root
ing % was low. x 3. 

FIGURE 5. High juvenility level (c. f. Diagram 1). A well growing 
rooted shoot obtained from an embryo culture of Larix decidua 
after transfer to soil (15). Note stern elongation. Rooting % was 
high. x 1. 

FIGURES 6-8. Embryogenesis in subcultured callus of megagameto
phytes of Larix decidua (58). 

FIGURE 6. A haploid cell (n = 12) in the callus. x 500. 
FIGURE 7. An embryo with suspensor arising from the callus. x 12. 
FIGURE 8. A small plantlet in soil. x 5. 

DIAGRAM 1. A diagrammatic presentation of the relationship between 
j uvenili ty levels of tissues in the tree at various ontogenetic 
stages, juvenility levels of tissues in vitro at the time of orga
nogenesis, and variation in the adventitious structures that 
developed in vitro. Horizontal axis = ontogenetic development from 
zygote to mature tree. Vertical axis = juvenility level in the 
tissues in vitro at the time of the initiation of organogenesis. 
Heavy solid arrows = loss of juvenility in specific tissues. Heavy 
open arrows = natural increase in juvenility in specific tissues 
at specific times. Dotted arrows = increase of juvenility caused 
by the culture media and other environmental stimulants. The Juve
nility level column on the left describes the types of adventi
tious development that occur at various levels of juvenility of 
the tissues in vitro. For further details see text. 
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reacl"c,J sexual maturity, as sources of juvenile tissue (e. g. , 

stump sprouts) for propagation purposes. As the tree grows older, 

more and more cells (arrows 6) will become irreversibly committed 

to specific functions. However, others will remain at various 

levels above the point of no return (arrow 7). Cells in this phys

iological state must occur in the shoot tips, because eventually 

some cells in the shoots will enter the sexual process and produce 

new, completely rejuvenated zygotes and embryos (arrow 11). Depen

ding on the species, such cells may also occur elsewhere, e.g., in 

the roots in species that naturally propagate by root suckers. 

At specific moments at specific positions in the tree (in pri

mordia, in the somatic tissues of female cones or flowers at the 

time of meiosis, and in other tissues) some cells or tissues tem

porarily become more morphogenetically competent, i.e., they 

become temporarily partially rejuvenated. In situ this competence 

is kept in check by correlative restraints. However, in vitro 

these restraints are partly or mostly removed by excision of the 

explant and consequently the increased competence can be expressed 

(arrows 8). Once excised, hormonal and other stimuli supplied in 

vitro may further rejuvenate the cells (arrows 9 and 10). 

Counteracting forces can be expected. For example, a decrease 

in juvenility could occur during excision (wounding stress). Later 

decreases could happen if environmental stress in vitro (c. f. 

Teasdale, this volume) overrides the hormonal and other stimuli 

provided in the nutrient media. Such stresses may be particularly 

acute in single cell suspensions and protoplast cultures. This may 

explain why cell suspensions and protoplasts (in spite of the fact 

that correlative controls in these are minimal) often do not pro

duce embryos or plantlets. 

Presumably, in the mature conifer 

juvenility level eventually reached is 

in Diagram 1) than that reached in 

explants (Figs. 1-4), the 

less {c.f. arrows 9 and 10 

the cells in the embryo 

explants (c.f. arrows 3 and 4 in Diagram 1), because the adventi

tious shoots produced by the former are more abnormal than those 

formed by the latter. In the diagram the highest level of juve

nili ty was assigned to the zygote. However, if one assumes that 

rejuvenation occurs mostly during meiosis (13), the level of 
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juvenility could be higher in the gametophytes than in the zygote. 

In gymnosperms a large haploid gametophyte is formed immediately 

after meiosis and before the formation of the zygote, i.e., fewer 

cell divisions separate the megagametophyte from meiosis than the 

zygote from meiosis. This could be one reason why megagametophyte 

cuI tures of many gymnosperm species display a high capacity for 

morphogenesis (see Rohr, volume 2). Megagametophyte cultures of 

Larix decidua are highly embryogenic (Figs. 6-8) (58) on -the same 

basal medium that supported only shoot induction in cultures of 

embryo- and mature-tree-explants (Figs. 4, 5) of this species. 

Of the mature conifer cultures (Figs. 1-5) only those of Larix 

decidua produced a large number of shoots. A considerable varia

tion was noted in these shoots, even wi thin individual clones of 

shoots. Some of this variation may have been due to genetic varia

tion. However, conifers are genetically very stable, and, there

fore, we should consider the possibility that much of this varia

tion is an expression of differences in juvenility levels. The 

callus that produced the shoots may, because of stress variation 

'within the callus, not have had a uniform level of juvenility 

throughout. Thus shoots derived from different portions of the 

callus may already at their inception have differed in juvenility. 

Several authors have observed a rapid maturation, sometimes 

["esulting in very early flowering, in trees grown from plantlets 

produced in vitro (see Horgan, Volume 3, and 49, 61). These plant

lets may have arisen from cells that were not fully juvenile, i.e. 

some mature fixation may already have been present at their 

inception. 

The adventitious shoots and embryos produced in the cultures of 

explants from mature Abies balsamea and Pinus banksiana (Figs. 1-

3) failed to produce proper apical meristems. Even though short 

stems were sometimes produced, vascular development was always 

lacking. Similar abnormal i ties have been noted in adventitious 

shoots and embryos of other species (39). The fact that vascular 

structures are lacking suggests a possible relationship, at least 

in some plants, to the "inner" and "outer" pole concept of Liu and 

Tillberg (47). The inner pole (tissues and organs derived from the 

stele) and the outer pole (tissues and organs derived from the 
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cortex) differ from each other in production rates of the various 

phytohormones and in sensitivity to these hormones. In the abnor

mal adventitious shoots and embryos possibly only the outer pole 

was formed. Conceivably, these shoots and embryos were initiated 

only in tissues directly derived from outer pole tissues of the 

explants. To induce the formation of inner pole structures in 

outer pole tissues may be difficult. It presumably requires 

special attention to the specific phytohormone and other sensiti

vities of the inner pole. The inner-outer pole concept could also 

provide a possible partial explanation for the difficul"ties in 

rooting adventitious shoots that are often encountered. It may 

indicate a lack of sufficient inner pole tissue in the shoots. 

In embryos or young seedlings the difference between the outer 

and inner pole may not yet be as strongly determined as in older 

trees. This may explain why both poles are more easily established 

in adventitious organs derived from embryos or seedlings. 

In some adventitious development it is the outer pole, rather 

than the inner pole, that fails to develop properly. For example, 

in cultures of Quercus rubra, organized structures developed that 

contained a continuous vascular system, and readily developed 

adventitious roots, but that lacked proper shoot meristems (70). 

With the inner and outer pole concept, we are obviously think

ing in terms of the expression of two distinct genome blocks. This 

idea is not new. For example, Hes lop-Harrison (36) expres sed the 

opinion that organogenesis occurs through a sequential expression 

of several large blocks of the genome. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

To obtain true-to-type large-scale clonal propagation of "re

calcitrant" mature trees in vitro the following approach is sug

gested. First, the most juvenile tissues within the tree should be 

located. Subsequently correlative controls should be eliminated as 

much as possible by taking the smallest possible explant. 

Further study of the physiology of juvenility and maturity in 

trees is essential. If we can determine how the tree activates the 

organogenetic capacity of specific tissues at specific times, 

e. g., during primordia ini tia tion, we may discover the means to 
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duplicate the same process experimentally in tissues in vitro. In 

particular, it is important to discover how the change from the 

j~venile to the mature state is reversed during the sexual 

process. 

Finally, we should obtain more information about polarity phe

nomena, about differing sensitivities of tissues to phytohormones 

and about other, often still unknown growth controlling agents, 

before we can expect to tackle successfully the problem of clonal 

propagation of "recalcitrant" trees. 
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16. SOMACLONAL VARIATION 

M.R. AHUJA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Genetic variability is an essential component of plant bree

ding and improvement programs. This variability is naturally 

generated in the living organisms via recombinational events and 

spontaneous mutations. A number of physical and chemical agents 

have been employed to enhance the extent of genetic variation. 

Genetic variability has also been detected in cultured plant 

cells. Tissue culture-associated variation (termed somaclonal 

variation) has been observed in morphological and biochemical 

characteristics, and in chromosome number and structure (14, 21, 

38, 46, 55). Variation in chromosome numbers has been frequently 

observed in long-term plant cell cultures. This chromosome vari

ation was subsequently shown to be recoverable in the regenerated 

plants, and seemingly offered a new source of genetic variation 

for plant improvement, particularly for vegetatively propagated 

crops, such as sugarcane (23, 28), and potato (42). Recent 

studies on tomato (19), rice (41, 52), and wheat (30) have 

revealed that variant characteristics expressed in the in vitro 

plants are transmitted to the progenies of sexually propagated 

crops. The recovery of single gene mutations in tomato (19) and 

wheat (30) have paved the way for exploitation of cell culture 

as a tool for introduction of genetic variation in seed propagated 

plants. 

Unfortunately, somaclonal variation has, to date, been des

cribed for many more herbaceous than woody species. Therefore, it 

is not possible to discuss general principles of somaclonal vari

ation without extensively drawing on references that deal with 

herbaceous plants. 

2. TERMINOLOGY 

For the commercial micropropagation of forest trees it is 

essential that the propagules should be "true-to-type". Although 

in vitro propagation methods are expected to maintain the charac

teristics of the selected individuals, this is not always 
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observed (11, 14, 46). Various terms have been used to describe 

the plant variants regenerated from cell cultures. Plants rege

nerated from stem callus have been termed as 'calliclones' (47), 

and those from leaf protoplasts as 'protoclones' (43). Larkin 

and Scowcroft (29) have proposed a more general term 'somaclonal 

vaIiation' for variation detected in plants regenerated by any 

type of somatic cell culture. In order to distinguish variants 

regenerated from somatic or gametic tissues, Evans et al (20) 

have promoted an additional term 'gametoclonal variation' arising 

from haploid cell cultures, derived from gametes. 

Subsequently, it became necessary to find an appropriate 

designation for the regenerant from somatic cells and its pro

geny. Chaleff (12) proposed the symbol R for the regenerant, and 

R1 representing the progeny of the primary regenerated plants, 

and R2 , R3 its successive selfed generations. However, this nomen

clature system does not seem to correspond to the accepted genetic 

usage, based on sexual reproduction, where segregation is first 

enC'ountered in the F2 (hybridization) or M2 (mutagenesis) gene

rat.ions. According to Chaleff's numbering system, a mutation 

present in the heterozygous state in the primary regenerant would 

first segregate in the R1 generation. Recognizing this discre

pancy, Yurkova et al (61) renumbered the series R1 for the rege

nerant, and not R or RO' and R2 , R3 for the successive generations. 

Larkin et al. (30) who have promoted the term somaclonal varia

tion earlier, have proposed the change in the symbol from R 

(regenerant) to SC (somaclone), and usage of SC 1 for the rege

nerant, with SC 2 ' SC3 etc., for the subsequent generations. Evans 

et: al. (20) have further suggested that gene symbols for tissue 

culture variants be designated by the suffix tc (tissue culture). 

For example, w-tc would represent the somaclone with white flower 

color. Multiple variants with the same phenotype are labelled 

tc<l, tc2, tc3, etc. (20). As the terminologies are still evol

vl.ng in this field, there is a need for clear and universally 

accepted designations for the regenerant, its progeny, and the 

associated gene symbols. 

3. GENERAL ASPECTS 

Genetic variability in cultured cells was perhaps first 
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reported in tobacco some two decades ago (38). Spontaneous 

variability in morphogenetic pattern in two subcultures de

rived from a single cell line in a woody plant species (Citrus 

grandis) was observed a decade ago (13). Under identical con

ditions callus cultures in one line produced numerous embryoids, 

while in the second they formed shoots. Subsequently, variation 

has been detected in the morphology and growth rates (30, 41, 

51), alkaloid production (54, 63), and resistence to antime

tabolites (35, 59) in tissue culture regenerants. 

It was assumed in the past that variation observed in the 

somaclones was a consequence of gross chromosomal changes, such 

as aneuploidy and polyploidy (7, 14, 46). The onset of chromo

somal instability has been characterized in the established 

cultures of Daucus carota (48), and Haplopappus gracilus (45). 

In addition to numerical chromosome changes, mitotic abnormalities 

(44), and structural changes in chromosomes have been reported 

(39). In recent years, heritable somaclonal variation involving 

gene mutations have been observed in tomato (19), and wheat (30). 

These recent studies preclude gross chromosomal variation as the 

primary cause of somaclonal variation. Heritable variation in 

cell cultures may result from recessive, semi-dominant, or domi

nant gene mutations (20, 30). The degree of somaclonal variation 

seems to depend upon the type of culture, chemical and physical 

conditions of the culture, and the genotype of the explant source. 

In general, chromosome aberrations seem to occur at a high fre

quency in long term callus and cell suspension cultures derived 

from callus. On the other hand, organ cultures, particularly bud 

meristem cultures, are relatively more stable and have been rou

tinely employed for clonal propagation of plants (57, 58), in

cluding some forest tree species (5) . 

The value of somaclonal variation in agricultural crops has 

been adequately reviewed by Larkin and Scowcroft (29), Evans 

et al. (20) and Ahloowalia (1). Here only a brief reference will 

be made to potential usefulness of somaclonal variation in plant 

improvement. Tissue culture was exploited to isolate useful re

generants in sugarcane (22, 23), a vegetatively propagated crop. 

Sugarcane varieties are chromosome mosaics (28) and therefore it 

would not be surprising to have variation in the tissue culture 



regenerants. However, the regenerants expressed greater vari

ability in chromosome numbers than donor tissues (28). Several 

useful somaclones were recovered from the sugarcane, including 

those with high sucrose yield, and resistance against several 

diseases (23, 28, 33). 
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In potato, another vegetatively propagated crop, signifi

cant somaclonal variation has been detected in regenerants from 

protoplast cultures (43). Protoclones were recovered in the 

commercial potato variety 'Russet Burbank' for growth habit, 

tuber color, fruit production, maturity date, tuber uniformity, 

photoperiod requirements, and resistance against early and late 

blight (43). Several protoclones are considered improvement over 

'Russet Burbank' (42). Somaclonal variation has also been re

ported in several other potato varieties (6, 50, 51, 56). Aneu

ploidy seemed to be prevalent among regenerated plants (25). 

Somaclonal variation has been recovered from protoplast cultures 

(43), as well as leaf explant cultures in potato (10). Based on 

variation recovered from single callus of potato, it has been 

suggested that much of the variation is induced by the culture 

conditions employed (6). 

Somaclonal variation has also been detected in rice for 

tiller number, height (52), improved seed protein, and yield 

characteristics (41). Useful variation for several yield traits 

has also been detected in tomato (20) and wheat (30). 

4. GENETIC BASIS OF SOMACLONAL VARIATION 

In order to understand genetic basis of somaclonal variation 

in woody perennials it would be necessary to carry out detailed 

genetic analyses, involving progeny tests, on sexually propa

gated plants. Such analysis have been recently performed on 

the progenies of somaclones in tomato (19, 20), and wheat (30). 

Single gene mutations, recessive, semi-dominant, and domi

nant, affecting flower and fruit color, fruit pedicel, chloro

phyll synthesis, and disease resistance have been detected in 

somaclones of several different tomato varieties (19, 20). In 

addition, changes in chromosome numbers have also been observed 

in the somaclones of tomato. The genetic basis of somaclonal 

variation was determined by progeny tests and test crosses in 
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tomato. The frequency of single gene mutations in the soma

clones of tomato was 1 in every 20-25 regenerated plants (20). 

As compared to spontaneous mutation rates, the mutation rates 

in the somaclones seem to be relatively high. 

Heritable somaclonal variation has been detected in wheat 

by Larkin et al. (30). Using immature wheat embryo explants, 

they established efficient culture and regeneration methods, and 

detected extensive somaclonal variation for morphological and 

biochemical traits in accession 'Yaqui 50E' of wheat, Triticum 

aestivum. This variation was found for traits under single gene 

control, for example, gliadins, and grain color, and for quanti

tively inherited characters, for example, height, heading date, 

and tiller number. Segregation data suggested that mutations 

occurred in both directions, that is, from dominant to recessive, 

and from recessive to dominant. Most mutants in the primary re

gene rants were in the heterozygous state, but some were true

breeding and presumably in the homozygous condition (30). 

Further it was suggested that a single somaclone could carry 

different loci carrying mutations in the heterozygous as well 

as homozygous state, which would assort independently in the 

progeny test. In these studies with wheat, aneuploidy was not 

evident as a primary cause of somaclonal variation. 

In addition to nuclear gene mutations, genetic changes in 

the cytoplasmic elements have also been detected in the soma

clones. Sequence alterations in the mitochondrial DNA have been 

detected in the somaclones of corn (27) and protoclones of po

tato (26). Kemble and Shepard (26) were unable to detect varia

tion in the chloroplast DNA in potato regenerants. On the other 

hand, Day and Ellis (15) observed deletions in large regions 

of chloroplast DNA in wheat somaclones. 

5. SOMACLONAL VS GAMETOCLONAL VARIATION 

Distinction between somaclonal and gametoclonal variation 

may be made on three genetic differences: 1) both dominant and 

recessive mutations are expressed directly in the haploid re

generants, hence gametoclones can be analysed in the R generation. 

2) Recombinational events recovered in the gametoclonal varia

tion would be the result of meiotic crossing over, and not 



mitotic crossing over as in the somaclones. 3) When chromo

some numbers are doubled in the gametoclones by colchicine, 

this chemical could act as a mutagen and cause genetic changes 

that could mask the variation already present in the gameto

clones (20). 

Gametoclonal variation has been employed for development 
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cd' new varieties in rice and wheat (62). Anther culture from F1 

t~~rids were cultured for recovery of new doubled haploid lines 

arising from recombinant microspores. Several of the d0u.pled 

haploid lines carried genetic information from both parents (62). 

According to Evans et al. (20) gametoclonal variation is valuable 

for hybrid sorting, that is, isolation of homozygous diploid re

combinant lines from intraspecific and interspecific hybrids. 

6., MECHANISMS OF SOMACLONAL VARIATION 

A number of mechanisms have been proposed for the origin 

of somaclonal variation. These include karyotypic changes, 

cryptic changes associated with chromosome rearrangement, trans

posable elements, somatic gene rearrangements, gene amplification 

and depletion, somatic crossing over and sister chromatid ex

change (25, 29), epigenetic events, and regulatory gene action. 

Presumably the same mechanisms are responsible for sexual gene

Lic variability. They will not be discussed further, except to 

:;ay that it is anticipated that molecular genetic studies may 

provide some more insight regarding the nature of the genetic 

change. 

As pOinted out earlier, somaclonal variation occurs at a 

higher rate than spontaneous variation in the uncultured cells. 

For example, in tobacco 9.6% of the regenerants were variant at 

two different loci (17), and 3.7% at another locus (34), and in 

tomato there were 4-5% variant regenerants at a given locus (20). 

\~nat causes the high rate of genetic change in cell culture? 

'rnis seems to be the central question regarding the origin of 

qenetic variation in the somaclones. Several factors may be 

involved. The genotype of the plant, the age of the plant, and 

the explant source and the composition of the medium and cultural 

conditions may be relevant to the origin of somaclonal variation. 

Exposure of cells to high levels of exogenously supplied phyto-
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hormones, such as 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, N6-benzyl

aminopurine, a-naphthaleneacetic acid, etc., and other chemicals 

in the culture medium (which are many-fold higher than the phy

siological endogenous concentrations of these chemical substan

ces required for in vivo growth and differentiation) may be 

major factors involved in somaclonal variation. The age of the 

culture, that is, the length of time tissues stay in culture 

could be another factor. 

In summary these factors singly, but more likely in combi

nation, may be involved in the origin of somaclonal variation. 

That is not to say that all types of plant tissue culture under

go somaclonal variation. Organ culture, in particular bud me

ristem culture, is relatively more stable and has been employed 

for clonal propagation of large number of plant species (37, 57). 

In addition plants regenerated from somatic embryogenesis of 

Pennisetum americanum have been reported to be euploid and free 

of any noticeable morphological variability (53). However, ab

sence of chromosome abnormalities (number and structure) in 

plants regenerated by tissue culture may not necessarily mean 

that no reccessive gene mutations were induced. It is therefore 

necessary to perform progeny tests for detection of gene muta

tions. It is hoped that with further refinement of tissue culture 

techniques, the extent of somaclonal variation may be controlled. 

On the other hand, variants recovered from cell cultures may 

also sometimes be useful rather than deleterious (18, 29). 

7. SOMACLONAL VARIATION IN FOREST TREES 

During the last decade tissue culture has become an accepted 

part of the forest research institutes. During this time organ, 

callus, cell, and protoplast cultures have been established in 

a number of forest tree species (2, 4, 5, 8, 11, 24). However, 

serious attention has not so far been paid to somaclonal vari

ation in the forest tree species. 

Lester and Berbee (32) observed a wide range of variation 

in height, number of branches, leaf traits and chromosome number 

in callus derived plants in several clones of black poplar 

(Populus nigra) and Euramerican poplar (Populus x euramericana) . 

In Citrus callus cultures were screened for tolerance to 



sodium chloride (salinity) and 2,4-0 for establishment of 

embryonic callus lines tolerant to these stresses (49). Hyper

sensitive resistance to blister rust was displayed by sub

c~ltured callus of sugar pine {Pinus lambertiana)thus making 
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it possible to test disease resistance under in vitro conditions 

(16). Patel and Berlyn (40) found chromosome aberrations and 

r.igh DNA levels in buds regenerated from Pinus coulteri callus 

cultures. 

In field testing of loblolly pine (Pinu~ taeda) micropropa

gated plants had a higher mortality, less shoot growth and more 

curved stems than seedlings (31), possibly because of poor root 

system (36). Micropropagated oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) showed 

l:Lttle within clone variation but considerable variation between 

clones in oil composition and vegetative characteristics (60). 

Variegated plants and differences in morphology of roots have 

been observed in aspen (Populus tremula) cultures established 

f:rom bud explants (3). This variation seemed to depend upon the 

cultural conditions. 

By employing appropriate cultural conditions then it should 

b.~ possible to generate somaclonal variation in the tissue cultu

res of tree species. Whether such variation would be heritable 

would be difficult to determine, particularly when recessive gene 

mutations have occurred, unless they are in the gametic cells. 

Forest trees have a generation time of 15 to 50 or more years. 

Although chromosome numbers are known in the forest tree species, 

genes have not been mapped on the chromosomes. Therefore, long 

generation cycle and inadequate knowledge on the genetic archi

tecture of forest trees make it difficult to perform progeny 

tests, or test crosses for determining the genetic basis of 

somaclonal variation. On the other hand, dominant gene mutations 

affecting morphological or biochemical characteristics could be 

~icked up in the primary regenerants. 

Aneuploidy could also be present in the tissue culture of 

forest trees. However, such aneuploidy may be difficult to main

tain in the regenerants because the chromosome number changes 

may not be well tolerated by the mostly diploid forest tree spe

cies. Polyploidy, such as triploidy, might be of value in some 

forest tree species. For example, in aspen the triploids are 
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vigorous and fast growing. 

The main questions are: Do forest tree species which are 

mostly cross-pollinated and are highly heterozygous require 

somaclonal variation for improvement? Have we already exploited 

the existing genetic variability in the forest tree species 

effectively? Are the forest tree species well balanced in their 

habitat? How are the environmental pollutants affecting the 

forest trees? Are the environmental pollutants causing 'Wald

sterben' (dying forests), and therefore depleting the forest 

gene resources? Are the environmental pollutants causing gene

tic changes (chromosomal changes and gene mutations) in the 

forest tree species? There are no clear cut answers to all these 

guestions. But 'Waldsterben' is a reality. In the Federal Re

public of Germany about 50% of the forest trees are dying or 

are already dead. The magnitude of 'Waldsterben' in the Federal 

Republic is as follows: 87% in silver fir (Abies alba), 59% in 

scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), 51% in Norway spruce (Picea abies), 

50% in European beech (Fagus sylvatica), 43% in oak (Quercus 

robur, g. petraea), and 31% in other forest tree species (9). 

This would indicate that among the damaged forest tree species, 

there are differences in the degree of genetic susceptibility 

to 'Waldsterben'. 

Susceptibility could be interpreted to mean that silver 

fir (87% damaged) may have a relatively narrow genetic base as 

compared to scots pine (59% damaged), and Norway spruce (51% 

damaged), implying that tree species such as silver fir pro

bably do not adapt well to quick 'man-made' changes in the 

environment. That is not to say that scots pine and Norway spruce 

are not endangered species. In fact all forest tree species are 

endangered. The environmental pollution is making a three-pronged 

attack on the forest tree species: from air, water, and soil. 

Under the barrage of this attack, and a multiplicity of causes 

in 'Waldsterben', it would be very difficult for any tree species, 

no matter how large and variant the gene pool is, to combat 

against such odds. The ideal approach to this unfortunate situ

ation would be to minimize the extent of environmental pollution 

and related factors. A concomittant approach would be to pre

serve what can be preserved of the existing gene pool and 



additionally increase the extent of genetic variability in the 

endangered forest tree species by induction of variation by 

biotechnological approaches involving tissue culture (callus 

culture, cell culture, protoplast culture and fusion, and gene 

transfer). 
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The somaclonal approach could also be exploited for re

cc·very of newer genotypes with faster growth, short rotation 

c:\t'cle, disease resistance, salt resistance, drought resistance, 

frost resistance, and increased production of secondary products. 

By conventional approaches it would take a long time to breed 

and select such genotypes in the forest tree species. By contrast, 

the somaclonal approach offers opportunities for isolation of 

newer genotypes at a relatively faster rate. This is because the 

rate of mutations seems to be relatively higher in the cell cul

tures, and because the cultures can be managed throughout the 

year for isolation, growing, testing of new genotypes, or selec

L.on under the laboratory conditions. That does not mean that 

new technologies should replace old ones, but rather that tissue 

culture can be a valuable adjunct to the time-honoured forest 

tree breeding and improvement practices. 

8. FUTURE OUTLOOK 

The consequences of induced genetic variability in the 

long-lived forest tree species have to be thoroughly considered. 

'l'he possibility that most variants regenerated from tissue 

culture may be deleterious rather than useful is not excluded. 

However, tissue culture methods along with recombinant DNA 

technologies offer options for increasing genetic variability 

in the forest tree species that have been badly damaged by the 

environmental pollution or related causes, and for genetic im

provement of forest tree species. 
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17. MEASUREMENT AND ORIGIN OF GENETIC VARIATION IN TISSUE 

CULTURE SYSTEMS 

D.E. PARFITT and S. ARULSEKAR 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plant tissue culture has traditionally been treated as a 

tool for improved micropropagation of clonally propagated crops. 

The recent development of somaclonal selection strategies and 

molecular genetic technologies has expanded the role of in vitro 

plant tissue culture systems. Improved opportunities to study 

plant genomes and their organization will be reflected in 

improved evaluation and direction of variation in vitro. The 

nature and amount of genetic variability in vitro is poorly 

understood, especially for tissue cultures of long lived 

perennial species (including tree crops). Few reliable genetic 

markers have been identified in most of these species, and 

consequently, few rapid and reliable evaluation procedures have 

been developed. However, with the increased interest in these 

species due to economic and academic considerations and improved 

technologies for genetic analysis at the cellular and molecular 

levels, this situation will probably change soon. 

Current and previous studies indicate that significant 

genetic isolation occurs in plant tissue culture systems. This 

provides the opportunity for expression of genetic variation 

present in donor plants or created 'de novo' in vitro. Changes 

in morphology, growth requirements of callus, and karyotype in 

vitro have been reported (5,11,28). In this chapter, we will 

explore some methods for evaluating in vitro variation and 

speculate on the origins of in vitro derived variability. 

2. ISOZYME VARIATION 

The term "isozyme" was first proposed by Markert and Moller 

(31) to designate multiple molecular forms of enzymes with the 
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same catalytic functions. The term is usually used to describe 

enzymatic proteins specified by distinct genetic loci. A new 

term "allozyme" was introduced by Prakash et ~ (44) to denote 

variant proteins produced by different alleles at the same locus. 

The differences in isozyme pattern that directly represent the 

genetic differences in the genome have been well documented. 

Hubby and Lewontin (24) first used the technique to study genetic 

variation in natural populations of Drosophila. Since then, 

isozymes have been extensively used in plant population studies 

(51). The use of isozymes in forest tree genetics research and 

tree improvement have been reviewed (9,18). Studies on the 

genetic control of isozymes have also been reported in several 

forest tree crops (1,16,17,22,30,35,40,46). 

Isozyme methods have not been extensively used to study 

the genetic variability in plant tissue culture. Isozyme changes 

have been reported in cultures of Phaseolus vulgaris (2), Hordeum 

hybrids (41), and celery (42). Isozyme techniques offer a 

powerful tool for studying genetic differences inherent in the 

genome, and physiological or developmental differences in tissue 

culture. 

Freeling et al (19) found that both alcohol dehydrogenase 

(ADH) genes (Adh-l and Adh-2) are expressed in friable type corn 

callus cultures. Parenchymatous and non friable callus only 

expressed the Adh-l gene. They have also observed a higher 

frequency of tetraploid and aneuploid cells in friable callus 

than in compact callus. 

Variability in isozymes of peroxidases has been studied 

(52,53). Thorpe and Gaspar (52) reported that shoot formation in 

tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) callus is accompanied by an increase 

in peroxidase activity. They also found different peroxidase 

patterns in the non-shoot forming plant parts. 

Isozymes can be best utilized to measure genetic variation 

in tissue culture if the genetic control of specified isozymes in 

the donor tissue is established by inheritance tests. Once the 

genetic control of an isozyme is established, its expression in 

cells, tissues, and/or protoplasts can be compared to the 
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expression in donor and regenerated plants from culture. This 

will improve our understanding of tissue specificity, 

developmental regulation, and expression of the isozyme at the 

structural gene level. 

3. CHROMOSOME VARIABILITY 

Chromosome variability among organism has been shown to be 

related to species diversity (48). Cytologists have described 

the following types of variation: variability in chromosome 

size, staining properties, chromosome morphology and in 

chromosome numbers (aneuploidy, polyploidy, and haploidy). 

Chromosomal variation is the most frequent form of variation 

observed in cultures of cells, protoplasts, tissues, and calli, 

as well as in plants regenerated from such cultures. Bayliss 

(5) reviewed chromosomal variations in tissue culture and pointed 

out that they are probably the rule rather than the exception. 

Chromosome size variations, including the total DNA content 

of the nucleus can occur although such studies are limited. 

Both quantitative and qualitative changes in the DNA content of 

cells from tissue cultures and regenerated plants have been 

documented (13). 

Cytologists have shown that the chromosomes of different 

species vary greatly in their ability to absorb histochemical 

dyes. Heterochromatic regions of the chromosomes stain more 

easily than euchromatic regions. Though the reason for these 

differences are not clear, it has been proposed that the 

relationship between the molecular composition of the DNA and the 

various proteins in the chromosomes may be important (48). 

Similar studies with "in vitro" systems have not been reported 

to our knowledge. The difficulty of consistently staining plant 

chromosomes may account for the absence of these studies. 

Chromosome morphology change (karyotype) is usually studied 

at the metaphase stage of cell division when chromosomes are most 

easily observed. The principal features that may be seen are the 

centromeres and their position in the chromosomes, as well as 
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secondary constrictions and satellites. Structural changes in 

chromosomes can be readily observed at this stage. These changes 

include loss of centromeres, etc. Giemsa staining techniques can 

be used to study structural discontinuities in chromosomes. Such 

Etudies have been done in cultures of Vicia faba (25) and Crepis 

sapillar is (3). 

The incidence of gross chromosomal aberrations is much 

larger in cell or callus cultures than in plants regenerated from 

culture and their progeny, since chromosomal abnormalities that 

preclude morphogenesis are eliminated in the regenerants. 

Abberations that cause sterility are also eliminated in further 

progeny generations. Karyotype abnormalities have been reported 

in regenerated plants of wheat (26), Hordeum species (41), and 

celery (38). 

4. MORPHOLOGICAL VARIATION 

Morphological characters have long been the means of 

studying genetic variability in populations and species of plants. 

Even though they represent a small fraction of the genome, 

taxonomists have used them extensively for classification and 

to study degree of relatedness among populations and species of 

plants. These characters include growth habit, branching type, 

leaf shape and size, floral characters, fruit and seed 

morphologies, and fertility traits. Interspecific hybrids often 

produce aberrant and novel variations (49). It is interesting to 

note that a similar range of variability is observed in tissue 

culture regenerated plants. Such variation, generated in tissue 

culture, is called "somaclonal variation" and is being discussed 

elsewhere in this volume. The genetic basis of a number of these 

t~aits can easily be tested by Mendelian analyses and by 

quantitative genetic tests. 

Regenerated plants from culture may be evaluated for changes 

in morphological characters. Larkin ~ ~., (27) have shown 

morphological variation in cultures of wheat. Sree Ramulu et al 

(47) observed heritable variation in regenerated plants from 

potato protoplast cultures. Characters of economic importance 
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that may be evaluated in trees regenerated from tissue culture 

include growth rate, branching habit, and wood quality. 

5. RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH POLYMORPHISM 

Restriction enzymes are a special class of endonucleases 

that recognize and cleave specific DNA sequences that are four to 

six base pairs long. They are useful for the construction of 

restriction site maps of specific regions of DNA. Changes in the 

restriction enzyme sites can occur due to deletion and or 

creation of a site because of base changes through mutation or 

DNA sequence rearrangements. These changes in a given DNA 

sequence can be studied by using cloned DNA probes that are 

homologous to that sequence. The changes are reflected in the 

size of the restriction fragments recognized by the specific 

probe. This kind of genetic variation has been called 

nrestric~ion fragment length polymorphism" (RFLP). Although 

mapping RFLP sites is relatively laborious, this procedure will 

be extremely useful for examining single chromosomes or regions 

of chromosomes. 

RFLP studies using chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA have 

been reported for a number of species of plants (4,29,43). McNay 

et al., (34) analyzed the genomic stability of mitochondrial DNA 

in tissue cultured cells of maize. Restriction fragments from 

different cultures, generated by two restriction endonucleases, 

were compared. Although they did not find any major molecular 

alterations, McNay ~ ~ (34) did find variation in the 

stoichiometry of some restriction fragments. They suggested that 

this minor variation could reflect alterations in the frequency 

of circular mitochondrial DNA (mt DNA) molecules. However, mt 

DNA alterations have been associated with the conversion of the 

"T" male sterile cytoplasm to male fertility and from disease 

susceptibility to resistance. These observations were reported 

in regenerated plants with (20), or without (7), disease toxin as 

the selection pressure. Chourey and Kemble (8) observed loss and 

presumable transposition of the free Sl and S2 sequences of mt 

DNA in the callus derived from the US" cytoplasm genotype. This 
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specific type of alteration was correlated with altered callus 

morphology. 

6. OTHER VARIATION 

Cultured plant cells, calli and regenerated plants can also 

exhibit variation for salt tolerance, herbicide tolerance, heavy 

metal tolerance as well as tolerance to low and high temperatures. 

It is difficult to assess whether these variations in cell and 

callus cultures are due to genetic mutations or habituation to 

the environment (epigenetic). Progeny tests of regenerated 

plants are required to identify true genetic change. 

Dix and Street (15) selected cell lines of Nicotiana 

sylvestris tolerant to chilling temperatures, but did not 

observe the chilling tolerance in cell cultures established from 

regenerated plants. Dix (14) found that chilling tolerance was 

not transmitted sexually in plants regenerated from~. sylvestris 

c:ell lines. This implies that epigenetic change occurred. 

Salt tolerant tobacco cell lines have been regenerated into 

plants that are also salt tolerant (39). Selfed progeny of the 

regenerated plants also proved to be tolerant to salt. It has 

been suggested that tolerance may result from adaptive 

physiological changes that are transmitted maternally through 

crosses rather than from genetic mutation. 

Radin and Carlson (45) regenerated tobacco mutants from 

Bentazon and Phenmediphan herbicide tolerant cell lines. The 

resistance was shown to be a recessive character. Conner and 

Meredith (10) were able to select cell mutants for resistance to 

aluminum heavy metal toxicity in Nicotiana species. 

Disease and/or pest resistance may be evaluated in vitro or 

in regenerated plants. Hammerschlag and Huettel (23) have 

developed a method of screening peach tree genotypes in vitro for 

resistance to nematodes. Regenerated trees may also be screened 

using conventional greenhouse or field procedures. Tissue 

cultures of tobacco genotypes, known to be black shank disease 

resistant, expressed that resistance in vitro when infected by 

viable pathogen. Deaton et al., (12) suggested that screening 
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for black shank resistance can be done in vitro. It should be 

pointed out that screening for disease resistance in tissue 

culture is only possible where the mechanism of resistance does 

not involve a hypersensitive reaction, because hypersensitivity 

usually results in death of the infected cells (i.e., the cells 

that would be used to develop resistant regenerated plants). 

7. ORIGIN OF VARIATION 

We have considered the measurement of tissue culture 

variability in the previous sections of this chapter. Where does 

this variability come from? 

The genotype of the donor tissue is very important. Within 

most species of plants a large amount of genetic variability is 

usually present. This is the variation used by plant breeders 

for crop improvement. A large body of literature addresses the 

biochemical variation within plant species (6,51). Therefore, it 

is not surprising that the donor genotype will affect the 

variation observed in vitro or in plants produced in vitro. 

Regeneration of plants from cell and callus cultures has been 

reported to be dependent upon the genotype of the donor in many 

species including alfalfa (36) and rice (35). Some isozymes 

(especially those involved in intermediary metabolism) are 

invariant from the donor plant to the cultured cells. However, 

differences in genotype expression between donor plants and 

cultured cells are often observed in secondary plant products or 

in enzyme systems under developmental control. Although present 

research is preliminary, we do not expect RFLP analysis to show 

differences between donor plant and cultured cells, unless actual 

genetic change occurs in the culture system (as contrasted with 

developmental change in isozymes, discussed previously). 

The genetic organization of parent genotypes may also 

influence the variation observed in vitro. Heterozygous donors 

would be expected to produce genetically variable tissues in 

vitro if somatic recombination (somatic crossing over) or 

deletional mutations occurred. These events would expose 

recessive mutants which would be observed within segregating cell 
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lines and/or plantlets (recessive alleles are 'hidden' by 

dominant alleles at heterozygous loci). Homozygous donors, more 

characteristic of self pollinating species, could be expected to 

have few 'hidden' recessive alleles. 

Tissue culture may also expose hidden chimeras, especially 

those of periclinal origin, which may not be observed in the 

whole plant. This is most likely when chimeras are present in 

the L-III cell layer of the donor plants. A periclinal mutation 

in this cell layer may not be visible in the plant or it's 

progeny. However, the culture of the appropriate donor tissues 

may expose L-II and L-III mutations. Asexually propagated crops 

may have a significant number of these mutations since they are 

not lost through the sexual cycle. 

Another source of genetic variation in tissue cultures is 

mutation in the culture systems (33). Mutation may be induced or 

spontaneous. Chemicals such as colchicine, which disrupts 

mitosis and produces ploidy changes, or EMS, which can induce 

chromosome breaks or point mutations, have been successfully used 

to create mutations. Radiation (X-rays, gamma rays, and 

neutrons) has also been used to induce mutation in vitro. 

Deletions and chromosome breakage often occur at higher dosage 

levels. 

Another potential 'mutagenic' event that may be present in 

tissue culture is the activation of transposable genetic elements 

(32). The consequence of such activation would be the expression 

of previously masked loci and inactivation of other formerly 

active loci. Mutations due to transposons are characterized by 

abnormally high levels of back mutation to wild type. The 

activation of transposable elements in vitro was suggested by 

Groose and Bingham (21). The activation of transposable elements 

in culture may be viewed as an adaptation to stress. It is a 

convenient mechanism for the development of new, possibly better 

adapted, 'genotypes' at a high frequency and in a short period of 

time. The well documented presence of transposable elements in 

plant genomes provide plant species with improved adaptation 

potential (via genome plasticity). Transposons are most likely 
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to induce significant changes in long generation outbreeding 

perennial or autopolyploid species where sexual recombination is 

infrequent or less likely to uncover variability due to recessive 

mutations. Stable transposons could provide these plant species 

with a mechanism for maintaining, without expressing, a large 

number of undesirable dominant and recessive mutations until 

environmental change (tissue culture, for example) releases the 

transposons and the associated 'mutations' for selection in the 

new environment. Transposon may be especially valuable for the 

maintenance of dominant mutations which would otherwise be lost 

through natural selection. 

There have been numerous reports of chromosomal abberations 

in a variety of plant tissue culture systems (5,50). Polyploidy, 

aneuploidy, and chromosome breakage have been reported. 

Chromosome breakage has the potential for induction of fragments, 

inversions, and translocations. All of these abberations have a 

significant effect on biochemical phenotypes in vitro and 

biochemical and morphological phenotypes of in vitro derived 

plants. The observed variations may be the result of missing 

loci or alleles and/or changes in gene expression (amplification 

or diminuation). These types of variation, although common, are 

less likely to be useful, since many of these changes will induce 

sterility in plants grown from culture. 

8. SUMMARY 

Variation in tissue culture systems may be evaluated with 

biochemical markers (such as isozyme or secondary plant 

products), chromosome karyotype analysis, genome analysis using 

molecular genetic techniques, or in vitro selection analysis 

through the application of toxic compounds (herbicides, salt, 

heavy metals). The morphology and anatomy of the plants and their 

progeny (if any) may also be evaluated. 

Tissue culture may encourage variation from several sources. 

Donor genotypes are important because of their inherent genetic 

variability. Tissue culture may expose variation from mutations 

via somatic recombination, deletion, or induction of transposable 
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e 1ements. In vitro systems are also convenient systems for the 

application of external chemical or radioactive mutagens. Chromo

somal abberations are common in vitro, but are often not useful. 

In vitro tissue culture systems provide the opportunity to 

observe and select large populations of variants. One of the major 

1 imi tations to in vitro selection is the paucity of reliable and 

rdpid screening methods for large numbers of cells or plantlets. 
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18. DNA IN TREE SPECIES 

S. S. DHILLON 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The DNA quantity and quality of the haploid chromosome complement 

is commonly termed genome, and the size of the genome and its 
organization is an important area of research in biology. The 
quantity or haploid nuclear DNA content (C-value) is given in 
picograms (10-12 g) or daltons; the quality is characterized by the 
base sequence, the number of different nucleotide sequences (or 
complexity) and their frequency (or reiteration). The genomes of tree 
species are typical eukaryote genomes that differ from prokaryotes by 
their larger size, increased information content, excess of non-coding 
(repetitious) DNA, association of the DNA with acidic and basic 
proteins, and separation from the cytoplasm by a nuclear envelope. 

DNA of tree species is composed of single and repetitive 
sequences as ascertained by renaturation kinetics (32, 38). Most of 
the active genes are present in the single copy fraction of DNA, but 
this fraction may also contain many non-coding sequences. The 
repetitive fraction, in general, contains intermediately reiterated 
sequences, highly reiterated sequences, and palindromes or inverted 
repeats (24). The intermediately repetitive DNA fraction comprises 
varying degrees of reiteration. In addition to gene regulatory 
function, the intermediately repetitive class of DNA also codes for 
stable RNA, 5S RNA, tRNA and a few mRNA's including histone mRNA. The 

highly repetitive or simple sequence DNA can occur up to an excess of 
106 copies per genome, and plays a structural role in chromosomes. 
Palindromes or inverted repeats contain sequences, which upon 
renaturation rapidly fold back on themselves to form a double-stranded 
hairpin loop. These are referred to as the zero-time binding fraction. 

In addition to general characterization of a genome size and 
quality for a specific species, the characterization of genome in 



relation to genetic conditions of tissue culture and regenerated 
plants of tree species is an important area of research that requires 
special attention (35, 40). The consequences of not detecting genetic 
changes can be particularly problematical for tree species, because 
trees must grow for years before traits of interest may be evaluated. 
For example, changes in chromosome complement in regenerated plants 
could prevent successful breeding and seed development when trees 
finally reach sexual maturity in a minimum of 5-10 years (50). 
Therefore, plants produced in tissue cultures should be genetically 
screened early in thei r development. 

Genetic stability in plant tissue cultures can be assayed in 
several ways i ncl udi ng DNA measurements. Karyotype analyses may be 
used, but it is not always easy to obtain sufficient numbers of 
suitable mitotic figures. Further, many tree species have a high 
chromosome number that makes accurate karyotyping di fficul t. 
Cytophotometry on the other hand can measure DNA content in interphase 
cells as well as those in mitosis, and it can detect increases in DNA 
ccncomitant to polyploidy or changes in DNA such as would occur with 
unequal separati on of chromosomes or development of an aneupl oi d or 
haploid condition. An approach alternate to cytophotometry for 
quantitative DNA determinations, is flow cytometry. Changes in DNA at 
the molecular level, however, require techniques such as reassociation 
ki neti cs and recombi nant DNA incl uding DNA sequenci ng (see Sederoff, 
this volume). The readers are referred to few selective publications 
on recombinant DNA techniques (41, 44) and DNA sequencing (25, 42). 
In this chapter, we will describe cytophotometry and flow cytometry 
for quantitative DNA measurements and techniques such as reassociation 
kinetics for further analyses of DNA composition. 

2. PROCEDURES 
2.1. Cytophotometry 

Cytophotometry is commonly used for quantitative determination of 
cellular substances or cellular stain under the microscope. For DNA 
determination, Feulgen staining ranks as the most quantitative 
cytochemical method. The tissue is fixed in Carnoy's No.2 (6:3:1 
ethanol-chloroform-acetic acid), and a 2-h fixing time is used for 
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most of the plant material. The fixative should be prepared just 
before use to avoid formation of ketones which may interfere with 
fixation. The fixed material is transferred to 70% ethanol and stored 

in a refrigerator until further processed. 
Tissues are spread on slides that contain chicken red blood cells 

(RBC), which serve as an internal standard to reduce staining 
variation among slides and to facilitate the calculation of the amount 
of DNA per nucleus in picograms (10, 12). The DNA dry mass per RBC 
nucleus is determined by interference microscopy (12). The amount of 
DNA in each chicken RBC nucleus, determined by Vickers M86 scanning 
microdensitometer-interferometer is 3.22 pg, which falls between the 
reported average val ues of 2.5 to 3.5 pg 11, 45). The absol ute amount 
of DNA per experimental nucleus in picograms is calculated as follows: 

erythrocyte DNA (pg) 
Experimental DNA (pg) = ------------------------------

erythrocyte DNA (Feulgen units) 

x experimental DNA (Feulgen units) 

For the Feulgen method, the DNA stain called Schiff's reagent is 
prepared according to Berlyn and Miksche (4). Prior to staining, the 
tissue is first hydrolysed in 5 M HCl at 250 C for a period of time 
that will produce the deepest stain intensity. Depending upon the 
species and type of fixation, the hydrolysis time is usually between 
15 to 45 minutes (about 30 minutes works well for most of the 
tissues). The detailed procedures of Feulgen staining are given in 
l>1iksche and Dhillon (30). 

For microspectrophotometric measurements, two commonly used 
methods are the two-wavelength method for microspectrophotometers of 
the nonscanning type, and the flying spot scanning method for modern 
microspectrophotometers of the scanning type. The scanning 
microdensitometer used in our lab is Vickers M86 as described by 
Miksche et al. (33). 

2.2. Flow Cytometry 
The procedures described here for quantitative DNA determination 

by flow cytometry utilize the fluorescent antibiotic mithramycin 
(Pfizer Inc, Croton, CT) which is highly specific for helical DNA but 



not for RNA. The G-C binding mithramycin stained DNA is measured with 

a Becton Dickinson FACS (Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting) system. 

The procedure given here is a modification of Galbraith et Q. 
(17), and separates intact nuclei and stains them for analysis of 

total nuclear DNA content by FACS. The procedure begins with 

collecting fresh tissue, which is stored on ice in a plastic bag until 

ready to extract nuclei. The tissue can be left on ice up to 6 hours 

without any apparent detrimental effect. Next weigh 0.4 g of ti ssue 

and p1 ace ina 6 cm di ameter gl ass petri di sh cover. As qui ck1y as 

possible add 2 m1 of col d choppi ng buffer (0.045 M MgC1 2, 0.03 M 

sodium citrate, 0.02 M 4-morpho1ino propane sulfonate (Mops), 0.1% 

triton X-IOO, pH 7.0 with NaOH). The amount of tissue and buffer may 

vary with different materi a1 s. The procedures after adding chopping 

buffer are carried out in a walk-in cold room at 40 C. The tissue is 

macerated completely with a single edge razor blade. Filter the 

macerated ti ssue through a 60pm nylon fil ter (Tetko Inc, El msford, 

NY) to remove the debri s. Take 0.2 m1 of fil trate and add it to 1.8 

m1s of mithramycin stain (100 pg/m1 in chopping buffer). Filter again 

through a 15 ~m nylon filter. Let the filtrate stand in the cold room 

for at least 30 min before analyzing with FACS. 

2.3. DNA Extraction 

Plant DNA extraction requires special attention primarily due to 

large quantities of polysaccharides, pigments, and nuc1eases in plant 

cells; low nuclear/cellular volume ratio; and cell walls which are 

difficult to break. The method that has been used successfully for 

plant DNA extraction in our lab is urea-phosphate-hydroxyapatite (MUP) 

procedure of Britten et~. (6) which is further modified by Dhillon 

et Q. (14). This procedure is simple, rapid and yields acceptable 

amounts of pure DNA with E260/E280 ratio of 1.9 or higher and thermal 

hyperchromicity of 25% or more (as percent of final absorbance). The 

other procedure whi ch has been used for seeds, seedl i ngs and need1 es 

of conifers is described by Hall et~. (20). Still another procedure 

that is simple and yields high molecular weight plant DNA suitable for 

most restriction endonuc1eases is a miniprep procedure of Dellaporta 

et al. (7). 
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For separating the chloroplasts and nuclei to study organelle and 

nuclear genome, we have developed a method based on previous 

publications. The material, in the presence of 5 parts ice-cold 

isolation buffer (0.3 M mannitol, 0.05 M Tris, 0.003 M Na2 EDTA, 0.025 

M dithiothreitol, 0.1% BSA), is diced into a slurry. After filtration 

and centrifugation, the pellet containing chloroplasts and nuclei is 

resuspended in wash buffer (same as isolation buffer but with 0.005 M 

MgC1 2 and no Na2 EDTA) and the nuclei and chloroplasts are separated 

on discontinuous sucrose gradient. This method has successfully 

provided the separate layers of chloroplasts and pelleted nuclei that 

are used for DNA extraction as mentioned above. 

2.4. Analysis of the DNA Composition 

The DNA composition is generally characteri zed by thermal 

denaturation, buoyant density and reassociation kinetics. The 

molecular characterization includes recombinant DNA techniques and DNA 

sequencing (25, 41, 42, 44). The recombinant DNA techniques are 

included in a separate chapter in this volume (see Sederoff). 

2.4.1. Thermal Denaturation. Thermal denaturation or melting 

profiles are obtained easily and accurately by using a thermo

programmer system such as Gilford system 2600. DNA samples in 0.1 SSC 

OX SSC is 0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M sodium citrate, pH 7.0) are adjusted 

within a concentration range of 30 to 40 pg/ml. Thermal denaturation 

is carried out at a heat rate of 10 C/minute and increase in absorbance 

at 260 nm is recorded. The system equipped with a computer can 

correct for expansi on by subtracti ng reference bl ank contai ni ng 0.1 x 

SSC solution for each reading. The melting temperature (Tm) can be 

determined graphically or from the derivative plot. Percent guanine 

plus cytosine (% G + C) is calculated using the following formula: % 

G + C = (Tm x 1.99) - 99. 

2.4.2. Buoyant Density Determination. DNA (approximately 50 pg) 

is di ssol ved in 0.5 ml CsCl (O.lx concentrati on of 1 i ghtest densi ty 

1.4969 g/ml) buffered with Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), and laid on the top of 

density gradient prepared by layering 2 ml each of four concentrations 

of CsCl (densities 1.4969-1.8310 g/ml) in Beckman plastic centrifuge 

tubes (5/8 x 3 inch). Samples are centrifuged to equilibrium in CsCl 



solution using a Beckman, L2-65B preparative ultracentrifuge with a 
fixed angle rotor at 40,000 rpm for 66 h at 2S oC. Fractions are 
collected for 260 nm A readings and refractive indices are read from 
every fifth tube to calculate density values. The guanine plus 
cytosine content of the DNA sample is calculated according to the 
method of Szybal ski (48). 

2.4.3. Reassoci ati on Kinetics. Reassoci ation is performed with 
a DNA of uniform fragment size. To obtain a fragment size of 450 to 
600 nucleotide pairs long, DNA is sheared with a Virtis 60 homogenizer 
as described by Dhillon !!~. (14). The sheared DNA is purified by 
binding to and elution from a hydroxyapatite (HAP) column. The 
reassociation is performed in 0.14 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.9) at 2SoC 
below the Tm in this buffer. The separation of unreassociated single
stranded DNA and the reassoci ated dupl exes by HAP chromatography and 
rest of the procedures are followed as described by Dhillon et al. 
(14) • 

3. SPECIFIC FINDINGS 
3.1. DNA Amount Determinations 

Table 1 shows the DNA amounts estimated for 2C values (quantity 
of unreplicated nuclear DNA) in tree species representing gymnosperms 
and angiosperms. The DNA determinations by color dyes such as Feulgen 
were checked by a fluorescence stain mithramycin using the flow 
cytometer. The two methods were in close agreement, and the 
regression analysis yielded a significant value of 0.997 (Fig. 1). 
However, the DNA values of 17 gymnosperm species listed in Table 1 did 
not show a significant relationship (r = 0.378) with DNA amounts 
estimated from nuclear volumes by Price et~. (37). Therefore, DNA 
estimations reported for 236 gymnosperms by Price et~. (37) are only 
rough estimates and should be used with caution. The DNA amounts for 
the speci es 1 i sted in Table 1 vari ed from 1.1 to 41.0 picograms. The 
gymnosperms as a group contained higher DNA contents than woody 
angiosperms. This observation is similar to previous reports (47). 

The significance of higher DNA values per nucleus in gymnosperm 
is not clear. Furthermore, the DNA amounts within gymnosperm genera 
and even within the genus Pinus showed over 2-fold variation. The 
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Table 1. Nuclear DNA content of tree species determined from root 
tissue (Table modified from Miksche and Dhillon, 1981). 

Species 

Gymnospennsa 

Juniperus virglnlana 
Lanx lariclna 
Lan x decl duac 
Plcea ables 
Plcea glauca 
Plcea ~a 
PTiiiiS banksl ana 
l'"":"CO n to rta 
P"". 1 ambertl ana 
P"". radiata 
v. reSlnosa 
P"". nglda 
P"" • S't"rObU s 
v. sy I vestn s 
P"". taeda' 
Thura-DCcidenta1is 
Tsuga canadensls 

Angiospenns 

Fraxinus americanab 

Populus de1toidesc 

DNA amount (pg/nuc1eus) 

19.3 
19.0 
19.65 
29.6 
17.0 
22.2 
29.8 
24.4 
35.2 
22.3 
41.0 
17.8 
38.8 
27.6 
21.9 
12.6 
27.0 

3.2 (2X) 
6.0 (4X) 
8.6 (6X) 

1.1 

aVa1ues are corrected according to the later studies, where internal 
reference standards were used; these are estimated for 2C amounts of 
DNA. Sources of data are Mi ksche, 1967; Dhi 11 on et al., 1978; 
ghi 11 on,1980; Rake et a1., 1980. - -

From Schaefer and MTkscne, 1977. 
cUnpub1ished data. 

vari ati on in DNA content among the Pi nus speci es is not caused by 
variation in chromosome number, because all the pines are diploid 
species with 2n = 24. The following structural differences in 
chromosomes may possibly explain the differences in DNA content: (1) 
lateral multiplicity of chromosome strands, or po1ynemy, or possibly 
differential po1ynemy, (2) duplication or deletion which could alter 



chromosome length, or (3) serial lengthwise replication of encoded DNA 
base sequences. Based on information to date, none of the above 
alternatives can be refuted or augmented (8) except that overwhelming 
evidence of uninemy may rule out the possibility of polynemy or 
multistranded nature of chromosomes as a contributing factor for 
di fferences in DNA content. 
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FIGURE 1. Re 1 ati onshi p between DNA amounts determ i ned by Feul gen
cytophotometry and mithramycin-stained flow cytometry (r = + 0.997). 

It appears from the comparison of DNA values in woody species 
that DNA amount per nucleus is not related to evolutionary 
significance. A detailed study of DNA content coupled with ecological 
and developmental data may provide clues to the significance of 
varying DNA amounts. Ecological correlations have been shown at the 
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intraspecific level. Miksche (27, 28) measured DNA content of root
ti p cells from different popul ati ons of Pi cea glauca and Pi cea 
sitchensis along a latitudinal gradient. The DNA content of high 
latitudinal populations was greater (> 1.5 fold) than from low 
latitudinal populations. Changes in DNA amounts in relation to growth 
and development have been observed in several plant species. The DNA 
amounts in Populus deltoides and several crop plants increased in 
growing young leaves and declined in senescing leaves (9, 12, 13). In 
Populus deltoides leaves of fast growing plants under long day 
condi ti ons showed 26% higher DNA content than that of slow growi ng 
plants under short day conditions (Dhillon and Miksche, unpublished). 
It appears that high DNA in fast growing plants is related to 
increasing protein synthesis for maintaining growth. The progress on 
the experimental analysis of DNA content in trees, and gymnosperms in 
particular, is relatively difficult due to their large size and long 
life cycle as compared to that of herbaceous angiosperms. 

DNA amount determinations by micro spectrophotometry and/or flow 
cytometry has many appl i cati ons in ti ssue culture, such as checki ng 
the occurrence of polyploidy, aneuploidy, and DNA amplification in 
cultured cells. Polyploidy and aneuploidy that do not occur ~ vivo 
have been found to occur in cultures. Various combinations of 
phytohormones and other constituents have been shown to affect the 
degree of polyploidy (2, 3, 18). Even in genetically conservative 
plant groups such as the gymnosperms, there are reports on the 
occurrence of polyploidy in vitro (22, 35). Several studies have 
reported aneuploid cells that are successfully grown in culture and 
lose morphogenetic potential (34, 46, 49). Microspectrophotometry can 
be an effective technique to measure DNA changes in individual nuclei 
of undifferentiated and differentiated tissues in culture and to check 
the geneti c stabil ity of cul tured pl ant cell s. The 
microspectrophotometry as well as flow cytometry can also be used for 
identification of fused cells during somatic hybridization. The fused 
cells should have twice as much DNA per nucleus as that of parental 
nuclei used for somatic hybridization. The use of flow cytometer with 
cell sorter can be further extended to separate the population of 
fused protopl asts. 



3.2. Base Composition 
Table 2 lists the percent G + C base composition of DNA from 

vari ous gymnosperm speci es and of a woody angi osperm, Popul us 
deltoides. The percent G + C base composition of DNA from gymnosperm 
species is generally constant and not related to the marked 
differences in DNA content/cell among these species (31). However, 
the lack of variation in the base composition of coniferous species is 
not surprising considering the narrow margin in compositional 
variation among higher plants in general. The percent G + C base 
com pos it ion in gymnosperm genera, therefore, is not a useful 
taxonomical tool. In relation to the stage of leaf maturity, the base 
composition in DNA of Populus deltoides did not display significant 
differences. However, when the base compos i ti on between nucl ear and 
organelle DNA was compared, DNA from both layers of chloroplasts 
separated on a sucrose gradient displayed a significantly higher 
percent G + C rati 0 than nucl ear DNA. The percent G + C was 34% for 
nuclear and 36% for chloroplast DNA. Inspite of narrow margin in 
variation of base composition, through its effect on Tm, it is an 
important vari able in the DNA reassoci ati on techni ques descri bed in 
the next section. 

3.3. Reassociation Kinetics 
The di scovery of repeti ti ous DNA is 1 i kely to 1 ead to 

considerable new knowledge on the structure and function of higher 
organism genomes. Repetitious DNA or repeated sequences refer to the 
presence of multiple copies of certain DNA sequences being present in 
each nucleus. The best general explanation and review of the topic 
has been made by Britten and Kohne (5). Operationally, repetitious 
DNA is defined by and studied through DNA reannealing and 
hydroxyapatite chromatography experiments. In these experiments the 
double strand nature of the DNA molecules is disrupted by heat or 
chemical treatment. The single strand fragments are then allowed to 
incubate and molecular motion causes collisions between strands. If 
two colliding strands have unlike sequences, no reassociation results 
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Table 2. DNA percent G + C base composition of tree species 
determined by various techniques. Note the constancy of base 
composi ti on in gymnosperm speci es whi ch is independent of genome 
size (Table 1). Data of Miksche and Hotta (31) except for Populus 
deltoi des (Dhillon, unpubl i shed). 

Species 

Gymnosperms 

Juniperus virginiana 
Plcea abies 
Plcea glauca 
P 1 C ea iiiar'1aiia 
Plnus bankslana 
r.contorta 
1'"':" reSlnosa 
1'"':" syl vestri s 
TnuJa occldentalis 
Tsuga canadensls 

Angi osperms 

Populus deltoides 

% guanine + cytosine 

Thermal Preparative Analytical 
denaturation ultracentrifuge centrifuge 

38 
38 
38 
38 
37 
38 
37 
37 
38 
37 

37 
38 
37 
38 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 

37 
38 
37 
38 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 

Nuclear 34 
Chloroplast 36 

from the collision. If, however, there is similarity 
(complementarity) between the strands, a stable duplex molecule can be 
reformed. The rate at which two complementary strands will reanneal 
depends on their respective concentrations in solution. When DNA is 
extracted from an organism, those DNA sequences which are repeated in 
the genome will have higher relative concentrations and will reanneal 
faster. 

Some of the possible implications that repetitious DNA has for 
forest genetics and tree improvement have been previously discussed 
(20). It is 1 ikely that there is redundancy of genes which code for 
products needed in large amounts by the cell at specific times. In 
fact, a many thousand-fold redundancy of ribosomal RNA genes has been 
demonstrated for several tree species (21). 

Another function, which has been attributed to redundant DNA is 



the control and coordination of the many gene systems present in a 
genome. The habitats of many tree species cover widely differing 
ecological areas. Rehfel dt and lester (39) have suggested that the 
particularly variable environments to which pioneer tree species are 
subjected have led to the evolution of genetic systems with a high 
degree of developmental homeostasis or a fairly constant physiological 
and morphological response to a range of environments. Such 
homeostasis could be due in part to redundant-DNA control systems 
which activate the same developmental gene systems in response to 
varied stimuli. 

Hydroxyapatite (HAP) chromatographY, as described in the methods 
section is one means by which single strand DNA molecules can be 
separated from double strand molecules to assess the amount of 
reanneal i ng that has occurred. The reassoci ati on k i neti cs of 
representative gymnosperm and angiosperm species is given in Table 3 
to see if proportion of repeated sequences can provide some 
explanation for generally higher amounts of DNA in gymnosperm species. 
Although the percent of repetitious DNA in gymnosperms appears higher 
than the repetitious fraction in other species (Table 3), the 
relationship between repetitious fraction and total DNA amount is not 
apparent. Flavell and his colleagues compared the total DNA values 
and percent of repetitious fraction in several angiosperm species 
varying in DNA values from 1.5 to 98 pg (15,16). The species with 
DNA amounts higher than 5 pg contained an average of 80% repetitious 
fraction and the species with DNA amounts less than 4 pg of DNA 
contained an average of 62% repetitious fraction. They concluded that 
variation in nuclear DNA content can be accounted for by variation in 
repeated-sequence DNA. However, the degree of relationship between 
nuclear DNA content and repetitious fraction cannot explain the higher 
DNA values in gymnosperms. 
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Table 3. Proportion of repeated-sequence DNA in gymnosperms with high 
nuclear DNA content and angiosperm species with low nuclear DNA content. 

Speci es 

Gymnospermsa 

Picea glauca 
PTriiiS Daril<sT an a 
"P':'"'Tambert 1 ana 
P". reslnosa 
P". strobus 

Angi ospermsb 

Glycine max 
Arachls nypogaea 
Nlcotlana tabacum 
Plsum sativum 

Proportion of 
repeated sequences 

(Xl 

68 
78 
79 
72 
76 

60 
64 
70 
70 

2 C nuclear 
DNA content 

(pgl 

17.0 
29.8 
35.2 
41.0 
38.8 

1. 97 
4.23 
6.20 
9.7 

aRake et al., 1980; Kriebel, 1985. 
bGoldberg:-1978; Pearson et ~., 1978; Dhillon et ~., 1980; Dhillon 
and Miksche, 1981. 
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19. APPLICATION OF REXXlMBINANI' DNA TOCHNIQUES 'ID PINES: 
A Molecular Approach TO Genetic Engineering in Forestry 

RONALD SEDEROFF, ANNE-MARIE S'IGlP, BABE'ITE GWYNN, ELIZABE'IH FOID, CAROL 
IOOP5'I'RA, PAUL HODGSKISS, and W. SCOT!' CHIL'IDN. 

1. INTROOUCrION 

Through the discovery of enzymes that cut and splice DNA, powerful methods 

have become available to isolate and analyse DNA fragments from virtually any 

organism. The application of these methods, called recorrbinant DNA technology, 

to practical problems has become an inportant part of the growing industry of 

genetic engineering. Although, considerable progress has been made in the 

application of these techniques to medicine and agriculture, comparable work in 

forestry is just beginning. 

Molecular genetics and genetic engineering have potential application to 

tree improvement because they provide a means of genetic analysis that can 

bypass sexual barriers and, to some extent, circumvent the limitations of the 

long breeding cycles of trees. In addition, the ability to isolate and modify 

DNA, and to transfer and express foreign genes will allow us to greatly 

increase our knowledge of the genetics of forest trees. Although the potential 

applications of reconbinant DNA technology to forestry are great, several 

inportant technical barriers need to be overcome before application to tree 

improvement can take place (42). In this paper, we will discuss the approach 

that we have taken to utilize recorrbinant DNA techniques in forest genetics and 

provide some recent examples of the results that have been obtained with 

several species of pines. We have concentrated on pines because of their 

importance for fiber production in many regions of the world. 

2. RECX»IBINANI' DNA TECHNOIDGY 

The potential power of recorrbinant DNA technology lies in its ability to 

identify and isolate specific genes of interest, and to characterize and modify 

these genes. Three techniques are widely used to characterize DNA. These are 

molecular hybridization, restriction endonuclease digestion and nucleotide 

sequencing. 

1) Hybridization takes place when a single strand of DNA forms a stable 

complex with another single strand conposed of a complementary sequence. 
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Therefore, genes isolated and identified from one organism can be used to 

identify related genes from another organism if there is sufficient similarity 

(sequence harology) • 

2) Certain bacterial enzymes (restriction endonucleases) recognize short 

nucleotide sequences and cleave the D~ at these sites, generating a specific 

set of fragments which differ in leD:3th. When this set of fragments is 

size--fractionated by electrophoresis, the fragment pattern serves as a 

nfingerprintn for that particular D~. 

3) Nucleotide sequencing is the IlOst definitive of all three methods and 

characterizes DNA by the determination of the exact linear array of 

nucleotides. 

Recoobinant D~ technology offers the potential to carry out genetic 

experiments in a short period of time. To do this, it is necessary to have a 

method for transfer of foreign D~ into cells of tissues of the appropriate 

recipient, pines for exarrple. In other plants methods have been developed to 

insert and express specific fragments of D~. These methods have utilized the 

soil bacterium that causes the crown gall disease, Agrobacterium tumefacieos, 

because of its ability to transfer bacterial DNA into a wide variety of higher 

plants. AgrobaCterium tumefacieos, has the ability to transfer, inte;Jrate 

and express part of its tUllOr inducing plasmid D~ (Ti plasmid) in a plant cell 

as part of the pathological process. We have been able to denonstrate that 

methods developed for other plants can 'NOrk in pine. These results make 

possible detailed studies of gene expression and greatly extend the potential 

for genetic engineering in forestry. 

3. PURIFICATION OF DNA FKM FUREST TREE SPEI:IES 

Purification of D~ is the first step in any recoobinant DNA procedure. The 

methods for preparation of DNA from plant species vary greatly and only a few 

have been used successfully for conifer tissue. The critera for evaluating DNA 

quality are yield, length of purified fragments, source (nuclear or 

organellar),and contamination by other compounds. The tissue source and method 

of purification will greatly determine the yield and quality of isolated DNA. 

Mechanical shear will break D~ because of its lo1'J] linear structure. Excessive 

handling of partially purified DNA or a tissue source requiring harsh methods 

for cell breakage, can yield D~ of low average roolecular \\Eight. For 

recoobinant DNA 'NOrk, D~ RUst be purified as large fragments and RUst be 
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sufficiently free of RNA and protein for digestion by restriction endonucleases 
and for ligation reactions necessary for cloning. 

Among the early work on conifer DNA purification, was that of Miksche and 

coworkers (18,33,34), who characterized DNA from many conifers and measured 
ribosanal gene ntmbers (21). Ingle.et gl. (22) measurErl ribosanal gene nUllber 
of many plants, including some tree species. Kriebel (25) utilized the 
procedure of Hall .m;; .aJ... (18) and the roore recent technique of Zilmner .m;; .aJ... (56) 

for reassociation analysis of eastern white pine (Pinus strci>us L.). We have 
explored several methods for DNA purification and found some procErlures to be 
unsatisfactory due to low yields or due to a brown residue, (soluble in aqueous 
solutions, insoluble in ethanol) that was difficult to separate from the DNA. 

We have used two procedures, that of Zilmner .m;; .iU.. (56) and the procedure of 
Murray and Thoopson (35). The Zilmner procErlure uses cesium chloride gradient 
purification and the Murray and Thonpson procedure utilizes CTAB 

(cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) precipitation to obtain good quality DNA. Our 

results have been reliable with the procedure of Zilmner .m;; .aJ.. (56), but other 
workers (51) have used the CTAB procErlure extensively. Both procErlures are 
suitable for purification of high roolecular weight DNA for restriction digests, 
molecular hybridizations and for ligation and cloning. The yields of material 
can be quite high, with several IIgs of DNA obtainErl from 10 g of tissue. We 

have prepared loblolly pine DNA from buds, mature needles, female gametophyte, 
and callus from tissue culture. Samples of mature neErlle tissue can be storErl 
refrigerated for many roonths and stored indefinitely at minus 80 degrees C. 

4. MOLECUIAR HYBRIDIZATION ANALYSIS OF PINE DNA 
Recorrbinant DNA technology provides the opportunity to use genes derived 

from other plants to study gene structure and diversity in conifers. We have 
utilized known DNA clones from other plants to identify similar genes in 
lci>lolly pine and to characterize variation associatErl with these genes. The 
genes that we have chosen for this study are the nuclear ribosomal RNA genes. 
These genes are suitable material because they are present in multiple copies 
(27) and because they have been studied in great detail in many diverse 
biological systems. 

To identify the DNA fragments that carry ribosanal RNA genes in pines, we 
used a cloned DNA fragment derived from soybean called pQnrl (23,50). 'Ibis 
clone contains a single repeat unit of the ribosanal RNA gene cluster for the 
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25S-18S rRNA (14,50) cloned into the l:!. ~ plasmid pBR325 at the EcoRI 

cloning site. '!'he repeat unit consists of coding regions for 25S and 18S rRNA 

as well as a noncoding region between repeat units and an additional noncoding 

spacer region which separates the 25S gene from the 18S gene. When clone pGnrl 

is radioactively labelled, by nick translation (28), it will hybridize, forming 

a radioactive complex with pine DNA which has been digested by a restriction 

enzyme, separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and i.mrlOOilized on 

nitrocellulose. '!'he positive hybridization indicates that there is substantial 

sequence homology (at least 80%) between the ribosomal genes of pines and those 

of soybean. '!'he sizes of the fragments that contain the ribosomal genes can be 

determined by comparison with size markers (40). '!'he restriction digest of 

loblolly pine DNA using the endonuclease ~RI, for exarrple, shows a 

predominant fragment of 6.3kb, a less intense fragment of 16kb, and a faint 

fragment of about 5kb. '!'he result indicates that we can use heterologous 

clones to identify specific conifer genes, even though the source of the probe 

is a unrelated angiosperm. 

5. THE PINE RIBOSOOAL RNA GENES HAVE A LARGE SPACER 

Further characterization of the loblolly pine 25S-18S rRNA genes was 

undertaken by digesting total DNA (purified from needles) with different 

restriction enzymes, followed by separation of the restriction fragments by 

agarose electrophoresis. '!'he fragments were blotted onto nitrocellulose paper 

and hybridized to labelled DNA from pGnrl to determine the sizes of the 

fragments carrying the ribosomal genes. Each enzyme gave a fragment pattern 

with one to six bands. '!'he uncut DNA was about 45kb. Several enzymes gave rise 

to a single labelled band. .s.oor gave rise to a band at 22kb, similar to that 

produced by ~I (24kb),suggesting that the ribosomal repeat unit in loblolly 

pine is at least 22 to 24kb. Other enzymes generate several fragments that sum 

to more that 20 kb. For exarrple, HindIII generates a band of 15kb and 10kb. 

sac I generates 4 fragments of 1.8, 7.8, 9.8 and 15kb. If the sum of these 

fragments estimates the repeat length, the repeat length could be over 30kb. 

However, the number of fragments observed may underestimate the actual number 

of fragments created if some of the fragments generated by restriction of the 

rRNA genes had very low sequence homology with the heterologous probe. 

Alternatively, if there were two types of ribosomal gene clusters, the sum of 

the fragment lengths would overestimate the size of the repeat unit. 
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TABLE 1: Sizes of the riboscmal repeat units in higher plants 

Species Repeat unit(s) Haploid Genome References 

Daucus carota 10.S and 11.2 kb 1.0 pg 24, 2 

GJ-ycine ~ 7.S kb 3.2 pg 50, 2 

GJ-ycine max 9.0 kb 3.2 pg 14, 2 

Vicia faba 10.3 kb 13.9 pg 53,54,2 

Vicia faba 11-12 kb ---- 13.9 pg 26, 2 

Vicia sativa 11-12 kb 2.5 pg 26, 2 

Vicia villosa 11-12 kb 2.0 pg 26, 2 

B.?phanus sativus S kb 2.5 pg 9, 2 

Zea ~~ 9 kb 2-5 pg 31, 2 

Secale cereale 9.0 kb S.S pg 1, 2 

Triticum aestivum 9.5 kb 17.3 pg 16, 2 

Horteum vulgare 10.0 kb 5.2 pg 16, 2 

Q.ryza sativa 7.5 & 7.S kb 0.6 pg 36, 2 

~ysianthus skinneri 11.5 kb (&) 47 

Trillium kamtschaticum 15.6 kb (&) 55 

Trillium tschonoskii 13.7,14.7kb (&) 55 

Trillium hagae 15.6 kb (&) 55 

Trillium ~~talon lS.5, 17.1 kb (&) 55 

Paris verticil lata 15.6, 17.1 kb 55 

Pinus radiata > 20 kb 11.1 pg 4S, 33 

Pinus taeda > 20 kb 10.9 pg 33 

Sizes (in kilobasepairs,kb) of the entire riboscmal repeat units are presented 
for several plant species. In some cases several different lengths of repeats 
were reported. Where heterogeneity is found, the major size class or the 
reference species result is presented in the Table. (&) indicates that other 
size classes or variants were detected in close relatives of a species 
complex. Where the size of the haploid genome is known, it is presented in 
picograms (pg). 
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While the coding sequences for riliosanal genes are very highly conserved, 

ribosomal gene spacers, by conparison, are known to diverge at a very rapid 

rate (13) • Therefore, the spacer sequences should have essentially no 

similarity between pine and soybean. However, the longest restriction 

fragments that are observed as a single hybridizing band give us a mininun 

estimate of the length of the entire unit including the spacer. We conclude 

that the riliosomal repeats in pines have a large spacer equal to or greater 

than 20kb (Table 1). Similar results have been obtained for ~ radiata 

(48) • The presence of a large spacer is of interest because of the large 

genane size of pines. It has been suggested that the size of ribosanal gene 

spacers may increase along with genome size, however, a test of this hypothesis 

in beans did not show any correlation (26). 

6. LENGTH OF THE REPEAT UNIT FOR THE 5S RIOOSQIIAL GENES IN PINES 

In maize, repeat units of 5S ribosomal RNA genes have been cloned and 

characterized (29). The basic repeat is 320 base pairs (bp) long and is 

heterogeneous for ~ restriction sites. Some repeats are missing the lliml Hl 

site, and some sites appear to be IOOdified (29). This results in a series of 

larger fragments containing two or more repeat units. When separated by agarose 

gel electrophoresis, these restriction fragments produce a ladder-like array. 

We have utilized a cloned fragment of the maize 5S genes to prooe the DNA from 

pine species on Southern blots. Pine 5S genes also form a ladder of fragments. 

Digestion of pine DNA by the endonucleases ~ and ~ produce a dominant 

band of about 500 bp, While digestion with ~I produces a major fragment of 

about 360bp and another of about 500bp. '1herefore, there is more heterogeneity 

for ~I sites than for BamHI sites. The basic repeat unit in all of the pine 

species tested is the same, that is about 500 bp. The tested species are: .f. 

~, .f. banksiana, .f. echinata, .f. gJj!bn, £. palustris, £. pungens, £ • 

.d.gj.gQ, P.. serotina. ~. stroous, and p.. virginiana. In ~ radiata, the size 

of the 5S repeat is estimated by Teasdale at 525 bp (48). 

7. RESTRIC1'ION FRAGlENT LENGTH POLYMORPHISM BE'lWEEN PINE SPEX:IES FOR rRNA 

GENES 

Variation in the length of DNA fragments generated for the same gene by a 

restriction endonuclease can be a useful tool for molecular systenatics and for 

studies of the evolution of specific genes. We have used the restriction 
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fragment patterns of the ribosomal ~ genes to investigate variation between 

different species of pine. The purpose of these studies was to conduct a 

preliminary survey of the genus E.iru!s. with respect to the extent of diversity 

observed for the 25S and 18S nuclear ribosomal ~ genes and their spacers. 

Figure 1. Restriction fragment polymorphism of pine DNAs hybridized to labelled 
pGnRI. DNA from needles of different species of pines was purified, digested to 
completion with restriction enzyme ~ R!, and loaded onto an 0.8% agarose gel. 
The fractionated DNA was then blotted onto nitrocellulose and hybridized. 
Labelled bands indicate fragments that share homology with soybean ribosomal 
RNA. Slots 1,9, and 19 are size markers (larrbda DNA digested with HindUI). The 
species represented are (slots 2-8) ~. pithyilsae, £. pinaster, £. sylvestris, 
£. ponderosa, R. jeffreyi, ~. durangensis, ~. coulteri respectively; (slots 
10-18) £. banksiaoa £. contorta, £. virginiana, £. muricata, £. ~, ~ . 
.r.igj.Qg, £. Sabiniaoa, £. canariensis, and F.. ~ respectively. 

Our first result was a conparison of the hybridization patterns found in a 

group of several southern pine species and eastern white pine, £. strd:lUs. When 

digested with ~Rl, all of the southern pines showed the same hybridization 

pattern, while the pattern of £. strobus was quite different. In contrast to 

the EcoR! digests that showed bands at 16, 6 and 5kb, F.. strOOus showed bands 
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at 5.2 and 3.2kh. SUbsequently, we hybridized the 258-18S rRNA soybean repeat 

unit to DNA prepared from a larger mmber of pine species that represented 

different sections and subsections of the genus (6). In this survey, each 

species was represented by a DNA preparation from an individual tree either 

from the arboretum at the Institute of Forest Genetics (Placerville, CA) or 

from Schenk Forest (Raleigh, NC). A great deal of variation was cbserved 

(Figure 1) but considerable similarity occurs between closely related species 

within the subsections of the genus. It will be of interest to extend these 

studies to develop a detailed picture of the relationsbjps between the 

different species within the genus iimm. 
The 58 ribosomal genes also show polymorphism. OUr semple of ~. ~, 

when digested with ~I, has a major band of 500bp but shows no major band at 

360bp. The minor higher Irolecular weight bands from ~. ~ are also 

different from other pines. The typical pattern of other pines shows minor 

bands that are multiples of the 360bp fragments and of the 500bp fragments. 

In ~. glgbxQ at least one of the higher Irolecular weight bands is missing. 

8. MOLOCUIAR HYBRIDIZATION 'ID ORGANELIAR GENES IN IDBIDLLY PINE 

Organelle genomes are the subject of considerable interest in plants as a 

means of studying evolutionary relationsbjps (5,37,38,41). we have used clones 

of known organelle genes from dicotyledonous plants in hybridization 

experiments with total pine DNA to identify similar genes in pine. To do this, 

we utilized ribosomal gene probes from each organelle. The probe for the 

chloroplast ribosomal gene cluster was obtained form Brassica canpestris, and a 

probe for the 18S mitochondrial ribosomal gene was from maize (5). Both probes 

showed a strong signal following hybridization. The chloroplast probe showed a 

stronger signal presumably due to a higher content of chloroplast DNA in green 

leaf tissue. These results deIronstrate that specific genes from angiosperms 

may be useful genetic markers for the study of organelle inheritance and 

variation in conifers. 

9. DNA CLONING IN PINES 

We have carried out two sets of experiments to determine if the DNA that we 

prepare from pines is suitable for cloning. In the first experiments, DNA 

prepared from green needles of loblolly pine (~. ~ by the CTAB procedure 

was used for cloning into a plasmid vector, pBR322, at the ~ cloning site. 
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Several hundred clones were selected and screened by colony-hybrid dot 

screening for clones that contained sequences that hybridize to nick-translated 

pine DNA. This procedure selects for clones that contain highly repeated 

nuclear sequences. A second cloning experiment used a different vector system, 

Ml.3nplO, and DNA prepared from green needles of sugar pine ~ laubertiana> 

by the escl method. In this experiment, an abundant pine sequence, estimated to 

be several percent of the total ~, was partially purified by isolation of a 

specific size class from ~ cut with the restriction enzyme ~RI. 'Ibis 

enriched fraction was cloned into the Ml.3 vector and screened by hybridization 

for repeated sequences. TWo clones of a highly repeated sequence family were 

isolated. '!he sequence family was designated IFG 1, and the clones were 

designated IFGl-14 and IFGl-16. These results demonstrate that standard 

cloning procedures with different vector systems and methods of DNA preparation 

are suitable for cloning segments of ~ from pine. Establishment of larger 

libraries and screening for specific genes should be possible with appropriate 

increases in the scale of experiments using these techniques. 

10. S~E OF IFGl-14 and IFGl-16 DNA 

It was expected that the IFGl clones, in a Ml.3-vector, could be directly 

sequenced, provided that these DNAs CQ'ltained no unusual structures. We were 

interested in these sequences because they conprise a large fraction of the 

total pine genome, are found in diverse species of pine, and provide a means to 

study mechanisms of mutation and DNA divergence in these species. The IFGl 

segments are 1.02 kilroasepairs long. '!he first 350 bases of these two clones 

were sequenced using the dideoxynucleotide procedures of Sanger et al (39) and 

a universal primer (Figure 2). 

We have conpared the two sequences to detennine the extent of divergence 

between them and the kinds of changes that have taken place. Of the 350 

nucleotides that can be aligned and conpared, there are 28 differences (7.6%). 

26 of these are single base changes, with about half, 15, being transitions (no 

change in purine-pyrimidine relationship) and 11 being transversions. Only one 

difference is attributed to a length mutation of one base, and one change is 

undefined. 
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IFGl.-14 GAATrCtTAC AMGATATAA GCGATa'1"I'lg TACCATAAGG MTca'ITI'IT 050 

IFGl.-16 GAATrCcTAC AMGATATM GCG!\.TcTl'Tc TACCATMOO MTttTITl'T 050 

IFGl.-14 CG.ACrP.MT Gl'ATtAG!\.'IG TACl'AGGI\~ TTGtTGgAAC 'I"l".rlGAA'IG7I. 100 

IFGl.-16 CCAAcrMAT Gl'ATcAG1I.'IG TAcrAGG!l.rn:: Troc'IGcMC 'IT'l'IGM'IG7I. 100 

IFGl.-14 GmICtAcAC t'R::TTcarn::a 'I"OC'POCCATT cA'OC'lC'l"roC TrCOOTTA~ 150 

IFGl.-16 GmICcAtAC a'R::TTttTCc 'I"OC'POCCATT tATC'l'C'I'roC TTCGGrrATC 150 

IFGl.-14 CMTC'IGG'l'T GG/l.TAA'J2l.GA M'rogCACAA AOCAA'l'CJCrr CCA~ 200 

IFGl.-16 CAATCTGGTT G:ATAA'J2l.GA MTGaClCAA AOCAA'l'CJCrr CCACcn::'l':OC 200 

IFGl.-14 ATIC'I'r'rC'l'1' GP.G!\Gl'GCAT ~ A'l"I't:ACC'1"l' cc'!'r'r'r'rlGI' 250 

IFGl.-16 AT'ICr'r'ICTl' GP.G!\Gl'GCAT CTGaAACMC ATTaAGC'ITt CtTr'rr'r'lU!' 250 

IFGl.-14 AtATl2\TI"J.'- lIMCrCATAA CCCAACA?cr TroIGACCCA 'l"1TI'1GcTGC 300 

IFGl.-16 AgATl2\TTTc P.Mm'CATAA CCCAACA'R::T Tro'IG!lCCCA TTTTTGtTGC 300 

IFGl.-14 'R::TTtTgAllg ATA'l"lX:'1"T1G T'ICC'AAAAta 'l'G1"1'TAllGI TATCA'IG7l.TC 350 

IFGl.-16 TCTTcTaMt A'm'I"lCr'I'IG TICCAAAAag 'roITl'AAG!\.C 'mTCA'IG7l.TC 350 

FIGURE 2. Nucleotide sequence of bases 1-350 of IFGl.-14 and IFGl.-16. Lower case 
letters indicate bases that are not identical in the two clones examined. 

11. DNA TRANSFER IN IDBWLLY PINE 

One of the major developnents in modem genetics has been the ability to 

transfer genes from one species to another and thereby create combinations of 

genetic material that might not occur in nature. Such a DNA transfer systan 

would permit the insertion of foreign genes into pines and would allow the 

creation of specific rotations .in Yit.m and the subsequent expression of 

altered genes. These methods are powerful tools for the study of gene 

expression and genetic regulation. Furtherroore, they are essential for specific 

application of molecular genetics to forestry through genetic engineering. 

Several methods have been used successfully in other systems to transfer 

DNA. In animal enbryos, microinjection has been the most efficient and many 

genes have been stably integrated and expressed (4,17,32,52). Transformation by 
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application of purified DNA has been reported in plants (19,46), although the 

methods have been less successful than in animal cells. Recently, a method has 

been reported that inproves the direct uptake of DNA into plant cells. This 

method creates transient pores in cells membranes by electrical pulses, and is 
called electroporation (15). However, most genes that have been inserted into 

plants or plant cells have been transfered by the crown gall bacterium, 

lIgrOOacterium t:umefaciens (3,20,30). 

llgrooacterium strains have been used to transfer many genes into plants 

including seed storage proteins such as zein (from maize) into sunflower (30). 

Genes from bacteria (kanamycin resistance) and from yeast (alcohol 

dehydrogenase) have been transferred and expressed in plant cells (3). We chose 

to explore the prospects of the crown gall system not only because IIOst of the 

successes in plants had been achieved in this way but also because crown gall 

was known to infect some conifers (8). The host range of llgrooacterium is 
extremely broad but discontinuous. Earlier attenpts to infect pines with 

1\grobacterium have been negative (8). 

We chose to study the pines because we believed that susceptibility had not 

been adequately tested. Lack of susceptibility may be due to several factors. 

Host pathogen interactions can be exceedingly specific. secondly, infection 

rates can be low. To take these two factors into consideration, a pine 

screening program should include screening of a large number of 1\grdbacterium 

strains in a large number of plants to detect low efficiencies of infection. 

Furthermore, most surveys for infection have been carried out by ooserving gall 

formation. It is now established that DNA transfer and gene expression can take 

place without gall formation (3,20). Therefore, infection and gene transfer 

should be evaluated by the expression of additional markers. We have used opine 

synthesis for this purpose. 

[pine synthesis is an excellent marker for infection by 1\grdbacterium 

because of the uniqueness of the conpounds. They are synthesized by bacterial 

genes only when the genes are transferred to a plant cell. Furthermore, there 

are several different types of opines, and the specificity is determined by the 

particular type of tumor-inducing plasmid carried by the 1\grdbacterium. If a 

tumor or cell culture is producing opines that are characteristic of the 

plasmid contained in the strain used to infect the plant cells, the results 

provide strong evidence for transfer and expression of bacterial genes. 
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Figure 3. Infection and gall production in loololly pine seedlings. At the age 
of 3 rronths seedlings were inoculated with suspensions of freshly grown 
Agrooacteriurn turnefaciens. Gall formation occurs in only 5% of the inoculated 
seedlings. The galls first appear about 2 months after inoculation and continue 
to grow slowly for at least six rronths. 

OUr experiments utilized a diverse collection of strains of Agrobacterium. 

We found that gall formation does occur in loololly pine and that transfer and 

expression of genes from several Agrobacterium strains does take place based on 

the synthesis of specific opines (43). We have shown that the formation of 

opines in infected plants is specific for the opine produced by those strains 

in sunflower galls. In one case, the identity of agropine was verified by 

metabolism using an agropine utilizing strain of Agrobacteriurn. The opines have 

been characterized extensively by high voltage paper electrophoresis. 
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There is a great diversity of nitrogenous corrpounds in conifer tissues 

that are Sakaguchi reagentJ?Ositive (10,11,12). Many of these corrpounds change 

in amount during callus growth and in germinating seedlings (12). Therefore 

identification of opines RUst be carefully determined. It should now be 

possible to study the transfer and expression of foreign genes in tissue 

culture systems of pines and other conmercially irrportant forest tree species. 

Successful inoculations of several other conifers by Agrabacteriuro 

tumefaciens have been reported by smith as early as 1935 (44,45). Gall 

formation was observed on species of Cypressaceae, Taxaceae, Taxodiaceae and 

Pinacea. Several commercially irrportant species were susceptible, including, 

coast redwood (Sequoia serrpervirens), incense cedar (calocedrus decurrens) and 

Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii). Recently, gall formation has been observed 

in micropropagated shoots of Douglas fir, and octopine synthesis has been 

detected (7). Gall formation has been observed with sugar pine (Pinus 

lanbertiana) in our laboratory and also by Dandekar et al. (7). Also, we have 

obtained high frequencies of gall formation with incense cedar. 

12. THE MAJOR BARRIER '10 GENETIC ENGINEERING IN CONIFERS IS REGENERATION OF 

PIANTS FRG1 CELLS 

We have seen, within the past two years, that the major techniques of 

molecular genetics can be readily applied to conifers. Successes have been 

achieved in isolation, cloning and sequencing of conifer D~. In addition, it 

has been demonstrated that Agrobacterium will serve as a vector for transfer 

and expression of foreign genes. The major barrier to the utilization of these 

techniques is the inability to regenerate plants from conifer cells .in .Yitm 
(49). The available technology allows the manipulation of genotypes and the 

growth of cells expressing foreign genes, but does not yet allow the 

regeneration of plants. It is our hope that this barrier will be surmounted 

soon and that practical applications may begin. In the meantime, the technology 

that has been developed will provide powerful tools for the study of genetics 

and development in conifers at the cellular level. 
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20. CYTOGENETIC MANIPULATIONS IN FOREST TREES ThROUGH 
TISSUE CULTURE 

S. E. SCHLARBAUM 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Research conducted in the last ten years has shown exciting 

possibilities of genetically engineering plants through the 

developing parasexual procedures in biotechnology (26, 72). 

Experiments have been conducted on a wide range of plants using 

approaches ranging from single gene transfer via a plasmid vector 

(51, 88, liB) to fusion of protoplasts from different phylads (1, 

39, 11119). The prospect of genetic recombination without a sexual 

cycle is of considerable interest to forestry as the long term 

reproductive cycles of trees have often hampered efforts to 

combine desirable traits in a reasonable period of time. These 

long reproductive cycles often restrict or preclude certain 

breeding approaches, e.g. extensive backcrossing, commonly used 

in agronomic or horticultural crops. Controlled crossing for 

transfer of a desirable trait(s) in trees is expensive because of 

the time involved, manpower, often specialized machinery, and 

field space with associated maintenance. Any technique that could 

accomplish genetic transfer and bypass the time necessary for 

experimental material to reach reproductive m~turity and the 

expense associated with conventional tree breeding would be 

extremely valuable to improvement programL Moreover, a rapid 

gene transfer system that could be used in a recurrent fashion may 

allow for the application of some agronomic or horticultural 

breeding schemes to forest tree breedin~ 

In 1942 Duffield (2111) published a paper on the cytological 

basis for tree improvement which reflected that era's optimism for 

use of cytogenetic techniques in conjunction with breeding for 

plant improvement. Duffield's paper discusses possibilities for 

genomic manipulations through colchiploidy, aneuploidy, and 

induction of amphidiploidy, in addition to routine studies on 
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chromosome number and function. Unfortunately, these avenues of 

research were not explored; the literature published since that 

period shows that cytogenetic studies and lUdllii"lulations of forest 

trees have been minimal with such notable exceptions as triploidy 

in Populus species (42, 56). 

Various reasons can be attributed for the lack of emphasis of 

cytogenetics in forest trees. In conifers, karyological studies 

on Pinus and allied genera show that specific identification of 

chromosomes is difficult using conventional staining techniques 

(85, 102). Conifer genomes are very conservative in true 

numerical and structural changes: hence, the aneuploid and 

polyploid manipulations used in agronomic plants are generally not 

possible in conifers (59, 84, 105). Additionally, conifer 

chromosomes are reputedly, with some justification, difficult to 

spread in slide preparations. Chromosome studies of angiospermous 

forest trees have also been limited, in part, because of the smdll 

size of the chromosomes (55, 60, 86). However, two dominant 

factors have limited cytogenetic research in all forest trees: 1) 

long reproductive cycles that often restrict studies to the 

immediate generation and 2) the practical difficulty in collection 

and cytological screening of material from mature trees because of 

the organism's size and often, dispersal. Therefore, cytogenetic 

research in forest trees intending to parallel accomplishments in 

other plant species, e.g. production of alien chromosome 

substitution lines, must use alternate approaches. 

Many problems experienced by forest geneticists have been 

shared by their counterparts in human genetic researc~ In both 

fields the long generation time, lack of extensive pedigree data, 

intolerance to alteration of chromosome number and structure, 

juvenile-mature phases, and restrictions in experimental matings 

(morally in humans; experimental cost and convenience in forestry) 

have affected advances in genetic research (57, 1(7). The advent 

of chromosome banding procedures in animals coupled wi th tissue 

culture developments has allowed human and mammalian geneticists 

to circumvent many of the above problems and begin to explore 

genomic structure and genetic mechanisms (57, 99). If integrated 

cytogenetic-tissue culture systems can be developed in forestry 
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that parallel mammalian research, then forest geneticists will be 

able to expand into previously unapproachable areas such as gene 

mapping of specific chromosome~ 

Various papers have been published on the use of genetic 

engineering techniques in forestry for tree improvement (1, 2, 27, 

58, 66, 112). However, these publications do not mention genetic 

manipulation possibilities through cytogenetic-tissue culture 

procedures, which may reflect the lack of activity in tree 

c y tog e net i c s. In the 1970 ' s , res ear c h 0 n g e net r d nsf e r v i a 

chromosome vectors was successfully initiated in mammalian species 

(22, 82, 106). This research has had a profound effect on 

mammalian and human genetic studies and currently is an important 

component of research on mammalian genomes (57, 98). Cytogenetic 

and cell culture techniques in plants are currently at the stage 

where chromosome transfer research can be initiated in forest 

trees. Three important areas of mammalian genomic research 

in teg ra te cytogenet i c-ti ssue cuI ture procedur es: chromosome

mediated gene transfer, microcell-mediated gene transfer, and 

cytometric fractionation of chromosomes. Each area shows 

particular potential for application to genetic research on forest 

trees. 

2. SUBJECT REVIEW 

2.1. Chromosome-mediated gene transfer 

2.LL Mammalian specie~ Experiments on the isolation of 

mammalian chromosomes and uptake by recipient cells began in the 

early 1960's (10, 95). In 1973 McBride and Ozer (82) successfully 

demonstrated the transfer of genetic information by metaphase 

chromosome vectors into cultured mammalian cells. In their 

experiment metaphase chromosomes were isolated from Chinese 

hamster cells and added to mouse cells in culture using poly-L

o r nit h i net 0 en han c e ass 0 cia t ion 0 f cell san d c h rom 0 s 0 m e s. 

Following an incubation period, the recipient mouse cells were 

plated and subjected to selection procedures to detect tranference 

of a gene present in the Chinese hamster genome and absent in the 

mouse genome. The results indicated that genes previously 

expressed only in the Chinese hamster cell lines were expressed 
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in the recipient mouse cells. Since the publication of that 

study, numerous other studies of chromosome-mediated gene transfer 

(CMGT) have been reported, which have precipitated a number of 

review articles (11, 14, 63, 81, 99, 116). F'igure 1 illustrates 

the procedures used for CMG~ 

Chromosome-Mediated Gene Transfer 

Figure 1. Chromosome-mediated gene transfer. (A) Mitotic arrest is 
chemically induced in donor cells. (8) Cells are lysed and 
chromosomes are separated from cell nuclei and debris. (Cl 
Chromosomes are mixed with recipient cells and fusion chemically 
promoted. (D) Recipient cells are plated on selective media and 
transformants are detected by growth. 

Chromosome-mediated gene transfer has been extensively used 

to map gene~ Experiments on CMGT indicate that the genetic 

material transferred (transgenome) can be of different sizes 

although whole chromosomes were used as donor material. The 

majority of transgenomes are not detectable by light microscopy 

and range from 17-1000 kilobase pairs in size (microtransgenomes) 

(62, 64). Approximately 15 percent of the transgenomes can be 

detected by conventional cytogenetic procedures 

(macrotransgenomes) and appear as chromosome fragments or whole 

chromosomes (63, 89). Transformants are detected by expression of 

complementing genes that allow cell proliferation in selective 

media. Donor ge~es are detected by electrophoretic procedures. 

Two methods have been developed for gene mapping using CMGT 

(63). Linkage groups involving nons elected but syntenic genes 

(genes showing concordant segregation in cell hybrids) may be 

constructed from quantitative interchromosomal mapping data. 

These data are obtained by estimating the frequency of transfer of 
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nonselected genes by examinations of cell lines with the same 

selective gene for expression of syntenic gene& A CMGT linkage 

map can be constructed with distance ICMGT mapping unit) 

calculated from cotransfer frequencies. Micro- and 

macrotransgenomes can be used in this mapping procedur~ 

The second method of CMGT gene mapping involves 

macrotransgenomes and specifically assigns genes to chromosomes or 

chromosome region& This is accomplished by identifying the donor 

chromosome lor portions thereof) using banding procedures and 

electrophoretically detecting donor genes in recipient cells. It 

is also possible to generate a deletion map using subcultures in 

which macrotransgenomes have fragmented. 

With respect to mapping genes on specific chromosomes, the 

submicroscopic microtransgenomes are not directly useful. 

Furthermore, the low percentage of macrotransgenomes does not 

effect a high probability of success in assigning genes. By 

nature, CMGT can be regarded as a nonspecific means of genetic 

transformation as the donor material consists of the entire donor 

genome, portions of which are incorporated at rando~ 

2.1.2. Plant species. Research providing a basis for CMG'f in 

plants was first reported by Malmberg and Griesbach (77). Their 

report outlined procedures for metaphase synchronization and 

isolation of chromosomes from protoplasts. Since 1980 other 

studies have been published reporting isolation of chromosomes in 

the following plant species: Haplopappus gracilis (15, 16, 96), 

Lillium spp. 137, 38), Triticum monococcum 137, 40, 41, 113), 

!'_~.~_~oselinum hortense (113), Daucu~ s;:~ota (80), Vicia fab~ (9, 

37), Zea mays (37), Pisum sativa (37), ~opersicon sp~ (37, 77), 

Hemerocallis hybrids (37), Nicotiana tabacum 137, 77), Allium cepa 

(37), Petunia hybrida (36, 37) and Papaver somniferum (40, 41). 

The techniques for chromosome isolation of these various species 

are similar, and chromosomes have been isolated from various 

tissue origins (37). A study involving light and electron 

microscopy and biochemical analysis indicated that the isolation 

process does not affect the morphology and biochemical integrity 

of Tr i ticum and Papaver chromosomes (40). 

There have been four published reports of chromosome transfer 
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to recipient protoplasts in plant specie& Szadabos et al. (113) 

observed uptake of wheat or parsley chromosomes into protoplasts 

of wheat, maize or parsley. Griesbach et al. (38) che1nic,,11y 

induced uptake of an isolated lily chromosome by tobacco 

protoplasts. Us ing micro injection, Gr iesbach (36) transferred 

donor chromosomes to recipient protoplasts in !:.etunia. Isolated 

Haplopappus chromosomes were fused with protoplasts of the same 

material by Pulte et al. (96). In these studies biochemical 

confirmation of gene transfer was not reporte~ However, recent 

studies by Griesbach (personna 1 communication) involving 

microinjection of Petunia albicola chromosomes into the 

cultivated Petunia, have successfully demonstrated CMGT. 

Qualitative and quantitative changes in flavinoid markers were 

detected in transformed calli confirming the transfer of P. 

albicola genes to recipient cells (Griesbach, unpublished). 

2.~ Microcell-mediated gene transfer 

2.2.1. Mammalian species. An alternate and more specific 

approach to gene transf8r has been microcell-mediated gene 

transfer (MMGT). Using MMGT procedures, it is possible to 

construct cell lines containing different, individual chromosomes 

(3, 18, 83). The donor chromosome(s) is usually retained in its 

entirety and can be identified by using banding procedures. 

Electrophoretic detection of donor genes can then be directly 

assigned to a particular chromosome. A diagrammatic representation 

of MMGT is shown in Figure 2. 

Microcell-mediated gene transfer is accomplished by inducing 

a prolonged arrest of the metaphase stage in cell suspensions 

with high mitotic indice& This leads to partitioning of the 

genome into multiple small nuclei (micronuclei) in a common 

cytoplasm (18, 83). The micronuclei consist of one or more 

chromosomes enclosed within nuclear membrane fragments. 

Microcells, which are micronuclei surrounded by a thin layer of 

cytoplasm, are then isolated from donor cells. Microcells are 

fused with recipient cells and cultured in a selection medium. 

Transformants containing chromosomes wi th the selectable marker 

are detected by proliferation and isolation. Cytogenetic 

analysis is used to determine the number and identity of 
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Mlcrocell·Medlated Gene Trensfer 

Figure 2. Microcell-mediated gene transfer. (A) Donor cell 
suspensions are chemically treated to induce formation of 
micronucleL (B) Microcells containing varying chromosomes numbers 
are isolated from multinucleated cell. (C) Microcells are mixed 
with recipient cells. Fusion is chemically promoted. (D) Fusion 
product (at metaphase) between a microcell containing one 
chromosome (black) and a recipient celL 

transferred chromosome. Although MMGT procedures allow for a 

higher proportion of trans genome identification than CMGT, the 

fusion process nonspecifically joins microcells of different 

c h rom 0 s 0 men u m be r san d com po sit ion s tor e c i pie n t cell s. 

Additionally, segregation of transformants is limited only to 

those carrying a selectable gene (1fi!7). This latter drawback is 

in the process of being eliminated as molecular insertion of 

selectable markers into different donor chromosomes have allowed 

selection of cell lines, each containing a different donor 

chromosome type (4, 101). 

Somatic hybridization of microcells was first shown by the 

independent studies of Ege and Ringertz (22) and Schor et ~. 

(1fi!6). In later studies Fournier and Ruddle (28, 29) were able to 

detect donor gene expression in hybrid cells after MMGT. The 

technique has been used with CMGT to map genes and determine 

genomic organization (3, 18). Dhar (18) transferred a human 

selectable marker (hprt) to a Chinese hamster cell line using 

CMGT. The hamster chromosome carrying the human hprt gene was 

then transferred by MMGT procedures to a mouse cell line (hprt-) 

incapable of growing on a selective media without the hprt gen~ 

Microcell hybrids were then analyzed to map seven genes to hamster 

chromosome 1. Subculturing and exposure to irradiation of certain 

microcell hybrids allowed for the assignment of the genes to more 

specific regions of chromosome 1 by using chromosomal aberrations. 
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2.2.2. Plant species. 

reported in plant specie~ 

Attempts at MMGT have not been 

However, cytological research on DNA 

synthesis, cell cycle events, and nuclear-cytoi;lasmic interactions 

involving production of polynucleate cells indicates that 

initiation of MMGT research in plants is feasibl& 

Kihlman (61) chemically induced binucleate cells in Allium in 

conjunction with studies on effects of radiomimetic chemicals on 

chromosomes at different cell cycle stages. Kihlman inhibited 

cell wall formation between daughter nuclei at telophase using 

theophylline, resulting in a considerable number of binucleate 

cells. In succeeding years induction of bi- or polynucleate cells 

has been reported in a number of studies (17, 32, 33). However, 

these cells usually contain nuclei of 

Specific production of multinucleate 

the sam e pI 0 i d Y 1 eve 1. 

cells with nuclei of 

unbalanced ploidy levels was first reported by Hervas (46). Later 

studies (47, 48) have shown that unbalanced nuclei can be readily 

induced in Allium roots using a combination of 

hexachlorocyclohexane and caffeine. This methodology was applied 

to root tips of Pinus strobus and produced a low proportion of 

cells with micronuclei (Figure 3) (Schlarbaum, unpublished). An 

B c 
Figure 3. Nuclear fragmentation in root tip cells of Pinus 
strobu~ (A) Fractionation of chromosomes in mitotically arrested 
cells. (f\) (C) Arrows indicate cells containing micronuclei. 
Bar represents 10 micrometer~ 

alternate approach to obtain micronucleated cells in coniferous 

tree species could be through culturing of microsporophylls prior 
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to anthesis. Abnormal mitosis has been observed to occur in older 

microsporophyll-derived calli, producing cells with micronuclei 

(5) • 

Isolation of unbalanced nuclei from plant cells has not been 

reported. Currently, the technology exists for isolation and 

purification of plant nuclei (41,94, 100). Applying these 

procedures to protoplasts made from cells with unbalanced nuclei, 

it is probable that unbalanced nuclei (plant microcells?) could be 

isolated. Transfer of genetic material to recipient protoplasts, 

using these "microcells," can be accomplished through established 

chemical fusion (109), electro-fusion (120), or microinjection 

procedures (36, 73). 

~~ Cytometric fractionation of chromosomes 

2.3.1. Mammalian species. The use of flow cytometers to 

identify and sort individual chromosomes has rapidly become an 

important component of mammalian somatic cell genetic& Figure 4 

illustrates the technique used for flow sorting chromosomes with a 

single-laser-beam flow cytomete~ Chromosome identification and 

Chromosome Fractionation Through Flow Sorting 

Isolated 

Optical 
sensor 

chromosomes 
'" Sample Droplet L( 

". __ C_ha~rgi\ng + J\J', Str.am 

(UJ ~ ~ \=_=-=_.,_=-,,~r-=---=-:-;,;,' @ 

--;\~-.... B 
A 

Deflection 
plates + 

_ + ;,0 
6)-~-0-

C=::= ...... -
0-

Figure 4. Chromosome fractionation through flow sorting. (A) 
Chromosomes are isolated from cell lines and stained with a DNA
specific fluorochrome. (8) Chromosomes flow through a laser beam 
that excites the fluorochrorn~ Resulting fluorescence is detected 
by an optical sensor. A computer converts each fluorescent light 
pulse into an electric pulse proportional in amplitude to the 
fluorescent intensity. After crossing the laser beam, the sample 
stream is fractionated into uniform droplet& Droplets containing 
chromosomes to be sorted (as indicated by their electric pulse) 
are electrically charge~ (C) Charged droplets pass through an 
electrostatic field and are deflected into collection tubes. (D) 
Collection tubes containing sorted and unsorted chromosome& 

sorting also are possible using a dual-laser-beam flow cytometer 
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which resolves a greater number of chromosome types than a flow 

cytometer equipped with a single laser (70, 74, 119). Addi

tionally, chromosomal aberrations can be identified using flow 

cytometric analysis (70). For an excellent description of uni

and bivariate flow karyotyping and sorting, the reader is referred 

to a book chapter by Yu et al. (119). 

G ray ~~. ( 3 4) w ere fir s t t 0 a p ply flo w m i c r 0 flu 0 rom e try 

and flow sorting for the separation of individual chromosomes 

isolated from hamster cell lines. By 1979 muntjac (il) dnd human 

chromosomes (7) had been sorted to v-3eyi!!'::! degrees of purity. 

Currently, sorted chrolaosomes primarily are used for structural 

gene mapping (52, 68, 74) and construction of chromosome-specific 

recombinant DNA libraries (12, 45, 67, 87). Sorted cbromosoInes 

can also be used for studies on chromosome proteins (115, lIB). 

Gene mapping is accomplished by sorting chromosomes into two 

fractions from which the DNA's are digested with restriction 

enzymes and hybridized with appropriate probes using the 

hybridization assay developed by Southern (110). The fraction 

containing the gene of interest is identified, and a new 

suspension is accordingly sorted into subfractions, digested and 

hybridize~ This process is repeated until a chromosome group is 

identified as containing the desired, particular gene. Regional 

assignment of the gene on a specific chromosome can be determined 

by this process using chromosomes frOll1 cell lines containing 

different translocations or deletions of the chromosome in 

question. 

Genomic libraries can be constructed using sorted 

chromosomes. The libraries can be used for studies on chromosome 

fine structure and organization, gene mapping, and sec;uence 

e x pre s s ion ( 6 7 ) • Ali bra "( '1 for asp e c i E i,~ ': h r 0 rn 0 S 0 m e i s 

constructed (after appropriate sorting) by isolating and 

purifying the DNA, digesting it with restriction endonucleases, 

and inserting the DNA fragments into a phage for amplification 

(12). DNA from recombinant phages is isolated and hybridi~ed to 

DNA from the donor chromosome type to confirm ori9i~ Further 

hybridization and sequence analysis involving chromosomal 

aberrations of donor chromosome type (as above) determine the 
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location of recombination sequences in specific regions on the 

donor chromosom. 

2.3.2. Plant species. Studies involving flow sorting of 

plant chromosomes from Haplop~ 5lracilis, 2n = 4, have been 

reported (15, 16, 96). The chrolnosomes were isolated trow 

protoplasts, stained with a fluorochrQme, and passed through a 

single laser cell sorte~ Flow cytometric analysis identified 

different fluorescent peaks which corresponded to individual 

chromosome typeL Karyological examination of these fractions 

:;ho",~d that acrocentric chromos')J~es llad been separated from 

hletacentric chromosomes (15,16). De Laat and Blaas (16) 

reported that it was possible to sort chromosomes if they differed 

in DNA content by appro1Cimately Hl percent or more. These 

chromosomes could be s~Pdrated at a rate of 5000 chromosomes per 

minute without any apparent damag. 

4~ Status of forest tree tissue culture and cytogenetic research 

Successful application of the preceding research areas, CMGT, 

MMGT, and chromosome frar.tion by flow sorting, is predicated on 

developwent of viable tissue culture and cytogenetic techniques 

for the organism to be studie~ 

technology in forest tree species has progressed enough to 

initiate this research as evidenced by the publications cited in 

these volumes. In vitro manipulations for tree improvement 

necessitate the ability to regenerate trees from cell or 

protoplast derived callu& To date, regeneration has been limited 

to only G8veral tree species (90, 91). However, numerous 

laboratories are enga0ed in regeneration research, particul~rly 

directed towards so.oc:tic embryogenesis. It is anticipated that 

successful regeneration techniques will be available in the future 

for use in conjunction with in vitro genetic researc~ 

Cytogenetic methodolo9ies to specifically identify chromosomes 

have been applIed to forest tree species but are not currently in 

widespread utilizatio~ In conifers a promising technique is G

banding (19), which involves a typsin digest followed by Giemsa 

staining. Although this procedure has produced satisfactory 

banding patterns in several chromosomes of Pinus resinosa (19), 

further investigation,> lIeed to be conducted to determine the 
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~onsistency of banding patterns among different cells over a 

n urn b e r 0 f s 1 ide pre par a t ion s. C - ban din g t e c h n i que s are wid ely 

used in other plant species but do not produce many bands in 

conifers (6, 69, 75, 76, 114, 117), possibly because of the low 

amount of constitutive heterochromatin in conifer genomes (49). 

DNA-specific fluorochromes also do not produce many bands (50, 

65), but Q-banding using an Atrebin solution produces more 

satisfactory results (19). In Pinus induction of banding patterns 

using conventional (i.e. non-banding) stains such as acetocarmine 

(92, 93) is probably too tedious for practical use. However, in 

the taxodiaceous mono type ~omeri~, Schlarbaum and Tsuchiya 

(104) were able to induce satisfactory banding using a 

conventional root preparation and staining protocol followed by 

slide preparation using the squash techniqu~ They reported that 

the differential reactivity to staining was induced by a cold 

pretreatment of root tip& A reassessment of that study indicates 

that extensive hydrolysis of the root tips probably effected 8y

banding (35). Similar treatment of Pinus spp. chromosomes did 

not cause such distinct banding indicating that banding techniques 

may not be interchangable among coniferous familie& Further 

res~urch needs to be conducted on Hy-banding in conifers as the 

resulting banding patterns are equivalent in chromosome 

specificity to G-banding, but the methodology is much simpler to 

execute. 

In angiospermous forest trees, chromosome banding remains 

largely unexplored. A study by Mor".lwetz (86) on Liriodendron 

tulipifera shows that C-banding techniques may be successfully 

applied to identify very small chromosomes. Future research on 

angios2ermous trees will probably use C-banding or the equally 

effective N-banding techniques (25, Ill). Continuing developments 

in ba I1d i ng techn iques of ang i osper mous plan ts, e. g. wit'2"! t, should 

be directly applicable to this group of forest trees. 

~ POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS 

Results from CJVlGT, M~IGT, and cytofnetric chromosome 

fractionation studies have demonstrated that integrated tissue 

culture-cytogenetic research has successfully circumvented 
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inherent problems in mammalian genetic researc~ Research in 

these three areas is currently underway or feasible in plant 

specie& The status of tissue culture and cytogenetic research in 

forestry indicates that these types of research can be initiated 

using tree species with a reasonable probability of success. 

C1Homosome-mediated gene transfer, MMGT, and chromosome sorting 

have two prominent applications for forestry: 1) so~atic cell 

genetics and 2) in vitro genetic manipulcll:ions for tree 

improvement. 

3.1. Somatic cell genetics 

The most significant contribution of CMGT, MMGT, and 

chromosome fractionation has been in the mapping of genes and 

linkage groups to specific chromosol~e". G'~lle (,laPl:Jing is an 

integral part of genetic engineering efforts to transfer genes 

among organisms (98). It is important to recognize the gene(s) 

transferred, detection of any linked gene(s) transferred, and into 

which chromosome and corresponding linkage group the gene(s) ",.,s 

incorporated. In forestry, classical Mendelian gene mapping is 

restricted because of reasons stated in the Introduction and the 

shortage of recognizable variants at each gene locus. Linkage 

maps of biochemical markers have been constructed but not 

assigned to specific chromosomes, much less a particular 

chromosomal region (21, 23). Implementation of the above three 

research areas, singly or in combination, should allow for 

mapping of tree genomes and for further studies on mutagenesiS, 

gene regulation, etc. as in mammalian species. 

Gene mapping in mammals also has been accomplished through in 

situ hybridization that combines molecular, cytogenetic, and 

tissue culturing techniques. Radioactive (13, 24, 30, 43, 44, 79) 

or biotin-labeled probes (71, 78, 1138) have been hybridized with 

chromosomes in metaphase spreads from cell cultures. After 

hybridization the chromosomes are banded and labeled regions 

de t e c ted. R e c e n t 1 y, s i mil art e c h n i que s h a v e bee n s u c c e s sf u lin 

physically mapping DNA Se']U2nCeS in plant species (31, 53, 54, 

97). This molecular-cytogenetic approach is also a viable option 

for mapping genes in tree specie& 

3.2. In vitro genetic manipUlations for tree !.1lI£r:.~'{~f~~!:!.1:. 
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N!uch of the 'Jc:netic engineering reseaic), in d'Jfonomic and 

h 0 r tic u 1 t u r a I c r 0 p s has bee n d ire c ted tow a r d co 1<1 bin i 11 9 'J '.' l'" S 0 r 

genomes of very different, in a phylogenetic sense, organisms 

This type of research is important to forestci' bec<iuse 

introduction of genetic variation not natur~lly present in a 

species can be desirabl~ However, as stated in the Introduction, 

forest trees are different from crop plants in the capacity for 

quick genetic recombination. Use of genetic engineering 

techniques, therefore, should be directed towards intraspeci,iic as 

well as interspecific recombinatio~ ~hen considering 

applications of CMGT, J'l\MG'l', chrowosome fractionation, 

genetic engineering techniques in forestry, one should 

this need for rapid intraspecific recombinatio~ 

po t,~ I) t i a 1 

and other 

recosnize 

3.2.1. Tran~fe! of genes and chr?,mosomes. Transfer of genes 

between organisms is fJossible through CMGT and MIV[G'f. Utilizing 

CMGT for gene splicing in forest trees is possible, but the lack 

of specificity for the genes incorporated makes this approach 

undesirable when compared with molecular transfer techni~ues. 

Synthesis of alien chromosome addition lines through MMGT (and 

occasionally CMGT) is possibl~ While these lines would be useful 

in somatic cell genetic experiments, the utility of trees 

regenerated from such lines is questionabl~ Conifer genomes are 

intolerant of true ascending aneuploidy and the addition of an 

extra chrowosome(s) would probably not result in a more desirable 

tree. Response of angiospermous trees to chromosome addition(s) 

is unknown. Probably trees of polyploid constitutions and trees 

having different ploidy levels occurri!lg naturally, e.g. Fraxinus 

and Populus, would not be adversely affected by the additional 

chromatin. 

3.3.2. Synthesis of multi-parent trees and cybrids. 

Inheritance of many iu11Jortant characteristics in trees is 

quantitative rather than qualitative. This inheritance lliode 

precludes the practical use of molecular approaches for 

recombining quantitatively controlled traits as g~ne splicing 

techniques are generally directed towards transferring a single, 

s p e c i fie 9 e n e. Cur r en t I Y , the rei:3 nos a tis fa c tor y in v i~E,~ 

procedure to achieve rapid recombination of quantitative genes in 
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tree& However, there is potential for circumventing this problem 

by sorted chromosome transEe~ 

Through the use of dual-laser-beam flow cytometers, 20 groups 

of the 24 types of human chromosomes can be sorted (119). I t is 

ruasonable to anticipate that future refinements in flow sorting 

will make possible the distinguishing of all homologue differences 

within animal or plant genome& These developments will allow 

for research attempting to reconstitute cODlplete chromosome 

compl;,ments using chromosomes from different donors. Figure 5 

illustrates how parasexual recombination in Quercus could be 

attempted This approach would effect rapid genetic recombination 

Inserted 

" 
go .. 

\ Genomic Reconstitution 

? 

" 
In Quercus Using 
Sorted Chromosomes 

~~ 
== ~ ~ ,t _ 

B 

~, J 
~JJ 

Figure 5. Theoretical parasexual genetic recombination through 
chromosome transfer in Quercus, 2n = 2;: ~ 24 V,) Isolation and 
sorting by flow cyt0~etry of chromosomes from three different 
trees of a Quercus specie~ TreS3 ~ and B provide chromosome 
pairs 1,3,4,5,8,~and 2,6,7,9,11, respectively, for parasexual 
recoillbinatia~ Tree C provides chromosome pair 12 in which a 
foreign 0ene has been inserted through molecular gene splicin~ 
(B) Insertion of isolated chromosomes into a protuplast that has 
been enucleated by laser or radioactive irradiation. (C) 
Regeneration of a trs8 ~ith chromosome contributions from Trees A, 
B and ~ Parasexual transfer of the Eoreign gene inserted into 
chromosome pair 12 is also accomplished 
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of quantitative and qualitative trait~ Additionally (as shown in 

Tree C of Fig. 5), this technique could be used to recombine 

chromosomes carrying genes inserted through molecular technique~ 

Alien substitution lines also could be created with these 

procedures by using a chromosome pair(s) from a different specie~ 

Backcrossing to produce plants with the same nuclear 

~onstitution but different cytoplasms is commonplace in crop 

:5 pee i es. Cybrids 

)rotoplast fusion 

irregular basis. 

have also been produced as biproducts from 

in Si),ne ero!? species, but this occurs on an 

Although both approdches are technically 

possible in forest trees, they are not practical because of the 

length of time involved and uncertainty of results. Nuclear 

transplantation into enucleated protoplasts is an alternate 

approach for rapid production of cybrids. Isolated nuclei from a 

donor plant could be microinjected or fused with enucleated 

[)[otoplasts (Fig. 6). Regenerated cybrids "lould be evaluated for 

nuclear-cytoplasmic int8ractions that can affect important 

characteristics. 

Parasexual Production 01 Cybrids 

/GJ - , 
G) ®® f G) ~ ®® -0 -G) ®® ... 

B \@ A -C d D 
Figure 6. Cybrid production i::l[c)'lgh nuclei transfer (A) Donor 
protoplasts; !2 = 'luclear constitution, ~ = cytoplasm type. (8) 
Isolation of donor nuclei. (C) Transfer of nuclei into 
enucleated, recipient protoplasts wi th cytoplasm types: E., ~ and 
d. Production of cybrid protoplasts. (D) Regeneration of cybrids 
from protoplast~ Evaluation of nuclear-cytoplasmic interaction~ 

3.3. Closing remarks 

In the past, b~sic research in forestry generally has 
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followed developments in agronomic crop species. Various 

constraints are responsible for this relatively slow progress and 

have been insurmountabl~ Research on tree species, therefore, 

should be at the forefront of any field that can circumvent these 

constraints. Clearly, the integration of tissue culture and 

cytogenetic techniques in the areas of chromosome-mediated gene 

transfer, microcell-mediated gene transfer, and cytometric 

chromosome fractionation will provide new opportunities to those 

eng age din for est 9 en e tic res ear c h. Sci en tis t s w 0 r kin gin 

cellular and subcellular research are on exciting thresholds of 

research in somatic cell genetics and genetic engineering. 'I'he 

combination of tissue culture, cytogenetics, and molecular 

genetics will allow for the future study and manipulation of trees 

from the DNA level to the cellular/organelle level, the results of 

which should eventually be reflected in forestry operations in the 

field. 
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21. DEVELOPMENTAL ULTRASTRUCTURE IN GYMNOSPERMS 

T.C. PESACRETA AND M.V. PARTHASARATHY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cells of conifers contain a variety 
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of intriguing 

ultrastructural features which are expressed either in specific 

cell types or at specific stages of cell development. This 

chapter will describe several such structural features that are 

found in the primary tissues of roots. Root cells are not yet 

a common source of explants for cell and tissue culture studies 

and their potential for clonal propagation remains largely 

unexplored. However, the data in this chapter are being 

presented so that, in the future, development in vitro might be 

compared with cell type-specific structural development which 

occurs in vivo. In addition, it is hoped that these data will 

suggest ways in which conifer cells could be used to 

investigate questions that are of general interest to many cell 

biologists. 

The major structural features which will be described in 

this report are microfilaments, vacuoles, nuclei and spiny 

vesicles. While the structure and function of both vacuoles 

and nuclei are undoubtedly well known to all the readers, 

microfilaments a~d spiny vesicles may need some introduction. 

Microfilaments can be identified by using electron 

microscopy because of their characteristic 50-70 A diameter 
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(19) in thin sections. In addition, there is a great deal of 

evidence that such filaments are composed of the protein actin 

both in plants (18,22,29) and in animals (10). Microfilaments 

exist in the cytoplasm either singly or in the form of bundles 

which generally contain 10 to 100 individual filaments packed 

into paracrystalline arrays. Microtubules, microfilaments, 

intermediate filaments (13) and a generalized but poorly 

understood component which has been termed "microtrabecu1ae" 

appear to provide a structural framework for the cell which can 

regulate various aspects of intracellular motility such as 

cytoplasmic streaming (27, 28). The ways in which these 

structures act and interact in the cell are not completely 

understood and most of the information about them comes from 

studies of animal rather than plant cells (25). 

Most of our direct information regarding intracellular 

motility in plant cells has come from investigators who have 

used either the spindle apparatus in dividing endosperm cells 

(1) to investigate the role of microtubules in mitosis or the 

extensively developed microfilament system in the 

internodal cells of Characean algae (31,32) to investigate the 

biochemical regulation of cytoplasmic streaming. However, at 

present a higher plant cell system which is easy to grow 

and observe and which can be used to biochemically investigate 

contractile protein function in different cell types has not 

been found. with the recent development of immunofluorescence 
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(8) and microinjection (5) techniques for use with plant cells, 

it should soon be possible to routinely inject labeled 

are specific for particular cytoskeletal antibodies, which 

proteins, into 

localization 

cells and then observe their 

and effects. To this end, the use of unicells or 

living 

small clusters of cells which can be grown in large numbers 

in suspension culture would greatly facilitate the microscopic 

observation of intracellular motility in higher plant cells and 

further would enable biochemical experiments to be performed on 

the same cell types. 

In contrast to microfilaments, spiny vesicles are perhaps 

one of the few real enigmas left in the study of 

ultrastructure. They occur with low frequency in a variety of 

cell types and are frequently present in phloem cells (6). 

They superficially resemble clathrin-coated vesicles but, upon 

close examination, appear to be composed of hollow spines which 

project from a membrane (17). In one instance, investigators 

have concluded that spiny vesicles were present only in virally 

infected plant organs (9): beyond this, nothing is known of 

their function. 

In the following report the relationship of 

microfilaments, vacuoles, spiny vesicles and nuclei to either 

the stage of cell development or to cell type will be described 

with regard to 

(Cupressaceae) . 

the root tissues of Chamaecyparis obtusa 

The roots of species in many other gymnosperm 
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families (i.e. Araucariacae, Pinaceae, Podocarpaceae, Taxaceae, 

and Taxodiaceae) have been examined in less detail (20). In 

general it appears that the ultrastructure of all of these 

other species closely resembles that of ~ obtusa. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Microfilaments 

Our previous work has shown that microfilament bundles are 

extensively developed in specific conifer root cell types (23). 

The largest number of microfilament bundles are found in 

parenchymatous primary vascular cells (Figs. 1,2) which have 

been referred to as peripheral phloem parenchyma (20). These 

cells are located at the periphery of the vascular cylinder 

between the pericycle and the sieve elements. As many as 90 

microfilament bundles can be seen in transverse sections of 

differentiating peripheral phloem cells (Fig. 3). As the cells 

elongate and mature the number of microfilament bundles that 

are seen in transverse sections decreases to approximately 25 

per cell. This decrease apparently is the result of a 

redistribution of the pre-existing microfilament bundles along 

the length of the cell. It is also possible that some 

polymerization of actin into 

during cell elongation and that 

filaments could be occurring 

this polymerization may not 

have been evident at the ultrastructural level because of the 

concurrent process of microfilament redistribution. The 
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FIGURE 1. Longitudinally sectioned microfilament bundles (MFB) 

1.ear a mitochondrion (M) and a vacuole (V). Bar = 0.5 11m. 

FIGURE 2. High magnification view of MFB. Individual microfila

ments within bundle are visible. Bar = 0.05 11m. 

FIGURE 3. Transverse section of MFBs. Bar = 0.1 11m. 

FIGURE 4. Group of four microtubules (arrows) near the cell wall 

(CW). Note presence of a single dense particle (dart) which is 

~bout 70 A in diame ter. Bar = 0.1 11m. 
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physical mechanism by which microfilament 

redistributed in the cell is not understood. 

bundles could be 

Occasionally the 

bundles are observed to be closely associated with the plasma 

membrane which could anchor the bundle in a specific position 

during cell elongation. However, until actin-anchoring proteins 

(4) are identified and localized in plants, such an 

interpretation is speculative. 

The several other parenchymatous 

differ from the peripheral phloem with 

vascular cell types 

regard to both the 

frequency and distribution of 

metaxylem and the other phloem 

microfilament 

cells contain 

bundles. The 

approximately 

one-half to one-third as many bundles as do the peripheral 

phloem while the protoxylem cells contain even fewer bundles. 

(23). In peripheral phloem cells the microfilament bundles are 

all circumferentially located within 2 micrometers of the 

plasma membrane; in the other cell types the bundles 

occasionally occur in the central areas of the cells. This 

difference is evident during the later stages of cell 

differentiation. The peripheral phloem cells always develop an 

uninterrupted, centralized vacuole; however, the other cells 

occasionally form transvacuolar strands which fenestrate the 

centralized vacuole with tube-like extensions of streaming 

cytoplasm containing microfilament bundles. 

There is some evidence that the other cell types in the 

root primary tissues contain microfilaments. Endodermal cells 
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can contain 1-4 microfilament bundles and the other cortical 

cells may contain one such bundle or none at all. In cortical 

cells which have no microfilament bundles, structures having a 

diameter of 50-70 angstroms occasionally can be seen near 

microtubules which have been transversely sectioned (Fig. 4). 

Such "microfilaments" appear singly or in groups of 2-4 which 

are irregularly distributed around the microtubules. Often 

these structures appear to be in contact with the microtubules. 

It is difficult to unambiguously identify "microfilaments" of 

this type in longitudinal sections because they cannot be 

distinguished from grazing sections of microtubules. Inasmuch 

as no actin was detected in similar cells after labeling with 

actin-specific nitrobenzoxadiazole-phallicidin (22), it is 

likely that such microfilaments, if they do exist, are either 

relatively minor components of the cytoplasm or were mostly 

destroyed by the conventional fixation procedures (22,23). 

From these data it is clear that the development of 

microfilaments is closely regulated in conifer cell types. The 

functional consequences of these differences have not yet been 

proven. However, given the close relationship between 

microfilament bundles and intracellular motility, the 

observation that the rate and pattern of cytoplasmic streaming 

in cortical cells is much different from that of vascular cells 

(20,22) may be relevant. Vascular cells exhibit relatively 

rapid streaming (approximately 15 pm sec-1 ) of almost all of 
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their contents. This streaming cytoplasm follows an elliptical 

course which is oriented around the longitudinal axis of the 

cell, much the same as is the placement of the microfilament 

bundles. In conifer cortical cells, the rate of cytoplasmic 

streaming is much slower, involves only a small percentage of 

the cytoplasm at anyone moment, and in most cases is scarcely 

noticeable unless the highest possible magnifications are 

employed. Therefore, with regard to conifer roots it can be 

stated that the presence of an extensively developed 

micro filament bundle system corresponds to the occurrence of 

generalized cytoplasmic streaming. 

Because conifers possess the ability to produce a wide 

variety of cell types by, at least in part, the regulation of 

the genes for actin and actin-related proteins, they would seem 

to be interesting and flexible tools to use to investigate the 

biochemistry and physiological effects of these proteins both 

in mature and differentiating cell types. In vivo the 

differences between the various cell types can only be observed 

after very carefully dissecting the cortical and vascular 

tissues into pieces which are small enough for microscopical 

observation. Not only is this slow and difficult work with 

limited yields but the dissection procedure may alter the 

properties of the cells. If it were possible to grow cell types 

in vitro which resembled either cortical or vascular cells, 

then the accessibility problem would become non-existent and a 



FIGURE 5. Dilating membranes of provacuolar network 
fenestrations (darts) and dense material in cisternae 
arrows). Bar = 0.5 ~m. 
FIGURE 6. Intermediate vacuole with dense material at 
with PVN (unlabeled arrow). Bar = 0.5 ~m. 
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rich source of proteins for biochemical and immunocytochemical 

analysis would be available. 

2.2. Vacuoles 

All of the parenchymatous vascular cells eventually 

develop a large, single, centralized vacuole, but the 

ultrastructural details of the formation of these vacuoles vary 

according to cell type. Peripheral phloem cells begin to form 

enlarging vacuoles of intermediate size nearer the root apex 

than any of the other cell types. These vacuoles form through 

the development of a "provacuolar network" (20) which becomes 

evident in these cells when they are 145 to 250 pm from the 

quiescent center (Fig. 5) . This network begins to 

simultaneously dilate and fenestrate in many places but 

continues to maintain its structural integrity during the 

enlargement process. When the cells are 250 to 510 pm from the 

quiescent center, each provacuolar network forms what appears 

to be a single separate vacuole of intermediate size in the 

cytoplasm (Fig. 6). Several of these vacuoles are present in 

each peripheral phloem cell (Fig. 7) and, during the successive 

stages of cell differentiation, they apparently fuse with each 

other to form the single centralized vacuole of the mature 

cell. It is also possible that the intermediate vacuoles do not 

need a fusigenic signal but have retained some small physical 

connections with each other which were not obvious in the thin 

sections. 
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FIGURE 7. Intermediate sized vacuoles (V) in peripheral phloem. 
Bar = 4 ).lm. 
FIGURE 8. Small vacuoles in xylem cells. Bar = 4 ).lm. 
FIGURE 9. Peripheral phloem cell with aheterochromatic nucleus 
(A). Other vascular cells with more heterochromatin in nuclei (H). 
Bar = 4 ).lm. 
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In the other phloem parenchyma and xylem parenchyma cells 

and in the cortical cells, provacuolar networks are also 

observed but with less frequency. The formation of the central 

vacuole seems to occur in cells that are located further from 

the root apex and in a different structural progression than as 

is the case for the peripheral phloem. Instead of forming a 

few intermediate sized vacuoles when cells are young, these 

other parenchymatous cells (Fig. 8) contain large numbers of 

quite small and separate vacuoles (provacuoles) which are 

similar to those that have been described in other higher 

plants (2,3,15). These provacuoles eventually fuse with each 

other during the later stages of cell differentiation to form 

the central vacuole. 

It appears that the relatively precocious development 

process which occurs in the peripheral phloem allows these 

cells to "bypass" the slower process of vacuole formation from 

small separate provacuoles which occurs in the other cell 

types. How this process is controlled is unknown, but is 

interesting because of its apparent linkage to cellular 

differentiation. Here it would be useful to isolate 

tonoplast membranes from cells that have been grown in vitro 

and that express either the rapid or the slow vacuolation 

character, and biochemically analyze them to determine what 

factors are responsible for their pattern of development. 

A somewhat different mechanism of vacuole formation has 
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been proposed for other species. Marty (14) has presented 

evidence which indicates that the GERL (Golgi-endoplasmic 

reticulum-lysosomal complex) is a major component of vacuole 

formation in the root meristem cells of Euphorbia. In the GERL 

system a continuous sheet or a tubular network of membranes 

engulf a portion of cytoplasm. The enclosed cytoplasm is 

degraded by autolytic enzymes and thus a vacuole that is 

surrounded by a single membrane remains. such a scheme is 

applicable to our observations in Chamaecyparis to the extent 

that a continuous provacuolar membrane system, rather than 

several separate provacuo~es, is involved. However, the 

vacuoles of Chamaecyparis contained no membranous aggregations 

that could have resulted from the cytolytic sequence 

hypothesized by Marty. 

2.3. Nuclei 

Within the vascular cylinder the structure of the nuclei 

in some cells distinguishes them from the general population. 

As is seen in Fig. 9, some of the nuclei are less dense than 

others. This characteristic is a morphological consequence of 

the tendency of these nuclei to contain relatively small 

amounts of heterochromatin, the condensed or inactive form of 

chromatin. The "aheterochromatic" nuclear character is 

predominantly found in differentiating peripheral phloem and 

parenchymatous meta xylem 

characterizes the cells 

cells. 

of the 

In addition, it also 

quiescent center (24). The 
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nuclei of the procambial cells which are located between the 

quiescent center and the differentiating parenchymatous 

vascular cells are not aheterochromatic. Therefore it is 

obvious that the aheterochromatic nuclear character is a 

specific consequence of cell differentiation and that these 

differences should correlate with cytophotometric differences 

in DNA (Dhillon this volume) . 

While it has been shown that the aheterochromatic 

character of the nuclei is the first ultrastructurally 

observable indication of 

vascular tissues and 

differentiation 

that it persists 

in conifer 

throughout 

root 

cell 

development (20), the functional implications of this character 

are not understood at present. Nagl (16) has shown that the 

structure of heterochromatin in plant cells can be influenced 

by cell cycle stage. In addition, the studies of Evans and 

Van't Hof (7) have shown that root cells can be arrested at 

either the 2 C or the 4 C stage, depending on the species being 

tested. It would be instructive to use cells which have been 

exposed to radiolabeled nucleic acids and grown in vitro in a 

variety of conditions to determine if the aheterochromatic 

nuclear character is dependent on or is independent of arrest 

in a particular cell cycle stage. Given the obvious structural 

features of these nuclei, once their function becomes 

understood they might be useful markers to visually identify 

particular sub-populations of cells. 
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FIGURE 10. Groups of spiny vesicles (SV) with microbodies. (p) 
plastid. (M) mitochondrion. Bar = 0.5 pm. 
FIGURE 11. Upon close inspection. some of the contents of the 
central microbody appear to resembl e the circular form of spiny 
vesicles (unlabeled arrows). Bar = 0.1 pm . 
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2.4. spiny vesicles 

Spiny vesicles in conifer roots are most often observed in 

the parenchymatous phloem cells. They are seen in large groups 

in the cytoplasm of differentiating cells (Fig. 10) and appear 

with decreasing frequency as the cells mature. Frequently, the 

groups of spiny vesicles are bordered by several microbodies 

(Fig. 10). These microbodies do not contain either the 

crystalloids which are characteristic of peroxisomes or the 

dense homogeneous matrix found in glyoxysomes. Instead they 

are filled with a coarsely fibrous material which in certain 

areas appears to be similar in its structure to spiny vesicles 

(Fig. 11). This close association and similarity between 

groups of microbodies and spiny vesicles has not been 

previously reported in other species. It is not clear as to 

whether it might represent a stage in either the origin or the 

fate of such vesicles. Another somewhat more speculative 

possibility is that these microbodies are in fact separate 

provacuoles, the dense contents of which have been either 

amplified or concentrated. 

Unfortunately the identity and function of spiny vesicles 

will remain obscure until they can be further characterized. 

Here again, if cells with large numbers of spiny vesicles could 

be grown in vitro this would greatly increase the yield of such 

vesicles for biochemical studies. This task is becoming more 

important as we are now beginning to understand more about 
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plant coated vesicles (ll,21,30) which partially resemble spiny 

vesicles in their form and thus may contain some similar 

proteins. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Obviously we have much more to learn about the biology of 

many of these interesting conifer cell types. The major concern 

for the future is whether we will be able to 

specifically manipulate conifer cells in vitro to produce the 

desired phenotypes in abundance for biochemical and 

microscopical experimentation. Unfortunately, at present, 

no published comprehensive ultrastructural study of conifer 

tissue culture cells is available. Therefore a great deal of 

work must first be done to determine if existing cultured cell 

types contain large numbers of structures such as 

microfilaments, provacuolar networks, aheterochromatic nuclei 

and spiny vesicles. Assuming that cell types which have the 

desired ultrastructural characteristics can be generated from 

existing cell lineages or from new ones, then the next step 

will be to study the functional abilities and the biochemical 

makeup of the different cultured cell types, with the ultimate 

aim being to understand the characterisitics of similar cells 

which exist in the intact plant. 
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22. DO MITOCHONDRIA MEDIATE ORGANOGENESIS? 

F. BERNARD-DURIX and A. KOVOOR 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The inherent totipotency of plant cells is manifest in 

their unique capacity to redifferentiate in vitro. Apparent - ---
departures from the basic sequence of this in vitro behaviour 

can be attributed to modulations, or even total blockage, 

of genome expression intervening before the crucial steps 

of dedifferentiation or redifferentiation in a callus. Irrever-

sible differentiation would imply a partial loss, either 

brusque or progressive, of the genome. It is even conceivable 

that such a loss occurs at the outset in those explants which 

seem to be condemned never to feature any development in 

vitro at all. 

Those who handle woody species probably have experienced 

an unexplained recalcitrance of these tissues for organogenesis, 

which, in contrast, is often so easily induced in material 

of herbaceous origin. It is perhaps only the result of a 

statistical bias, arising from the fewer efforts devoted 

to trees, which figure in the literature. If not, one has 

to consider the possibility that woody plants have categorically 

different mechanisms of development. However, this view 

too is difficult to accept since most aspects of development 

in vitro have at some time or other occurred in tissues of 

woody species. 

2. PHYTOHORMONAL REGULATION OF ORGANOGENESIS 

Phytohormones, whether endogenous or provided in the 

medium, undoubtedly play a primordial role in organogenesis. 

But in spite of the impressive volume of work reported, we 

still owe much to a thirty-year old tenet about auxin-cytokinin 

balance (25) which governs our thinking on the subject. 
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The organogenetic response to change in the supply of exogenous 

phytohormones has been observed in cuI tures of woody species 

also, especially conifers. Cultures of Douglas fir, Pseudotsuga 

menziesii (Mirb.) Franco, derived from excised embryos, produce 

buds when they are given a high dose of cytokinin before 

transfer to a medium lacking it (5). Withdrawal of cytokinin 

similarly induces buds in hypocotyl explants of white spruce, 

Picea glauca (4). Both juvenile and mature stem explants 

of western redcedar, Thuja plicata Donn., form adventitious 

buds on high cytokinin and low auxin (6) while embryo explants 

of Douglas fir (33) and Norway spruce, Picea abies L --- --- (30 ) 

produce buds on cytokinin alone with further bud development 

requiring a complete withdrawal of the hormone. 

A suitable material for studying the phytohormonal regul

ation of organogenesis in woody species is a strain of tissue 

isolated from an immature embryo of the ha zel, Corylus avellana 

L (20). These cultures develop exclusively as undifferentiated 

callus when maintained on a medium containing both auxin 

and cytokinin (Fig .1A) . Upon transfer to fresh medium lacking 

phytohormones buds begin to appear and at the end of a second 

FIGURE 1. Callogenetic and organogenetic development of 
Cory Ius tissue cultures. A: Callus cultures maintained on 
medium (20) containing 2,4-D (lmg/l) and kinetin (lmg/I). 
B: Organogenesis in cultures on medium lacking phytohormones. 
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passage, in the absence of exogenous growth 

leaf-like structures are formed (Fig.1B). 

factors, profuse 

Thus, in spite 

of some endogenous factors 

one transfer to the next, 

being possibly carried over from 

the chain of events leading to 

a different developmental pattern of tissues is set in motion 

from the time exogenous phytohormones are eliminated. 

3. THE SEARCH FOR MODULATING MECHANISMS 

The question thus arises if during any given mode of 

differentiation, external factors, like the phytohormones 

in the medium, could interact with the genome to modulate 

it, and even block organogenesis completely as in Corylus. 

Another possibility is that they could achieve this via internal 

factors that act epigenetically. Receptors and binding sites 

(29) are certainly essential primary elements and their modul

ation could introduce some finesse in the wide spectrum of 

phytohormonal action in plants. But organ initiation is 

more likely to be a whole cascade of cellular and intracellular 

events, a scheme in which provision has to be made for the 

known effects of non-hormonal factors as well. 
The choice of tissues can be of prime importance. In 

many species, especially with primary explants, endogenous 

hormones and their levels cannot be controlled. The advantage 

of hazel callus cultures is that they belong to an established 

strain and can be subjected to experimental conditions differing 

only in phytohormones and nothing else; their morphogenetic 

response is furthermore quite unambiguous. We examine here 

some evidence in favour of phytohormones acting through the 

mitochondria in cultured tissues. 

4. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SIZE AND ORGANIZATION OF PLANT MITOCH

ONDRIAL DNA 

Strangely enough, it was not unti I quite some time after 

the detection of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) that the implications 

of its extraordinary size in higher plants became evident. 

Wide ranges of length distributions and proportions of circular 
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and linear mtDNA have been reported. Discordant molecular 

weights, according to the particular technique used for their 

estimation in a given species (contour measurements, reassoc

iation kinetics, restriction-fragment lengths) are best expl

ained by the occurrence of considerable heterogeneity (14, 

24) • 

Compared to the somewhat restricted and constant role 

of mitochondria in all other eucaryotes, it would appear 

that in higher plants, a significant change of phase in the 

evolution of mitochondria has set in, concomitant with the 

unique plasticity of cell differentiation. The mere size 

of mtDNA provides amply for a richer information content 

than that required for the known specific mitochondrial proteins. 

Most of these proteins occur in all plants and in animals 

and yeasts as well. Hence, a large number of higher-plant 

mitochondrial proteins will presumably be identified in due 

course. Meanwhile, the mitochondrial genome could be looked 

upon as a vast repository of unassigned reading frames and 

non-coding DNA as well. Deletions, duplications, transpositions 

and other assorted recombinations therein can lead to amplific

ations and allied phenomena, the phenotypic expression of 

which has yet to be determined. Furthermore, while the nuclear 

dependence of mitochondria is generally borne out by the 

presence of imported proteins in them, a considerable export 

of mitochondrial proteins is also plausible in higher plants; 

it could point to a novel type of mitochondrial influence 

on the nucleus. 

The mitochondria of Cory Ius tissues illustrate many of 

the features observed in those of other plants. They yield 

a considerable proportion of mtDNA in the total DNA extracted 

by techniques particularly suited to the purpose (16) based 

on the initial disruption of lyophilized tissue in the presence 

of cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide and precipitation by 

increasing the concentration of the latter in extracts. 

In spite of quantitative variation even within one family, 

overall levels of mtDNA extracted from plant cells are quite 

high; e.g. 7 to 10% in cucumber epicotyls (13) and 15 to 
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20% in melon (1). Corylus mtDNA is no exception; it is present 

in proportions high enough to appear as a conspicuous heavy 

satellite after dye-buoyant isopycnic centrifugation (Fig.2) 

when its density (d=1.705) separates it well from nuclear 

DNA (d=I.692) in the main band. That this heavy satellite 

indeed consists of mtDNA is authenticated by comparing its 

electrophoretic profile, after restriction enzyme digestion, 

with that given by the DNA of mitochondria purified by differ

ential centrifugation and digested by the same enzyme (Fig.3). 

A probable under-estimation of the total of restriction 

fragment lengths (Fig.6) indicates a molecular complexity 

of about 200 Mdal for Corylus, conforming to the high size

ranges reported in many other species. 

FIGURE 2. Dye-buoyant isopycnic centrifugation of Corylus 
tissue culture DNA viewed under UV illumination, showing 
a main upper band and a lower satellite. A: Sodium iodide 
gradient (initial d=1.55) with ethidium bromide (0.18 mg/ml); 
50Ti rotor, 36,000 rpm, 96 h, 20°C. B: Cesium chloride gradient 
(initial d=1.70) with DAPI (0.017 mg/ml); 50Ti rotor, 35,000 
rpm, 64 h, 20°C; main band d=1.692, satellite d=1. 705. Unlike 
ethidium bromide, DAPI binds preferentially to A-T pairs. 
Since the satellite is a heavy one, and therefore G-C rich, 
it fluoresces less intensely (B) than would the same amount 
of DNA when bound to ethidium bromide (A). 
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FIGURE 3. Profiles, under UV illumination, of heavy satellite 
DNA from a CsCl gradient (B & D) and DNA from purified mitoch
ondria (A & C) after digestion with restriction enzymes EcoRI 
(A & B) and AtuBI (C & D) and electrophoresis in 0.9% agarose 
gels stained with ethidium bromide. 

5. PHYTOHORMONAL INFLUENCE ON mtDNA SYNTHESIS 

The separation of mtDNA from nuclear DNA in the same 

density gradient facilitates the study of the biosynthesis 

of both classes in tissue cultures by precursor labelling 

under various conditions. 

5.1. Preferential synthesis 

When cultures of Corylus are grown for about 10 days 

on a medium containing 3H-thymidine and their total DNA is 

analyzed by isopycnic centrifugation, the profile of radioactiv

ity indicating synthesis of DNA differs according to whether 

the tissues were supplied with phytohormones or not. In 

the presence of phytohormones, that is, when the callogenetic 

mode of growth is expected, the peak of radioactivity in 

the mtDNA band predominates. When phytohormones are absent 

and when growth should, in principle, lead to organogenesis, 
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DNA synthesis is localized in the main band of nuclear DNA 

(Fig. 4) . The relative quantities of nuclear and mtDNA under 

the two conditions of culture, as judged from the fluorescence 

intensities of their bands, are however always in proportion 

to those appearing in Fig.2. Consequently, when the radioactive 

peak I ies in mtDNA, this fraction, which is present in lower 

amounts than nuclear DNA, is labelled to a higher specific 

activity. In other words, the preferential replication of 

mtDNA is quite intense when phytohormones are supplied in 

the medium. 
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FIGURE 4. Radioactivity profiles of 3H-DNA synthesized 
by Corylus tissues in the presence (e) or absence (0) of 
phytohormones after 10 days of culture. NaI gradients were 
centrifuged as described in Fig.2A; tops of gradients are 
to the right; fractions were collected from the bottom and 
TCA-precipitated on to glass-fiber discs for counting of 
radioactivity. Main-band DNA peaks in fraction 17 and mtDNA 
in 12. 
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5.2. Transient "amplification" 

When radioactive profiles representing DNA synthesis 

are determined during the time-course of a culture passage 

under continuous labelling, the peak of preferential synthesis 

induced in mtDNA by phytohormones, and displayed for about 

15 days, has disappeared after 25 days. The profile reverts 

to one which resembles that observed in cultures deprived 

of exogenous phytohormones. In this profile the nuclear 

and mtDNA are labelled in keeping with their actual proportions 

in the cell (Fig.5). The phenomenon is thus transient, and 

for want of a better term could be qualified as amplification 

al though the latter implies that precisely defined sequences 

of DNA increase in copy number. 
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FIGURE 5. Radioactivity profiles of 32P-DNA synthesized 
by Corylus tissues in the presence (A) or absence (B) of 
phytohormones after 15 days (e-----e) or 25 days (e-----e) 
of culture. Main-band DNA peaks in fractions 20-21 in A 
and fraction 23 in B: mtDNA is in fraction 17 in both A and 
B. Other details are as in Fig.4. 
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Indeed, the basic event of uneven or differential replic

ation of DNA can lead to what has been variously described 

as amplification, redundancy, semi-permanent and heritable 

reiteration, metabolic DNA, endo-cycles etc. (3, 17). Uneven 

replication has been reported in other in-vitro systems which, 

like that of Corylus, are amenable and responsive to a certain 

experimental control of available phytohormones: i.e., in 

Crepis (21) carrot (22) cucumber (9) tobacco (31). Furthermore, 

evidence for its transient nature is clear in reports where, 

quite remarkably, it always correlates with the dedifferentiat

ion of tissues (9, 11, 18). All reports attributed the phenom

enon to satellite DNA (implied to be of nuclear origin) over

looking that mtDNA could constitute a more than significant 

portion of higher-plant DNA, a fact only beginning to be 

realized at that time. However, the identity of some heavy 

satellites (approximating 1.706 in density) with mtDNA was 

conf irmed by others (1, 13) and in those cases where phyto

hormones influence replication in the satellite DNA of tissue 

cultures, the DNA is presumed to be mitochondrial because 

of its density (9, 21) or has been demonstrated to be mitochond

rial by its restriction-enzyme digests (32). 

5.3. Localization of preferential synthesis 

The preferential synthesis induced by phytohormones may 

also be interpreted in terms of what we already know about 

the structure and organization of mtDNA. The heterogeneity 

of mtDNA raises the question whether certain molecules are 

replicated before others during a culture passage. Such 

an occurrence could yield practically the same transient 

labelling pattern as depicted in Fig. 5" Hi therto undetected 

episomal elements, comparable to those governing cytoplasmic 

male sterility in other systems, may turn out to be involved 

in the response to phytohormones. Specific recombinational 

events and the accompanying repair replication could result 

in the observation of "unscheduled" mtDNA synthesis. At 

least in yeast, the mitochondrial genome may carry several 

autonomous replication origins; changes in their efficiency 

(24) according to developmental conditions could then lead 
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to the type of profiles obtained with Cory Ius . Indeed, our 

present understanding of the unique features of higher-plant 

mtDNA affords numerous theoretical possibilities for explanation 

but only more experimental data will lead to a clearer and 

convergent picture. 

A double-labelling technique (12) meant to detect DNA 

al terations in putative mutant genomes of phages was adopted 

to compare mtDNA elaborated in Corylus tissues submitted 

to differing phytohormonal regimes. Cultures were grown 

for 7 days with or without phytohormones and labelled respect

i ve ly with 3H-thymidine and 32 P-orthophosphate. Mi tochondria 

were isolated from both tissues and the 3H-DNA and 32P-DNA 

extracted from them were mixed, digested with a restriction 

enzyme, electrophoresed in a single lane, and the double 

label of gel slices counted. Homogenous replication throughout 

the genome under both cuI tural conditions should have given 

a constant 3H/32P ratio in all slices. It was found, however, 

that many slices in the distal end of the gel gave high ratios 

(Fig. 6) • 

High 3H counts evidently pertain to DNA sequences which 

are preferentially synthesized under phytohormonal stimulation; 

but why they should be confined to the smaller restriction 

fragments is less obvious. One surmise is that the actual 

sequences are even smaller and scattered extra-replicated 

at random over the 

sites 

the 

of 

large 

the enzyme 

fragments 

genome 

used. 

of the 

with respect to the restriction 

They could thus be present in 

proximal half also, but their 

the long sequences containing 

overall 3H/32P ratio. In the 

small 

them 

size 

would 

in proportion 

hardly affect 

to 

the 

shorter restriction fragments, on the other hand, 3H-Iabelled 

stretches would occupy a proportion high enough to significantly 

increase the 3H/32p ratio. Another interpretation is that 

a presumed mitochondrial episome is the only seat of replication 

specifically induced by phytohormones; if present in a few 

copies it could go undetected in dye-stained gels and if 

small, its restriction fragments will be inevitably even 

smaller. It is perhaps noteworthy in this respect that some 

high-ratio slices in Fig.6 do not show visible dye-bands. 
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FIGURE 6. Localization of preferential synthesis in mtDNA 
of Corylus tissues supplied with exogenous phytohormones. 
Cultures were labelled with 3H-methyl-thymidine (sp. act., 
1.63 GBq/mmol; dose, 18.5 MBq/ 1) and 32P-orthophosphoric 
acid (carrier-free; dose, 11.1 MBq/l) according to the presence 
or absence of phytohormones, respectively. 3H-mtDNA from 
tissues submitted to phytohormones and 32P-mtDNA from tissues 
grown on medium lacking phytohormones were mixed and digested 
with the restriction enzyme AtuBI. Left: Digests were electro
phoresed in 0.8% agarose gels and stained with ethidium bromide; 
fragment calibration in kilobase-pairs (Kpb) is based on 
known fragment lengths of Aphage DNA restricted with EcoRI 
and HindIII and run on the same gel (not shown). Right: 
Gel slices were solubilized in a suitable scintillation mixture 
(protosol/econofluor 3/100, 37°C, 48 h) and their radioact
ivities counted in appropriate channels with correction for 
spillover; 3H/32P ratios of slices are plotted on the histogram 
after the constant values have been normalized to 1. 

6. MITOCHONDRIO-NUCLEAR PROGRESSION OF ORGANOGENETIC CONTROL 

Although the contrasting response of mitochondrial and 

nuclear DNA synthesis to phytohormones can be correlated 

with phytohormonal influence on organogenesis, the control 
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of DNA synthetic activity by other means is required to support 

the evidence that organogenesis is indeed the end effect. 

Cycloheximide, which is a specific inhibitor of protein 

synthesis in the cytosol, is known to inhibit nuclear DNA 

synthesis also without affecting mtDNA when it is provided 

in appropriate levels to yeast cells (10). A similar response 

is observable in Corylus tissues, where the dominant nuclear 

DNA synthesis in the 

considerably reduced 

unaffected (Fig.7). 

absence of exogenous phytohormones is 

by cycloheximide leaving mtDNA almost 

It also rules out the likelihood of 

cycloheximide inactivation reported to occur in certain embryo

genic carrot cell lines (26). 
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FIGURE 7. R~dioactivity profiles of 3H-DNA synthesized by 
Corylus tissues grmm without exogenous phytohormones, either 
in the presence of 10-7 M cycloheximide (e-----e) or in its 
absence (e-----e). CsCl gradients were centrifuged as in 
Fig.2B. Main-band DNA peaks in fraction 44 and mtDNA in 
fraction 32. Other details are as in Fig.4. 

It must nevertheless be recalled that the withdrawal 

of exogenous phytohormones ushers cultures 

genetic mode of development at the same 

feature of cycloheximide action is that, 

the inhibition of nuclear DNA synthesis, 

of organogenesis is observed (Fig.8). 

into the organo

time. A salient 

concomitantly with 

a total absence 
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FIGURE 8. Effect of cycloheximide on organogenesis of Corylus 
tissues in vitro. A: Organ formation (arrows) is observed 
in control cultures grown on medium lacking phytohormones 
(as in Fig.1B). B: Addition of 10-7 M cycloheximide to the 
same medium completely arrests organogenesis in cultures, 
allowing only callogenetic growth. 

since cycloheximide does not appear to affect mitochondria 

perceptibly under these conditions, one may infer that it 

intervenes in the succession of events, progressing from 

the nucleus, that culminate in organogenesis; the mitochondria 

which undergo phytohormonal influence, exemplified in mtDNA 

synthesis, are in all likelihood earlier targets in the sequence. 

7. CONCLUDING HYPOTHESES 

Mi tochondrial heterogeneity is rather a case of conformat-

ional variation and microheterogeneity in mtDNA, meaning 

that no change in the overall complexity or restriction pattern 

can be discerned among the various tissues and developmental 

stages of a given species (19) or in tissue cultures (7). 

Neither the type of preferential synthesis observed in Corylus 

cultures nor short-range recombinational events will be detected 

by the above methods. 

As opposed to microheterogeneity, the formation or loss 

of entirely different classes of mtDNA molecules may accompany 

drastic and irreversible changes in organogenetic potential, 
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according to the concept of mitochondrial mediation suggested 

here. In this respect, explants of juvenile and mature onto

genetic phases, especially in woody species, are known to 

behave quite differently in culture; many embryogenic lines 

lose that capacity totally after a few or several transfers. 

It is consequently in such material that mtDNA heterogeneity 

is likely to be encountered on an extensive scale, where 

the dosage of certain amplified sequences is high enough 

to alter phenotypes durably. Indeed, excision-amplification 

models have been invoked and the presence of selectively 

amplified mitochondrial genes already demonstrated in the 

ascomycete, Podospora, when it attains the characteristic 

developmental state of senescence (34). Among higher-plant 

tissue cultures, the stoichiometry of certain mtDNA restriction 

fragments varies significantly in isolates of a maize cell 
line which undergoes a phase change in morphology from the 

compact to a friable type of callus (15). The numerous instances 

of somaclonal variation in tissue cultures (23) reported 

to be frequently elicited in a phytohormone-induced callus 

stage, may likewise be a rich source for unearthing pronounced 

rearrangements in mtDNA structure. 

What exactly is the nature of the organogenetic signals? 

Current paradigms notably point to specific proteins; embryonic 

proteins indeed appear during somatic embryogenesis in carrot 

cell suspensions (27). The suppression of bud formation 

by the cytosolic protein inhibitor, cycloheximide, also enforces 

the idea that proteins are the principal signals emanating 

from the nucleus in Corylus cultures. 

Since phytohormonal action on mtDNA occurs prior to 

nuclear events in the proposed scheme, it is postulated that 

the preferentially replicated genes or regulatory sequences 

are responsible for the synthesis of new and probably small 

polypeptides (like a number of known animal growth factors) 

which influence the nucleus. Analogous signals of organelle 

origin (Chlamydomonas chloroplasts) have previously been 

noted to regulate nuclear activity (2). Again, in carrot 

cell suspensions (28) which can be switched alternatively 
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to and from callus growth and embryo development, both 2,4-D 

and a conditioning factor produced by callus tissue are necess-

ary for the synthesis of callus-specific proteins. Whether 

such conditioning factors are mitochondrio-dependent is very 

much an open question. Protein synthesis in preparations 

of isolated mitochondria is beginning to be documented (8) 

and the identification of products specifically induced by 

phytohormones may turn out to be quite feasible. It can 

also be argued that the effect on the nucleus by these products 

would inhibit organogenesis in a manner similar to the way 

that cycloheximide inhibits organ initiation but not callo

genetic growth. 
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23. STRUCTURE OF CELL ORGANELLES AND CELL WALL IN TISSUE 

CULTURES OF TREES 

LIISA KAARINA SIMOLA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Some observations of the structure and development of cell 

organelles and cell wall have been included in the early 

experimental works on tissue cultures of trees (2, 3, 17). 

Differentiation of tracheary and sieve elements was the main 
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aim in several light microscopic studies. The importance of 

carbohydrate level as well as the role of auxin in cytodifferen

tiation was determined using callus cultures of Syringa vulgaris 

(47, 48). Sucrose which was used as sugar in these experiments 

was favourable for sieve element development at a rather high 

concentration (4 - 5 %). The same was the case in tissue 

cultures of Camellia (19). Raffinose and lactose, however, 

were the most effective carbohydrate sources in the induction 

of vascularized nodules in Sequoia callus (3). 

The main part of tissue culture studies dealing with trees 

is aimed at vegetative propagation. The difficulties in this 

field have been enormous and consequently only a few physio

logical and phytochemical papers dealing with ultrastructure 

have been published on economically important forest trees. 

Studies of ultrastructure would give a better view of the 

general physiological stage of the callus than purely bio

chemical analyses. For example, when phenomena connected with 

plastid development are studied, the knowledge about fine 

structure of mixo- or heterotrophically growing mesophyll 

callus cells is useful to explain what happens when chloro

plast rich mesophyll cells dedifferentiate during callus 

formation. Some chemical components, typically present in 

normal chloroplast of leaves (e.g. glycolipids) often appear 

in only very low concentrations in chloroplasts in cultured 

plant cells. This is easy to understand in view of the lack 
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of well developed thylakoids in plastids in cultured cells, as 

visualized by electron microscopic studies (37). 

Because the callus cells are usually rather large and 

vacuolated it is difficult to obtain an overall view of their 

fine structure. Therefore micrographs at high and low magni

fication are necessary and many cells must be observed due to 

the fact that the level of transection strongly affects the 

results. Serial sections, which would be valuable for the 

understanding of connections between different intercellular 

compartments, are very time consuming and good skills in electron 

microscope technique are needed. 

In most cases, callus and suspension cultures consisting of 

cells at different stages of the cell cycle are the starting 

material. More refined culture techniques, including cell 

division synchronization, have not been used in studies of 

organelle organization of the economically most important forest 

trees. 

The relatively early observations of the structure of haploid 

callus cells of Ginkgo biloba (43, 44) provided promising 

information on the physiological capacity of plant cells. These 

studies were carried out with chlorophyllous megagametophyte and 

microspore callus lines that were able to form different 

specialized cell types. 

Sporadic observations have been made of development of 

vascular elements, especially tracheids, in callus cultures of 

gymnosperms (29, 49). However, usually the callus and 

suspension cultures have been treated as if they consisted of 

very homogeneous cells. For example, undifferentiated, thin 

walled, parenchymatous cells are often considered to be 

suitable for experiments concerning e.g. physiological regula

tion of differentiation and biosynthetic pathways. However, 

in these experiments the organelle organisation of the cell 

population used as a test object is often ignored. On the 

other hand, descriptive fine structural studies, without 

simultaneous investigation of the physiology of the cells, 

give only a rather static picture of the plant cells at work. 

In this paper ultrastructural aspects of some callus and 

suspension cultures of trees, in particular forest trees, 

are presented. 



2. CASE STUDIES: GYMNOSPERMS 

2.1. Araucaria araucana, megagametophyte callus 

The female gametophyte of Araucaria araucana consists of 

large haploid cells containing several nuclei and storing much 

starch (9). Coenocytic megagametophyte segments, cultured in 

Murashige and Skoog's medium supplemented with 10 mg 1-1 of 

naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) and I mg 1-1 of kinetin at 25°, 

formed callus only when callus forming embryonic tissue was 

co-cultured with the megagametophytes. After 20 to 25 days 

of culture, cell wall formation divided the coenocyte cyto

plasm into smaller territories with 3 or 4 nuclei each. Then 

synchronous division of nuclei was initiated and cell wall 

formation continued until all cells became mononucleate. Fusion 

of nuclear envelopes was never observed and the mononucleate 

callus cells were always haploid. Mitochondria, chloroplasts, 

ribosomes, ER membranes and some dictyosomes were recognized. 

At the time when the new cell walls were formed, long 

cisternae of rough ER together with vesicles were seen 

throughout the cytoplasm. These newly formed cell walls were 

probably not laid down by the activity of dictyosomes because 

at the time of this initial wall formation dictyosomes were 

sparce. They became more frequent only after the subdivision 

of megagametophyte cells into territories by subsequent cell 

wall formation. Multivesicular bodies were distributed 

either across the cytoplasm or adjacent to the plasma 

membrane. 

2.2. Ginkgo biloba, pollen and megagametophyte derived callus 

There are some early light microscopic observations of the 

cellular structure of pollen-derived callus of Gi~kgo biloba 

(43). The occurrence of differentiated cell types in the 

chlorophyllous haploid tissue in culture, and the absence of 

such cells in the pollen derived albino tissue, suggested a 

relationship between chloroplast development and the formation 

of specialized cell types. 

The tissue from megagametophytes of this gymnosperm was 

green and able to form several cell types, including resin 

cells, tracheary elements, and cells with crystalline 

inclusions (44). All cell types were similar to those found 
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in intact leaf tissue. The development of the resin cells from 

parenchyma cells began with the deposition of material near the 

cell wall; a simple plasmodesm could be recognized in the 

electron micrograph. 

The development of organelles and cell walls in the haploid 

megagametophyte tissue of G. biloQ~ cultured for 1 to 9 months 

in vitro has been described (25). During culture, the mito-

chondria, dictyosomes, endoplasmic reticulum and plastids 

modified their structure. Tannins accumulated in vacuoles of 

some cells. Other cells were transformed into tracheids even 

when the tissue was friable. 

The ultrastructure of different types of storage cells 

(starch, lipid and proteolipid) of ~. biloba have been studied 

before and after culture in 4000 lux of light (27). Not all of 

these cells dedifferentiated. In amylaceous cells the amount 

of starch decreased during culture. The ground cytoplasm 

contained numerous polyribosomes, some of which were associat-

ed with the endoplasmic reticulum. Some dictyosomes could be 

recognized, and the number of mitochondria increased during 

culture. The green outgrowths produced from the marginal 

tissue of the megagametophyte after one month in culture 

contained plastids with dense stroma and occasionally starch 

and (or) thylakoids. Lipid reserves had disappeared completely 

in these cells, but they contained a relatively high number of 

ribosomes and rough ER. 

2.3. Picea abies, micros£ore and megagameto£hyte callus 

The microspore callus of Picea abies cultivated on a 

modified N6 medium (32) was generally yellow in colour. 

Greening was common in light. The cells normally contained 

one round nucleus and many compound amyloplasts (Fig. 1). 

Endoplasmic reticulum was frequent in the peripheral cytoplasm. 

After the cultures had been in alternating fluorescent light

dark for some time some thylakoids and plastoglobuli developed 

in the plastids. Mitochondria had a normal structure (Fig. 2). 

Dictyosomes were not abundant but some were present near the 

vacuole. Larger amounts of phenolic compounds were found in 

some of the cells especially if the callus was cultivated in 

blue light (Fig. 4). The origin of tannin containing vacuoles 

was uncertain but the small osmiophilic droplets near the 
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FIGURES 1 - 3. Ultrastructure of microspore callus of Picea 
abies. FIGURE 1. Compound amyloplasts (A). No plasmodesmata 
in the cell wall. Callus cultivated in dim light. Bar = 2 pm. 
FIGURE 2. Chloroamyloplast (CA) with some thy lakoids and 
plastoglobuli; mitoc hond ria (M); endop lasmic reticulum (ER); 
spherosome (Ss); plasmalemma (PL); cell wall (CW); tonoplast (T). 
Cells develope d under rhytmic fluorescent light. Bar = I urn. 
FIGURE 3. Part of a shoot initial cell. Plastids (P) with s mall 
grana. The starch content i s low. Mitochondria with osmiophilic 
grains a nd saccular cristae; ribosomes (R) abundant. Bar = 0.5 ~m. 
(32) • 
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central vacuoles were surrounded by a membrane. 

Strong synthesis of starch was a prominent feature in 

undifferentiated microspore callus (Fig. 2). Small shoot 

initials that had formed in the callus contained very little 

starch but many mitochondria and ribosomes (Fig. 3). 

Short roots with well-developed hairs and with a small 

vascular bundle with tracheids sometimes grew from the 

microspore callus especially in red light (Simola unpublished 

results). When the callus cultures were kept in darkness they 

had a rather degenerated structure, but the ultrastructure was 

normalized when they were transferred to alternating fluorescent 

light-dark (32). 

The number of megagametophyte callus strains that could be 

initiated from vernalized cones depended on the developmental 

stage and origin of the plant material. Due to the high 

frequency of lethal genes, most megagametophytes did not produce 

callus (36). The nuclei of young megagametophytes were mostly 

haploid, but the subculturable callus strains were mainly diploid 

FIGURE 4. Ultrastructure of microspore callus cell of Picea 
abies developed in alternating blue light. Secondary metaboli
te-s--in the vacuole, amyloplasts. No plasmodesmata in the cell 
wall. Bar = 5 urn. (32). 



(,,50 %) or mixoploid ( ,30 %). This may have been due to 

diploidization of originally haploid cells during early stages 

of callus initiation and to these diploid cells being more 

vigorous than haploid cells within the same strain. In the 

coenocyte in situ, i.e. the megagametophyte before ripening, 

the plasmalemma and cell wall develop in such a manner that 

only one haploid nucleus becomes located within each cell. How 

completely this process is regulated probably does not matter 

because the megagametophyte, which is a storage tissue (primary 

endosperm) for the germinating embryo and young seedling, soon 

degenerates (after drastic subcellular reorganization) (31). 

The resting seeds of Picea have megagametophyte cells packed 

with protein bodies and spherosomes. The nucleus is in the 

centre of the cell and surrounded by a layer of ground cyto-

3')5 

plasm with many ribosomes. Mitochondria, plastids and glyoxysomes 

cannot be recognized at first, but they develop later, i.e. 

during germination (31) when storage products are mobilized. 

Therefore, it is obvious that megagametophyte cells are able 

to form normal cell organelles and these cells do not die when 

mobilization of storage material begins. 

The megagametophyte callus cells of Picea abies were un

inucleate. The nucleus was round and free of invaginations 

(Fig. 6). The cells usually had one large central vacuole and 

some smaller ones. Accumulation of secondary products was 

common (Figs 4 and 5) and small electron-dense droplets surrounded 

by a membrane were sometimes visible in the cytoplasm near the 

vacuole. The nature of the transport mechanism of these 

substances has not yet been determined. The cells contained 

normal mitochondria and plastids with variable amounts of starch 

(Fig. 5). The amyloplasts were usually compound. The starch 

granules were sometimes surrounded by an electron-translucent 

area while the main part of stroma was slightly electron-

dense. Plastoglobuli were rare in plastids with strong starch 

synthesis but they sometimes occurred in some of those callus 

strains that were green in color and had well developed 

thylakoids that formed grana. 

Short patterns of rough ER, some dictyosomes and numerous 

ribosomes were present in megagametophyte callus (Fig. 5). 
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FIGURES 5 and 6. Ultrastructure of cells of two megagameto
phyte ca ll us lines of Pice a abies. Amyloplast (A); mito
chondrion (M); dictyosome-TD~ucleus (N); secondary meta
bolites (SM) in the vacuoles. FIGURE 5 . Bar = I pm. 
FIGURE 6. Bar = 0.5 urn. FIGURE 7. Cell structure of a s hort 
needle differentiate d from megagametophyte callus . Chloro 
amyloplasts (CA) with starch and small g rana; s econdary meta
bolites in vacuoles; plasmodesmata (PD). Bar = 0.5 fm. 
( 36 ) . 



FIGURE 8. Cells of a rather long needl e differentiated from 
megagametophyte callus of Picea abies. Some cells have a round 
nucleus, small vacuoles and well-developed chloroplasts (C) 
containing some starch; some cells with secondary metabolite s 
(SM). Arrow, degenerating cells. Bar 5 = Mm. FIGURE 9. 
Chloroplast of a needle cell having plastog~obuli (P), grana 
(G) and starch (ST). Cytoplasm rich in ribosomes (R); mito
chondria (M), endoplasmic reticulum (ER). vesicles joining 
to plasmalemma. Bar 0.5 urn. (36). 
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Plasmodesmata were rare or absent in the cell walls of callus 

cells but they were more common in shoot initials and needles 

(Fig. 7). Plasmodesmata could indicate initiation of organo

genesis. The needles did not have vascular bundles but 

contained cells with variable subcellular structures (Figs 

8 and 9). Some of these cells had small vacuoles and well

developed chloroplasts with starch; some cells had accumulat

ed phenolic compounds and some cells had degenerated (36). 

The needles that had differentiated from embryo callus had 

a relatively well developed anatomical structure (Simola, 

unpublished results). One reason for the retarded growth of 

plantlets of Picea abie§ derived from originally haploid callus 

cultures could be the poorly regulated cytodifferentiation of 

xylem and phloem elements in these plantlets. The growth 

regulators in the medium did not permit simultaneous differen

tiation of both xylem and phloem cells, presumably because 

they are known to have a dissimilar optimum for auxin and 

sucrose concentration. Therefore, the hormone synthesis and 

carbohydrate metabolism in shoot initials are not favourable 

for balanced differentiation. 

2.4. Picea glauca, suspension cultures of hypocotyl origin 

In cell suspension of Pice~ glauE~ (white spruce) of 

hypocotyl origin tannin inclusions had originated within 

cytoplasmic vacuoles that had possibly been derived from the 

endoplasmic reticulum. Tannin filled central vacuoles arose 

through enlargement and coalescence of small cytoplasmic 

vacuoles. Proliferation of membraneous material in close 

association with tannin bodies was often observed (10). 

A metabolic relationship between tannin and starch was found 

but it was not an entirely mutually exclusive one. Cells with 

large quantities of starch displayed little tannin formation. 

Xylogenesis was observed in cells at the center of the clumps 

in cell suspension cultures (15). These cells had secondary 

thickenings and bordered pits and were surrounded by cambial

like initials. 

2.5. Pinus-E0ntort~_suspensi~~Eul!:":~!:~ 

The effect of boron and growth regulators has been studied 

in suspension cultures of ~. EQQtorta (46). Tracheids had 



either bordered pits, or irregular ingrowths, or occasional 

compound plasmodesmata in the heavily lignified cell walls. 

Besides these cells, healthy parenchymatous cells and a cell 

type having ultrastructural cell wall features that were 

similar to those of sieve elements were found. The sieve 

element like cells had unusual plastids, large aggregates 

of smooth ER and unlignified cell walls having thickened 

regions with compound plasmodesmata. Compared to cells in 

the control cultures, boron deficient cells had more 

abnormal plastids, fewer starch grains and less lignified 

cell walls. 

2.6. Pinus-Einea, callus from leaf exElant~ 

The cell shape and fine structure of phloem formed in 

primary callus from needle explants of Pinu~ Einea was similar 

to that found in the intact stem (52). The plastids and 

mitochondria in the sieve cells had a normal structure. No 

xylem elements were found in this pine callus. Only a small 

amount of callose was recognized on the pores of sieve areas. 

The vesicular masses which filled the pores were interpreted 

to be, in analogy with those in stEm phloem, remnants of the 

endoplasmic reticulum. The structure of the "half sieve 

areas" between sieve cell and albuminous cell was more 

clearly visible in this callus phloem than in stem phloem. 

The membranous trace connected to the albuminous-cell-ER was 

continuous with the vesicular material in the sieve cell half 

of the pore. In P. Einea callus and stem phloem the young 

plastids contained fibrillar material but the mature plastids 

did not. No trace of fibrils typical of the sieve elements 

of angiosperms now known as P-protein was found at any stage 

of phloem development. 

3. CASE STUDIES: ANGIOSPERMS 

3.1. Acer Eseudoplatanus, suspension cultures 

Free cells and small cell aggregates of batch suspension 

cultures of Acer pseudoplatanus have been observed with the 

electron microscope (14, 24, 39, 41, 51). 

Changes in fine structure were followed over 24 days (the 

lag phase, the phase of exponential growth, and stationary 
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phase) till cells showed senescence (41). During the lag phase 

there was a massive synthesis of new cytoplasm and an increase 

in the number of mitochondria. As soon as the rate of cell 

division decreased and cell enlargement began, the cytoplasm 

congregated along the cell wall as a thin layer with fewer ribo

somes, less prominent ER membranes and apparently fewer mito

chondria. At this time starch began to form and the frequency 

of lipid (or protein) bodies and membrane enclosed crystals 

increased. 

During the stationary phase, the nuclei had invaginations 

that often contained mitochondria. Intra-cytoplasmic vacuoles 

appeared, but then disappeared again as the cytoplasmic layer 

approached its minimum thickness as the culture aged (41). 

Extensive ridge-like structures, lining the outer walls of cells, 

were found at the surface of cell aggregates of Acer pseudo-

platanus cultured in suspension. Less elaborate thickenings 

on walls between adjacent cells were also reported. 

Plastids in cells cultured in the standard synthetic medium 

stored starch but contained poorly developed internal lammellae 

during the growth cycle. Their differentiation into chloro

plasts was induced by replacing the 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic 

acid (2,4-D) by NAA in the medium. Mitochondria with an 

atypical crista were found. The crystalloid core of the 

microbodies was a prominent feature of the stationary phase 

cells (14). 

More detailed fine-structural features of Acer pseudo

platanus cells, grown in batch suspension cultures with 

different growth regulators were described by Withers (51). 

A state IV culture grown in the presence of an equilibrium 

level of 2,4-D (1.5 x 10- 7 M) showed that, in comparison with 

a state I culture of a similar specific growth rate but having 

a higher equilibrium level of 2,4-D (2.3 x 10-6 M), 10 - 15 % 

of the cells had ultrastructural features not observed in the 

state I cultures (51). 

Some of the state IV cells, located at the surface of the 

cellular aggregates, were small, highly cytoplasmic, and rich 

in rough endoplasmic reticulum. Within these aggregates some 

cells showed abnormal or incomplete cytokinesis and had 

irregularly thickened walls. Cells located centrally in the 



aggregates exhibited increased cytoplasmic electron-density 

or contained dense vacuolar inclusions. In the electron-dense 

cell type, the distinctive ultrastructural features were: (i) 

aggregation of the mitochondria which eventually became swollen 

and adpressed, (ii) development of a high level of plastid 

abnormality, and (iii) the negative-contrast appearance of the 

cell membranes, which showed as nuclear and cytoplasmic 

granularity and density, increased. Some walls, when examined 

by serial sectioning, appeared devoid of plasmodesmata, while 

others showed thickened plasmodesmata-free regions alternating 

with thinner regions traversed by grouped plasmodesmata. In 

contrast, all walls in state I cells showed plasmodesmata and 

any increases in wall thickeness corresponded to groups of 

plasmodesmata. 

In the state IV sycamore cells, over-production of poly

phenols and failure to channel these into cell wall-localized 

lignins may have led to their accumulation in the cytoplasm 

and consequent cell death. These cultures showed some extra

cellular material giving a positive lignin reaction and cells 

in which the lignin reaction was not restricted to the cell 

walls and middle lamellae but also given by their protoplasts 

(51) • 

3.2. Alnus glutinosa and A. incana, callus of leaf origin 

The structure of plastids was rather variable in the leaf 

callus cultures of Alnus glutinosa and ~. incana. Some of the 

callus strains did not turn green in light. In these non

greening cells the plastids were small and contained starch 
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(~. glutinosa). In cells of the bright green callus relatively 

well developed chloroplasts with several small grana and plasto

globuli were visible. Accumulation of starch was usually low 

in such plastids (Fig. 13). 

The greenish callus of A. incana contained chloroamylo

plasts having one or two relatively large starch grains and 

variable amounts of well-stacked or dilated thylakoids. The 

size and number of plastoglobuli was variable. Some 

structurally normal mitochondria were found especially around 

the nucleus and plastids. Rough ER was abundant in the cyto

plasm near the cell wall (Fig. 10) (32, 37). Microbodies 
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FIGURES 10 and 11. Fine structure of l eaf callus cells of 
Alnus. FIGURE 10. A. incana; chloroamyloplast with many 
plastoglobuli (arrow) and well developed thylakoids; micro
body (MB). FIGURE 11. ~. glutinosa. Highly vacuolated 
cell, plastids storing starch, nucleus (N). FIGURE 12. 
Mesophyll cell of ~. glutinosa. Chloroplasts with starch 
and well-developed grana. Bar = I urn. (37). 



FIGURES 13 - 15. Electron micrographs of tissue cultures 
of Alnus glutinosa. FIGURE 13. Green callus of leaf origin. 
Chloroplasts with small grana and plastoglobuli; mitochondria. 
Bar = 1 pm. FIGURE 14. Root cortex cell; secondary metaboli
tes in the vacuoles (V). Bar = 5 ~m. FIGURE 15. Root 
cortex c e ll. Plastids (P) with weakly developed thylakoids; 
mitochondria (M). Some plasmodesmata (PD) in the cell wall. 
Ba r = 1 pm. (32). 
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were seen near the plastids but dictyosomes were rare. The 

cells were usually very vacuolated (Fig. 11) and the vacuoles 

seemed to develop via dilatation of endoplasmic reticulum. 

Secondary metabolites were found in some brownish red cell 

lines of ~. glutinosa (32). The cell wall was thin and 

plasmodesmata were rare or absent. 

In roots that differentiated from the leaf callus some of 

the cortex cells contained a large amount of secondary meta

bolites (Fig. 14). Plasmodesmata were common, and in roots 

from callus cultured in light the plastids did not form clear 

thylakoids (Fig. 15) but only short membrane patterns. 

Plasmodesmata were not very common in young mesophyll cells of 

Alnus (Fig. 12). 

3.3. Betula pendula, microspore and leaf callus 

Approximately two-year-old callus originating from micro

spores of Betula pendula grew fairly rapidly and turned greenish 

in light. It was able to form all cell organelles. Cyto

differentiation to different cell types did not occur. The 

form of the plastids was variable. They usually contained 

starch and some osmiophilic plastoglobuli, but remained 

without well-developed grana (Fig. 16). Secondary products 

and lipids accumulated sometimes (32, 33). In cells grown in 

darkness some cytopathological features (concentric membrane 

circles) could be discerned, but they were not frequent. 

Betula pendula var. ~rpurea callus originating from leaves 

consisted of highly vacuolated cells, which turned green in 

light (Fig. 17). The chloroplasts were usually elongated and 

had some grana (37). The mitochondria were quite normal in 

both callus strains and some dictyosomes could be recognized. 

Plasmodesmata were rare. 

4. COMPARATIVE ULTRASTRUCTURAL MORPHOLOGY 

4.1. Nucleus ----
Callus cultures of trees are normally uninuclear. Even 

cultures that initially were coenocytic (megagametophyte 

cultures of Araucaria ar~ucana) (9) eventually produced 

callus with only one nucleus per cell. No fusions of nuclear 

membranes were detected. 



FIGURES 16 and 17. Fine structure of callus cells of Betula. 
FIGURE 16. ~. pendula (microspore origin). Plastids (P) with 
starch and weakly developed thylakoids; mitochondria (M); 
ribosomes (R); vacuole (V); tonoplast (T). FIGURE 17. B. 
~ndula f. £urpurea (leaf origin). Small chloroplast with 
grana. No plasmodesmata in the cell wall (CW). Bar = 1 urn. 
FIGURE 18. Ce ll structure of a young leaf of ~. pendula f. 
purpurea (a plantlet d e rived from in vitro culture; cf. 
35). Chloroplast with small grana (G) and plastoglobuli 
(arrow); plasmalemmasome. Bar = 0.5 urn. (37). 
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The callus cultures of gymnosperms are caryologically more 

stable (13, 23) than those of angiosperms, e.g. the chromosome 

number of hypocotyl callus of Pinus cembra was still stable 

after 9 months in culture (29). Diploidization, however, was 

common in megagametophyte callus lines of Picea abies (36). 

These cells may have been more vigorous during culture than 

the haploid ones of the same strain. Several strains remain

ed haploid or mixoploid over a number of transfers. 

Microspectrophotometric measurements of megagametophyte 

callus tissue of Pinu~ lambertiana showed that relative DNA 

amounts of nuclei corresponded to the C level only in newly 

proliferated callus tissue on original explants, whereas all 

nuclei underwent diploidization during continued culture and 

a few became tetraploid (7). The results were confirmed by 

chromosome counts. 

The nuclei in conifer tissue cultures are usually round. 

Lobed nuclei with invaginations were common in suspension 

cultures (state IV) of Acer ~eudoplatanus if the medium 

contains a lower level of 2,4-D than the other cultures having 

a similar specific growth rate. Abnormalities of plastids and 

mitochondria were also abundant in the state IV culture. The 

ultrastructure of suspension cultures of this species is very 

much affected by the nutrient medium (51). The callus cultures 

of other angiospermous trees usually had a more or less normal 

nuclear structure (Al~us incana, A. glutinos~, Sorbus aucuparia) 

(32, 37). 

4.2. Plastids 

Proplastids containing some starch are abundant in actively 

growing tissue cultures of trees. Accumulation of starch was 

common especially in megagametophyte and microspore calli of 

Picea abies (32, 37). The number of starch grains varied 

(Figs 1 and 2). Also haploid calli turned green in light 

but the number of grana was low and their size small. Only 

one large granum per chloroplast was characteristic for green 

megagametophyte calli of Ginkgo bilob~ (25). Several rather 

well developed grana were found in many green megagametophyte 

calli of Picea abies cultivated in light (36). Plastoglobuli 

were common in these chloroplasts. 
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The light green microspore callus of Betula pendula contained 

plastids storing starch but the thylakoids were not well arranged. 

(Fig. 16). In leaf callus of B. pendula f. purpurea the chI oro-

plasts were usually elongated. The thylakoids formed small grana 

but storage of starch was rarely seen (37). An abundance of 

phytoferritin has been observed in plastids of suspension 

cultures of Acer pseudoplatanus (24). Abnormalities in the 

shape of the plastids were common in cultures of this plant 

whenever cytodifferentiation occurred. These changes may be 

induced by the lower level of 2,4-0 in the nutrient medium. 

This lowering of 2,4-0 in the medium also resulted in patho

logical features in other cell organelles (51). 

4.3. Mitochondria 

Mitochondria, having a typical membrane structure and form, 

are common in most callus cultures of trees (cf. micros pore 

callus of Betula pendula and Picea abies, 32). Osmiophilic 

grains were sometimes visible (e.g. shoot initials of Picea, 

Fig. 3). Electron~translucent buds having two membranes and 

forming small vacuole-like structures were seen in an embryo 

callus strain of Picea abies (Fig. 20). The multidimensional 

structure of mitochondria of cultured megagametophyte cells 

of Ginkgo bilob~ has been studied in detail, using several 

thin and thick sections. Most of the mitochondria fused 

either in loose networks made up of elongated elements or in 

dense clusters composed of globular units (26). These 

reticular mitochondria (about two or three per cell) occupied 

an important part within the cell. Cup-shaped mitochondria 

have been observed in some suspension cultures of Acer 

pseudoplatanus (51). 

4.4. Microbodies and c~talline~QQles 

Microbodies have been found only sporadically in callus 

cultures of trees. They play an important role in photo

synthetically active tissue of intact leaves and in photo

respiration which turns H20 2 into a less harmful form. How

ever, many of the tissue cultures of trees have been cultivat

ed in darkness or in dim light and have no or only weak photo

synthesis. A crystalline structure is sometimes visible (in 

Acer pseudoplatanus, suspension cultures in the stationary 

phase) in the center of the microbody (14). In some plants 
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catalase activity has been demonstrated in this crystalline 

inclusion, using enzyme histochemical methods at the electron 

microscope level (21). 

Crystalline structures (crystalline bodies) in close 

contact with endoplasmic reticulum have been reported in 

suspension cultures of Acer Eseudoplatanus (24). These 

crystalline bodies seem to develop inside the cisternae of the 

endoplasmic reticulum; a unit membrane later lines the contours 

of the crystalline core. Similar structures have been observed 

in protocorms of some orchids (34). 

The crystal-containing bodies may be a modified form of 

more generally occurring plant microbodies, which mayor may 

not contain a crystalline inclusion. It has been suggested 

that the microbodies are homologous to animal lysosomes and 

may contain hydrolytic enzymes (12). This is supported by the 

observation that microbodies are found inabscission zones of 

pedicels of tomato and tobacco flowers (20). 

4.5. Endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes 

There are only a few detailed observations on the occurrence 

of ribosomes and rough ER in cultured tree cells. In Acer 

~~doElatanus cultures the cells showed an increase in the 

number of ribosomes during the lag phase (41). At the time 

of transition to the phase of exponential growth, many of the 

ribosomes were organized in polysomes or attached to the ER 

membranes. 

Short patterns of rough and smooth ER are common in cultur

ed living cells of trees. Only in a few cases does this cell 

organelle have characteristic features that are associated with 

cytodifferentiation. It is involved in the developement of 

small vacuoles which are formed by separation of the membranes of 

cisternae and filling of the thus created space by a liquid 

that usually is electron-translucent. Accumulation of 

secondary products seems to be associated with ER, and froth

like structures are later seen in the vacuoles (10). These 

structures sometimes originated in the cytoplasm (Fig. 20, 

Simola unpublished results). Long cisternae of rough ER 

together with small vesicles have been observed throughout 

the cytoplasm of megagametophyte ca1.lus of Araucaria araucana 

(9) at the time when new cell walls were formed. 



FIGURE 19. Part of a cell of green megagametophyte callus 
(surface layer) of Picea abies. Development of a vacuole (V) 
from dilatated ER. Plasmalemmasome (Ps); spherosome (SS). 
Part of a chloroplast with well developed grana. Mito
chondria (M) frequent. Bar = 1 pm. 

4.6. Dictyosomes and microtubules 

The number of dictyosomes per transsectioned cell is 

usual l y not very high even when cells are synthetizing new 

cell wall material. In suspension cultures of Acer 

pseudoplatanus thes e organelles were l ocated in the 

phragmosome near the growing cell plate (24). Dictyosomes 

were ofte n seen near the tonoplast (cf. Fig . 5) whenever 

cultured cells of conifers accumulated phe nolic compounds in 

the vacuoles (10, 33). 

Microtubules have been found in suspension culture cel ls 

of Acer pseudoplatanus near the plasmalemma (24) . They are 

ofte n involved in movement of chromosomes and in the organiz

ed movement of vesicles to the sites of cell plate and wall 

formation. However , they have seldom been recognized in 

callus cultures of trees. Some aspects of their occurrence 

will be described in connection with cell wall formation. 
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4.7. Plasmalemma and plasmalemmasomes 

The cytoplasm of cells is surrounded by a plasmalemma, 

which is normally closely attached to the inner part of the 

cell wall. Whether the plasmalemma of cultured tree cells 

has any special patterns, similar to those which have been 

visualized in protoplasts of several herbs, is not known. 

Plasmalemmasomes (lomasomes, paramural or multivesicular 

bodies; cf. Fig. 17) have been seen sporadically in callus 

(e.g. in megagametophyte cells of Araucaria araucan~ (9), and 

Picea abies (Simola unpublished results, Fig. 19), and sus

pension cultures of Acer ~udoplatanus (41). Whether they 

are related to plasmalemma and are involved in cell wall 

deposition is an open question. 

It has been suggested that plasmalemmasomes have a role 

in uptake and/or transport of materials (ripening and germinat

ing seeds of Vign~, IS) or in cell wall synthesis and deposition 

(11, 45). Plasmalemma derived structures may arise as a 

result of the plasmalemma being produced in excess of that 

required during cell enlargement and/or maturation (sieve 

cells of Pinus radiat~, 3S). It is also possible that plasma

lemmasomes and other paramural structures are artifacts (16). 

4.S. Vacuoles --------
The callus and suspension cultures of trees are, like 

those of herbaceous plants, highly vacuolated (24, 41). The 

cells may have a central vacuole and several smaller ones. 

Due to the large size of the cells, relatively few pictures 

have been published of whole cells. Therefore, the overview 

of the whole vacuolar system is rather poor. The cells of 

shoot initials in callus of Picea abies are more cytoplasmic, 

i.e. less vacuolized, and therefore, resemble cells of the 

apical meristem (Fig. 3). Cells in the main part of the 

callus (Fig. 1), if dividing, have large vacuoles and 

resemble cambium cells but are less regularly arranged. 

At high magnification a tonoplast is often recognized and 

membranous material is sometimes visible in the vacuoles. 

Strong synthesis of secondary products, which are apparently 

mainly phenolic compounds, is characteristic for callus and 

suspension cultures of several conifers. Browning of cultures, 

because of leaching of these phenolics, is a real problem in 

tissue culture of trees. 



FIGURE 20. Part of an embryo culture cell of Picea abies. 
Froth-like ER wi th accumulation of secondary metabolites
(arrow); dictyosomes (D); mitochondria (M) with electron 
translucent protuberances. Part of a nucleus (N). Bar = 1 fill. 

In suspension cultures of Picea glauca and callus of 

Pinus e lliotti phenolic compounds occurred as electron-dense 

material in small ves icl es which may have arisen either from 

dictyosomes or ER (6, 10). There are, however, no good histo

chemical methods for identification of this mate rial in 

electron microscopy. Larg e amounts of e l ectron-de nse material, 

possibly composed of phenolic compounds, are sometimes 

associated with endoplasmic reticulum in the form of froth

like structures (Fig. 20). The only site of prevacuolar 

tannin observed in callus and suspension cultures of 

Pseudotsuga menziesii and Pinus taeda (22) was the rough 

ER, which gave rise to small, tannin-containing vacuoles. 

Other potentially related sites suggested in the literature 

(plastids and dictyosomes) were, as far as could be 

determined, not directly involved. 

In embryo derived callus of Pinus ~iotti accumulation 

of the tannin within the vacuoles did not nece ssarily result 

in degeneration of cells, but degeneration of organelles and 

ground cytoplasm was observed in many cells having active 
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tannin synthesis (6). 

In Picea abies megagametophyte callus neighboring cells 

may have a quite dissimilar capacity to accumulate secondary 

compounds (36). These substances can also be recognized in 

callus lines of microspore origin in Picea abies and Betula 

~ndula (32, 36). Large tannin deposits within the cyto

plasm are normally surrounded by at least one unit membrane 

(Fig. 14). Blue light had a stimulatory effect on accumula

tion of phenolic compounds (Fig. 4) in microspore callus 

cells of Picea abi~~ (32). In this callus the amount of 

starch was low in the weakly developed plastids. In embryo 

derived callus of Pinus elliotti there were only a few changes 

in the structure of plastids during effective tannin synthesis 

(6) • 

4.9. Cell wall 

Ultrastructural studies have given much new information 

about cell plate and wall formation after cell division. 

Dictyosomes and probably the ER are involved in this process 

(e.g. Acer pseudoplatanus, 24). Microfibrils are formed 

within the plate in the more mature regions, while material 

in the vesicles is incorporated at the young growing edge. 

Microtubules at the edge of the cell plate correspond to the 

fibrillar appearance of the phragmoplast seen with the optical 

microscope. 

Light microscopic observation of callus cells of Picea 

glauca, grown under a variety of cultural conditions, 

revealed a series of phenomena which were believed associated 

with the development of specific types of cells similar to 

specific types of cells recognizable in intact plants (49). 

Characteristically patterned deposits of resin drops and 

strands, furrows, and channels in the cytoplasm appeared to 

be capable of serving as templates around which cellulose and 

lignin may later be deposited. Cell contents may be extruded 

through mUltiple pores of the cell walls, and condensed in 

characteristic extracellular papillae. Similar structures 

have also been observed in cotyledon callus of Pseudotsuga 

menziesii by transmission and scanning electron microscopy 

(22) . 

The cell wall structure of tracheid cells varies in 



different tree species tested in tissue culture experiments. 

Reticulated walls have been observed in tumor cells of spruce 

when cultivated in light (16 h) on a medium with reduced 

nitrogen (1.7 roM NH 4N0 3 ) (50). Callus cells of Pinus radiata 

(hypocotyl origin) are able to form bordered pits over the 

entire surface of the tracheids and two types of pits have 

been observed (4). The tracheids differentiated in suspension 

cultures of Pinus contorta had either bordered pits or 

irregular ingrowths or occasional compound plasmodesmata in 

the heavily lignified cell walls (46). Well developed "half 

sieve areas" between the sieve cell and albuminous cell can 

be seen in phloem in callus of Pinus £inea (52). 

Spontaneous development of tracheids is relatively rare 

in megagametophyte callus cultures of Picea abies. Only one 

of the numerous strains had a high frequency of tracheid 

differentiation (36). Development of some tracheids has 

been reported in megagametophyte callus of Taxus sp. (28). 

5. CONCLUSION 

The organelle organization of cell and callus cultures 

of trees indicates that cytopathological features are rarer 

in tissue cultures of trees than in those of herbaceous plants. 

In haploid callus lines of Ginkgo biloba the development of 

several cell types seems to be connected with chloroplast 

development (43, 44). However, in Picea abi~~ microspore 

and megagametophyte callus lines the tissues consist mainly 

of parenchymatous cells; furthermore, green callus lines do 

not have a better organogenetic potential than the yellowish 

ones (36). Shoot initials are most frequent in relatively 

slowly growing callus lines which are brownish in color, 

because of phenolic compounds in the vacuoles. 

The frequency of some cytopathological features, e.g. cup

shaped plastids in suspension cultures of Acer pseudoplatanus, 

depends on the growth regulators in the medium (51). That 

the cell structure is normal in some other callus cultures 

(32, 36) may be partly due to more favourable culture condi

tions (e.g. weak alternating light) and partly to a lower 

mutation rate of the tissue. 

Some callus and suspension cultures of trees are able to 
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undergo cytodifferentiation into different cell types 

corresponding to those in intact plants indicating that they 

have reserved considerable physiological flexibility (46, 52). 

The composition of the nutrient medium greatly affects the 

differentiation pattern of the cultures. 

At the ultrastructural level it was not possible to find 

any specific feature indicating which of the callus cultures 

of the trees investigated have a high organogenetic capacity. 

However, simple plasmodesmata were more frequent in the early 

phases of organogenesis than in undifferentiated tissue (Picea 

abies, Alnu~ glutinosa, 32, 33, 36). The development of 

special pit and pore areas, found in some suspension and 

callus cultures of conifers, is mainly connected with cyto

differentiation of target cells in small cell aggregates or 

clumps rather than development of real plant organs (15, 46). 

The callus of Eucalyptus camaldulensis (of seedling 

hypocotyl origin) forms parenchymatous nodules in suspension 

culture (40). Tracheary differentiation may be induced only 

if the cells are packed together and interconnected by 

plasmodesmata. In the medium artificially aggregated free 

cells did not form tracheids. 

Understanding of cell wall growth and development 

requires a good picture of fine structure, chemical composition 

and the cell physiological regulatory mechanisms of this cell 

component. Electron microscopy has given much information 

about arrangement of the cellulosic microfibrils, but only 

a few detailed studies have been made on tissue cultures of 

forest trees. Only Ace~ ~udoplatanus suspension cultures 

have been extensively investigated (cf. 14, 24, 41, 51). 

Callus and suspension cultures may be useful systems to 

investigate, for example, xylogenesis, even though it has 

been argued that so far callus and suspension culture 

investigations have contributed little towards understanding 

the factors regulating xylem-cell differentiation (5). 

Accumulation of high concentrations of secondary compounds 

in the vacuoles is common in conifer callus cultures (10, 15, 

32, 36), but uncommon in tissue cultures of most herbaceous 

plants. Phenolic compounds have also been detected in callus 

cultures of some angiospermous trees (Alnus and Betula, 32, 

33, 36). The woody species have 



a less depressed biosynthetic pathway of phenolic compounds 

in callus than herbs. 

Chromosomal aberrations and abnormalities of cell 

organelles leading to lack or decrease of morphogenetic 

capacity are common in cultured cells of herbs (1, 8, 30, 42). 

To determine if similar problems may exist in cultures of 

economically important trees the fine structure and chromo

some numbers of callus and suspension cell lines should be 

checked. If the organelle structure is disturbed, due to 

mutations or unsuitable culture conditions (e.g. growth 

regulators, organic nutrients, temperature, light, oxygen), 

there is little hope of successful organogenesis and 

regeneration of seedlings with a balanced autotrophic physio

logy. Heterotrophic culture conditions do not select cell 

types having the best photosynthetic machinery but cells 

being best adaptated to, e.g. darkness or weak light, low 

oxygen concentration and extracellular carbohydrate source. 

If cytopathological features are prominent in the sub

cellular organization of tissue cultures, they are far 

from ideal models for biochemical and physiological 

experiments. Fortunately ultrastructural studies have 

shown that callus cultures of trees normally have a well 

organized cell structure and that the cell types differentiat

ed are very similar to those in intact plants. Therefore, 

the often observed poor organogenetic ability of tree tissue 

cultures is probably usually not due to subcellular in

sufficiencies but to improper culture conditions. 
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Abies 
alba, 280 
balsamea, 258, 261, 265 

AceI' 
pseudoplatanus, 52, 68, 242, 399, 
400, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 413, 
414 

Aesculus 
hippocastanum, 223 

Alnus 
glutinosa, 118, 143, 147, 401, 402, 
403, 404, 406, 414 
incana, 118, 401, 402, 406 

Amelanchier, 9 
Araucaria, 356 

araucana, 391, 404, 408, 410 

Betula, 9 
papyrifera, 80 
pendula, 143, 144, 404, 405, 407, 
412 
platyphlylla, 7, 147 
schezuanica, 7 
verrucosa, 220 
vulgaris, 99 

Biota 
orientalis, 143 

Calocedrus 
decurrens, 326 

Carica 
candamarcensis, 249 

Carya 
i11inoensis, 221 

Castanea 
sativa, 143, 158 
vulgaris, 223 

Chamaecyparis 
obtusa, 355, 356, 365 

Citrus, 52, 224, 225, 234, 278 
grandis, 274 

Cocos 
nucifera, 77 

Coffea, 52 
Corylus 

avellana, 372 
Cryptomeria, 341 
Cupressus, 242, 326 

Elaeis 
guineensis, 279 

Eucalyptus, 237, 242, 250 
camaldulensis, 414 
cit"iodora, 237 
ficifolia, 221, 236 
grandis, 221, 235, 243 
gunnii, 237 

Fagus 
syl vatica, 221, 280 

Fraxinus, 343 
americana, 304 

Ginkgo 
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biloba, 390, 391, 392, 406, 407, 413 
Gleditsia 

triacanthos, 221 

Hevea, 235, 250 

Juglans 
regia, 257 

Juniperus 
virginiana, 304, 308 

Larix 
decidua, 255, 258, 261, 265, 304 
.laricina, 304 
occidentalis, 95 

Liriodendron 
tulipifera, 341 

Malus, 9, 158, 161 
hupehensis, 221 
robusta, 90 

Morus 
indica, 143, 144 

Phoenix 
dactylifera, 77, 143, 144, 220, 249, 
255 

Picea 
abies, 80, 143, 144, 145, 147, 158, 
163, 184, 250, 258, 304, 305, 308, 
373, 392, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 
406, 407, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 
414 
glauca, 68, 143, 144, 145, 304, 306, 
308, 310, 373, 398, 411, 412 
mariana, 304, 308 
pungens, 250 
rubens, 90,95 
sitchensis, 143, 255, 306 

Pinus, 121, 237, 303, 317, 331, 341 
banksiana, 68, 79, 80, 143,144,145, 
255, 265, 304, 308, 310, 319, 320 
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canariensis, 320 
cembra, 406 
contorta, 90, 143, 304, 308, 320 
398, 413 
coulteri, 279, 320 
echi na ta, 319 
durangensis, 320 
elliottii, 411, 412 
glabra, 319 
jeffreyi, 320 
lambertiana, 97, 99, 279, 304, 310 
322, 406 
muricata, 320 
nigra, 147 
palustris, 143, 319 
patula, 320 
pinaster, 143, 146, 237, 320 
pinea, 320, 399, 413 
pithyusae, 320 
ponderosa, 320 
pungens, 319 
radiata, 24, 27, 29, 32, 33, 34, 
36, 38, 40, 92, 93, 94, 95, 119, 
146, 147, 205, 304, 410, 413 
resinosa, 90, 95, 304, 310, 340 
rigida, 304, 319, 320 
sabiniana, 320 
serotina, 319 

35, 
143, 

strobus, 304, 305, 310, 319, 337 
sylvestris, 143, 144, 280, 304, 308, 
320 
taeda, 27, 28, 33, 36, 40, 41, 205, 
220, 279, 304, 317, 318, 319, 321, 
323, 325, 411 
virginiana, 319, 320 

Populus, 9, 120, 331, 343 
deltoides, 304, 306, 307, 308 
euroamericana, 278 
nigra, 9, 97, 132, 185, 278 
tremula, 12, 279 
tremuloides, 211 

Prunus, 154, 158, 237, 242 
avium, 143, 146, 147, 158 

Pseudotsuga 
menziesii, 38, 68, 75, 77, 79, 143, 
257, 326, 373, 411, 412 

Quercus, 344 
petraea, 280 
robur, 143, 250, 280 
rubra, 266 

Robinia 
pseudoacacia, 184, 223 

Salix 
alba, 143, 147 
babylonica, 158, 164, 237 
capraea, 52 
tetrasperma, 97 

Sambucus 
nigra, 52 

Santalum 
album, 258 

Sequoia, 9, 250 
sempervirens, 146, 238, 257, 326, 
389 

Sequoladendron 
giganteum, 235 

Simmondsia 
chinensis, 249 

Sorbus 
aucuparia, 406 

Taxus, 326, 356, 
Theobroma 

cacao, 100 
Thuja 

occidentalis, 
plicata, 143, 

Tilia 
cordata, 250 

Tsuga, 

413 

304, 308 
235, 373 

canadensis, 304, 308 

Ulmus 
americana, 143 
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abscisic acid, 50, 54, 155 
agrobacteri urn, 324 
amino acids, 32 
ammonium, 70, 154 
auxins, 33, 50, 155, 372 

uptake, 131 

buffers, 128 

carbohydrates, 89 
cytodifferentiation, 102 
embryogenesis, 100 
organogenesis, 94 
rooting, 98 

chromosomes, 288 
transfer, 332 

clones 
disadvantages, 205 
early flowering, 220 
genetics, 167, 198 
mature trees, 204, 208, 232, 249 
variation, 170, 198, 233, 272, 286 

correlative control, 226, 252 
cybrids, 343, 345 
cytokinin, 50, 163, 240, 372 

rejuvenation, 232, 251 

determination, 216 
DNA 

amplification, 339, 379 
analysis, 298, 366 
cloning, 290, 314 
denaturation, 116 
methylation, 254 
mitochondrial, 290, 315, 372 
recombinant, 281, 290, 298, 314 
replication, 116 

embryogenesis 
carbohydrates, 100 
nucellar, 234 
polyamines, 120 

epigenesis, 243, 252 
ethylene, 50, 54, 155 
explants 

miniaturization, 255 
position, 250 

field testing, 167, 198 

gene 
amplification, 42, 254 
transfer, 186 
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genetics, 167, 198, 274, 286 
aneuploids, 274, 279, 288, 299 
c-effects, 206 
cold resistance, 184 
engineering, 167, 198, 293, 323, 330 
haploids, 288, 299, 391 
polyploids, 274, 279, 288, 306, 343 
selection, 167, 198, 279, 286, 290, 
291 
stability, 167, 272 
transposons, 293 
variation, 272, 288 

gibberellic acid, 50, 53, 155, 222 
GOGAr enzyme, 69 
grafting, 225, 234, 239, 251 

habituation, 223, 244 
haploids, 288, 299, 391, 404, 406, 410 

isozymes, 286 

juvenility, 216, 232, 249 

lignin, 154 

mannitol 
nutrient, 104 
osmoticurn, 34, 91, 93 

maturation, 216, 232, 249 
carbohydrates, 101 

media, 4, 17, 37 
precipitation, 18, 130 
stress, 17, 40 

megagametophyte 
callus, 391, 404, 406, 410 

meristems 
culture, 241 

microcell 
transfer, 335 

microfilaments, 356, 357, 409 
micronuclei, 335 
micronutrients, 17 

contaminants, 22 
microspore 

call us, 394, 404 
mitochondria, 357, 367, 372, 393, 407, 
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organogenesis, 372 
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nitrogen 
embryogenesis, 68 
inorganic, 71 
media, 8 
metabolism, 67 
reductase, 69 

nuclei, 365, 382, 391, 404 

organelles, 353, 389 
DNA, 253, 276, 290, 315, 372 
morphogenesis, 253, 372 
pH, 126 

osmoticums, 34, 91, 93 

pathology, 185 
pH, 18, 21, 75, 125, 162 
phase change, 216, 232 
phenols, 154 
plagiotropism, 204, 243 
plasmodesmata, 256, 393 
plastids, 367. 393, 406 
polyamines, 67, 81, 113 
protoplasts, 82 
pruning, 232 

redox, 18 
rejuvenation, 207, 216, 232, 249 
relative humidity, 160 
rooting, 53, 91, 96, 98, 235, 238 

shoot 
apices culture, 255 
induction, 53 

somaclonal variation, 43, 187, 272, 286, 
289 

sphaeroblasts, 133 
spiny vesicles, 367, 368 
stress, 40, 264 
stump sprouts, 251 

temperat ure, 142 
transposons, 293 

vacuoles, 362 
vessels, 11 
vitrification, 14, 152 

agar, 160 
relative humidity, 160 




